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I. SUMMARYÆIO\ry TO NAVIGATE THIS DOCUMENT

BD Village Partners ("Applicant") requests approval of a master plan development
(*MPD") consisting of 4,800 dwelling units and 775,000 square feet of retail, office
and light industrial on 1,196 acres. The Hearing Examiner recommends approval
subject to conditions, with the caveat that noncompliance with job creation
requirements must be resolved.

This is a long document, but it is organized in a manner that should enable the Council
to find information it needs without too much difficulty. Most of this
recommendation is composed of a summary of testimony, so the length of this
document is not as intimidating as it appears. The most important part of the
recommendation may be Finding of Fact ("FOF") No. 5. This finding identifies the
most significant impacts of the proposal. FOF No. 5 summarizes the concerns raised
by Black Diamond citizens, identifies how many people raised the concerns and
explains how the concern has been addressed in the proposed MPD and recommended
conditions of approval. The Conclusions of Law quote every MPD regulation that
applies to the project and assesses how those regulations are satisfied. The summary
of testimony condenses the 3,818 pages of hearing transcripts. It is divided into
citizen testimony and expert testimony. Revisions to the staff recommended
conditions of approval are identified by track changes. An integral part of this
recommendation is the Examiner's decision on the Villages Final Environmental
Impact Statement (*FEIS"). The FEIS decision provides a detailed analysis of the
significant impacts of the proposal and concludes that they are adequately mitigated.

Overall the proposed Villages MPD does a fairly good job of satisfying MPD criteria.
The one and notable exception is that the MPD does not meet job creation objectives.
BDMC 18.98.120(C) requires that the MPD meet comprehensive plan employment
objectives by build out "with reasonable certainty". As detailed in Conclusion of Law
No. 43, the Villages MPD is projected to create 1,365 jobs, which falls short of the 0.5
jobs per household (requiring 2,400 jobs) applied by staff and the 1.0 jobs per
household (requiring 4,800 jobs) that is more explicitly required in the Comprehensive
Plan. At best (under the staff s standard), the project only meets 57% of required
employment objectives and only 28% under the express Comprehensive Plan standard.
There is nothing in the record to suggest that the MPD will meet employment
projections with'oreasonable certainty".

The situation is exacerbated by the fact that the job creation requirement is of dubious
legal validity. The courts are likely to find it an unconstitutionally unreasonable
requirement to make a developer responsible for job creation. However, if the MPD is
not an entitlement', as discussed in Conclusion of Law No. 2, the Council would be on

l 
Meaning that the Applicant would not be "entitled" to approval if all MPD criteria are met.

{ PAO788 I 92. DOC; I \l 30a9.090000\ }
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solid legal ground to deny the MPD solely because of the job creation requirement.
The Council is encouraged to consult with the City Attorney to resolve this issue.

Several conditions have been added to the project as a result ofthe hearings and public
involvement. Probably the most significant condition added by the Examiner is a
requirement to reassess traffic impacts through more detailed traffic modeling. The
Black Diamond traffic model is composed of a local model for traffic impacts within
the City and the Puget Sound Regional Council ("PSRC") model for all exterior
impacts. This model and the assumptions underlying it came under considerable
attack by the SEPA appellants, Maple Valley and other affected agencies. Maple
Valley pointed out that the PSRC model is only intended to predict impacts at a
regional level and that it does not contain local streets or integrate much detail on local
land use and development patterns. Maple Valley advocated the use of its local
model, which employed a much more detailed basis for its assumptions for Maple
Valley and surrounding cities. Maple Valley and Black Diamond provided extensive
expert testimony on the shortcomings of each other's model. The result was a fairly
compelling case that neither model is appropriate. The conditions of approval require
the Applicant to put together a local model that extends to all jurisdictions within the
vicinity, but without the flaws in the Maple Valley model. The new modeling may
prove to be costly, but it may also stave off litigation from Maple Valley and other
interested parties, which would result in a significant savings to all involved. Most
importantly, the new modeling will more accurately predict traffic impacts, which will
be of a profound benefit to the quality of life of Black Diamond residents.

Another significant condition is a requirement for more noise analysis. As noted in
the Villages Final Environmental Impact Statement ("FEIS"), construction noise is
often exempt from noise standards. This is presumably based upon the understanding
that construction noise impacts are temporary. However, the Villages MPD involves a
fifteen year build out. This build-out includes a tremendous amount of grading and
filling that could conceivably result in a continuous stream of over 150,0002 truck trips
over the course of the build out period. For some properties, there may very well be
nothing temporary about construction noise. The FEIS noise analysis didn't consider
potential long-term construction noise impacts. The recommended conditions of
approval require consideration and mitigation of these impacts.

The school conditions added by the Examiner are also a significant part of this
recommendation. The Examiner agrees with the District position that schools must
meet the site requirements of the District's capital facilities plan and meet the
population projections of the plan. Schools must also be located within a half mile of
residential areas.

2 The recommended conditions impose a limit on grading activities that could reduce the truck trips.
The point is that a project this size can produce noise impacts on some properties for several years.
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II. TESTIMONY

The testimony below is intended to serve as a convenience to the reader only. It
should not be read as having any legal significance. The Hearing Examiner did not
base his recommendation on what is written below, but upon the testimony and

transcripts of the hearings. The basis of the Examiner's recommendation on any issue

may or may not be included in the testimony summarized below. "Tr" refers to
transcript pages, i.e. 'oTr. 3642" means the testimony can be found at p. 3,642 in the

transcripts.

A. Citizen Testimony

March 6,2010

Judith Canier (24305 SE Green Valley Road, Auburn). Tr.192-222.

Ms. Carrier testified that the FEIS ened in its analysis of and mitigations for
transportation, environmental, and safety impacts on the connection of the Villages
development with SR 169 and in particular with Southeast Green Valley Road.

Under the traffrc configuration proposed in the development plans, she said, Green
Valley Road is positioned to receive a great deal of traffic from a very large

development of 4,800 homes and775,000 square feet of commercial office space. A
study of connection plans is not discussed in the EIS or FEIS, she noted, but because

Plass Road connects to SR 169 from Green Valley Road, she anticipates that a
colossal amount of traffic could empty out onto Green Valley Road. She added that, if
the project was built as explained in the FEIS, there would be no highway
improvement funds coming from the state in the foreseeable future to expand SR 169

to accommodate the increase in traffic.

Green Valley Road is particularly ill-suited to such an increase, Ms. Carrier said. It is
a windy route used by wildlife, bicyclists, visitors to Flaming Geyser State Park, and

farm equipment. The Auburn School District runs school buses along the road, which
make many stops. In the momings, she said, students wait for the bus in the dark, and

in the afternoon they cross in front of the buses as they come home. She also noted

that the road is a designated Heritage Corridor, and the upper portion runs through a
protected agricultural district. Because properties in this district can only be used for
farming purposes, any widening of the road or similar mitigations are impossible
here.

In sum, she said, developers need to create a binding written agreement, applying to
all cunent and future property owners, that there will be no direct traffrc outlet onto
Green Valley Road for any reason. The developers should make plans to assure that a
direct connection will never be necessary. She also requested a repetition of the

{ PAO788 I 92.DOC; l\l 3049.090000\ }
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DEIS/FEIS process to analyze and mitigate the transportation, safety, and

environmental issues for the connection of the Villages with SR 169, and another

repetition of the process to include further assessment and mitigation of impacts on
SE Green Valley Road's transportation and safety issues, as well as its agricultural,
historic, and uniquely rural characteristics. She also recommended planning for 50-

100 foot buffers along the Villages south boundary, to be comprised partly of existing
trees and native growth.

Robert Taeschner (30S46 229th Place SE, Black Diamond). Tr.222-26.

Mr. Taeschner's testimony focused on traffic concerns. He noted that Lake Sawyer
Road and Auburn-Black Diamond Road already experience heavy traffic loads from
students driving to and from school. The location of new schools in the area would
bring even greater traffic problems, he said. He added that it is already difficult to
turn either left or right at several intersections in the area between 7:10 a.m. and 7:30

a.m. He asked who would pay to widen these roads, inasmuch as he did not believe
the FEIS included mitigations for this problem.

JacBeline Taeschner (30846 229th Place SE, Black Diamond). Tr.226-32.

Ms. Taeschner voiced concerns regarding several environmental issues, particularly
the negative impacts of excessive tree cutting. She said she moved to the area for its
rural character. She noted that trees offer a number of environmental benefits,
including scrubbing the air and producing oxygen. She said the requested exemptions
by YarrowBay from regulations that limit tree removal were a mistake, and that past

civilizations have been destroyed by the over-destruction of trees. Excessive removal
by the developer might not only harm local tourism, she said, but local wildlife also

would vanish. Some of the animals she can now see or hear from her home include
pigeons, owls, woodpeckers, white swans, otter, deer, raccoons, coyotes, bear,

Canadian geese, kingfishers, ducks, blue heron, cormorants, snow ducks, wild
canaries, hummingbirds, meadowlarks, swallows, chickadees, and robins. She said

she also fears a decline in Lake Sawyer water quality, which would cause deep-water
fish and the bird populations that feed on them to decline.

She also said she had not learned of the FEIS's release until after the time had lapsed

to file an appeal.

Susan Ball (22gth Place SE, Black Diamond; no specific address given). Tr.232-33.

Ms. Ball testified that she never received notice of the FEIS's availability.

Lori Seaman (22725 SE 321't Place, Black Diamond). Tr.237-39.

Ms. Seaman testified that, as a resident of the 101 Pines neighborhood, she frequently
uses Auburn-Black Diamond Road. Access to that road has become increasingly

{PAO788 I 92. DOC; l\l 3049.090000\ }
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difficult due to increased traffic, she said. The Villages development will bring 9,000
additional vehicles to local roads, and some percentage of them will use Auburn-
Black Diamond Road, she added. She said she is concerned about the potential
adverse impact this increase would create. She also voiced concerns about preserving
the quiet, rural character of the area, and about impacts on local wildlife.

March 9,2010

Cindy Proctor (3250S 236th Ave. SE, Black Diamond). Tr. 828-33.

Ms. Proctor said she and her family had followed the planning process for the project
since its inception and had watched as the proposed developments grew in size and
density over time. Over that time, she said, she had found the city's notice practices to
be flawed: while the city reliably issued colorful letters announcing informational
meetings, at which no public input was allowed, it only placed hard+o-find notices in
the local newspaper for public hearings. She voiced particular concem over flaws in
the DEIS hearing transcript, which she said contained hundreds of "inaudible"
notations, which connoted portions of the hearing tapes during which the speaker's
words could not be discerned, and noted that several testimonies given at the end of
the hearing were entirely missing from the record.

Melanie Gauthier (25565 Baker St., Black Diamond). Tr. 838-41.

Ms. Gauthier testified that it has been difficult to participate in the public-input
process because of the amount of information that needed to be reviewed, the level of
technical knowledge required for nonexperts to understand that information, and the

short time frames given citizens to do so.

Susan Graham Tr. 894-926; 927 -67 .

Ms. Susan Graham is a community building program manager with Parametrix. She

is responsible for planning, design, and construction of projects that involve
"planning of development, land development, parks." She has worked with
Parametrix for fifteen years, in the Sumner, Lacey, and Boise offices.

Ms. Graham was the project manager on the EISs for both The Villages and Lawson
Hills. Her role involved coordinating the technical experts within her frrm and
making the writing in the technical reports into a style that is accessible and readable

by the general public.

She was also responsible for community outreach programs, which included the

SEPA-required public hearings, as well as six to eight other meetings for local
agencies and for the general public, in the forms of open houses, stakeholder
meetings, and agency meetings. She was not involved in giving notice to the public
of these meetings.
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Parametrix was not the first EIS consultant on these projects. There was a prior land

use consultant, as well as many other technical consultants. Parametrix became

involved when the City believed it needed "a more third-party objective consultant
that was working directly for the city." Parametrix's contract is with the City, and it
is paid by the City. Parametrix had to request additional budget, which was paid the

same way. Although Mr. Bricklin intimates that Parametrix's work is ultimately paid

for by YarrowBay, Ms. Graham doesn't believe this affects Parametrix's ability to
remain objective.

These were "plan level" EISs, which is a higher level EIS, as opposed to "próject
level" EISs, which focus on the details of a specific project. The EISs considered

four different alternatives for the projects. Parametrix's various engineers, scientists,

and planners, along with two subconsultants, peer reviewed the technical

documentation. Its experts requested additional analysis or clariftcation in three

areas: transportation, stormwater, and fiscal analysis.

The technical reports were prepared by YarrowBay's consultants. When Parametrix
needed additional information to supplement the reports, Parametrix did the

additional work.

With respect to the stormwater analysis of the impact on Lake Sawyer, Parametrix

determined that additional work may need to be done at the time of project approval.
Graham did not have an opinion as to whether this was appropriate.

In preparing the EISs, Parametrix tried to use language aimed at laypersons in the

actual EIS, while putting the technical information in the technical appendices. This
is the standard practice of the Washington Department of Transportation.

Ms. Graham was responsible for turning the final ElSs over to the City's SEPA-
responsible official. She believes that the EISs were adequate and "beyond the level

of detail required for a plan level 8IS...." Because these were plan level EISs, they
needed to give enough information for the City to make a frnal decision on a master

plan development permit. She believes the EISs adequately address the cumulative

overall impacts of the project.

She did not believe the ooso-called rural school sites" should have been included in the

EISs. Parametrix was charged with considering a range of impacts within the four
alternatives. It'oassumed all school sites within those boundaries...."

She believes the third alternative was developed comparably to the first two
alternatives.

The experts in particular fields concurred in the final reports. The individual experts

would need to be consulted to determine the bases for their opinions.

( PAO788 I 92.DOC; l\ I 3049.090000\ )
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In responding to comments on the draft EIS, generic responses were used, saying that
appropriate clarifications and/or corrections have been made to the EIS. Sometimes
the change this refers to is reflected in the technical appendices, which are
incorporated into the EIS.

Ms. Graham acknowledged that King County thought that "plan level" detail in the
EIS was not sufficient, even at this stage of decision-making and asked for more
detail.

In response to questions regarding the availability of technical appendices, Ms.
Graham stated that she (Parametrix) provided the City of Black Diamond with the
CD-ROMs containing the technical appendices. It was then up to the City to
distribute those appendices as needed. Ms. Graham was not aware that there were
issues with members of the public and agencies getting access to the appendices
during the time available to formulate comments.

Ms. Graham stated that the EIS included assessment of the expected effectiveness of
mitigation measures. These impacts would be mitigated to the appropriate standard.
For example, in transportation, the appropriate mitigation standard would be the level
of service standard. Ms. Graham was not comfortable responding to specific
questions regarding traffic analysis and comments, stating that these questions should
be directed to Mr. John Perlic.

Ms. Graham testified that her team that prepared the draft and final EISs were sharing
internal working drafts as early as July 2009. She indicated that she was aware of the
need for seven school facilities during the course of the DEIS. The DEIS for Lawson
Hills and the Villages do not identify seven school sites, but according to Ms.
Graham, identify the acreage required for seven school sites based on Enumclaw
School District's requirements within the MPD. Ms. Graham pointed to Exhibit 2-5
of the Villages FEIS, where the footnote states that, *Exhibits in this EIS are intended
to provide a general graphical depiction of built and natural environment conditions
and may not be accurate to the parcel level." Thus, Ms. Graham stated that the FEIS
was not intended to be a project site plan, but was intended to depict acreage
requirements. Ms. Graham also stated that the FEIS identified that the school
requirement could be achieved through an agreement with the City, the school
district, and the applicant.

Ms. Graham was not aware of the map that had been passed out to the public in the
Enumclaw School District meetings, Wheeler Exhibit 30 and Bortleson Exhibit 15.

Mr. Clifford asked numerous questions about the similarities between the map handed
out by the School District, Bortleson Exhibit 15, and the map in the DEIS, Exhibit 2-5
on page 2-11. While Ms. Graham recognized some similarities between the maps,
she maintained that she had never seen the map before and was not aware if the
School District's map had been created using the map from the DEIS. Ms. Graham
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stated that she believed the impacts resulting from the siting of schools, particularly
those sites outside of the MPD, would be addressed through a separate tri-party
agreement.

With respect to the similarity between the DEISs, during Ms. Graham's testimony,
Mr. Kenyon stipulated that the contents of the documents speak for themselves to
avoid having to line up each DEIS side by side to compare.

rWith respect to the number of times that the responses to the comments to the DEIS
stated that the recording of the public hearing was inaudible, Mr. Kenyon stipulated
that the transcript of the hearing stands on its own to avoid Ms. Graham having to
count the number of times.

Ms. Graham stated that she was the person that went through the comments to the
DEIS and responded to them. She described software that is used to catalog
comments to the DEIS so that she or her team could sort the comments. She

acknowledged that if a comment was inaudible, it would make it "diffrcult" to
formulate a response.

Ms. Graham stated that she would have to look page by page to determine how the
stormwater discussions differed in the DEIS to the FEIS with respect to the Villages.

During re-cross by Mr. Bricklin, Ms. Graham again stated that the need for the
acreage for schools was contained in the FEIS, but the school sites were not identifred
because it would be addressed in a different agreement. She stated that she was

aware that under the City code, the ordinance with respect to MPD approval allows
for the negotiation to occur within the MPD.

On page 2-7 of the Villages FEIS, the accelerated land use map, Ms. Graham was
unable to recall personally the difference between the two high-density residential,
one which is striped orange, and another that is solid orange.

Mr. Bricklin also read some of the transcript of Mr. Brian Ross's testimony from the
public hearing, in which the word "inaudible" appeared several times throughout the
passage. In response to a question about how she was able to discern the substance of
Mr. Ross' comment, Ms. Graham said the comment was not identified as a comment
that needed to be addressed in the EIS. On the same page of the hearing transcript,
Exhibit 2, page 172 of the CMART document, Ms. Graham also acknowledged a
mistake where it says "text will come" in response to comment 005. Ms. Graham
stated it should have been referenced to a Green Valley Road response.

March 10,2010

Steve Pilcher Tr. I 192-1207 ; 1253 -57 ; 127 3 -7 5.
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Mr. Steve Pilcher is the community development director for the City of Black
Diamond.

Mr. Pilcher notes that although there is some commonality in the terms of the land
use categories in the applications for the two projects and some of the proposed
development forms and types, he wants to emphasize that they are two distinctive
projects that have been filed with the city and that these projects are the result of 15

years of planning by the City.

Mr. Pilcher gave a brief description of the history of the projects. He stated that
discussions began with King County and area property owners about the future urban
growth area and size of the city of Black Diamond were memorialized in the Black
Diamond Urban Growth Area Agreement ("BDUGAA") which established the
parameters of what land mass the City would eventually grow to over time. He
further stated that subsequent to the BDUGAA, there was a vision that there would be

some major developments that could potentially occur within the city limits, but in a
way that reflected some of the characters and values of the community and some of
those were contained in the Black Diamond Area Open Space Agreement.

Mr. Pilcher said that subsequent to those agreements, there have been other
agreements that are referred to in the staff report, including various annexation
agreements. He stated that a portion of both projects were annexed to the City in
December 2009. He noted that the City has undergone a lot of work updating its
comprehensive plans, codes, and relations, most of which was completed in June

2009 and that after that, a longstanding moratorium preventing a submittal of a
Master Planned Development or any subdivisions within the City was finally lifted.

Mr. Pilcher said that when the areas were brought into the urban growth area, there is
always anticipation that they would be developing at urban densities, which is about
four dwelling units to the acre of land and that the Villages and the Lawson Hills
proposals are consistent with that type of density.

Mr. Pilcher also said that it has always been a concern of the City, being a very small
city and knowing some impacts of growth, that there be financially viable
development in the town. Mr. Pilcher notes that this is why these projects include
both a commercial component and also a residential component, to try to achieve
fiscal balance and a housing/jobs mix and make it possible for people to both live and
work within the City of Black Diamond.

Mr. Pilcher also emphasized that an MPD approval does not approve anything for
construction, so there will need to subsequent implementing approvals. Mr. Pilcher
noted that assuming the MPD is approved, there also has to be a development
agreement adopted by the city council as a subsequent implementing action, which
does not specifically authorize any development of the land, and that development of
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the land can only occur upon either subsequent subdivision applications, or site plan
approval applications.

Mr. Pilcher said that MPD is only the first layer of approval, which is why the maps
in the Master Planned Development proposal are somewhat like what planners call a
subarea plan in that they define general categories of land that are anticipated to
develop over the next 15 years. Mr. Pilcher stated that these categories are low-,
medium- and high-density residential, and there is also a category for higher density
residential, which can go up to 30 dwelling units to the acre. He further noted that
there is a mixed use component to The Villages, which the developer will refer to as

the town center, and there is commercial development and that the project also
designates sites that can be eventually set aside for school facilities for children who
reside in these projects. Mr. Pilcher stated that in his opinion, many more detailed
development issues including specific standards, for example, for building setbacks,
parking standard, and landscaping standards, would be more appropriately addressed
in the development agreement. Mr. Pilcher's recommendation is that some of those
be foregone to the development agreement process.

Mr. Pilcher gave an overview of the prior opportunities for public input. He stated
that the application process for an MPD required both presubmittal meeting with the
public and with the planning commission, which were both held in early 2009. He
noted that initial applications were submitted in the middle of May 2009, and they
were determined to be complete in July 2009. He further stated that at that time sites
were posted to let the public know there was a complete application on file, legal
notices were published in the newspaper, and the notice of application was mailed to
all residents within 500 feet of the boundary of these projects.

Mr. Pilcher noted that the original May 2009 application has been superseded by the
revised submiual binder which was received by the City on December 31,2009, and
which was posted on the City's website and has been available at the public library
and city hall for review by the public.

Mr. Pilcher stated that when the hearing dates were established, the notices went up
again, the boards were posted with the hearing dates, legal ads were posted in three
area newspapers, and 1,850 mail notices were sent out to a wider range of people
including anyone who had ever expressed an interest in it, a month prior to the
hearings. Mr. Pilcher said that only 113 of the mailings were returned and the City
was able to re-mail 63 of those. Mr. Pilcher stated that it is very common to have
some of the notices returned and that 70 returns out of 1,850 is not many overall.

Mr. Pilcher described the maps contained in the Master Planned Application. He
stated that the Villages project, is approximately 1,200 acres combined which
includes the parcel known as the northern parcel, which is geographically not
attached. He stated that the main portion of the project is located in the northern
portion of the City, that it is an area primarily planned for commercial offlrce
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development, and that there is a small amount of multi-family or medium density
housing proposed in that area. He further noted that the main portion of the project is
roughly 1,100 acres, and where the majority of the residential development is
proposed to occur. Mr. Pilcher stated that school sites are identified in green on the
map, which indicates areas that are being preserved as open space and that a portion
of that open space is wetlands and their associated required buffers. He further noted
that there are also planned parks and recreational facilities shown in blue on the map.
Mr. Pilcher further stated that The Villages project includes a proposal to build a
large stormwater infiltration pond outside the project boundaries, which is outside the
city limits just to the west of the project, which would be subject to King County
review and approval as it is outside the City of Black Diamond.

Mr. Pilcher stated that it was not clear what the mix of housing being proposed
between low-, medium-, high- and very high-density areas was, but that the low-
density category is intended to include more than just single family detached housing,
the medium-density would include more higher density attached units, and the higher
density housing would be most likely almost all attached units.

Mr. Pilcher stated that the applicant is asking to be able to move some of the land use
categories around as market conditions change. Mr. Pilcher stated that the staffs
concern is that if it is proposed to occur at properties abutting the boundary of the
project, there should be a public comment process. Mr. Pilcher stated that if this
happens in properties that are internal to the project, the staff does not feel this is as
much of a concern.

Mr. Pilcher stated that there are a number of functionally equivalent standards
requests in the application, where the applicant is seeking to do some of their
development standards differently than otherwise required by Black Diamond's
codes, policies and regulations. He stated that for most of those, the staff is
recommending to be deferred to the development agreement, and notes that a public
hearing is still required on the development agreement.

Mr. Pilcher notes that for the traffic plan, most of the analysis in the Environmental
Impact Statement has been more about when the project is totally built out, so the
question is how to get from here to there. Mr. Pilcher recommends a traffic
monitoring program as the project builds out and that the improvements are made in
anticipation of the impact on those intersections.

Mr. Pilcher stated that the staff is supportive of reduced parking standards in the town
center area on the south side of Auburn Black Diamond Road that are otherwise
required by the city codes, because most of the City's parking standards are focused
on traditional suburban style rather than denser development around the town center,
which would lend itself to more pedestrian access.
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Mr. Pilcher stated that the staff has concerns about adequate access provided to all
portions of the property. Mr. Pilcher says that the staff recommends that connection
by the main road in the proposal through the property occur before too much
development is allowed to happen beyond the constriction point in the narrower
portion of the property before the property widens out to the southern area. Mr.
Pilcher recommends this be defined better in the development agreement.

Mr. Pilcher also states that the application mentions quite a bit of site grading activity
that could occur but that the staff has not had a chance to review a preliminary
grading plan. He states that the staff recommends a conditional approval and that the
staff have an opportunity to review that preliminary grading plan, and that the goal of
the plan be to try to obtain more of a balanced cut-and-fill on the site. Mr. Pilcher
would like to work with the developer to minimize the export from the property to the
extent possible.

Mr. Pilcher says that the staff is recommending approval of The Villages, but there
are approximately 125 to 130 conditions of approval which addresses the majority of
the stafls concems. A large portion of those conditions would defer some of the
proposed issues to the development agreement, which the staff feels is a more
appropriate place for them to be addressed.

Mr. Pilcher stated that the majority of comments he made for The Villages project
will be equally applicable to the Lawson Hills project, particularly in terms of history
and what the MPD approval process means.

Mr. Pilcher stated that Lawson Hills is the other Master Planned Development
proposal-in front of the examiner. It is a smaller projects, 371 acres, divided into two
separate geographic areas. Mr. Pilcher explained that north portion of the property,
referred to as the north triangle, is north of The Villages project, is planned for
commercial office development, and contains some wetlands and a greenbelt along
the highway. He further stated that the majority of the site is to the south and east of
Lawson street, which heads up from the downtown historical Black Diamond and on
out past some of the mining operations out to Lake 12.

Mr. Pilcher stated that there are low-, medium-, and high-density land use categories,
and some areas could even be the higher density residential, which could be up to 30
units per acre. He further noted that there is one elementary school site identifred on
the property and that on the map green indicates open space areas and the darker
green buffers around some wetlands found on the properties.

Mr. Pilcher noted that there are more hills and topography involved with the Lawson
Hills project than with The Villages project, and there will be more unique
construction considerations due to the hills and topography. He further noted that
some of the underlying geology stormwater will be handled somewhat differently
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than in The Villages because there is not a lot of opportunities for stormwater
infiltration on The Villages.

Mr. Pilcher stated that one of the main concerns of the staff was, as noted in the staff
report, the majority of the development in is in the area referred to as Upper Lawson
in the EIS, and as currently proposed there is j¡rst a single point of access to it. Mr.
Pilcher states that the staff is recommending that, per the City's design guidelines,
there be no more than 150 homes built on the area until a secondary access point is
identified, and then an additional 150 homes built, but once you would actually build
more than 300 hómes or wish to build beyond 300 homes, the secondary access

would actually need to be built. He stated that this provides both for a life-safety
issue to make sure there is more than one way in and out from the project, and also to
provide better connectivity with the remainder of the community.

Mr. Pilcher stated that the analysis contained in the impact statement indicates that
the project would be frscally balanced, per the economic consulting frrm that did that
particular analysis.

Mr. Pilcher stated that grading is also a concern in this arean particularly due to the
geology and topography on the site. Mr. Pilcher stated that staff is recommending
there be a grading plan, with goals of looking to balance the cuts-and-fills on the
property and to minimize the amount of soils that would need to be exported.

Mr. Pilcher (on direct examination by the Examiner) stated that there are just two
phases that apply to Lawson Hills and that there is a real geographic separation
between the two different phases.

Mr. Pilcher (on direct examination by the Examiner) stated that the north triangle is

directly north of the northern parcel of The Villages. He further clarified that in other
words, there is an 80 acre parcel of The Villages just south of the north corner.

Mr. Pilcher (on direct examination by the Examiner) stated that the northern parcel of
The Villages is probably much more dependent on the north triangle being built than
vice versa, as the north triangle is the one that provides access to the highway.

Nancy Rogers Tr. 1207-09; 1210-18l. 1244-50; 1257-58; 1259-63; 1272-73.

Ms. Rogers is a land-use attorney with Cairncross & Hemplemann, representing the
Applicant.

Ms. Rogers testified that the YarrowBay MPD is a guide to future development. The
flexibility it incorporates is intended to complement the City of Black Diamond's
vision for the projects. However, she noted, the city retains approval authority; all
future development must go through a further permitting process.
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She said extensive work has gone into the plan, which has been 15 years in the
making and includes 2,000 acres of open space. It preserves the wildlife corridor from
King County's regional plan and contains a description of open spaces. It addresses
water circulation needs, including an on-site alternative to its proposed offsite
stormwater facility if county permitting is not approved, she said.

She added that the plan is in compliance with BDMC 18.98.080, with particular
attention to section (a)(1), which calls for compliance with adopted policies,
standards and regulations. The developer has submitted a summary of plans and
policies in the EIS process, she said, and chapter 2 of the MPD contains a compliance
narrative. Comprehensive-plan policies include: the creation of a diversity of high-
quality places to live, work, shop and recreate; the encouragement of a variety of
housing types for all income levels and family sizes; the encouragement of well-
planned, coordinated commercial development with the SR 169 community
commercial area; and the discouragement of strict retail development. She said the
project complies with the city's Sensitive Areas Ordinance and its Tree Preservation
Ordinance.

Furthermore, she said, the developer's analysis shows no adverse fiscal impact on the
city, and this analysis must be updated each five years or at each new phase of
development. She added that she doesn't believe there is a requirement to establish
fiscal impacts five years after buildout; however, the MPD study does go out two
years and finds no adverse fiscal impact.

The MPD contains a mix of housing types that contribute to the city's affordable
housing goals, she continued. There is very low-density, single-family housing;
medium-density areas with single-family units on smaller lots; and high-density zones
with a range of cottages, town homes, stacked flats, and other types of housing. The
plan allows the developer to change land-use designations up or down one level, she
said, although not around the development's perimeter, and the total number of units
would be capped.

She noted that YarrowBay, the Enumclaw School District and the city have been
involved in extensive negotiations regarding school mitigations, and that there is a

draft school mitigation agreement that assumes sites for all necessary school facilities
that would be needed as a result of development. She added that the developer has an
alternate plan under which sites designated on the MPD would be provided to the
school district in the event the ongoing negotiations were unsuccessful.

On grading issues, Ms. Rogers said the developer concurs with the city staffls report.
Regarding traffic concems, she said traffic modeling was being conducted
proactively. Stormwater facilities are being developed using low-impact techniques
wherever feasible, she said. These facilities are also designed using phosphorous
controls to protect downstream resources, she noted, and an additional restriction has
been added on the use of phosphorous fertilizers.
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She also made note of two project issues: land over 80 acres must go through the
MPD process, and the MPD land mass is required to be contiguous, except for the
commercial parcel. That's why, she said, a distinction has been made between the
north triangle versus the main property in the Lawson Hills section of the
development.

Like the Villages, she added, Lawson Hills' design has been based on a great deal of
exploration and understanding of the site constraints, including wetlands and sensitive
mine areas.

She said the Lawson Hills site includes an elementary school, a large amount of open
spaces such as trails and parks, and low- to medium-density residential development.
The commercial area includes commercial development and a substantial open-space
buffer along SR 169. Plans also incorporate conceptual stormwater and sewer water
designs and address circulation needs from all of the development's amenities, parks,
trails and open space.

She said YarrowBay supports the staff report recommendation of approval. She noted
that the developer has requested revisions to some conditions, to be further discussed
with city staff. School mitigations are the same as the Villages'. The developer also
recommends changes to some transportation-related conditions: over the course of the
buildout, the developer asks the city to allow construction of any roadway alignments
as depicted in the 2005 transportation element of the comprehensive plan, or a

functionally equivalent alignment as approved by the city. This request is intended to
address secondary access issues. Alternatives include the construction of the
southeast connection off the backside of Lawson.

Ms. Rogers agreed that grading is a concern. She said the developer will impose strict
controls on how grading is conducted.

Finally, regarding stormwater concerns in Lawson Hills, she noted that there is a
detailed conceptual plan to address these issues based on geological and hydrological
studies as well as downstream analysis. She said that all appropriate phosphorous
controls are being imposed.

Brian Ross Tr. 1209-10;1263-68.

Mr. Ross is the CEO of YarrowBay Holdings.

Mr. Ross said his company has been working on the projects since 2005. Since then,
it has gone through a rigorous planning process that has included thousands of hours
of listening, analyzing, understanding impacts, understanding possible mitigations of
impacts, and trying to minimize these impacts. He noted that the first outreach
meeting was held in 2006, two-and-a-half years before the first MPD approval,
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followed by many meetings with interested groups and individuals. While he agreed

that the project would change Black Diamond, he said he strongly feels that it is
possible to retain the look, feel and rural character of the city.

Lauri Fehlberg Tr. l2l8-30; 1263-68.

Ms. Fehtberg is a partner with Dahlin Group Architecture and Planning, representing

the applicant.

Ms. Fehlberg testifred that her company's plans are built on comprehensive-plan
policies, the MPD, the book Rural by Design,and input from the community to make

a place that fits within the context of the area. Defining development parcels around

existing open space is key to their approach, she said.

She said the development plans contain a broad mix of uses. Parcel B has a retail and

employment focus; the goal is to generate revenue and jobs for the city and capture

some of the retail dollars that are currently being spent elsewhere, she said. The

residential component accommodates a diverse range of lifestyles, income levels and

personal needs. The housing mix will include smaller, starter homes (a concept her

company calls 'oaffordable by design") and a wide variety of other single-family,
detached homes, including large homes, duplexes, triplexes, quads, row town houses

and others, she said. One-third of these will be alley loaded; she maintained that a
higher proportion would not be appropriate within the context of the site. Plans also

contain additional guidelines for 18-30 dwelling units per acre zones to ensure that

they fit in with their surroundings.

By mixing densities, she said, it is possible to eliminate walled-off communities. Her

company is also requesting the option to include small areas of commercial

development within residential areas to provide the flexibility to add such amenities

as corner stores. Developed areas have been woven in with the topography, she said,

to create enclaves that are framed and separated from each other.

One of the main organizing elements of the plan is the community connector, which
she said is intended to become part of the Black Diamond street network. The

connector will include bike lanes and trails that link neighborhoods, she added; these

lanes and trails should reduce the need for auto use. Portions of the connector will
align with Mt. Rainier views and will use existing logging roads where possible to

minimize impacts to sensitive areas. She said homes along the connector would not

be front loaded.

Each neighborhood, she continued, will be oriented toward its own small park. There

will also be a plaza space/gathering area intended to draw in as many people as

possible.
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Many of the design tenets used in the Villages will also be used in Lawson Hills, she
said. The north triangle is a sister site to other components in the north property of the
Villages; they are intended to work together, she said. The commercial portions of
each development has the same goal of creating tax revenue for the city by bringing
in retail employment and by capturing retail dollars currently being spent outside of
Black Diamond.

Land uses in both developments include essentially the same categories, she said,
except that there will be no mixed-use area in Lawson Hills. Higher-density areas
again offer affordable housing. She noted that the hill area would require flexible
planning approaches, including the type and mix of houses, the mix of alley- and
standard-loaded homes, the ability to work with the grade, to balance cut and fill, and
to minimize the grading. Like the Villages, she said, the area will also include a mix
of small and large single-family homes, duplexes, triplexes, quads, row town houses,
multi-family units and garden apartments. She added that her company again asks for
the ability to include a limited commercial area within the residential area for future
flexibility.

Plans for Lawson Hills work with open space, creek crossings and topography to
create enclaves framed by open space, also like the Villages, she said. Neighborhoods
will be organized along Lawson Parkway, which will include on-street bike lanes and
an adjacent multipurpose trail. Land uses will respond to topography, and there will
be an interconnected trail system, she added.

She said her company asks permission to narrow roadways as they travel through
sensitive areas to minimize the roads' impacts.

- March 11,2010

Gill Bortleson (rural residence 23831Southeast Green Valley Road). Mr. Bortleson's
comments were directed at the Villages development. Tr. 161l-16.

Mr. Bortleson first raised the question of whether the development was consistent
with the rural nature of the community, particularly its designation as a King County
agricultural production district. He also had a number of concems regarding water
issues, namely: 1) the effect of the development on the wells and springs north of
Flaming Geyser State Park; 2) his belief that current plans do not adequately address
the prospect of mudslides and washouts, especially given plans to locate a school
complex near local'springs; 3) the potential for septic tank flooding; and 4) the effect
of development on water quality.

Rich Ostrowski (31314 293'd Place SE, Black Diamond). Mr. Ostrowski's comments
were directed at both the Villages and Lawson Hills developments. Tr. l616-19.

Mr. Ostrowski's concerns centered on the negative impact of the developments on the
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area's quality of life, specifically that the projects are too large, will add too many
people to the area, and will have a significant negative impact on traffic congestion.

He cited additional concerns regarding potential environmental impacts, including
increased noise and garbage, the impairment of scenic views, a decrease in air quality,
and a negative impact on local wildlife. Last, he objected to the possibility that new
taxes would be levied on city residents to pay for expansion of local services such as

police and fire protection, new schools, and medical and social services.

Susan Ball (Lake Sawyer resident; no address given). Ms. Ball's comments were
directed at both developments. Tr. 1619-20.

Ms. Ball stated that she wants the quality of life in Black Diamond to be maintained.
She also voiced concerns about added traffrc and its effect on lake water quality,
specifically the prospect of the release of phosphorous into Lake Sawyer.

Annette Smith (24319 Southeast Green Valley Road). Ms. Smith's comments were
directed at both developments. Tr. 162l-24.

Ms. Smith testified to her concerns regarding the resident elk herds in her
neighborhood. She said the elk would not leave the area, and that they may be killed
trying to cross Green Valley Road, given the increased traffic on the road that would
accompany the developments. She stated that the wildlife corridor specifred in the
developments' plans were inadequate in size to accommodate large animals.

Jay McElroy (24417 Southeast Green Valley Road). Mr. McElroy did not specify
whether his comments were directed at a particular development or at both. Tr. 1624-
36.

Mr. McElroy said many of the area's residents came to Black Diamond because of its
rural character, because it is a low-traffic, tranquil, placid place to live. These
residents, he said, do not want the crowding that other municipalities in the region
have experienced with development. In YarrowBay's plans, he argued, land
designated for uses other than housing will cause even more crowding that the
developer's plans indicate. He also voiced concerns that the developments would
further limit the area's already meager water supply, particularly the wells on which
some area residents rely as their primary water source. Finally, he objected to the
prospect of increased traffic problems and the environmental impact on Lake Sawyer
that would accompany the developments.

Tom Hanson (32506 236th Ave. SE, Black Diamond). Mr. Hanson's comments were
directed at both developments. Tr. 1636-44.

Mr. Hanson testifred that hp and two neighbors owned property that would be

surrounded by the developments; therefore, he said, he was one of the residents who
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would be most affected by the projects. He was particularly concemed by the
potential negative impacts of the construction phase of the projects on some resident's
health, including his son, whose asthma might be exacerbated by the extensive dirt
removal the projects would entail. He also noted the noise level and ground vibrations
that would be generated by construction equipment, a negative impact that he said the
developers' plans do not adequately address. For these reasons, he requested that
construction hours be limited to 8 am-5 pm Mon.-Fri., limited on Saturdays, and
prohibited on Sundays. Finally, he objected to the size of setbacks in the plans, which
he said should be larger, and to the prospect of elk and other animals encroaching on
his property once their usual patterns of movement had been disrupted.

Nancy Menill (2S30S SE 392nd, Enumclaw). Ms. Merrill's comments were directed
at both developments. Tr. 1644-46.

Ms. Menill is board president of the Enumclaw School District. She noted that three
other board members and two former members were also present in the audience.

In her testimony, she emphasized that the developments would nearly double the size
of the Enumclaw School District, which she said is already at or over capacity in its
present schools. She said she wants to ensure that both developments will be
conditioned on having adequate school facilities and that the developer, YanowBay,
pays its fair share of the costs for these new facilities.

Kathy Dahlquist (1348 Florence St., Enumclaw). Ms. Dahlquist's comments were
directed at both developments. Tr. 1647-48.

Ms. Dahlquist is a member of the board of the Enumclaw School District.

Ms. Dahlquist expanded on Ms. Menill's testimony, noting that if new school
construction were not a condition of the developments' approval, then the school
district would suffer from the added transportation costs and overcrowding the
developments would bring. Without such conditions, the district also would likely
have difficulty finding affordable land to place schools within walking dist¿nce of
new students.

Jack Speny (29051 229th Ave. S., Black Diamond). Mr. Sperry's comments were
directed at both developments. Tr. 1648-54.

Mr. Sperry testified that both developments lack adequate consideration of the
potential for flooding from Lake Sawyer during abnormally high rainfall periods. He
noted that lake water level peaks already cause flooding of homes adjacent to the lake
during winter, citing an instance in January 2009 when his own home was nearly
flooded; consequently, a further rise in water levels cannot be tolerated. Because both
developments would create an additional 526 acres of impervious surface area, he
said, there may be large amounts of additional water released into Rock Creek and
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Lake Sawyer without proper design mitigations. Plans must encompass worst-case,
peak-level scenarios.

Susie Davidson (22915 SE 392nd Place, Black Diamond). Ms. Davidson's comments
were directed at both developments. Tr. 1655-58.

Ms. Davidson stated that she also was concerned about the potential for flooding, and
for the potential negative impacts of the developments on area wildlife. She submitted
for the city council two logs her family had made listing the wildlife she and her
family had observed from her home, including eagles, great blue herons, a Kingfrsher
a sharpshin hawk, ring-necked ducks, buffleheads, common goldeneyes, barrow
goldeneyes, hooded merganser, mallard ducks, Canadian geese, double-crested
cormorants, osprey, a pied-billed grebe, trumpeter swans, deer, rabbits, and raccoons.

Mark Davidson (22975 SE 296th Place, Black Diamond). Mr. Davidsons's comments
were directed at both developments. Tr. 1658-62.

Mr. Davidson began his testimony by citing aspects of the city's approach to growth
as listed on its website: that the city was "rural by design," and that projects would
emphasize protection of surface and groundwater for fish and people, conservation of
water and other resources, preservation and enhancements of open spaces and view of
Mount Rainier, provision of employment uses, improvement of the city's fiscal
performance, timely provision of necessary facilities and infrastructure, development
of a coordinated system of pedestrian-oriented facilities including trails and bicycle
paths, and growth should pay for growth - existing citizens should not bear the
burden of development. These are the principles, he said, that should frame the city
council's decision.

He expressed support for the inclusion of new school sites in development plans.

However, he pointed to the need to mitigate increased phosphorous levels in Lake
Sawyer, increases in traffic congestion that would accompany the developments, and
the need for the city's tree ordinance to apply fairly and equally to citizens and
developers.

Ralph Loewen (no address given). Mr. Loewen did not specify to which
developments his testimony should apply. Tr. 166l-62.

Mr. Loewen briefly spoke in favor of creating a detailed plan that accounts for
recreational needs and proper land use. He submitted a more detailed version of his
comments in writing.

Tina McGann (no address given). Ms. McGann's somments were directed at both
developments. Tr. 1662-63.

Ms. McGann is president of the Black Diamond Elementary School PTA.
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Ms. McGann testified that good local schools contribute to an area's quality of life
and enhance property values. She wants the city to consider whether the two Master
Plan Developments provide adequate school sites and address the developer's
contributions to school construction. She does not want a failed school system in
which the schools are overcrowded. The city must require the designation of school
sites and provide for mitigation fees needed to pay for a portion of school
construction costs, she said.

Chris Clifford (P.O. Box 57, Renton). Mr. Clifford's comments were directed at both
developments. Tr. I 663-68.

Mr. Clifford testified that the city now faces a choice: to maintain the community's
quality of life or to enrich developers. He noted the increases in population and traffic
that the developments would entail. He said the developers do not care about such

impacts.

He also noted the absence of public input into the location of school sites in the plans,

and argued many costs that ought to be paid by the developer will be paid for by the

community, from school costs to road, sewage, and water line improvements. He also

objected to the dangers of building schools over abandoned mines, and the lack of
provision for adequate wildlife habitat.

ln short, he said, the developers have been misleading the community about the costs

and negative impacts of their plans.

Sean Taeschner (30S46 229th Place S., Black Diamond). Mr. Taeschner's comments

were directed at both developments. Tr. 1668-73.

Mr. Taeschner began his testimony by recounting that he moved from Seattle to
Black Diamond to escape Seattle's congestion. Some of the Black Diamond residents

he spoke to came here to preserve wildlife of the kind long vanished from heavily
developed areas.

He also addressed the dangers of building over mines. He said his grandfather and

great-grandfather had been miners in the area, and that many people were unaware of
the existence of abandoned mine shafts under Lake Sawyer and the city. He cited an

air shaft from one of these mines that had opened up 150 feet from a school and the

death of several youths in the 1950s that had crawled into a shaft and died within 45

minutes from the poisonous gases that and other mines can contain.

He also cited the dangers of tree removal. He noted that the area sometimes

experiences severe winds and that trees provide an effective windbreak. He said

tornados sometimes touch down in the area, and that these storms are attracted to
treeless, flat ground. [n written testimony, he added that the developer should plant
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three trees for each tree it cuts down and should be held responsible for tornado
damage in the city.

Robert Taeschner (30S46 229th Place SE, Black Diamond). Mr. Taeschner did not
specify whether his comments were directed at a particular development or at both.

Tr. 1673-80.

Mr. Taeschner, a teacher, first voiced concerns about the increase in adolescent

drivers the developments would bring to local roads, in particular 2l6th Southwest,

224th Southeast, Lake Sawyer Road, and Covington-sawyer Road. Hundreds of
student drivers and parents deliver and pick up their children and to and from Kent
Lake twice per day, he said. Add to this a projected total of one additional school
populatibn of drivers and parents delivering and picking up students. Then add a daily
myriad of construction and delivery vehicles, as well as the noise and potential danger

to any students walking to or from Sawyer Woods Elementary, which is located a

228th SE and SE 3l2th. This combination of construction and delivery vehicles and

adolescent-driven vehicles poses an unaddressed danger to pedestrians and cyclists of
any age, he said.

Mr. Taeschner also opposed the quantity of tree cutting proposed by the developers.

Trees serve as an important provider of oxygen and as a wind break, needed due to
the area's high winds. Current plans, he said, do not adequately address their loss.

He concluded by noting the diminishment of wildlife in and around Lake Sawyer
over the years. Added runoff water from the developments could further diminish the

lake's wildlife population, he said, and with it an important part of the community's
history.

Angela Taeschner (30846 229th Place SE, Black Diamond). Ms. Taeschner did not
specify whether his comments were directed at a particular development or at both.

Tr. 1680-88.

Ms. Taeschner spoke to her concerns regarding the negative impact of the

developments, in particular the addition of phosphorus to Lake Sawyer, to local
wildlife, specifically the American bald eagle. She cited the requirements of WAC
232.12.292 in support of her position.

Howard Meece (24515 SE Green Valley Road, Black Diamond). Mr. Meece did not
specify whether his comments were directed at a particular development or at both.

Tr. 1688-89.

Mr. Meece voiced his concern that the developments will cause the spring that
supplies water to his 8O-acre property will run dry or to become polluted, thus

destroying the land's property value.
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He also cited concerns about increased traffic in front of the property, and the elk that
will no longer move through it.

Mike Nelson (25643 SE 394th, Enumclaw). Mr. Nelson's comments were directed at

both developments. Tr. 1689-92.

Mr. Nelson is a superintendent in the Enumclaw School District.

He stated that the school district has invested a great deal of time and resources in
reviewing the master plan communities over the last several years and in assessing

the significant impacts of the developments on the school system. While district
officials look forward to a growing school district along with our community, he said,

they also need to make sure that the development is not approved without providing
all of necessary school facilities that are be required to serve future students.

He noted that the district has worked with the City of Black Diamond and the

developer to create a draft school mitigation agreement that provides a logical
approach to neighborhood schools. It has been the district's primary goal, he said, to
secure school sites within the master plan development and near the master plan

development because district offrcials know that once these developments are

approved land in the City of Black Diamond will be hard to come by. There are some

issues still with this draft school mitigation agreement that still need to be resolved,

and the district is committed continue that work to that end, he added. The purpose of
his testimony, he said, is to strongly ensure the Master Plan Development permits will
be appropriately conditioned to ensure that adequate school facilities are provided for
this development.

Denise Stiffarm (no address given). Ms. Stiffarm's comments were directed at both
developments. Tr. 1692-95.

Ms. Stiffarm is an attorney working with the Enumclaw School District to evaluate

school-related impacts that will result from the two MPDs at issue.

Like Mr. Nelson, Ms. Stiffarm noted the significant resources the district has invested

to review these projects and to work proactively with the City of Black Diamond and

the developer on a comprehensive school mitigation agreement that would provide a
reasoned and logical approach to schools and the needs that will be required once the

new residents do anive. That agreement has not been finalized or adopted. She said

the district is committed to continuing to work on that agreement, but district officials
also recognize the limited window to provide comments as a part of the permit
process. As it was discussed and analyzed in the final Environmental Impact
Statements for the two projects, she continued, there will be signifrcant impacts on
schools. The more than 6,000 residential dwelling units will translate to a need for
approximately four new elementary schools, two middle schools, and one

comprehensive high school.
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Ms. Stiffarm noted that there is a comprehensive regulatory framework in place to
ensure that adequate schools are provided as part of the development approval. First
and foremost, she said, the City's MPD ordinance requires that MPD approval be

conditioned on the identification of walkable schools at the number and size required
to accommodate the total number of students at full buildout. The MPD ordinance
also specifically references that those schools meet the district's adopted service

standards and recognizes that schools and other public services need to be provided in
a fiscally responsible manner, she added. This is also reflected in various provisions

of the city's comprehensive plan. Taken together, she asserted, these provisions

require that the City carefully consider whether the MPD application does includes
adequate provisions for schools.

As submitted, Ms. Stiffarm stated, the two existing MPD applications as submitted do
not fully provide for schools. The Villages MPD application identifies four school
sites: two l0-acre elementary schools, one 4.1-acre elementary school, and one 8.4-
acre middle school. The 4.1 acre elementary school and the 8.4-acre middle school
fall signifrcantly below the district adopted service standards for acreage, she noted,

and they also fall below the State's minimum requirement for school sites. In addition,
the Villages application does not mention of a fourth elementary school, a second

middle school, or a high school. The Lawson Hills application does include one

elementary school site, she said, and the district does have some cuffent concerns

regarding the viability of that site based upon identified site constraints district
officials have discussed this with the project applicant. The details regarding those

sites are detailed in the district's comment letter.

It is the district's hope, she concluded, that a reasoned logical approach to schools will
be addressed through the draft school mitigation agreement. In the event that that

does not happen, the MPD conditions should assure that adequate schools are

provided.

Gomer Evans (25331 Lawson St., Black Diamond). Mr. Evans's comments were

directed at both developments. Tr. 1695-98.

Mr. Evans is a former city-council member and mayor of Black Diamond.

Mr. Evans testified in support of the developments. It is important for the city to plan

well for the future, he said, and to support the MPDs so that citizens have a say in
shaping how the city will grow. The planned developments will create jobs and is
well thought out, he added. He said the mayor, city council, and staff are entirely
capable of overseeing the development. Mr. Evans cited his involvement in the

incorporation of Black Diamond, noting that it proved to be a positive change for the

community. The YarrowBay developments are likewise in the city's interests, he said.
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March 12,2010

Randy Hamblin (ggg 3'd Ave., Seattle). Mr. Hamblin's comments were directed at

both the Villages and Lawson Hills developments. Tr. 1902-03.

Mr. Hamblin represented Plum Creek.

Mr. Hamblin began his testimony by noting Plum Creek's previous partnership with
the city of Black Diamond in its annexation efforts, which he said had benefited the

city. His present testimony was to register the support of Plumb Creek for the two
YarrowBay developments.

Rick Stocks (22450 SE 296th St., Black Diamond). Mr. Stocks' comments were
directed at both developments. Tr. 1903-07.

Mr. Stocks stated that the developments would alter the small-town nature of the

Black Diamond cbmmunity. He said the developer's plans were not adequate for the

scope of the project. He also agrees with the testimony of other residents who
expressed concerns about traffic congestion, water runoff issues, and the need for an

additional fire station, as well as more schools.

He said he is especially concerned with the potential negative impacts to Lake
Sawyer. Due to overcrowding, he said, the current limits on activities over three mph
are insufficient; he would like to see these hours expanded to reduce cqngestion and

increase lake residents' property values. In addition, he pointed to the potential for
parking problems in the area and to negative impacts on the lake's water quality.

Dan Streiffert (Kent - no specific address given). Mr. Streiffert's comments were

directed at both developments. Tr. 1908-13.

Mr. Streiffert is chair of the King County Siena Club.

Mr. Streiffert listed a range of negative impacts he believed the developments would
create. He began by noting the effect on area wildlife. He said habitats, food sources,

and movement corridors would be disrupted, even with mitigations.

Water runoff is another serious concern, he said, given the amount of new,
impervious surfaces that would be constructed. Likewise, water quality would be

degraded, impeding efforts to save endangered salmon threatened by storm runoff,
and also affecting nearby lakes. Wetlands preservation efforts would be negatively
impacted by water infiltration and runoff.

He also noted the negative effects on forest preservation. The developments call for
many trees to be cut down, with adverse impacts on recreation and on efforts to
address climate change.
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Air quality will be impacted, he stated, with the creation of smog from the added
traffic in the area. This traffic would further contribute to greenhouse gas emissions,
to a degree that he said the King County emissions tables grossly underestimate.

Finally, Mr. Streiffert addressed the need to create within the developments an
affordable housing mix, one that keeps travel destinations close for residents at all
income levels and thereby minimizes car travel. He said this is a critical issue for the
Sierra Club, given that the proposed plans greatly exceed the city's growth targets.

Gary Habenicht (37405 SE 265th, Ravensdale). Mr. Habenicht's comments were
directed at both developments. Tr. 1913-16.

Mr. Habenicht spoke in favor of the developments. He noted that the projects would
be long term, with construction phased in over time, mitigating negative impacts. He
also argued that the developer, YarrowBay, has every intention to mitigate negative
environmental impacts as much as possible. Furthermore, he said, the projects were
an opportunity for the creation of new jobs and new industries in the area. He
concluded by urging cooperation with surrounding communities in the process of
developing the higher-capacity roads the developments will require.

Bonnie Scott (30014 3l2th Way SE, Ravensdale). Ms. Scott did not specify whether
her comments were directed at a particular development or at both. Tr. l917-18.

Ms. Scott's primary objection to the proposed developments was their size. She said
she is not completely against development, but 6,000 new homes would create too
drastic a change to the community's character. She said that, as a Sierra Club
member, she appreciated Mr. Streiffert's comments and felt that "mitigation" is never
the same as natural habitat. She said she also fears that, as a dog walker and bicyclist,
recreational opportunities will be diminished. She also wondered who would buy the
homes and be able to establish successful businesses given the poor state of the
economy.

March 15,2010

Ron Taylor (32110 Botts Drive, Black Diamond). Mr. Taylor's comments were
directed at the Lawson Hills development. Tr.2206-12.

Mr. Taylor first stated that Botts Drive must be brought up to code, including full-
width right of way, curbing, sidewalks, landscaping, utilities, and buffering of
existing privately held land per city regulations, if it is to be used in any way during
the development process. The road is not suitable as a secondary access route, he
said. The use of Botts Drive as a secondary access road for Lawson Hills is also
problematic, he added: with the primary road leaving the intersection of Lawson
Avenue and Botts Drive, using Botts as as the secondary access would connect the
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arterial at the same point as the access road, defeating the purpose of a secondary
access by funneling all traffic through a common point.

He also voiced concerns about the development's impact on quality of life at his
home, particularly in terms of noise, vibration, and loss of privacy, given that primary
access to Lawson Hills will go around two sides of his property. He also noted that
the home is located downhill from one of these roads, which may create problems
with water runoft slides, and even out-of-control vehicles intruding on the property.
Given that the development area surrounds his property, he also asserted that
mitigations should apply to the line where his property meets the development line,
not simply to the development's outer edges. These mitigations, he said, should
include a buffer, landscaping, and a sound barrier per city regulations, as well as a
gradient density of housing should it adjoin property that is less dense.

Mr. Taylor also expressed reservations about the negative effect of growth on fire
services. Those services are already below standard for a city of Black Diamond's
population, he said, with response times in the seven- to nine-minute range while the
national standard is four minutes. The city falls short of its own standard of having a

manned fire station within one-and-a-half road miles of all developed property. He
noted that it's a ten minute drive from the city's single-man station to the proposed

site of the Lawson Hills and to the far end of the Villages, as well as being far outside
the one-and-a-half mile road standard. Mr. Taylor said he had found no indication of
future fire-services expansion in the project's plans. If left to the city to broaden fire
services after development is done and the tax base is expanded, he maintained, it
would take many years after the need arises to have adequate fire coverage. This will
leave populated and industrial areas with completely inadequate protection for
extended periods of time, he said. This must be mitigated before and during
development. It is imperative that fire services are planned and frnanced in advance,
he continued, and employed concurrent with development. He said these plans should
include a fire services study and provisions made by the developer for at least one fire
facility with apparatus in each of the development locations; the City, he added, does

not have the resources to finance this large need.

Robbin Taylor (32110 Botts Drive, Black Diamond). Ms. Taylor's comments were

directed at both developments. Tr. 2212-18.

Ms. Taylor first addressed the question of parking at the developments' retail areas.

She noted that the amount of parking provided in the plans had been reduced. When
there is inadequate parking, she said, shoppers will often patronize other businesses

with more convenient facilities. This loss of business would diminish the revenue
potential for these businesses and the city.

She also voiced concerns about the hazard posed by the abandoned mines that lay
underneath the Lawson Hills development area. It is unsafe to build schools there, she

said, and particularly dangerous with heavy construction equipment working over
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potentially unstable ground. She said she had been told that there were many smaller,
private coal mines in the area that may not be documented. She noted that a large

sinkhole from a mine collapse lies south of her own property; similar sinkholes
appearing in the new development would cause property values to plummet. She
questioned whether YarrowBay would be required to disclose the existence of the
mines to new homebuyers.

Ms. Taylor also voiced a concem expressed by Ron Taylor during his testimony.
With one of the project's primary access roads running above her property, she and
Mr. Taylor may face problems with water runoff, mudslides, and vehicles sliding off
the road in winter.

Geoff Bowie (26052 Lawson St., Black Diamond). Mr. Bowie's comments were
directed at both developments. Tr. 2219-25.

Mr. Bowie began his testimony by noting his pleasure at seeing so many citizens
participating in civic issues and then recounted the history of the two developments.

He said he supports these developments because the city needs new jobs and growth.
Without responsible, controlled, regulated growth, he said, the city will die.

Lisa Garvich (29625 232nd Ave. SE, Black Diamond). Ms. Garvich's comments were
directed at both developments. Tr. 2225-32.

Ms. Garvich testified that, as proposed, the developments would have a negative
impact on Black Diamond. She agreed with others' concerns about tree cutting,
wildlife, local traffic, land preservation, and water quality impacts to Lake Sawyer.

Her said her primary concern was for public safety. The city is not prepared to deal
with a project of this size, she argued, as manifested in the need for the developer to
pay the salaries of additional city staff members to work on the project. She also
cited the question of frre protection: the only mention of the need for increased
protection in the project's plans, she said, was for a special levy to cover the costs of
expanded service. This course of action raises two problems, she added: levies do not
always pass, and they pose unfair burden on citizens who must pay the costs of a

development they do not want. The city's services are already barely adequate as is,

she argued. On the question of public safety, she said, emergency response times
could be adversely impacted by increased traffic and the increased number of
accidents that would accompany it.

The city council has the ability to enforce stricter codes than the ones currently
adopted to ensure the public safety, she said: They can require higher standards on
building construction, broader use of residential sprinklers, less density of housing
and the inclusion of mitigation efforts to better protect the open and sensitive areas of
Black Diamond. As it is, however, the city is unprepared to deal with the public-
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safety needs of such a large development. If the city needs to grow, then city officials
need to consider smaller developments with greater balance of retail and residential to
assist the expanding needs for public safety.

John McGibbon (32202 3'd Ave., Black Diamond). Mr. McGibbon's comments were
directed at the Lawson Hills development. Tr.2233-36.

Mr. McGibbon testified that, as a lifelong resident of the area, he was brokenhearted
to hear of the YanowBay development plans. His first concem was increased traffic.
The area's roads are already congested, he said; it sometimes takes him two light
cycles to make a left turn onto Kent-Kangley Road. There are many side roads that
would also be adversely affected, he said. He noted other problems accompanying the
project: loss of parking in his neighborhood, loss of scenic areas such as a forested
area near his home, and the effects of drainage into Lake Sawyer.

In essence, he said, the YanowBay project creates too much growth too quickly.
While he said he does not oppose all development, he would like to see it regulated in
a manner that acknowledges public safety issues, e.g., emergency response times, and
that does not overly increase residents' tax burdens.

Janie Edelman (29571 232nd Ãve. SE, Black Diamond). Ms. Edelman's comments
were directed at both developments. Tr. 2237-41.

Ms. Edelman stated that she has been an area resident for 20 years. In that time, she

has seen development overtake some surrounding communities, and said she does not
want to see the same thing happen to Black Diamond.

The local infrastructure will not tolerate this large a development, she said: it would
pollute the water, clear-cut the forests, and displace wildlife, which will not remain
within designated wildlife conidors but will oveffun neighborhoods.

She said the city does need new retail growth, but not in the form of generic
businesses such as nail salons, pizzarestaurants, and dollar stores. Instead, she said, it
needs a grocery store and a drug store; these businesses will also need adequate
parking.

She also objected to the prospect of being taxed to pay for development costs. She

said that the project's frscal analysis should account for worst-case scenarios such as

the prospect of financial failure.

Clarissa Cross (19102 SE Green Valley Rd., Black Diamond). Ms. Cross' comments
were directed at both developments. Tr. 2241-47.

Ms. Cross testified about the current and prospective problem of increased traffic on
Green Valley Road. The road is secondary and agricultural in nature, she said, and is
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ill suited for commuter traffic. She said that she has already had a near-accident when
a car barely missed her as she and her horse were walking along the road, and has
witnessed other cars aggressively passing a neighbor's slow-moving tractor. She and
her husband are farmers, and their land is protected farmland, she said; because of
existing land covenants, the road cannot feasibly be widened or otherwise made more
amenable to higher traffic levels. She added that traffic problems would be further
compounded if there were a closure of main routes such as SR 169 or Auburn-Black
Diamond Road due to accidents or weather-related events.

She also noted that, even with existing developments, wildlife migration patterns
have been altered, an issue that the YarrowBay developments would be sure to
exacerbate.

Jeff Dixon (no address given). Mr. Dixon's comments were directed at both
developments. Tr. 2247 -54.

Mr. Dixon is a planner for the city of Auburn.

He said the city is primarily concerned with traffic impacts to Auburn, in particular
with parking at the Sound Transit commuter rail station as well as with on-street
parking in the Auburn city center near the station. He noted that the MPD for the
YarrowBay developments can be approved only if it includes mitigations for adverse
environmental impacts. It will be hard to find that these criteria have been met, he
said, noting that the Sound Transit parking garage is already filled to capacity on a
regular basis and there have been code-enforcement problems regarding parking in
non-permitted areas.

Given these problems, Mr. Dixon said, the City of Aubum requests two conditions of
approval for the projects: l) an updated, more accurate and detailed transportation
study addressing adverse impacts to Auburn; and 2) a mitigation program that takes
into account the findings and recommendations of the updated study.

He said the city also requests that two more conditions be applied to each project: 1)
prior to specific site approvals, the developer will prepare an updated transportation
study of traffic impacts on SR 18, specifically addressing how much traffic from the
two developments would use SR l8 and where the impacts would occur; and 2) the
developer will conduct a study of traffic into Auburn west of SR 18 near Auburn-
Black Diamond Road and Green Valley Road, specifically addressing how traffrc
from the developments would impact Auburn-Black Diamond Road and other streets
in Auburn.

Dennis Boxx (32517 Second Ave., Black Diamond). Mr. Boxx's comments were
directed at both developments. Tr. 2255-56.
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Mr. Boxx testified that he was concerned that the retail business component of the
project would include only minimum-wage jobs, not living-wage jobs. He said the
remainder of his concerns had been addressed during other testimony.

Robert Rothchilds (29411 232nd Ave. SE, Black Diamond). Mr. Rothchilds did not
specify whether his comments were directed to a particular development or both. Tr.
2256-63.

Mr. Rothchilds stated that his primary concern was water quality. When comparing
the developer's plans with the city code, he said he found the plans lacking in regard
to code section 19.98.01, item F: Identify significant environmental impacts and
ensure appropriate mitigation. Specifically, he said, the plans do not identify the
environmental impacts of the amount of phosphorous (double the concentration of the
background level) that the projects will release into Lake Sawyer and other local
water sources.

Consequently, he requested that the Hearing Examiner recommend conditions be

attached to the MPD requiring that phosphorus loading impacts be identiflred
and appropriately mitigated, which, he said, has yet to be done. He added that
language in the city code (18.98.020) also requires preservation and enhancement of
the area's physical characteristics. Because "preserving" means keeping things as

they are and o'enhancing" means improving, Mr. Rothchilds said he doubts that
doubling the concentration of phosphorous in the water would meet either
requirement, and asserted that significant impacts on fish habitat, swimming, and
wildlife had not been mitigated.

Peter Rimbos (l97ll 24fi Ave. SE, Maple Valley). Mr. Rimbos' comments were
directed at both developments. Tr. 2264-68.

Mr. Rimbos began his testimony by stating that the ramifications of approving the
developments would ripple throughout the region and set a dangerous precedent. In
general, he said, the developments are in the wrong places, its impacts are

inadequately identified and, for those that have been identified, proposed mitigations
may not be feasible.

The Achilles heel of both developments, he said, was the complete lack of adequate
transportation infrastructure in the area. Solving some key transportation issues will
probably be cost prohibitive, he said. Transportation is a regional issue and

developers did not address stakeholders across the region, particularly those southeast
King County residents who use the SR 169 corridor.

Mr. Rimbos also voiced concerns about rural issues, such as the impact of facilities,
such as schools and a stormwater retention facility, to be located outside the city.
With such a large increase in population, he said, wastewater facilities may also need
to be increased.
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He argued that Black Diamond residents would be made to pay higher taxes and to
experience negative environmental and traffic impacts as a result of the
developments. He warned that retail/commercial development may not happen or
could be less than planned.

Judith Canier (24305 SE Green Valley Road, Auburn). Ms. Carrier's comments were
directed at both developments. Tr. 2269-77.

Ms. Canier first addressed two traffic-related concerns regarding the Villages south
connector onto SRl69: the connector as it crosses Plass Road/257th Southeast, and
also the direct connection to Southeast Green Valley Road. She said that Plass Road
should not become the new south connector.

Further, on The Villages side of the intersection, she said there are two traffic
mitigations that have been shown to become inadequate by 2025 (FEIS, page 222);
those mitigations should be reanalyzed, improved, and extended for 2025 conditions.
There is no traffic safety or environmental mitigation for the SRl69 side of this
connection, she added, which is a highway with no projected capacity improvements
planned for many years.

She noted that the Plass/217tUGreen Valley Road intersection is only four-tenths of a
mile from SRl69/Green Valley Road intersection; also, the south connector crosses
Stream 54 flowing into Jones Lake. Stream 54 parallels Plass Road. None of these
issues are examined for construction, traffic, and safety impacts or effects on the
environment, she said, and are not mitigated. One of the possible mitigations to avoid
wetland damage, save wildlife habitat, and bypass the intersection with 257th Avenue
Southeast/Plass Road, which is narrow and has one blind hill, she said, would be to
span the 257thÆlass area with a well-designed overpass using current forested growth
as camouflage, as has been done on sections of I-90. With very careful planning, she

argued, only a few wetlands might be damaged by construction.

Regarding buffers outside the project, she noted that the MPD discusses screening
urban development to maintain the rural character the city of Black Diamond's
website visualizes for this development. Visual, aesthetic, light, noise, and rural
buffers for residences and schools or other structures near or abutting Southeast
Green Valley Road are not mentioned in any way in the FEIS, she said. There are

plans for a steel water storage reservoir of 1.2 million gallons about 1200 feet north of
Green Valley Road, which would affect local views, she noted, while there is no
mention of the visual or safety impacts or environmental effects of residences,

schools, or the reservoir so close to the road. The forest should be preserved as a
buffer, she said.

Steve Sundquist (24713 SE Green Valley Road, Black Diamond). Mr. Sundquist's
comments were directed at both developments. Tr. 2277-79.
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Mr. Sundquist questioned whether the area's water supply and the traffic capacity of
its roads were adequate for the size of the proposed projects. He said he might be

more willing to support a project half the proposed size.

Erika Morgan (33624 Abrams Ave., Black Diamond). Ms. Morgan's comments were
directed at both developments. Tr. 2279-87.

Ms. Morgan said the city must make a choice between its present village character
and suburban sprawl. One can't have both at once, she noted, though she said it
appeared that the city council believed both were possible. She also maintained that
the council had refused to listen to citizens during the planning process. She said the

council had reversed its previous support for maintaining the area's rural character,

adding that the city cannot solve its fiscal problems by adopting the failed solutions of
surrounding communities.

Steve Heister (20428 SE 2nd St., Maple Valley). Mr. Heister's comments were
directed at both developments. Tr. 2288-92.

Mr. Heister is chairman of the greater Maple Valley area council.

Mr. Heister stated that he had deep reservations about both developments in regard to
adverse impacts. In particular, Mr. Heister said he questioned whether developments
that would bring 6,000 new residences and 1 million square feet of commercial and

office space to the area was consistent with area growth targets specified in the
Washington state Growth Management Act. Under that plan, he said, Black
Diamond's growth target was 1,900 residences (versus 6,000).

He also warned about the amount of traffic that would be added to SR 169, SR 516,

and SR 18, which he said are already overcrowded.

He also addressed the question of supporting infrastructure that would be located in
rural areas outside the Black Diamond city limit. The YarrowBay developments
would seriously affect the character of those areas, he said.

In sum, he said, he would like to hear assurances that the developers will meet the

requirements of the King County Comprehensive Plan and the state Growth
Management Act, that the necessary infrastructure will be put in place, and that
negative impacts will be mitigated.

March 17,2010

Steve Pilcher Tr. 277 8-2808.
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Steve Pilcher is the community development director and SEPA responsible official
for the City of Black Diamond (the "City"). Mr. Pilcher (on cross examination by
David A. Bricklin) testified that, under City code, the SEPA responsible offlrcial
position is normally assigned to the Public Works Superintendent, but was expressly
delegated to Mr. Pilcher by the Public Works Director in the fall of 2008.

As the SEPA responsible official, Mr. Pilcher oversees the preparation of
Environmental Impact Statements ("EIS"). He has previously worked as an aid to the
SEPA responsible official for the cities of Auburn (2005 - 2008) and Puyallup (1996 -
2005). In addition to the EIS's under review in this matter, Mr. Pilcher testified that
he has overseen two (2) prior EIS's concerning the Good Samaritan Hospital
expansion and the final EIS for the Kersey 3 residential project in Auburn, and is
currently overseeing the Morgan-Kame Mine Terrace expansion. Although Mr.
Pilcher testified that has not worked on an EIS addressing the size of projects
currently under review, he testifred that the SEPA process is the same regardless of
the size or scale of a project. He further testified that part of his duties as the SEPA
responsible official is to ensure that an EIS meets the rule of reason standard before it
is issued. And, Mr. Pilcher testified that the EIS's issued in this matter met the rule of
reason.

Mr. Pilcher understands the rule of reason concerning EIS's to mean that a reasonable
level of analysis is taken given the likely environmental impacts and nature of a

project. He also agreed that disagreement among experts concerning a particular
analysis included in an EIS does not by itself render the EIS inadequate. Mr. Pilcher
further agreed that an addendum or a supplemental environmental impact analysis
may be performed if warranted during the Master Planned Development ("MPD")
process.

Mr. Pilcher testified that Parametrix began working for the City with respect to the
subject EIS's after the original consultant was let go. He further testified that
Parametrix was not bound by prior determinations made by the original consultant
and that Parametrix conducted additional analysis, including an independent traffic
analysis. Mr. Pilcher agreed that it is typical for an Applicant to pay for the City's
costs where the City retains the consultant.

Mr. Pilcher testified that a CD ROM containing a complete EIS was provided to
multiple agencies, including the Department of Fish and Wildlife.

Mr. Pilcher (on cross examination by Mr. Bricklin) testified that the subject EIS's did
not disclose environmental impacts relating to safety, morning congestion issues,
travel time, cyclists, pedestrians, or increased traffic on Green Valley Road. But, he

further testified that his understanding is that traditionally traffic analyses focus on
the worst traffic which is usually in the evening peak because it gives a better
indication of the need for intersection improvements. And, Mr. Pilcher believes that
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the analysis provided for alternate 3 is sufficient to allow the City council to make an

informed judgment between alternate 2 and 3 to the EIS's.

Mr. Pilcher testified that he had been in attendance during for the entire hearing
proceedings in this matter and that nothing offered during the proceedings altered his
opinion that the subject EIS's were adequate. He agreed that it is important that an
EIS provide sufficient information to allow the City council to make a reasoned

decision based on criteria provided by the applicable City code. But, Mr. Pilcher
clarified that an EIS does not include a thorough analysis of everything the City
council needs to consider when making their decision on an MPD.

Donna Gauthier (32427 6th Ave., Black Diamond). Ms. Gauthier's comments were
directed at the Lawson Hills development. Tr.2826-33.

Ms. Gauthier frrst referenced Jack Speny's earlier testimony in which he described

flooding near his home. Flooding likewise occurred in the basement of her Lawson
Hills home, she said. She said the flooding was caused by construction done by the

city and was never entirely mitigated. She said such flooding was likely to occur
again due to the Lawson Hills development.

Kristen Bryant (25100 Roberts Dr., Black Diamond). Ms. Bryant's comments were
directed at both developments. Tr. 2833-39.

Ms. Bryant testified that, although the YarrowBay has marketed the developments as

environmentally conscious, they simply repeat the same unsustainable pattern of
growth the U.S. has witnessed over the last 50 years. By improving the developer's
plans, she said, the community has a real opportunity to help stop deforestation and

the emission of greenhouse gases that are the leading cause of global warming.

She added that she supported prior testimony arguing that not enough jobs would be

created by the development and that the current road system is inadequate to support
the developments. She also believes that the expansion of the school system will
prove to be a burden for parents in terms of attempting to provide transportation to
distant events over the inadequate roadways.

Ms. Bryant also urged the adoption of wastelgray water recycling systems and an

increased focus on land conservation, reducing the footprint of buildings and leaving
more space for wetlands, buffers, and other open areas.

She made reference to the potential for deviations from existing sensitive areas

ordinances. She said she does not support any such deviations as requested by the

developer, or any alteration of wetlands. She also advocated increasing the amount of
land the city reserves for open spaces above the city's current target of l0 percent.
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On the question of transit, Ms. Bryant requested that the development plans not be

approved unless a full evaluation of the effects on current transit as well as plans for
future transit improvements are undertaken.

Lori Seaman (22725 SE 321't Place, Kent). Ms. Seaman did not specify whether her

comments were directed at a particular development or both. Tr.2839'43.

Ms. Seaman first noted that the developments would add 9600 cars to the area's
roads, and that the main route into the area, Auburn-Black Diamond Road, was

already clogged with traffîc and often blocked by such hazards as downed power

lines, potholes, and flooding. If the road is to be improved, she asked, who will pay

for it?

She also expressed concerned about the effect of tree cutting on flooding. She said the

basement of her home had already flooded, destroying many items of personal value.

She said that tree removal could exacerbate the flooding problem.

In sum, she said, she valued the community's rural character and opposed the kind of
large-scale development that would erode the quality of life many residents came to
the area to enjoy.

Michael Eerang (22505 329th St., Horseshoe Lake). Mr. Eerang's comments were

directed at both developments. Tr. 2843-48.

Mr. Eerang first noted the thousand of vehicles that the developments would add to
the area's major roads such as Kent-Kangley Road and Auburn/Black Diamond Road.

These roads have only two lanes, and widening them is improbable or impractical, he

said. With the additional cars the developments would bring, driving them would
become a nightmare.

He also voiced concern over the prospect of vehicle waste such as oil and

transmission fluid washing off the roads into local wetlands and lakes.

He likewise recommended further study of the local mines on area groundwater.

Many of the mines are full of water, he said.

Another environmental concern he noted was the degree of tree cutting called for in
the projects' plans. He said that far less cutting would be necessary if the plans called
for a much lower density of housing, a.8., three homes per acre, than currently
proposed.

Mr. Eerang concluded by noting the ugliness of the clearcutting on the Issaquah

Highlands. He said he does not want the legacy of the current city council and mayor
to be the creation of similar uglification.
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Bill Seaman (22725 SE 32lst Place, Kent). Mr. Seaman's comments were directed at
the Villages development. Tr. 2848-56.

Mr. Seaman's testimony focused on water issues. In particular, he said, his primary
concern as an engineer was the developments' stormwater-management plans. He
noted that the stormwater manual for the Villages addressed runoff into Lake Sawyer
but did not mention Covington Creek. Lake Sawyer flows into the creek, he said,
which floods near Camp Berachah and on Auburn/Black Diamond road. If, as

expected, the developments cause more water to flow into Lake Sawyer, more water
will flow into Covington Creek; this willresult in more downstream flooding, he said.

He also noted that the creek is a salmon spawning stream, and the higher levels of
effluents and phosphorous entering Lake Sawyer from the developments would reach
the creek and negatively impact the salmon.

He said the stormwater manual also made no mention of whether phosphorous from
Covington Creek would enter the Green River; it likewise omits mention of water-
quality impacts on Horseshoe Lake.

He also raised the possibility of contaminants leaking from badly maintained parking
lots leaching into the groundwater, then into the local aquifers, and from there into
Horseshoe Lake.

His final recommendations were to require further environmental studies by
YarrowBay and to dramatically reduce the MPD.

Rick Binsle (30015 232nd Ave., Black Diamond).Mr. Bingle did not specify whether
his comments were directed at a particular development or both. Tr. 2856-59.

Mr. Bingle stated that he and his wife had moved to the area in 1994 and fell in love
with it because of its rural character. Since then, he said, they have lost trust in the
city council. He said they have concerns such as lake flooding at their home and
greater lake pollution, but he does not know who to trust or how to find out who is
responsible ifsuch events occur.

Geoff Bowie (26052 Lawson St., Black Diamond). Mr. Bowie did not specify
whether his comments were directed at a particular development or both. Tr. 2859-68.

Mr. Bowie recounted how the current development plans began with a recognition of
the need for growth and the annexation of Lake Sawyer. He said city offrcials realized
what was needed was higher-density growth with urban utilities and with
water/sewer/storm/bus service that can support the growth; the city could not survive
with only rural tracts. And while some have objected to potential negative wildlife
impacts from the project, he said, their movement was inevitable. Finally, on the
question of water issues, he said, the existing stormwater manual, the stormwater
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construction permit process, and the stormwater pollution control plans successfully
address people's concerns.

Cindy Proctor (32503 236th Ave. SE, Black Diamond). Ms. Proctor's comments were
directed at both developments. Tr. 2869-91.

Ms. Proctor first discussed a number of her technical concerns related to the MPDs:

l)TDRs. Ms. Proctor asked the hearing examiner to ensure that the south annexation
of the developer's property not be used as part of the TDRs, and to review
whether wetlands contribute to the TDR transfers.

2)The tri-party agreement. She argued that the Lake Sawyer Regional Park Joint Use
Agreement, under which a six-acre parcel of Lake Sawyer Park was transferred to
the Enumclaw School District for use as sports fields, allows YanowBay to
escape paying the full cost of school site mitigation.

3)Cash payments. She noted an option in the MPD for the developer to make cash
payments to the city in lieu of putting in place recreational open spaces such as

soccer fields, play areas, and trails. Such an arrangement might be acceptable for
a smaller development, she said, but it is not appropriate for a project of this scale,
especially when the developments had been promoted to the community as full of
open recreational spaces. She added that the city had only one park staffperson,
while the expanded open areas planned for the development would require a staff
of l0-15.

4)Tree ordinance. She said the developer was using SAO regulations to justify a
blanket waiver of the city's tree ordinance. While YarrowBay claims it is
committed to the inclusion of open spaces in the project, she said, most of these
spaces are wetlands and sports fields containing few trees. A blanket waiver is not
justified, she argued.

5)Water resources and surface water management. During the project's construction,
she said, the developers would need to grade and clear away some 4.7 million
cubic yards of dirt. This dirt would temporarily be deposited at the east edge of
the Villages property, very near Ms. Proctor's parents' home. She said she feared
the home would suffer negative impacts from waterflow as the water's direction is
altered by these large dirt deposits.

6)Chapter 13. The MPD asks for waivers from all the mitigations promised by the
EIS, Ms. Proctor argued; if granted, these waivers would negate the mitigations'
benefits.

7)MPD setbacks. The proposed five-foot minimum setback is too small, she said.
People did not come to Black Diamond to have a five-foot back yard, and homes
placed so close together pose a fire hazard, she added.

8)Fiscal and general. She said the fiscal analysis of the FEIS and the MPD show
different results, which she found disturbing. The commercial revenue projections
also require pulling in shoppers from Enumclaw and Maple Valley, which she
said is unrealistic given the existing commercial opportunities present in those
cities. Further, the proposal to begin commercial construction early in the
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development process makes little sense when business growth comes years behind
residential growth, she argued. She noted as well that the developer states that the
project will feature a good deal of light-industrial development. This also makes
little sense, she said, as light-industrial businesses need access to railways,
freeways, and waterways, and the Black Diamond area lacks such access. Even if
these jobs come, she said they would offer only low- to moderate pay, whereas

houses in the proposed developments were projected to range in price between

$337,000 and $789,000, far out of the new workers' price range. Who will then
live in the new homes? she asked. Would they commute to jobs out of the area?

On a more personal note, she said, she and her family had long been residents of
Black Diamond and had been very involved in the city's civic life. She noted the

efforts she and other citizens had put into informing themselves about the YanowBay
project and in asserting their rights as citizens: while these residents struggled to have

their voices heard by the city, the developers had unfettered access to city officials,
even encouraging them to lobby the state legislature to approve bills that would allow
the formation of capital facility districts, a measure that would be of potential fiscal
benefit to the developers, she said. YarrowBay also argued successfully for code and
enforcement amendments that would facilitate the developments while giving former
city council member Geoff Bowie a construction contract while he was still on the
council and voting on the developer's requests, she added. The council has resisted
public input, she continued, while many codes, agreements, and moratoriums were
made behind closed doors to the developer's benefit.

The intent of the city's actions, she said, has been to permit only the minimum public
input required by law and to handle information at an individual level rather than at a
community level, to keep the council and the citizens separated so that the developer
could control the outcome.

Julie Early (22963 SE 292nd Place, Black Diamond). Ms. Early's comments were

directed at both developments. Tr. 2891-99.

Ms. Early began her testimony by noting that non-expert citizens are not the only
entities concerned about the developer's plans: the King County Department of
Transportation, the City of Auburn, the City of Maple Valley, the Enumclaw School
District, and the Sierra Club also are concerned, along with other experts. She said
she hoped these dissenting voices would cause decision makers such as the city
council to have second thoughts about the project.

She noted that the size of developments would exceed King County growth targets by
75-80 percent. She said the city should hold the MPDs to the standards set in the King
County Comprehensive Plan and by the state Growth Management Act. She added
that the MPDs run counter to the city's own moderate growth vision as articulated on
its website. The city should also acknowledge that other area projects now in the
planning stages might exacerbate the developments' negative impacts.
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The MPDs fail to protect and preserve the environment, she said. As planned, the
developments would harm area wildlife and water quality; there would be more storm
damage and flooding, and the rural character of Black Diamond would be eroded, she
said.

She added that, while mitigations are needed to compensate for the adverse effects of
the developments on water quality and local traffic (particularly on SR 169, Kent-
Kangley Road, Auburn/Black Diamond Road, Covington/Sawyer Road, and Green
Valley Road), the developer has requested many exceptions from protective standards
that would undermine the benefits mitigations might provide. Ms. Early said she
opposes these exemptions.

She also said she opposes the agreement to give part of Lake Sawyer Regional Park
to the Enumclaw School District for sports fields. The developer, not the taxpayers,
should be responsible for providing this land, she said.

She concluded by voicing her suspicions regarding the apparent close relationship
between the city council and YarrowBay.

Gwynlynn Vukich (15626 SE 352nd St., Auburn). Ms. Vukich's comments were
directed at both developments. Tr. 2899-2903.

Ms. Vukich began her testimony by recounting her family's history of farming in the
area, and King County's designation of the land in the upper Green River Valley as

the upper Green Agricultural District. Of its 3,500 acres, she said, 904 are in the
Farmland Preservation Program. Land so designated can never be developed or sold
for any purpose other than farming. Buildings cannot be built on the land. Many types
of farms can currently be found within the district, she added.

Ms. Vukich said she questioned whether the FEIS or MPD for the YarrowBay project
adequately addressed the transportation problems that will occur on Green Valley
Road as traffic increases and people begin to use the road as an alternative route as
other local roads experience overcrowding. She said protection of the Green Valley
area cannot coexist with the execution of such large developments.

Karen Meador (32404169th Ave., between AuburnlBlack Diamond Road and Lake
Home Road). Ms. Meador's comments were directed at both developments. Tr. 2903-
09.

Ms. Meador testified that the developments are the wrong project in the wrong place
at the wrong time. They would impact all of southeast King County, she said.

Her primary concern was traffic impacts from the developments. Local roads such as

SR 169, Kent-Kangley Road, and Black Diamond/Auburn Road were already
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overcrowded. As nanow, two-lane routes with many blind curves and places with no

shoulder, she said these roads cannot handle the projected 400 percent increase in
traffic that the developments would bring. Given the area's topography, she added,

widening those roads would be extremely costly, and King County seems disinclined
to embark on such a massive project. Green Valley Road is a heritage corridor that

she said cannot feasibly be widened. Any large increase in population would
irrevocably alter the historic and scenic character of the area and endanger motorists

and wildlife, she said, adding that the area is ill-suited for high-density development.

Cindy Sizemore (35006 257th Ave. SE, Black Diamond). Ms. Sizemore's comments

were directed at both developments. Tr. 2909-13.

Ms. Sizemore said she opposed the developments for same reasons as the other city
residents who had spoken against them. She testified that, as a real estate agent, she is

familiar with the workings of the housing market, which she likened to a roller
coaster. She said the market is now in a down cycle, and the addition of new homes to

the area would negatively impact the property values of existing Black Diamond

homes. She said it could be several years before home prices recover, and noted that

business development usually follows five years behind residential, which raises

questions about YanowBay's commercial development plans.

Ty Peterson (no address given). Mr. Peterson's comments were directed at both

developments. Tr. 2913-17 .

Mr. Peterson is director of community development for the city of Maple Valley. He

spoke on behalf of the city.

The city's primary concerns with the developments, he said, dealt with traffic and

transportation issues and appropriate levels of mitigation. He said the state Growth
Management Act requires planning for population growth and calls for neighborhood
jurisdictions to adopt growth plans that are consistent with each other. The

YarrowBay developments exceed the GMA's target growth allocations for Black
Diamond by 218%. The GMA target is 1,900, as compared with the 6,000 homes the

developments would add.

He said the regional transportation plan did not anticipate this much growth; more

specifically, the Washington State Department of Transportation plans do not include

funds to improve what would be one of the most heavily impacted roads, SRl69.
Such mitigations must be provided by the developer, he said.

Kelly McElroy (24417 SE Green Valley Rd., Black Diamond). Ms. McElroy's
comments were directed at both developments. Tr. 2928'35.

Ms. McElroy first stated that, while Black Diamond needs to grow, it does not need

the kind of concentrated growth that YarrowBay is proposing. People moved to the
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area, she said, not for jobs but for a lifestyle; they were tired of dealing with heavy
traffic and seeing little but generic, strip-mall-style businesses. The size of the
proposed developments would cause the community's rural quality of life to vanish,
she said; the developer would profit, but the community would suffer. She added that
the size of the development would crowd out individual home construction.

In general, she said, her objections to the project were: that the number of housing
units planned grossly exceeds county guidelines; that the amount of impervious
surfaces the developments would add would further diminish an already limited
supply of water; that the use of Green Valley Road would overcrowd it and have an
adverse impact on local wildlife such as elk; and that the project deviates dramatically
from the community growth vision presented on the city's own website.

Marlene Bortelson (23831 SE Green Valley Rd., Black Diamond). Ms. Bortelson's
comments were directed at both developments. Tr. 2935-39.

Ms. Bortelson testified that the developers have not addressed rural concerns in their
plans. Specifically, she said, Green Valley Road is not suited for heavier traffic loads
and should be excluded as a potential traffic route. It is a nanow, two-lane, curvy
road, often used by bicyclists and farm equipment, that sometimes must be closed due
to rock and mud slides as well as flooding. It is also a scenic route that would have
some views blocked by the developments, in particular by the schools planned for the
area. Those schools also will add impervious surfaces and flat roofs, the runoff from
which may have a negative impact on well-water quality and may flow into nearby
yards.

Cindy Wheeler (30221 234th Ãve. SE, Black Diamond). Ms. Wheeler's comments
were directed at both developments. Tr. 2940-50.

Ms. Wheeler testifred that she opposes the developments because they would alter the
rural lifestyle that many residents moved to the area to enjoy. The size and scope of
the MPDs were not in keeping with the agreement the city of Black Diamond made
with Lake Sawyer residents, i.e., that the city would stay rural, when their community
was annexed into the city, she said.

Residents also were promised that future development would pay for itsell she said;
that is not the case with YanowBay's plans. She said citizens would end up paying a
number of costs. As an example, she pointed to a tri-party agreement that calls for
using six acres of publicly owned lands to construct athletic facilities for the new
schools that the developments would require.

She said she fears the impact the developments would have on the area's natural
resources, such as Lake Sawyer and local wildlife. She opposes the developer's many
requested exemptions from city standards, codes, and ordinances, particularly those
related to environmental protections.
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Ms. Wheeler also questioned whether area roads could handle the increased traffic the
developments would bring as well as whether there would be adverse impacts on
schools and a reduction in open spaces.

She said it has been difficult to get information on planned wastewater facilities. She
questioned how the city could lawfully spend money on these facilities before MPD
approval, and how a change in their siting would not require a supplemental
environmental impact statement.

Finally, she said, it is clear that the extra wastewater improvements/facility planned
for Phase II of the developments would not be self-supporting but rather would
require public dollars to implement.

Cory Olson (25230 SE Green Valley Rd., Black Diamond). Mr. Olson's comments
were directed at both developments. Tr. 2950-53.

The author of a book on the history of mining in the area, Mr. Olson recalled the story
of a mining company that many years ago pulled up stakes and abandoned the
community when its mines became unprofitable. He said he expected YarrowBay
developments to take a similar course. [n this case, he said, the developers
circumvented King County's zoning requirements by having the land first annexed
into the City of Black Diamond, and then they used their money to overwhelm the
city's government and its regulatory abilities. He predicted that, after it has built its
massive development and extracted the profits, YarrowBay will wash its hands of the
community. He also said that the scale of the expansion in population would tilt
political power in the area toward newcomers.

Joe Ma), (29611232nd Ave. SE, Black Diamond). Mr. May's comments were directed
at both developments. Tr. 2953-59.

Mr. May testified that the size of the proposed developments were not consistent with
the vision of local citizens, citing in particular the city's website, its motto "rural by
design," and its promise to coordinate in making development plans with the city's
citizens. He compared YanowBay's plans with the size of nearby supermalls and
noted that the developments would be larger in square footage. He also recalled
another development in Pierce County in which the developer went bankrupt. He
questioned whether the impacts from such a frnancial failure on the part of
YarrowBay could be mitigated. He also voiced concerns over the adequacy of plans

for sewer improvements and the potential damage that added phosphorous from the
developments may do to Lake Sawyer, noting that there were differences of opinion
among the experts who testified on the question.

Beverly Tonda (21680 227th Place SE, Maple Valley). Ms. Tonda did not specify
whether he comments were directed at a specific development or both. Tr. 2960-66.
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Ms. Tonda began by citing the city's mission statement, which states that economic
development must be consistent with the rural character of the community, with an
emphasis on farming, forestry, and other rural businesses. She said YarrowBay's
plans were inconsistent with this vision.

She said that the designation of Green Valley Road as a historical road was likewise
inconsistent with the scope of the planned developments and with the shoreline
master plan.

She pointed to the need for the developments to incorporate low- to moderate-income
housing; for joint, region-wide planning; and for "green," sustainable development.
Finally, she objected to the prospect of state tax dollars being used for rural
developments when the money could be better spent within the cities.

Melanie Gauthier (25565 Baker St., Black Diamond). Ms. Gauthier's comments were
directed at both developments. Tr. 2966-74.

Ms. Gauthier began with a review of statistics on the planned developments' size and
an encapsulation of the planning process. She noted that city staff reports enumerate
about 270 conditions for MPD approval. She questioned why most of these were not
included in the MPD application.

She also questioned why the city council had disapproved King County growth
targets for the area (1,900 units) well before the MPD hearings took place, and weeks
before the council was required to make a decision. She said this and other council
actions - for example, failing to ask King County, an outside party, for assistance in
reviewing the application -- had created the appearance of a conflict of interest
between city residents and the developer.

Laura lddingg (P.O. Box 2, Maple Valley). Ms. Iddings' comments were directed at
both developments. Tr. 297 5-85

Ms. Iddings first focused her testimony on the frscal impacts of the developments.
She noted that the Black Diamond MPD ordinance requires an analysis of the fiscal
impacts and states that there should be no adverse fiscal impacts of an MPD upon the
city. She also pointed to the ordinance's requirement that the fiscal-benefit analysis
include the city's special funds, e.g., street, water, wastewater, criminal justice, etc.

YarrowBay's analysis did not address these funds, she said.

She also questioned whether citizens would see higher rates/taxes or the creation of a
capital improvement district to support the services and infrastructure the
developments, would require.

She said the planning process for the developments had ignored the regional planning
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mechanism, obscuring the true impacts to Black Diamond such as whether the
developer would pay for offsite impacts.

In terms of the project's phasing, Ms. Iddings questioned what would happen if the
developer's "aggressive" build-out projections were wrong, particularly since fufure
city revenue from the developments was linked to these estimates. Again, she said,
this is a question that the MPD does not address. She likewise questioned whether the
developer's projections regarding retail/commercial revenue were accurate, and what
would happen if they were not.

Ms. Iddings also voiced concerns about the planned expansion of the city's sewer
systems. Specifically, she noted that plans called for the addition of off-site pumping
stations. She wondered where and when the city was planning to build them, and who
would pay for them. She likewise observed that the plans called for new sewer lines
and a storage facility, to be paid for through rate increases and new hookup charges
and not by the developer. Odor control also must be addressed, she said. In sum, she
argued that short- and long-term financial impacts from wastewater issues had not
really been addressed in the MPD, and potential adverse impacts to the city and its
residents had been ignored.

Sheila Hoefig (23204 SE 3l2th St., Black Diamond). Ms. Hoefig's comments were
directed at both developments. Tr. 2988-92.

Ms. Hoefig said that she values area wildlife and wants Black Diamond to stay oorural

by design." She does not oppose growth, she said, just the way the YanowBay
project is being done and the way the city council is representing the city's citizens.
As a long-time urban California resident, she added, she has come to value greatly the
kind of rural environment the Black Diamond area provides, particularly as she raises
her children, and she does not want to see it vanish.

Robert Rothchilds (29411 232nd Ave. SE, Black Diamond). Mr. Rothchilds'
comments were directed at the Villages development. Tr. 2992-99.

Mr. Rothchilds began by noting his experience with water-quality issues. He said he
has been involved with the state, the county, the city, and the Lake Sawyer Water

Quality Committee for 18 years, which together have provided him hundreds of hours
of training on water quality issues. He also has a master's degree in mechanical
engineering. On the question of MPD adequacy, he cited the permit conditions of
approval from Black Diamond Municipal Code 18.98.080, in particular such public-
benefit objectives as preservation and enhancement of physical characteristics,
including environmentally sensitive areas, protection of surface water, and protection
of groundwater quality.

He pointed to the 8l percent rise in phosphorous concentrations in local streams
predicted by YarrowBay's water quality expert as a result. of the developments.
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Current lake levels of phosphorus are 10 micrograms per liter, which would rise to 38
mpl after development, according the developer's water expert, he noted. Beyond
degrading fish habitat in the streams, he said, those streams empty into Lake Sawyer.
He said that to wave off these phosphorous impacts without proper analysis runs
counter to the city's conditions of approval. While the developer claims that proposed
stormwater ponds would reduce project-related phosphorous levels by 50 percent,
thereby mitigating the development's impact, Mr. Rothchilds said there is no analysis
provided by YanowBay to support that assurance. He said the 2005 storm manual is
outdated and cannot serve as a basis for such an analysis.

He concluded that, as painful as the MPD approval process has been, it would be far
more painful and expensive to find, five to 20 years in the future, that a wrong
decision had been made and Lake Sawyer's water quality had been damaged.

Carol Lynn Harp (24430 Morgan St., Black Diamond). Ms. Harp did not specify
whether her comments were directed at a particular development or at both. Tr.2999-
3000.

Ms. Harp's testimony consisted of an English sonnet concerning the situation.
Entitled "Master Plan Development Folly," it read as follows:

We've problems with Black Diamond MPDs.
They have become too urban by design
and with suspicious flexibilities they could turn out to be quite asinine.
Ifjust twice target growth we'd feel the strain.
King County roads would slow into a crawl,
our crowded school could t¿x us to our pain
and all would suffer ruraUurban sprawl.
Our wildlife would be stressed and runoff might pollute and flood our precious lovely
lake
while other people's wells could soon run dry, environmentally a big mistake.
To let this happen is an awful shame,
Unwise decisions are what we will blame.

March 19,2010

Steve Pilcher T r. 3266 -3324; 3325 -5 6 ; 33 57 -90.

Mr. Pilcher testified that the CMART document was used by Parametrix to put
together responses to comments to the DEIS. Mr. Pilcher was involved in preparing
responses and reviewed all the responses prior to publication as the SEPA responsible
official. Mr. Pilcher indicated that he was satisfied that the responses \¡rere adequate
responses in terms of SEPA requirements. In response to questioning, Mr. Pilcher
then testified regarding particular comments in Appendix R.
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In Comment 003 on page 217, reference was made to the Green Valley Road
connector. Mr. Pilcher acknowledged that subsequent to the time the comment was
made, the Green Valley Road connector was abandoned, and the applicant decided
not to build it. Instead, the South Connector crosses Highway 169. Mr. Pilcher
acknowledged that Comment 003, made by King County, was requesting an
assessment of traffic impacts on Green Valley Road, regardless of whether a direct
connection to Green Valley Road or the SR 169 was constructed. Mr. Pilcher further
acknowledged that no direct response to the request for additional study of the traffrc
impacts on Green Valley Road was made.

With respect to Comment 007, page 218, Mr. Pilcher did not know whether the
updated TTR in Appendix B and FEIS included a travel time assessment of the
impact on the travel sheds, as King County requested. Mr. Pilcher did not review the
TTR himself.

With respect to Comment 009, which notes that the comment period was extended to
October 9,2009 to allow for additional public comment, Mr. Pilcher did not know
whether the City posted notice of the comment extension on its website or published
notification in the newspaper. No notice was mailed to the people who had obtained
copies of the DEIS. However, some e-mail notifications to agencies, according to
Mr. Pilcher, may have been sent. With respect to notice issues, Mr. Bricklin read
some of Mr. Pilcher's testimony at the DEIS public hearing, portions of which were
inaudible. Mr. Pilcher agreed that the inaudibility could impair a reader's ability to
determine the substance of his comments at the hearing. Mr. Pilcher explained that,
when he said at the public hearing that he had everyone's names and addresses and
would make sure a mailing list would be used for future significant events, he did not
believe an extension of a comment period would qualify as a significant event.

With respect to Comment 010, page2l9, King County requested additional analysis
of the short-term impacts of both construction hauling and possible partial road
closures. Mr. Pilcher reviewed the response, which stated that the request for
additional analysis goes beyond the scope of the EIS and does not raise a new issue
with potential significant adverse environmental impacts. Mr. Pilcher stated, in
response to a question regarding what information he reviewed to determine that the
impacts of construction hauling and possible road closures were not significant and
adverse, that he reviewed the noise study. Mr. Pilcher also stated that because the
MPD approval does not permit any construction, it was not timely to analyze hauling
impacts.

With respect to Comment 015 on page 22,Mr. Pilcher testified that he relied on the
transportation technical experts for the opinion that improvements listed in other
planning documents did not need to be considered because the majority lacked
funding.
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Mr. Pilcher agreed that the response to comments did not include discussion of Green
Valley Road's landmark designation as a heritage corridor.

Mr. Pilcher also responded to Comment 019, in which King County requested
analysis of four additional intersections. Mr. Pilcher stated that the response, which
stated that the four additional intersections were beyond the scope of the FEIS, was
intended to remind the county that there was a scoping process and that the
intersections were not raised during the scoping process. Mr. Pilcher stated that
again, because the EIS is programmatic, the analysis was not timely. Mr. Pilcher had
to defer to his traffic techs on why the four intersections in question were not
analyzed, where as other intersections were analyzed at the programmatic level.

Mr. Pilcher stated that, with respect o Comment 020 on page225, he did not have any
knowledge about modifications that may have been made according to "professional
engineering judgment" to the King County Black Diamond demand model.

Mr. Pilcher recognized that traffrc volumes on roads in unincorporated King County
were not analyzed in the DEIS, despite the fact that some individual intersections
were analyzed. Mr. Pilcher stated that the response to comments of the DEIS did not
include a rural character analysis of these roads.

Mr. Pilcher further explained the response to Comment 029 on page 232, which
requested further description of how the new local waste water infrastructure would
connect to the present system. Mr. Pilcher stated that the response to the comment,
which stated a response was not required because it was not related to the SEPA
process, indicated that the projects are proposed to occur on a sewer system with a

waste water conveyance system, not a septic system. However, Mr. Pilcher agreed
that King County was requesting more definition about the connection to the King
County sewer system, which was not provided.

Mr. Pilcher explained that King County raised an issue with the size of the sewage
storage facility. Mr. Pilcher acknowledged that Comment 031 by King County,
raising concerns that the current level of detail does not allow for an assessment of
the confrguration of the connection to adequately protect the environment and public
health, raised a legitimate SEPA issue. Mr. Pilcher stated that just because someone
alleges there is an environment and public health issue does not mean that it exists,
though he conceded that the response to the Comment did not assert such a lack of
substance.

With respect to stormwater, Mr. Pilcher also testified that he did not know whether
additional clarifications or coffections were made in response to Comment 047 on
page 241. There, King County raised concerns that stormwater impacts to off-site
surface waters, including Lake Sawyer, had to be addressed in more detail. The
response to the comment was only that appropriate clarifications and corrections were
made to the EIS document.
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With respect to traffic, Mr. Pilcher agreed that he was aware that there were a number

of intersections with a volume capacity ratio of greater than 1.0 in both the mitigated
and unmitigated condition. However, Mr. Pilcher stated that WSDOT's Comment

005 on page 248 was viewed as a statement of the way that V/SDOT approaches the

issue and was not necessarily requesting additional analysis be done. WSDOT's
Comment 006 was also not provided with a response because it was not related to the

SEPA process. Mr. Pilcher stated that he would have to rely on previous testimony

on traffic queuing.

Mr. Pilcher also discussed the response to King County Agricultural Commission's
Comment 001, which stated that the City cannot route urban traffic through the

agricultural production district. Mr. Pilcher summarized the response to the

Comment as essentially indicating that the direct connection to the Green Valley
Road was eliminated. Mr. Pilcher stated that while there could be volume increases

to Green Valtey Road, even if the direct connection were eliminated and SR 169 were

used, there were not necessarily significant and adverse impacts because they can

always be mitigated. Mr. Pilcher agreed that this was not the substance of the

response to the Comment, and he could not recall if discussion of traffic volumes on

rural roads in agricultural districts was anywhere in the FEIS or the Transporüation

Technical Report. Mr. Pilcher could not recall discussing what form mitigation may

take to mitigate the impacts to rural roads in agricultural districts. He stated that he

believed the traffic mitigation was focused exôlusively on intersection impact

analysis. Nevertheless, Mr. Pilcher testified that he would argue that eliminating the

Green Valley Road connection would address the Agricultural Commission's
Comment. Namely, while the development could result in more traffic volume on

rural roads, it does not mean that more traffic was routed to that road.

With respect to the Department of Fish and Wildlife, Mr. Pilcher stated the EIS for
the Villages did not list a Hydraulic Project Approval in the permit listing. Mr.
Pilcher was aware that the Department of Fish and Wildlife was concerned that it had

not reviewed the EIS in detail because they were not alerted by the permit listing that

a Hydraulic Project Approval may be required. Mr. Pilcher did not recall whether the

City had send an FEIS to the Department.

Mr. Pilcher testified that there would be additional environmental review if the

stormwater facility is moved on site and that the current EIS does not include any

environmental evaluation of that scenario. Mr. Pilcher acknowledged that the

stormwater facility would be several times larger than surrounding lakes and that the

EIS did not analyze the possibility that the facility could be divided into several parts.

With respect to reviewing the technical reports and draft and FEIS, Mr. Pilcher

testified that the documents addressed protecting water quality in Lake Sawyer. He

agreed the city's comprehensive plan identifies protecting Lake Sawyer water quality
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as a key issue for the city. Mr. Pilcher could not recall whether there was
independent analysis in the EIS of the phosphorus loading impacts to Lake Sawyer.

With respect to focusing attention on the portions of the documents that dealt with
protecting Lake Sawyer's water quality, Mr. Pilcher didn't understand what was
meant by focus. He testified that he did not give more scrutiny to sections dealing
with protecting Lake Sawyer water quality than other sections, as an independent
person. He was relying upon the experts in that area.

Regarding an Appendix to the EIS, Parametrix Technical Memo 10/13/08 to Susan

Graham and Austin Fisher from Jenna Friebel, Mr. Pilcher testified that it was a peer

review memorandum analysis done by Parametrix, dealing with the original
documentation prepared by Kindig & Associates on 5/5/08. He stated that on the first
page under "Phosphorus" it says that'oThe Lake Sawyer Management Plan, which
was addressed in the document" meant Kindig's document. Although the report
stated that "future development can be accommodated without impacting the trophic
state of the lake if phosphorus loading is limited to a36o/o increase, it is not clear from
the report that the proposed projects are consistent," as it was a year and a half ago

that he saw the memorandum he does not recall exactly what occurred at the time.
He does not recall focusing on the key issue for the city - phosphorus loading in Lake
Sawyer.

Mr. Pilcher did not recall if the memorandum was shared between Parametrix and
Mr. Kindig, although there were conversations about the peer review results.
Regarding his understanding that after reading this memorandum the proposed
phosphorus loads to Lake Sawyer. were going to increase significantly, Mr. Pilcher
testified he didn't know if the memorandum necessarily tied it to Lake Sawyer.

Mr. Pilcher testified having had conversations with Susan Graham, at Parametrix,
regarding adequate attention being addressed to the Lake Sawyer phosphorus loading
issue in the EIS, but does not recall having conversations with Mr. Kindig. He does

not know if any changes were made in Mr. Kindig's document.

Mr. Pilcher testified that he utilized information regarding "current LID techniques,
such as bioretention, dispersion, infiltration, that meet the necessary detention
standards but avoid using large retention/detention ponds" in assessing the
reasonableness of the mitigation on stormwater issues included in the EIS. His
recollection is that the large pond does not drain directly towards Lake Sawyer. It's
in a different drainage basin.

Mr. Pilcher agreed that he needs to refresh his memory regarding the EIS analysis of
impacts to fish in Lake Sawyer, based on Mr. Kindig's assessment that the
stormwater would not adversely impact Lake Sawyer's water quality.
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Mr. Pilcher reiterated that part of the process of developing the EIS was getting peer
review analysis of expert reports. He was shown a technical memorandum,2/2109,
from David Sherrard, Senior Environmental Planner, to Susan Graham at Parametrix,
before the draft EIS came out. He agreed that in terms of figuring out what he was
going to put in the draft EIS, this was part of the process that led up to it.

With respect to noise impacts, if Environs did not have expertise then it could be
performed by Parametrix land use and wildlife specialists. When Parametrix said it
recommended the analysis be expanded, Mr. Pilcher understood that to be a concern
about wildlife being impacted by the noise, at least during the construction phase.

Mr. Pilcher did not recall if they had the wildlife assessment expanded to include that
impact or analysis of that impact. He does not recall if there were any discussions
about whether to do it or not. He did recall discussions about the usefulness of a
wildlife corridor running through the middle of a development project of this scope.
It was a primary issue in the city development of sensitive areas regulations. Mr.
Pilcher had that discussion without recalling having a discussion about the noise
impacts.

Mr. Pilcher was shown another technical memorandum from Parametrix dated
ll30l09 from David Sherrard to Susan Graham, regarding air quality. He recognized
this as another peer review memorandum. In terms of greenhouse gas emissions, it
was Mr. Pilcher's understanding that the worst-case cumulative analysis indicated no
greenhouse gas emission impacts. He testified that he is not sure what, without
asking Mr. Shenard, what he meant by no impact, because there's an impact from
any change in the environment. When Mr. Pilcher was asked if it was his
understanding that the greenhouse gas emissions analysis indicated no significant
adverse gas emissions associated with this project, he testified that he had to reread
that part of the EIS to refresh his memory. Mr. Pilcher stated his recollection of the
greenhouse gas emissions analysis was that there was no significant adverse impact.

Mr. Pilcher stated he did not know the methodology of how the assessment of
greenhouse gases took into account the fact that the 6,000 homes were to be built
relatively distant from major employment centers. Mr. Pilcher testified that
greenhouse gas emissions of a project are affected by the vehicle miles traveled to
and from the project.

Mr. Pilcher testified that based upon his limited knowledge as a land use planner, it
would depend on where people choose to reside in this project, where they might be

employed, as to how much greenhouse gas emissions there would be.

Mr. Pilcher testified he did not feel qualified to answer questions regarding the
project being built some distance from employment centers and the amount of
greenhouse gas emissions.
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Mr. Pilcher testified that he did receive a revised application package at the end of
December from the applicant after the FEIS came out. He testified that the EIS was
adequate for both applications, before and after the EIS came out. He testified there
is a chapter entitled "Functionally Equivalent Standards" in the applications regarding
standards that exist today in the city code the applicant wants to have modifred. Mr.
Pilcher would have to compare the documents to know if the entire chapter revised in
the application came in after the EIS.

With respect to the application, in the revised application the applicant proposed for
the first time not to have the development subject to the tree preservation ordinance.
There had been discussions with the applicant regarding that issue.

Steve Pilcher (on cross examination by David A. Bricklin) testified that the EIS
contains a list of mitigation measures and that before those measures are put in place
he believes they are used in a modeling process to determine if they will perform as

expected. He also agreed that the EIS lists additional mitigation beyond that provided
in the comprehensive plan and that these measures are all in addition to the base case
2025 improvements. But, he noted that certain conditions listed in his staff reports
are not part of the list of mitigation measures found in the EIS and that the staff
reports recommend requiring the mitigation projects identified in the FEIS.

Mr. Pilcher (on redirect examination by Mr. Sterbank) agreed that when the EIS
traffic analysis was conducted it assumed that the north/south linkage between
Abrams Avenue and the South Connector and the Southeast Connector into Lawson
Hills to 169 linkage would be constructed. And, based on that analysis, the final
FEIS identified certain mitigation projects which were listed in the EIS. Mr. Pilcher
further agreed that the applicant later indicated a desire not to construct these two
linkage projects. As a result, Mr. Pilcher testified that additional analysis was
conducted to determine the possible outcomes from this action and possible
additional mitigation that may be needed. However, the additional mitigation listed
in the staff report was no longer necessary after the request to not build the two
linkage projects was withdrawn. Mr. Pilcher noted that this made the additional
mitigation identified in the staff report unnecessary, and did not affect the mitigation
identified in the FEIS.

Mr. Pilcher testified that comments relating to potential impacts from construction
hauling should be addressed at the project implementation phase rather than at the
programmatic EIS stage. Similarly, he testified that comments addressing the
specific configuration of a sewer system from an environmental review perspective
should be analyzed at the project specific phase. And, Mr. Pilcher agreed that
comments outside of the SEPA process should be addressed as part of the MPD
process.

Mr. Pilcher testified that Larry Fisher of the Washington Department of Fish and
Wildlife ("WDFW") was invited to the Black Diamond EIS Agency Scoping
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Meeting, but did not attend. He further testified that a draft EIS was sent to Mr.
Fisher at the WDFW and that for ease of reference the FEIS was sent in CD ROM
form to all agencies, including the WDFW, that commented on the EIS. Mr. Pilcher
testified that Mr. Fisher did not provide comments during the defined comment
period but later submitted comments on the draft EIS after the closure of the comment
period. Mr. Pilcher (on recross examination by Mr. Bricklin) further testified that he

did not disclose to WDFW that there would be wetland bills and/or road crossings

that would require a hydraulics permit from the WDFW. But, (on further redirect
examination by Mr. Sterbank) he noted that he was not a\ryare of any proposed

construction within a stream, which is a trigger mechanism for hydraulic project

approvals.

Mr. Pilcher testified that whether or not any additional environmental documentation
was necessary if there was a change in the location of a stormwater detention pond

would be determined based on the proposal and review, but that any additional
documentation was not necessarily required.

Mr. Pilcher (on redirect examination by Ms. Rogers) testified that the SR 169

improvements relating to widening to four lanes from Southeast 288th Street to
Roberts Drive is currently programmed by the City for future development and is
consistent with the City's comprehensive plan.

Mr. Pilcher (on recross examination by Mr. Bricklin) confirmed that it is not typical
to look at construction impacts in relation to a programmatic EIS. But, he further
testified that he has never been involved in a programmatic review concerning a

project that involves 15 years of construction. But, (on further redirect examination

by Mr. Sterbank) Mr. Pilcher testified that when he is attempting to perform a

reasonably thorough analysis he relies on the expertise of transportation engineers

and other experts concerning design analysis of sewage treatment facilities and

greenhouse gas emissions with respect to the FEIS.

Mr. Pilcher testified that he did not recall a public disclosure request for geologic files
or whether such files were attached to EIS as appendices before being provided to the

public. However, he further testified that a copy of the EIS was given to King County

and that if it needed copies of technical appendices they could have requested them.

Mr. Pilcher noted that the City's website was never held out as the exclusive source

for technical appendices.

Cindy Wheeler (30221 234th Ave. SE, Black Diamond). Ms. Wheeler's comments

were directed at both developments. Tr. 3643-67.

Ms. Wheeler divided her comments between concerns about Lake Sawyer water
quality and deficiencies in the DEIS transcript and the City of Black Diamond's
notification procedures.
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As a nearby resident, Ms. Wheeler said she recalled the last environmental problem at

Lake Sawyer, at which time it was ovenun by the growth of thick algae caused by

sewage dumped into the water. This event, which severely hindered lake recreation,

has made her aware of potential impacts that could destroy the lake, she said.

On the question of DEIS transcript deficiencies, she noted that the written record of
the hearing included some 300 notations of "inaudible," connoting that the testimony

could not be heard on the hearing tape, and that several testimonies given late in the

hearing were entirely missing from the record. She said she was never contacted by

the City of Black Diamond about these gaps, although her testimony had been

affected.

She also said the city had done a poor job of giving citizens notice, as required,

regarding key events in the planning process. She said SEPA official Steve Pilcher

had granted the minimum extension possible under RCW for comments on the DEIS.

She said the code allowed longer extensions for large projects, and she attempted to

find out why Mr. Pilcher only allotted the minimum time. She said Mr. Pilcher did

not respond to these requests.

When the FEIS was released, she said, it did not satisfy her concerns about the

project's environmental impacts. She said she purchased a copy of the FEIS from the

óity and hired a water specialist to review the document. He was unable to do so, she

said, because her copy of the FEIS was missing key appendices. She then made an

attempt to obtain the missing documents from the city using a public disclosure

request; she said this second copy was still missing information. She finally received

the information she was seeking, she added, only 24 hours before the deadline for

exhibits to be submitted to the city. These difficulties were representative of the

roadblocks she believed the city erected to discourage citizens' participation in the

planning process, she said.

B. Expert Testimony

1. Rural Character

Witness Mr. Paul Reitenbach (transcript pages 503-532)

Mr. Paul Reitenbach works for the King County Department of Development and

Environmental Services out of the director's office. He stated that the address is 900

Oaksdale Avenue Southwest in Renton, Washington 98055. He was hired by King

County in June 1979 and formally supervised the community planning section

through the mid 1990's when the County did large land use plans, including the one

for this area called Tuttle [inaudible] Heights. He now works in the director's office

and manages annual updates, the King County Comprehensive Plan, and the

countywide planning policies that are reviewed and approved by Growth

Management and planning council.
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Mr. Reitenbach (on cross examination by Ms. Rogers) stated that there are a variety

of land use issues in the project including page 9 of the appeal which refers to the

1996 Black Diamond Urban Growth Area Agreement, as well as other references on

that page to protecting small town atmosphere, forested areas, open space,

exceptional natural setting and developing in a way that is consistent with the rural

design handbook.

Mr. Reitenbach (on direct examination by Mr. Bricklin) stated that he normally does

not get involved in the review of projects in the cities within King County, but that

this one raised some concern about the surrounding rural area that is unincorporated,

which is why King County decided to weigh in on those concerns. He further stated

that he drafted the September 30 letter signed by Executive Triplett with three

attachments, which are some of the specifics of the concerns. He further stated that

Attachment No. 1 relates to transportation, Attachment No. 2 relates to
environmental/natural resources concerns, and that other concems are in the cover

letter.

Mr. Reitenbach stated that King County's number one concern was about the south

access road, which is difficult to find on the maps, but the proponent has agreed to

take out and the access was redirected to the east to Highway 169, so this concern

was responded to appropriately. He further acknowledged that this comment has

been labeled as 001 access by Glenn Valley Road and that they had responded

satisfactorily to his concern.

Mr. Reitenbach stated that the potential adverse impact of the urban development on

the rural area did not appear to be adequately addressed initially, including broad

traffic issues and environmental concerns in Attachment No. 2. He further stated that

the gist of the countywide planning policies and the County Comprehensive Plan

policy is that we are supposed to identify and minimize, as best we can, impacts to

rural areas. He further stated that he expected they would flesh that out in the Final

EIS but that this concern was not responded to.

Mr. Reitenbach stated that King County's frnal comment was that they thought the

EIS was'silent on the Black Diamond Urban Growth Area Agreement. He further

stated that this was a supporting comment to just discuss this Black Diamond Urban

Growth Area Agreement, and that King County did not think it was an issue but only

for information purposes and for everybody's understanding it should have been

talked about. He further stated that this concem was responded to.

Mr. Reitenbach also stated that there were concerns about a drainage facility that

looked like a pond or small lake that was designed to serve the urban development,

but it is on adjacent rural land, which is mentioned in their comments. He further

stated that they sent a second letter on November 19, which was outside the comment

period, as he was learning more about the development, regarding concems with the
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three schools related or associated with the urban development proposed for the

adjacent rural land.

Mr. Reitenbach confirmed that Mr. Miles is the acting director of the department, and

the new director is John Starbard, who has been on the job for one week.

Mr. Reitenbach confîrmed that King County still has concerns about the analysis in
the EIS, particularly relating to the drainage pond and the three schools. He stated

that the King County code specifically states that you cannot have a drainage pond for
urban development on rural land. He further stated that the County is concerned

about putting necessary services, especially the one that would requires sewer

extensions, adjacent to the urban growth boundary but in the less expensive rural area

rather than in the urban growth area on land that is probably more suitable for other

development. He further stated that in previous large developments he has worked on

this has been a point of negotiation in the development, and that the County policy is

that whenever possible, these be located in the urban growth area, knowing this is not
always possible.

Mr. Reitenbach further stated that the County code allows elementary schools

outright, and a secondary or junior high school is allowed with a conditional use

permit. He stated that there is not a conflict between the County policy and code, and

differentiated between children growing up in rural areas who need schools versus a

school in a rural area close to an urban growth area where a large development is
proposed. He further stated that just because schools are allowed in the rural area, the

County does not assume that tracts of land in the rural areas are appropriate for school

zones serving urban students.

Mr. Reitenbach stated that the most recent example of an urban facilities located

outside the urban area on the later expansion of the Urban Growth Area is in Issaquah

where large drainage facilities were built in the rural area. He stated that there were

technical conections and they moved them into the urban area so they could be

annexed and maintained by the City. He further stated that the tendency is that with
drainage facilities, the urban growth boundary line is just bumped out so they can be

in the jurisdiction that is maintaining them. He further stated that schools are

different because they can occur in both urban and rural areas and the County does

not maintain schools. The code allows sewers to be put in, so you can have a certain

amount of land in the rural area where sewers can be extended, and they serve both

urban and rural areas, but he stated that he does not know in what proportion.

Mr. Reitenbach (on direct examination by Mr. Clifford) stated that if they had been

aware of the schools proposed in the rural area at the time of the September letter,

they would have made comments to that effect in that letter.
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Mr. Reitenbach (on cross examination by Ms. Rogers) confirmed that the Black
Diamond Urban Growth Area Agreement, or BDUGAA was signed in 1996 by King
County and the City of Black Diamond, and it expressly anticipated master planned

developments just like The Villages project and Lawson Hills project that are

proposed by Yanow Bay. He further confirmed that the BDUGAA anticipated that
those MPD projects would be applied for and at some time close to 2,000 acres of
open space would be provided, both inside the City of Black Diamond and in King
County, and that open space has, in fact, been provided.

Mr. Reitenbach stated that King County Code section 21A.08.060 and the A footnote
under it specifically prohibits stormwater facilities serving urban land from being
located in rural land, and that he is not familiar with alternate code provisions that
might allow permitting other usual stormwater facility in rural areas. He further
confirmed that he has not seen the actual MPD application and has not read the

conceptual stormwater plan, but did review the draft EIS.

Mr. Reitenbach stated that an urban level of development could not be developed
over a stormwater pond, and that the Issaquah Hightands urban drainage ponds

constructed in a rural area that was ultimately annexed to the City would remain
stormwater ponds. He further stated that there is no issue of additional urban growth
occuning in that area.

Mr. Reitenbach stated that he would expect an Impact Statement to identify
significant adverse impacts and whether they can or cannot be mitigated, and that
those that cannot be mitigated were the ones that eventually were the focus.

Mr. Reitenbach stated that he was familiar with the draft Comprehensive School
Mitigation Agreement that has been negotiated between the Enumclaw School
District, the City and the applicant only to the extent that he had looked it over on
their webpage. He stated that it seems logical that the draft agreement would contain
provisions in the event the County denies permits for rural schools that assures sites

for schools within the City of Black Diamond. He further stated that it would make

sense to set up a phased SEPA review and that he has seen it happen before.

Mr. Reitenbach (on redirect from Mr. Bricklin) stated that in his opinion the two
attachments raised fundamental issue about the development and that it seemed

reasonable to get those out on the table at the outset. He further stated that the

County is raising policy concerns about something that may eventually wind up as a
permit application, so he is trying to state those policy concerns without indicating
any prejudice to further review of permits. He further stated that the County wanted
to hear back from the City what the rationale was for the schools and drainage pond

to be in those locations.
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Mr. Reitenbach (on redirect from Mr. Clifford) stated that there is a very elaborate
three-party agreement between the City, County and the property owner, and a

separate two-party agreement regarding the Issaquah Highlands drainage facilities he
previously talked about. He further stated that in that case the UGA boundary was a
dotted line that depended on where engineering would find out the road should be,
and when it was done and built it was discovered that the necessary drainage facility
wound up fully or partially in the rural area, so we had to clean up the urban growth
boundary. He further stated that part of the thinking was that the County should not
have maintenance responsibility for a facility that was clearly serving the urban
development so that is why it was put into the UJ and the County let it be annexed by
the City.

Traffic

Witness for Mr. Bricklin, Mr. Matt Nolan (transcript pages 382-401 and 417-
s03)

Mr. Nolan is the King County Traffic Engineer. He has been a traffrc engineer for 17

years, the 6 last the County Traffic Engineer. His department is responsible for traffic
safety in unincorporated King County and for contract cities. His department
performs lane striping, installs coordinated signal systems through intelligent
transportation systems, monitors collisions, produces the six year capital
improvement plan for traffic for unincorporated King County and the 20 year
transportation needs report and performs level of service analysis. Mr. Nolan noted
that in the case of the CIP, funding must be committed within two years of plan
adoption. The unfunded 20 year plan projects are not within the foreseeable current
revenue streams. Mr. Nolan noted the Level of service (LOS) is a measure of delay at
an intersection or corridor. LOS is measured by grade level. For example, an LOS of
D is equal to an 80 second delay.

Mr. Nolan testified transportation engineers in his department commented on the
MPD and reviewed DEIS for both proposals (Villages DEIS, Appendix R,
Attachment l, 9130109). Mr. Nolan noted one of the county's concerns was the
potential impacts to Green Valley Road. He noted the DEIS showed a connector
directly from the City to Green Valley Road and that the southern access to the
project would be unincorporated King County. He stated the County was worried
about the volume of traffic being added to Green Valley Road. He noted King
County has classified this road as a Heritage Corridor. The County wishes to
maintain the rural look and feel. He also stated the Heritage Corridor designation is
a new program with only a few roads characterized this way. Mr. Nolan testifred the
County is concerned about traffic volume and safety on Green Valley Road with or
without a direct connection. He stated in either case, a separate analysis of traffic
should be provided. He noted his staff has read the DEIS but could not determine if
either provided this analysis because the graphics and text did not match. He also
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noted he could not affirm the FEIS had provided the additional analysis. He testified
the FEIS did not provide a direct response to the County's concerns about impacts to

Green Valley Road.

Mr. Nolan testified the County had expressed concerns about the projected project
growth in that it exceeded the Black Diamond Comprehensive Plan targets and was

well over the city's allocation of regional population growth. He noted the Puget

Sound Regional Council (PSRC) plan concentrates growth in metropolitan areas and

core cities. The allocation for small cities combined was only 8o/o of projected

regional growth. He noted the County asked for Alternative 3 to have more detailed

analysis because that alternative is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan. He also

stated the DEIS authors did not respond to this issue.

Mr. Nolan testified the County had expressed concerns regarding the short term
impacts of construction and hauling. He noted the County had expressed these

concerns as part of DEIS comment, but that those concerns were not reflected in the

FEIS. He stated he was not aware of any studies that came out after the DEIS other

than the FEIS.

Mr. Nolan stated the County was concerned about the FEIS assumption regarding
internal trip capture, the number of trips that start within the project and end within
the project such as a resident leaving home and driving to a job within the project
boundaries. He noted the applicant used Institute of Traffic Engineers (ITE) trip
internalization rates. He stated the County's experience with Redmond Ridge

suggested the applicant was aggressive with those assumptions. Redmond Ridge and

Issaquah Highlands proved different from ITE. He testified that the ITE data is

overly optimistic for large master plan projects and does not cover this project
adequately. He stated he felt the project should have used internal trip capture rates

from more local, recent master planned developments.

Mr. Nolan noted trip distribution is a matching of types of trips such as home to
shopping, home to school, home to work and then distributing them out to the

capacity of the roads in an iterative process. The idea is to minimize trip time. He

stated the FEIS traffic model only included funded projects rather than the full
transportation plan projects from surrounding jurisdictions. He noted the omission of
these projects from the transportation network in the model would change the trip
distribution by assuming trips only went on currently constructed roads. He noted the

omission of planned roadway improvements might affect impacts to intersections and

change the analysis. Mr. Nolan stated the County had requested the analysis of more

intersections than covered in the EIS.

Mr. Nolan testifîed the County had requested further analysis of safety issues on King
County roads with respect to the physical geometry of the roads (site distances,

curves, horizontal and vertical realignment, lighting, widening, turn lanes, guard rails,
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etc). He noted the FEIS authors stated they had met the requirements of the

Washington Administrative Code (WAC). He noted king County discourages

urbanization of the rural areas. King County does this by avoiding capacity
improvements (additional lanes) in favor of providing only safety improvements.

Mr. Nolan testified the EIS should address the County's concerns regarding the

effectiveness of mitigation measures for LOS at intersections, rather than postpone

those issues for the master plan permit process.

In response to Mr. Clifford, Mr. Nolan stated that Auburn Black Diamond Road is a
rural road. He noted this road will have increased trips associated with this

development. He also noted King County's Comprehensive Plan discourages

increases in capacity on this road. Mr. Nolan testified he was not aware that there

would be a high school in place of residential uses and that the two uses would
generate different traffic patterns. Mr. Nolan also testified he knew Green Valley
Road was a bike route, though he didn't have numbers associated with the use.

In response to Ms. Rogers, Mr. Nolan testified he did not know if the County was

invited to the EIS scoping session. He also testified that a programmatic EIS is for
larger projects than a project specific EIS. He also testified that there is a measure of
professional judgment involved with an EIS.

In response to Ms. Rogers, Mr. Nolan noted that Green Valley Road would not be

overcapacity due to the project traffic and that Heritage Corridor designation has no

regulatory significance. He acknowledged the EIS proposed mitigation measures to

intersections on Green Valley Road. Mr. Nolan also acknowledged that if the total

dirt hauling during the construction phases and proposed a balanced project such that

dirt was simply moved around internally on site, then construction impacts could be

addressed through a programmatic rather than project specific EIS.

Also in response to Ms. Rogers, Mr. Nolan stated that using ITE numbers for trip
generation was one valid methodology. He also acknowledged that he was not aware

of another published and peer reviewed analysis that would establish a different thing
to site for master planned developments. Mr. Nolan stated he was not aware that

King county had requested lower internal trip capture assumptions while Maple
Valley had asked for higher assumptions.

Mr. Nolan stated that when the County performs an EIS analysis, they run models
with both funded and unfunded projects. Mr. Nolan stated that while only CIP
projects are funded, the transportation needs report goes out beyond the build out of
this project. He stated his team would use professional judgment to decide which of
the unfunded projects are likely to be fundedby 2025 and therefore include them in
an EIS analysis. He acknowledged that other mitigation measures might be found

during subsequent environmental review during the permit phase. He also
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acknowledged that the County does not do everything requested by all comment
letters on a draft EIS, but that they attempt to be responsive to all comments. Mr.
Nolan stated that King County did not appeal the adequacy of the EIS.

In response to Mr. Sterbank, Mr. Nolan testified he had reviewed between 20 and 30
EIS for transportation impacts with about half of those being private proponents. He
noted in each case, they ask for an analysis of both funded and unfunded projects.
Mr. Nolan also testified the FEIS is the document that sets the framework for setting
permit decisions in the future because this is where global impacts are disclosed. He
noted King County expects specificity in this document for transportation in a
programmatic EIS. He acknowledged a programmatic EIS involves less detail than a
project EIS.

Mr. Nolan stated assumptions about the scope of the project are made in the scoping
process and is iterative with additional information from public comment and
modeling. He agreed there must be a baseline set of assumptions. He acknowledged
that neither he nor any member of his staff participated in the scoping process for the
EIS transportation analysis.

ln response to Mr. Sterbank, Mr. Nolan agreed that Green Valley Road is a collector
arterial servicing between 800 and 1,100 cars per hour. He noted the classification
will not fully represent the road capacity without knowing the specifics of the
roadway. He further noted that both Green Valley Road and the intersection of
Green Valley Road with 218th are projected to be below the maximum capacity but
will experience significant increases in traffic of 300-400%. He noted the King
County Comprehensive Plan majorly discourages capacity increases on Green Valley
Road and that the mitigation proposed for the project is not a major capacity
improvement. He also noted that an increase in traffic on this road would exasperate
existing traffic safety issues but that the EIS did not analyze traffic safety.

Witness for Mr. Bricklin, Mr. Ross Tilghman (transcript pages 575-637, 958-
1,040 and 3,393-3,469)

Mr. Tilghman is a transportation planner. He has been a transportation planning
consultant for 26 years and is the principle of Tilghman Group Transportation
Planning. He has experience preparing and reviewing EIS throughout his career
including Master Planned Developments and the programmatic EIS for Snoqualmie
Ridge. Mr. Tilghman has worked throughout Puget Sound and nationally.

Mr. Tilghman testified he read the transportation sections of the EIS and the
transportation technical reports for both projects. Mr. Tilghman outlined the basic
steps employed in doing transportation analysis including examining and defining a

study area; incorporating existing traffic volumes; looking at future background
conditions; forecasting traffic volumes and the resulting LOS for intersections;
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estimating traffic for the proposed projects; looking at the resultant LOS at

intersections and making a recornmendation for improvements to the road system to

carry that volume.

In response to Mr. Bricklin, Mr. Tilghman noted that to determine traffic generation

from projects, the first step is to look at the individual land uses and use the ITE trip
generation estimates. The total of all trafhc from all project uses are summed. He

noted in the case of this project, adjustments to the trip generation were made to

reflect the internal trip capture and to account for diverted link trips. An example of a
diverted link trip is where someone comes from work and rather than going straight
home, goes to a restaurant or grocery store and then returns to their normal path and

goes home. Mr. Tilghman stated in each case, the EIS analysis modified the ITE
assessments. He noted the EIS used the same methodology for each project, but

applied them differently. He noted that the EIS used a higher internal capture rate on

the Lawson Hills project without explaining why. He stated there are other published

measures available and you could use a Transportation Demand Model if well
calibrated.

Mr. Tilghman stated the diverted links adjustment is important. Diverted link
reductions account for people making multiple trip purposes. Mr. Tilghman noted

that in the case of diverted link trips, rather than passing through an intersection once,

a vehicle passes through twice. This portion of the analysis is very location sensitive.

Mr. Tilghman stated the only diverted link trip analysis in the EIS is a table in the

appendix in the technical report that does not explain where the trips come from or go

to.

Mr. Tilghman noted that a change in location for a school site would change trip
distribution patterns. He also noted the EIS failed to show any offsite school

locations.

Mr. Tilghman explained the peak hour factor (PHF) is the hour in the a.m. or p.m.

which has the highest volume of traffrc. He noted this is the hour traffic studies focus

on. Peak hour factor recognizes the unevenness of traffrc within that hour. Traffic
comes episodically. Traffic studies are broken into 15 minutes increments. Mr.
Tilghman stated the peak hour factor is the total hour's volume of traffic divided by

the peak 15 minute volume times 4. He noted in the case of even traffic flow, the

PHF would end up with a ratio of 1. He further noted a 15 minute increment with
really traffrc would create a lower ratio. Mr. Tilghman stated typical ratios for urban

and near urban situations have peak hour ratios of 0.85 -0.92. He noted the lower
peak hour ratio indicates a greater intensity of traffrc which means more delay so the

LOS rating is lower.

Mr. Tilghman noted the PHF used here in the EIS was uniformly 0.97 or 0.98. He

stated that factor is really too high and skews the result to look better. He noted this
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was a signifrcant difference because the use of a factor that approaches one suggests

that traffic is uniformly flowing and that means severe congestion or gridlock. He
stated it was extremely unusual to use such a high factor and that in practice such a
high PHF would only be used to reflect an existing condition rather than in a
projection of traffic delay. Mr. Tilghman noted the default PHF value is 0.92 which
has been validated by the National Highway Research Program). Mr. Tilghman
stated the use of a high PHF impacts the LOS assessment. He noted as volumes
increase that factor has an ever greater influence and can result in one grade

degradation in the LOS factor. For example an intersection with LOS D would go to
LOS F.

Mr. Tilghman stated there were some existing intersections with a peak hour factor
(PHF) of 0.97. He noted PHF change over time and that a PHF approaching I is an
inappropriate assumption for all intersections in the future. He noted drivers can
discem the difference in delay between a LOS D and an LOS E because the ranges
for these classifications are broad. He noted the standard urban area PHF range from
0 .84 to 0.94. He stated many of the study intersections are rural and rarely used now,
therefore even a few cars changes the ratio significantly. He testified a uniform PHF
of 0 .97 is not reasonable. He noted, as congestion increases, the PHF goes up. He
stated as the PHF approaches l, either traffic is coming in uniformly or is very
congested. He stated the analysis is very sensitive to the choice of PHF because the
PHF has a multiplying effect. He noted a very high PHF assumption has a very
profound effect on service volumes. He stated a high PHF is planning for congestion
outside the Black Diamond LOS standard. He testified he had re-run the EIS model
but adjusted the PHF to 0.92 and 0.95 in two modeling runs. He also corrected the
speed limit on SR 169 in the model from 25 mph to the existing speed limits. He
noted that in his run of the model with a PHF of 0.95, three intersections fell below
the LOS D standard for SR 169. In response to Ms. Rogers, Mr. Tilghman
acknowledged he had not re-optimized the signal timing in the Synchro model when
he made the other changes and that if he had, there might have been less predicted
impact.

Mr. Tilghman stated the EIS assumed all projects in the Black Diamond CIP were
assumed to be constructed by 2025. He noted the EIS did not contain a discussion of
funding mechanisms for cunently unfunded projects or provide modeling of the
effects of project impacts if those projects are not constructed.

Mr. Tilghman explained that transportation modeling requires an input of cycle time.
The traffic signal cycle services each leg of an intersection in one complete cycle. He
noted the signal cycle length could be entered manually into a model or be calculated
within the model to optimize the signal cycle length. He further noted that the EIS
used the model to optimize signal cycle length. Mr. Tilghman stated the EIS model
resulted in signal cycles ranging from 90 to 150 seconds, often at adjacent
intersections. He also noted there was some variation in the signal cycles from the
EIS and that, in the case of variation, he would ask if the corridor was properly
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sequenced. He noted the EIS did not address this issue in the text but that it was
addressed in the technical report.

Mr. Tilghman noted the traffic model LOS allows the input of pedestrian phases for
signals and the coding of pedestrian movement across the street which causes lanes to
yield. [n urban areas with pedestrians those need to be accounted for. He noted in
the EIS, pedestrians had been allocated in the signals timing but no actual pedestrian
activity was factored in.

Mr. Tilghman noted the LOS procedures allow for heavy vehicles. He further noted
the EIS had percentages allocated for heavy vehicles, but did not account for heavy
truck traffic from mining trucks. He stated, when fully loaded, those trucks use up a
larger share ofcapacity than a regular truck or passenger car.

Mr. Tilghman testified one methodology the EIS should have considered was a queue
length analysis. He explained a queue length analysis looks at whether queues build
up and block driveways increasing waits at intersections on rural roads and causing
noise and traffic safety issues. Mr. Tilghman stated there are safety issues associated
with queuing because drivers may not expect to have to stop so far from the
intersection. There is the potential for an increase in rear end accidents. He noted
intersection spacing can cause gridlock if the queue is too long given the intersection
spacing, LOS and signal timing. He noted the study doesn't report the queue lengths
in the narrative, though some analysis is done at the graphical level in the technical
report. He further noted the information about queue length isn't in the EIS or
narrative of the technical report. Mr. Tilghman stated the V/ashington State
Department of Transportation (V/SDOT) has asked for a queuing analysis, but none
was provided in the EIS. He further stated he was able to determine queue lengths by
analyzingan electronic copy of the EIS transportation model.

Mr. Tilghman stated the EIS did not provide much information on the impact to local
Black Diamond streets. He noted this information could only be gleaned by careful
examination of the technical report for turning motions. He stated the EIS gives a
sense of LOS for intersections, but does not discuss local street volume, character or
whether volume can be accommodated by existing roads. For example, to determine
the effect on Railroad Avenue, a decision maker would have use the technical report
to sum up turning movements and compare them to the baseline 2025 traffic
movements. He noted this example is important because it shows there will be four
times the existing PM peak hour traffic on Railroad Avenue. He stated the EIS does
not identify the magnitude of growth or compare the future volumes with the capacity
of local roads to carry those volumes. He noted that Railroad Avenue was being
reconfigured for head in angle parking and will function more like a parking lot than
a collector street. He testified the EIS does not discuss this impact. Mr. Tilghman
stated he felt Railroad Avenue is a low capacity street due to the recent parking
improvement. He stated he felt the maximum capacity this road could handle during
the PM Peak was 300 cars/hour, volumes significantly less than the projected volume
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with trip traffrc. He noted towns of 30,000 or less have very few streets with 5,000 or
more vehicles per day except when the main street is a state highway or is a

commercial district. He stated it is very rare to have high volumes on secondary
streets.

Mr. Tilghman explained the difference between the intersection average LOS and
those of the individual legs of the intersection. He noted the average sums up the
total delay incurred by all vehicles at the intersection. An average could be LOS D
while some of the individual legs might be LOS E or F. Mr. Tilghman stated the EIS
used intersection LOS averages without talking about individual legs. He noted the
transportation technical report had LOS worksheets for both projects that
cumulatively look at individual legs, but this information is not presented in the body
of the EIS.

With respect to the EIS analysis of the interchange of SR 18 and 23l't Avenue north
of Maple Valley, Mr. Tilghman stated the EIS reviewed the eastbound ramps of the
interchange but not the westbound lanes. He stated, there are a number of project
trips that use the westbound lanes, but there is no analysis there or north of SR 18.

He noted there are over 400 PM Peak Hour project trips that are expected to go north
of those points that aren't analyzed past SR 18.

Mr. Tilghman stated the EIS failed to look at existing or proposed safety impacts at
all. He stated the EIS only narrowly accounts for the non-motorized system including
pedestrians, bikes and off-road vehicles. He noted that the proposal may not alter
existing facilities, but that in many locations no non-motorized facilities exist. He
stated in terms of users, impacts can be significant. He noted the EIS provided no
evaluation of whether those places are safe for walking or cycling with additional
traffic and that the adequacy of describing the existing system isn't there.

Mr. Tilghman also noted the EIS provided no assessment of impacts of project
construction on traffic mobility. He noted this would be an appropriate consideration
even at a programmatic level.

Mr. Tilghman stated the EIS doesn't demonstrate to what extent the proposed

mitigation measures will cure or partially cure the problems or whether these

measures are fiscally feasible.

In response to Ms. Rogers, Mr. Tilghman stated the back to back intersections were
Baker and Lawson in Black Diamond and a number of other places.
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He also acknowledged that some gravel mines to not send trucks out during the PM
Peak Hour traffic. He noted many overlap with the AM Peak Hour, but it depends on
the distance they travel. Late return trips could affect the PM Peak Hour.

ln response to Ms. Rogers, Mr. Tilghman stated the EIS shows increases in traffic
volume and delay without describing the magnitude of those changes. He stated
Black Diamond's LOS standard is for intersections rather than road links and that
intersections are analyzed as a whole, rather than by the leg of intersections. He also
acknowledged this method and the LOS of C per the Black Diamond Comprehensive
Plan is standard practice.

In response to Ms. Rogers, Mr. Tilghman stated more than one car waiting constitutes
a queue. He noted queuing should be analyzed if design is being done. He noted he
had examined the Synchro results for intersections within the study area and did
additional analysis on the intersections in Black Diamond itself. He stated the best
tool for queue analysis is SIM Traffic because it looks at intersection interactions
systemically.

Mr. Tilghman testified his understanding of the projected growth rate used in the EIS
was 30% by 2025, a figure he characterized as bold for a rural area, particularly since
the adopted regional housing and populations allocations are lower. He noted that if
this assumption had been lower, it would have resulted in lower total future volumes.
He stated extrapolating from recent traffic is not appropriate without looking at
regional land use and by assuming a bold rate of growth for background it shifts the
blame onto background traffic and makes the project trips seem smaller as a relative
percentage. He agreed with Ms. Rogers that a mitigation condition might be to
monitor regional growth over time.

In response to Mr. Sterbank, Mr. Tilghman agreed that an adequate EIS must be
reasonably thorough and does not address 100% of all possible impacts. He noted it
also means covering the important topics. He acknowledged a programmatic EIS
would not typically provide a construction design for mitigation but it would provide
the type of improvements that would be needed to mitigate impacts. He noted the
purpose of the EIS is to identify the appropriate type of mitigation to mitigate
impacts.

In response to Mr. Sterbank, Mr. Tilghman stated the city is responsible for setting
the scope of the EIS. He noted the consultant might participate. He agreed there
might be reasonable professional judgment in each stage. He stated professional
judgment would be used to determine which intersections should be included in the
analysis. He noted the EIS does not make choices about mitigation measures but
instead identifies impacts and then identifies mitigation needed for those impacts.
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Mr. Tilghman noted the standard intersection delay is 90-180 seconds but they vaty a
lot depending on the type of area. He stated there is a general relationship between
cycle timing and congestion and that traffic and delay are not the same. He
acknowledged that a signal of 90 seconds may be sufficient to give pedestrians
enough time to cross an intersection.

Mr. Tilghman testified the cumulative impacts of the project need to be analyzed at
the time of the programmatic EIS phase. He noted he expected to see the basis for
assumptions based on professional judgment.

In response to Mr. Bricklin's rebuttal question, Mr. Tilghman stated in the case of a
very large project or a very large area where the study area is many miles from one
end to the other and so long corridors of travel could be affected by the project, travel
time does become a useful indicator for the public to see in an EIS. He noted this
analysis is simple to perform. He noted his analysis projected a doubling of the travel
time to travel southbound on SR 169 in the PM Peak Hour. In response to Mr.
Sterbank, he acknowledged a travel time analysis was not performed for his work on
Snoqualmie Ridge. He noted that travel times averaging 20 mph on SR 169 would
reflect an urban rather than rural or suburban condition.

Witness for Mr. Bricklin, Dr. Natarajan Janarthanan (transcript pages 11350-
1,439 and 1,882-1,895)

Dr. Natarajan Janarthanan works for Fehr and Peers as a transportation planning
engineer. He has worked in this field for 28 years. His main areas of work travel
demand forecasting, traffic engineering, development reviews, impact fees and
corridor planning. Dr. Janarthanan has a master's degree and a PhD in transportation
engineering from the University of Washington. He is a certified professional
transportation planner. He has worked for the City of Bellevue for 10 years and still
provides on-call services to Redmond, Maple Valley, Federal Way and others. His
work includes developing traffic models for many cities and analyzing impacts for
EIS. He was retained by Maple Valley to assist them with development reviews and
travel demand forecasting.

Dr. Janarthanan testified to having reviewed both MPD projects including both DEIS
and FEIS and the transportation technical reports. He stated he had also reviewed the
FEIS authors' response to the Maple Valley comment letter. Dr. Janarthanan
described a traffic demand model as a global model while a traffic operations model
is fine scale. He noted the forecasting of future background growth should use a
traffic demand model for larger projects with long build outs. He stated the use of
annual growth rates as a predictor of future growth is only appropriate for a short
term project. He noted 15-20 years means regional growth influences the local
traffic growth rate. Dr. Janarthanan testified he was concerned about the projects'
use of an annual growth percentage rather than employing land use projections to
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determine future background growth. He stated the use of percentages for annual
growth based on past growth is not necessarily accurate in the long term. He stated

the most appropriate means for determining future background growth is a model. He

noted this model would have to have land use and roadway network inputs.

Dr. Janarthanan stated, in terms of trip generation and distribution the authors used

the Black Diamond model within the city and outside they used the PSRC regional
model. The Black Diamond model is a model that depicts roadway and land use in
Black Diamond. He noted the PSRC regional model differs from the city model in
that PSRC is very large in scale out here. Small collector arterial and residential
streets are not included. Dr. Janarthanan stated PSRC looks at highways and
freeways when they code the model. Black Diamond mostly has collector roads and

sR 169.

Dr. Janarthanan noted the Black Diamond model has more detail within the city. He

testified the regional model is larger with much less detail in the roadway network.
He noted the transportation analysis zones used in the PSRC model are the size of a
census tract. The Black Diamond model splits the same census tract into 5-10

different zones to analyze effect of different land uses more finely. He stated the

Black Diamond model is more specific to the local land use and road network.

Dr. Janarthanan stated for assessing Maple Valley impacts, the FEIS used the PSRC

model and not the Maple Valley model. He stated he was concerned about this
because of the zone system and trip distribution pattern the FEIS used from the PSRC

model. He contended, if Maple Valley modeling information had been used,

different forecasts would have resulted on Maple Valley roadways. He testified he

had used the Maple Valley model to simulate where project trips would go and found
a different result than that of the FEIS.

Dr. Janarthanan stated his run of the Maple Valley model showed a significantly
higher number of trips on SR 169 than the FEIS. He noted several locations where

use of the Maple Valley model resulted in much higher traffic than demonstrated in
the FEIS (Exhibit H3). He stated the use of the PSRC model underestimated trips on
SR 169 equivalent to the impacts of a 550 household subdivision.

Dr. Janarthanan testified the City of Maple Valley transportation model was

developed for their Comprehensive Plan process in 2005. He has been working with
the model since 2007. He testified the Maple Valley model has been refined with
updated land uses and re-validated to simulate existing conditions with the 2007

traffic counts. He noted a validated model should be able to simulate the same

number of trips on the roadways as the actual traffic counts. He noted if the model

doesn't match existing counts, his flrrm calibrates it to find the reason the model isn't
accurate. For example they may not have coded all the street capacities or there is
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land use information missing. He noted, once the model matches existing conditions,
we can be confident in our predictions.

Dr. Janarthanan noted the Maple Valley model covers an area all the way to south of
Black Diamond, to Kent close to I-5 on the west side, to the north and the east of the
Maple Valley city limits another mile or more. He noted this model was available to
the authors of the EIS, if they'd asked for it. He acknowledged the City of Maple
Valley comment letter on the DEIS did not suggest the modelers of the EIS use the
Maple Valley model (Maple Valley Comment Letter, Villages FEIS, Appendix R and
Page 249). He testified the FEIS should have used the City of Maple Valley model
rather than the PSRC model because it better represents the actual land uses and
roadway network and therefore, better captures local impacts than a regional model.
ln response to Mr. Sterbank, Dr. Janarthanan stated the PSRC model has been
calibrated and validated for major freeways and arterials. It's approved for use by
federal agencies for transit and highway work but only after re-validation at the local
level.

Dr. Janarthanan stated he had found some the parameters assumed in the FEIS
Synchro model were inconect. He noted he found no analysis of queues and that this
information should be important for decision makers to reasonably assess impacts.
He also noted that while the standard practice is to show the average LOS for an
intersection, it is important to show significant delays on individual legs of the
intersection. He also noted the analysis didn't extend north of SR 18 on SR when a

significant amount of project trips go in that direction.

In response to Mr. Sterbank, Dr. Janarthanan testified his analysis was different
because of the number of trips he found were different. He noted with a project of
this size, the difference of a few percentages in the distribution of trips can makes a

huge impact on the roadways.

Dr. Janarthanan stated he created the model for the Black Diamond Comprehensive
Plan. He noted at the time he had suggested a higher internal capture than assumed in
the FEIS, but the project is very different now than when he did the model for the
Comprehensive Plan.

Dr. Janarthanan testified the zone structure and roadway structure is finer in the
Maple Valley model than the PSRC model. For example, all of Black Diamond is

one census tract. On the PSRC model there is only one center so all the internal trips
in Black Diamond are lost or not counted in PSRC model. He noted if the same zone

is broken into l0 smaller zones you can capture all the trips on the roadway much
better than having one huge zone. He further noted smaller units have local land
uses. A large unit model like the PSRC model doesn't show the trips within a single
unit. He stated in transportation modeling, trips are only captured between zones. He
noted the Villages and Lawson Hills are each one census tracts and any internal trips
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within those tracts would be lost with a large scale model. He also noted bigger zone
systems differ in where they send the trips and by what route. He stated this area is

not well validated by PSRC. He noted EIS used the Black Diamond model to
distribute trips within the city limits and treated anything outside as an external trip.
Dr. Janarthanan stated he thought one single model should be used to look at all of
these trips.

Dr. Janarthanan discussed the Maple Valley model and the assumptions and inputs he

used. He also provided a lengthy list of impacts and required mitigations from the
project in Maple Valley. He noted Maple Valley's request was to have Yanow Bay
pay the pro-rata share of the required mitigation for the project build out in2025 to
meet the City of Maple Valley's LOS standard, not above that standard regardless of
how the intersection currently functions.

Witness for Mr. Bricklin, Mr. Ramin Pazooki (transcript pages 1,439-1,471)

Mr. Pazooki has worked for WSDOT for 24 yearc. He is the Local Agency and Local
Services Manager. He has experience in permitting, transportation and building
process at the DOT. He holds a civil engineering degree and a MBA. He is in
charge of a unit that reviews all local agency projects in King County. Mr. Pazooki's
role in this project was to reassign the project and route it internally within the DOT.
He collected comments and send letters for comment as part of the DEIS agency

comment period (Villages DEIS, WSDOT comment letter and Page247-8).

Mr. Pazooki stated WSDOT had commented on the volume/capacity and required a
V/C ration of 1 or less be met. He noted the standard report for LOS is the average
for intersections, not for each movement. He stated the intersection average doesn't
reveal problem at individual legs but the V/C ratio does. He testified WSDOT had
requested the EIS expand the analysis to include that information from a SIM Traffic
output for each leg of each intersection in the study area. He noted WSDOT typically
requests, and receives, this type of information for this type of project EIS. Mr.
Pazooki stated the FEIS author response to this request was that this is not a SEPA
process comment, but rather an issue for the MPD permit process. Mr. Pazooki stated
WSDOT disagreed and felt that this issue is properly handled in the EIS. He
acknowledged that some things should be postponed to the MPD such as details of
design and mitigation but the EIS should have the correct analysis and conect
assumptions. He noted basic analysis and assumptions should be done to reveal any
problems.

Mr. Pazooki stated a traffic queuing analysis must be added to the reports
demonstrating the worst of leg of ttte lntersection. He also stated the 95th queue

length must be reported because it is essential for intersections. He noted the
interaction of closely spaced intersections means you could have overlap of queues

such as on Roberts and Auburn-Black Diamond Road. He further noted the analysis
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could show back to back left turns that each needs 400 feet of lane length. He stated
the analysis assumes the 400 feet for each of them is there, but if there is overlap then
it stops the thru lane. He noted you can't get that information by just looking at
overall average intersection LOS. He stated the EIS is missing an essential queue
analysis. He noted the authors responded by saying it isn't a SEPA issue, but he
believes this is important information for the EIS document itself.

Mr. Pazooki testified the EIS talks about a monitoring plan for different phases of the
project. He noted WSODT wants to know who pays for mitigation, what type it is
and how often the monitoring plan will be conducted. He stated WSDOT didn't
appeal FEIS and weren't aware the appeal period was running. He testified WSDOT
only became aware of the appeal period after it expired.

Mr. Pazooki stated WSDOT was concerned that mitigation would lag impact. He
also noted the FEIS assumed that SR 169 would be 4 lanes without elaborating who's
going to do it. SR 169 is a state road. He state the monitoring plan doesn't address
these basic assumptions. He stated WSDOT doesn't have funding for some of the
things that the FEIS assumes will be built. In response to Mr. Sterbank, Mr. Pazooki
acknowledged WSDOT understands that mitigation and clarification will happen in
the MPD permit process and that any impact will be mitigated per law. He also noted
WSDOT participated in the scoping process and provided input on what study should
look like. He stated he understood that with a prograrnmatic EIS there will be
subsequent environmental impact analysis with each phase of the project. He noted
MPD approval looks at whether information has been provided. He stated V/SDOT
wanted to see more accurate assumptions and analysis like V/C and queuing in EIS
before we get to MPD. He noted these issues needed to deal with first rather than
later. Mr. Pazooki stated this is more than just an issue of professional judgment,
WSDOT felt the EIS information was incomplete for a thorough analysis and they
asked for more information.

Witness for the City, Mr. John Perlic (transcript pages 11472-1,522,11526-1,603,
2,467 -2 1548 and 2 1664-2,7 4l')

Mr. Perlic is the transportation division manager in the Bellewe office of Parametrix.
He has worked in this position or as a project manager for the last 16 years. Mr.
Perlic holds a professional engineers license in the St¿te of Washington and has a
master's degree in civil engineering with an emphasis on transportation. Prior to
joining Parametrix, Mr. Perlic worked in transportation planning and engineering for
26 years. He worked with traffic consulting firms and the New Jersey DOT. At
Parametrix, Mr. Perlic manages a division of about 30 staff that practice in
transportation design, transportation planning and traffic engineering, landscape
architecture with streetscapes, and environmental planning. Mr. Perlic has prepared
EIS throughout his career for large mixed use development projects including Port
Blakely and West Park in Bremerton. He has worked on projects that combine
residential, retail and employment as well as regional shopping malls such as the
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Auburn Supermall and the Redmond Town Center. Mr. Perlic managed the
programmatic EIS for the Sound Transit Regional Plan and the EIS for Puget Sound
Regional Council's Transportation 2040. He has worked on both plan level and
proj ect level environmental analyses.

Mr. Perlic testified programmatic level EIS are prepared at a level of detail that is
lesser than project level EIS. He noted programmatic level EIS involve planning
decisions that are to be made later such as in long range plans, comprehensive plans
or master plans. He noted for a project level EIS, his team gets into greater detail,
such as looking at turning movements to be sure turn lanes are sized appropriately
and to mitigate impacts on site and off. He stated the Planned Action EIS was added
to the state code several years ago for a subarea or small area of the city to evaluate
impacts of an area rather than a specific project. A Planned Action EIS subsequently
allows development to occur that complies with conditions. He testified his
understanding was that this was a programmatic non- project EIS. He stated he
understood that site specific analysis are not generally required for a programmatic
EIS and that there is some leeway in the scope of the analysis but that, in general,
programmatic EIS do not analyze site specific impacts.

Mr. Perlic noted the Washington Administrative Code for the SEPA code as
administered by the Department of Ecology discusses the length, readability and
format of an EIS. WAC 197-ll-400 (3) states an EIS shall be concise, clear, to the
point and supported by technical reports. The EIS should be a short document
containing summaries of the technical reports. EIS for Villages and LH have
references to being reader friendly. Mr. Perlic noted the WSDOT reader friendly
guidebook for EIS was started by a Parametrix EIS for the Alaska Way Viaduct. He
noted that document won several awards. He stated for this project, Parametrix used
the WSDOT template. He noted the EIS document was set up to purposely highlight
impacts and mitigation and to keep it as clear and concise as possible. He stated the
document brings out important information for decision makers in the EIS narrative
and provides technical information in the appendices. Mr. Perlic stated he believed
the FEIS provided decision makers with the information the needed to understand the
traffic impacts of the project.

Mr. Perlic stated that legal standard for EIS adequacy is to evaluate existing
conditions, determine the impacts of project and identify mitigation measures to
mitigate significant impacts from the project. He noted this does not require an
exhaustive study of all impacts. He noted the standard is a reasonably thorough
analysis of probable adverse environmental impacts based on professional judgment
and discretion. He stated the word oprobable' suggests a more nanow range of
impacts and that'significant' requires professional discretion.

Mr. Perlic noted Parametrix was retained by the City of Black Diamond as an
independent third party consulting firm to write the EIS. He stated they started by
performing a scoping process for all environmental elements. He testified Parametrix
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held two scoping meetings with sunounding jurisdictions include WSDOT, Black
Diamond, Maple Valley, Covington, Enumclaw and Auburn. He stated King County
was invited but didn't attend. Mr. Perlic stated the purpose of the scoping meetings
was to discuss the extent of study area and define the assumptions for the traffic
analysis. He noted the meetings were an open conversation about the project. He
noted attendees to the transportation study meeting included representatives from
WSDOT and staff from the City of Maple Valley.

Mr. Perlic noted that after the two scoping meetings, Parametrix spoke with each
jurisdiction to talk about which intersections should be included in the transportation
analysis. He stated they had not yet put their model together at that point. He
testified Parametrix had individual meetings with WSDOT, Maple Valley, Covington
and Auburn and made several attempted to meet with Enumclaw. Enumclaw
eventually declined to meet. Mr. Perlic stated at each of th¡ee city meetings, they
talked about intersections locations for analysis and accepted proposed intersections
for study from the jurisdictions. He noted they also discussed assumptions for trip
generation, pass-by trips, trip distribution and traffrc assignment at subsequent
individual meetings with the cities and WSDOT. He noted the goal of the scoping
meetings was to walk away with a clear scope for the analysis. He stated after these
scoping meetings, Parametrix felt they had concurrence on the scope, number of
intersections for analysis and the modeling assumptions. Mr. Perlic noted the
scoping process was both extensive and unprecedented, even for a large project. He
stated the normal process is to have one agency scoping meeting covering all of the
project impact areas, rather than to have multiple meetings focusing on one subject.

Mr. Perlic stated after the scoping meetings, they had completed the modeling of trip
distribution assignments. They had existing traffic volume at intersections in Black
Diamond and the others requested by city. He noted it is standard practice to hire
someone to get peak hour turning movement traffic counts and intersection turning
movement counts. He stated Parametric obtained the information for all 48
intersections and/or used recent counts from Covington. He noted in all cases, all the
traffrc counts werc2007 or 2008 existing base counts. He testified, when Parametrix
met with Maple Valley, they shared with them that20Vo of trip distribution would go
to Maple Valley and20o/o would go west. He noted Parametrix received no criticism
or concern from Maple Valley regarding trip distribution at that time.

Mr. Perlic testifìed his team used Synchro to calculate the existing LOS in order to
determine the existing baseline. His team then calculated the future background
traffic in2025 without the projects'contributions. He stated his team used a 1.5%
annual growth rate except for on SR 516, where they used 1%. He noted his team
looked at the actual historical growth rates of traffic on primarily state highways. He
further noted a growth rate of l-1.5% is generally consistent with growth they've seen
on the highways. He stated they used 5 years of data to determine the historical
trends. He also stated Parametrix looked at the PSRC traffic forecasts for the study
area on the study area highways. He stated Parametrix used the PSRC forecasts to
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look backward and forward in time to arrive at a reasonable growth rate for future
background traffic growth projections. He noted this is a common approach for
development projects.

Mr. Perlic stated Parametrix annualized the PSRC growth because the model goes to
2030. He noted they lowered the projected growth rate on SR 516 because historical
data and the PSRC projection seemed lower than the roads. He noted he felt the
growth rates Parametrix used were in the range of growth rates they could reasonably
use. He stated Parametrix knew they might be criticized for setting the growth rate
too high because of the effects on the proportional background traffic compared to the
project impact. He noted Parametrix tried for a reasonable average supported by
historical growth and the PSRC model.

Mr. Perlic noted his team analyzed LOS at all intersections to establish a baseline.
Then they did traffic demand modeling. He noted they performed a cumulative
analysis that combines the existing intersection LOS with the traffic demand
modeling. Mr. Perlic stated Parametrix performed trip generation modeling based on
the ITE trip generation manual that is standard in industry. He noted every
jurisdiction relies on the ITE manual except when there is unusual use. He noted in
the case of a non-standard project, the analysis must be an independent study. He
noted the ITE handbook contained no specified internal trip capture rate schools so
Parametrix used a 30% internal trip capture for that use. He noted they assumed30%
of school trips come from residential dwellings inside project and that he feels this is
a very conservative use. He noted the model assumed the schools were inside the
project and trips start and end there. Mr. Perlic testified the analysis assumed an
internal trip capture rate of llYo for the Villages and 22Yo for Lawson Hills. He
noted the figures are different because there is a different mix of uses in each project.
He noted the FEIS predicts a conservatively high trip generation. He stated these
assumptions are conservatively low and based on the accepted freld practice of using
the ITE handbook.

Mr. Perlic stated Parametric tried to be conservatively low on pass-by trips because
they lower the total trips. He noted Parametrix didn't want to underestimate trips and
impacts on the street and intersection network. He stated Parametrix assumed 10% of
trips would be diverted or pass-by trips for each category of retail uses. He testified
this assumption is conservatively low for that type of use.

Mr. Perlic stated the analysis used the PSRC model for trip distribution. He stated the
PSRC model is the most appropriate modeling source because it's a regional model.
Mr. Perlic agreed the transportation analysis zones weren't as detailed as a local
model, but noted this model is the full regional model that would better capture the
more regional nature of the trips. He noted at the project level of analysis, the
applicant might change the scale of the model. Mr. Perlic stated Maple Valley never
mentioned using their model and they had not received any comment from anyone the
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use of the PSRC model. He noted that even with comments, he would likely have
used the PSRC model anyway.

Mr. Perlic stated that when Dr. Janarthanan ran his model, he had changed the trip
distribution figures from 20o/o going to Maple Valley to 25Vo going to Maple Valley.
He also noted figures from Dr. Janarthanan's testimony that he felt were inaccurate.
Mr. Perlic noted the difference in trips going to Maple Valley from the FEIS analysis
versus the Maple Valley analysis was in the order of SYo of the total trip distribution
which resulted in Maple Valley calculating 25Vo more project trips coming to Maple
Valley. He stated he believed the FEIS trip distribution is very reasonable. Mr.
Perlic noted the Maple Valley model cuts off external trips outside of Maple Valley
and that those external links feeding the model can be a source of significant error.
He acknowledged the regional model is at a grosser scale than the Maple Valley
model but stated he did not believe a finer grained analysis was necessary.

Mr. Perlic noted the hnal step in the model is to perform trip assignment. He noted
the models give trip assignment, factoring in congestion. Trips are assigned such that
they minimize travel time. Mr. Perlic stated his team has performed travel time runs
in the field by driving from Point A to Point B via various routes and noting how
much time each route took. He noted his team drove the roads and checked drive
times including speed limits and signals. He stated often times there was only one
viable route. Mr. Perlic stated the next step was to track project trips through each
route and an engineer then hand assigned intersection volumes for each movement of
each study area intersection. He noted the analysis then runs the with-projects trips
to arrive at with-project PM Peak Hour LOS at each intersection.

Mr. Perlic testified that once they had the PM Peak Hour LOS by intersection for
background plus with-project trips, they compared those to the LOS standards in each
jurisdiction. He noted the LOS analysis was based on the overall intersections LOS,
notthe individual leg in all cases. Eachjurisdictionhas its own LOS standard. Mr.
Perlic noted in the case where the projected LOS fell below the overall intersections
LOS standard, Parametrix performed a mitigation analysis. This analysis looked at
reasonable mitigation scenarios such as adding turn lanes and through lanes in an
iterative process that added mitigation measures until the intersection was projected
to meet the LOS standard.

Mr. Perlic noted 28 of 46 intersections require mitigation in the cumulative analysis.
He noted his firm analyzed the average intersections LOS because of this is the
jurisdictions each have an overall LOS standards rather than one based on individual
legs or movements and because this level of detail is all that's necessary during a
prograrnmatic EIS. He stated to his knowledge no jurisdictions require an analysis of
individual intersection leg LOS as part of a concurrency or SEPA analysis. He noted
that issues such as queue lengths might be addressed during the project level
environmental review. He stated some mitigation measures make no sense to design
this early. He noted when an intersection with project trafflrc is identified as
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requiring mitigation, they look at which movements or individual legs are operating
at lower LOS and then design mitigation to bring the whole intersection back to an
acceptable LOS. In response to Mr. Bricklin, Mr. Perlic agreed that a failing leg of
an intersection that did not result in the entire intersection failure might be shown in
the technical report, but was not discussed in either the main body of the EIS or in the
narrative of the technical report.

Mr. Perlic noted the volume over capacity ratios and the queue information by
movement are represented in the LOS calculation sheets and in the technical report.
He stated he was not aware of any queue that might cause a problem at a particular
intersections or roadway segment.

Mr. Perlic testified the FEIS used a standard format to show mitigation measures and
indicated information such as where signals or other intersection improvements are
needed. He noted again that it is premature to provide specific design for mitigation
measures at the programmatic EIS phase. He stated the mitigation information in the
EIS does note if the improvements are already listed in an agencies plans. He noted
a programmatic EIS does not address who is responsible for funding these mitigation
improvements.

ln response to the Peak Hour Factor (PFH) testimony from Mr. Tilghman, Mr. Perlic
noted he put together a rebuttal exhibit (Exhibit H4) showing the existing PHF at all
current intersections. He noted 6 of the 39 intersections have an existing PHF of 0.92
or higher. He also noted another 7 of the study area intersections are not yet built.
He further stated 85% of the existing intersections are at 092 or higher right now. He
stated congested urban intersections are almost always above a PHF of 0.90-0.98. He
stated a PHF this high indicates almost continuous traffic flow that is reflective of
congestion. He noted the PHF adjustment is the peak 15 minute LOS.

Mr. Perlic testified that for projecting long term traffic growth, a rule of thumb is to
increase the PFH by 0.05. For short term traffic growth, the adjustment could be a
0.05 to 0.1. He noted that PHF is variable, but they had used a 0.97 PHF across the
board as a planning assumption. He stated the assumed increase of 0.05 of peak hour
factor is consistent with standard practice and it was reasonable to use a PHF of 0.97.

In response to Mr. Tilghman's testimony that the signal cycle length was too long,
Mr. Perlic stated he disagreed and that the signal cycle timing was very reasonable.
He noted as traffic volumes increase, so do signal cycle lengths in order to move
traffic through most efficiently. He noted Synchro optimizes for the most efficient
cycle length. In many cases, Mr. Perlic stated, the FEIS analysis resulted in a signal
cycle of 90-150 seconds. He stated this signal cycle length is very typical. Mr. Perlic
further noted many of the signals in the study area currently have cycle lengths in or
above that range.
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In response to Mr. Tilghman's testimony regarding the inability of Railroad Avenue
to carry the proposed traffic, Mr. Perlic stated he disagreed and that any two lane
street has a capacity that can cany 10,000-18,000 cars/day. Mr. Perlic testified that
even with the on-street parking, Railroad Avenue should be able caffy a get daily
capacity of 10,000 cars. He stated Railroad Avenue will easily handle the projected
PM peak hour traffic and that the projected daily traffic is in the low end of what
would be expected on a collector street. Railroad Avenue is a designated collector in
the Black Diamond Comprehensive Plan. He also noted that there are many other
examples of small towns with similar traffic situations that still have a high quality
look and feel. In response to Mr. Bricklin, Mr. Perlic stated he felt in the future,
Railroad Avenue would function more like a main street such as Main Street in
Sumner or SR 202 inNorth Bend.

In response to Mr. Tilghman's testimony regarding pedestrian crossing, Mr. Perlic
stated the expected low level of entering pedestrian volumes would not affect the
LOS service analysis whatsoever. He stated pedestrians could go at the existing
green signal and have enough time to cross. He noted the only time where pedestrian
volumes affect the LOS is when there are 200-300 pedestrians crossing in
intersections in an hour such as in a big city or a college campus. He also noted there
was a discussion of pedestrian and bicycle needs in the Villages EIS. He stated the
project design calls for pedestrian and bicycle routes and connection to reduce the
need for vehicular traffic within the projects. He suggested later environmental
review provide more specifrc non-motorized analysis outside of the MPD boundaries
at important intersection for bicycles and pedestrians.

Mr. Perlic noted in the scoping meetings pedestriarls and bicycle impacts never came
up. He also stated this impact is better addressed at the project level. And, he stated
there is no standard bicycle or pedestrian trip generation resource to consult. Mr.
Perlic noted accidents between vehicles and pedestrians or bicycles are unfortunate
but random. He stated in most cities there is not a consistent pattem of locations
where they occur, so it's hard to find solutions. He stated this type of accident is hard
to predict and therefore, it's hard to establish any mitigation to address them. Mr.
Perlic stated these types of accidents could have been studied in the FEIS, but that the
information would not lead to any specifrc mitigation strategies to deal with them.

Mr. Perlic stated he felt the analysis at SR l8 was adequate, but that later project level
review might find there is more mitigation was needed for the ramp at 23lst. He
stated the FEIS never considered a direct connection to Green Valley Road from the
project. He noted a small amount of project trips do go to SE Green Valley Road,
though he did not see these as constituting a significant impact. He also stated he did
not think that project trips would use Plass Road because it is a narrow, gravel road
with pot holes and a very low speed limit paralleling a 50 mph highway.

In response to Mr. Pazooki's testimony, Mr. Perlic stated the updated language in the
FEIS in response to the WSDOT comments on the DEIS addressed Mr. Pazooki's
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concerns. He noted mitigation would trigger at one letter grade higher than the
existing LOS to mitigate impacts before they were reached.

Mr. Perlic stated he believed the FEIS is reasonable and conservative analysis based
on solid regional model. He noted during this EIS Parametrix did extensive
quantitative analysis and scoping way beyond anything they've ever done for a
programmatic EIS before.

ln response to Mr. Bricklin's cross examination, Mr. Perlic stated the EIS ended up
primarily using the PSRC model but not exclusively. He stated they had needed more
detailed information in the Black Diamond model for localized trip distribution,
attractors and roadways. He stated the use of the Black Diamond didn't stop them
from using the PSRC model. He acknowledged they could have included the Maple
Valley model as well.

Mr. Perlic stated the safety impacts are somewhat mitigated by all of the required
improvements. He stated information about safety was not critically important for
decision makers to rely upon. He further stated safety and accident history
information would be more appropriately addressed at a project level review. He
noted as a result of traffic increases fiom the project one would expect that vehicle to
vehicle accidents would increase at a commensurate rate to traffic growth. He
acknowledged there could also be less predictably accidents to pedestrian and
bicycles. He further acknowledged there may be safety impacts before mitigation and
that there was no discussion of safety issues in the main body of the EIS, nor a
discussion of the effect of the proposed mitigation improvements on safety.

ln response to Mr. Bricklin's question regarding queue lengths, Mr. Perlic stated he
can't say that Parametrix did an exhaustive look at queues at every intersections, but
they did look at them in Covington because that came up at a scoping meeting. He
noted the environmental review process is a long one from the scoping to the FEIS
and sometimes new information that's relevant to the analysis comes out during the
process. He noted the FEIS analysis can consider comments and new info received
in relation to the technical report or DEIS.

In response to Mr. Bricklin, Mr. Perlic stated that the proposed schools were included
in the trip generation portion of the analysis and that the schools were assumed to be
within the project site. He acknowledged the FEIS transportation analysis did not
evaluate off site school locations. He further acknowledged he was not aware the
City and the Enumclaw School District were engaged in long negotiations to site the
schools off site.

In response to Mr. Bricklin, Mr. Perlic stated he had evaluated the overall
reasonableness of the trip distributions from the use of the PSRC model. He
acknowledged that he did not know for sure if the PSRC model had been validated
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for use in this kind of specific project and in this area. He noted the PSRC model is
validated regionally rather than area by area. He acknowledged Parametrix had not
gone through any independent validation because they had no reason to believe the
model given to them by the PSRC was not already validated. He stated this is a
regional application of a regional model. Mr. Perlic stated they made sure the
projections looked reasonable with the PRSC model but did not validate the actual
traffic flow to compare with current conditions. He also stated Parametrix did not
perform a check to see if the PM peak hour traffic flow in 2025 flows south on SR
169, though he acknowledged around 60-70% of traffic would be expected to be
flowing southbound at that time of day.

Mr. Perlic acknowledged that the FEIS did not include an analysis or disclosure of
how much longer it would take to get from Black Diamond to Maple Valley or Black
Diamond to Kent with the project trips. He noted that type of analysis is not usually
reported in a review of this kind. He did agree this could be more meaningful
information to the lay person than the level of service analysis.

Mr. Perlic noted that the specific design considerations and right of way acquisition
details were not examined as part of the FEIS and stated those issues would be more
appropriately handled as part of a project level EIS.

3. Schools

Witness for Mr. Clifford, Mike Nelson (transcript pages 849-894)

Mike Nelson is currently the superintendent of the Enumclaw School District and has
been forjust over 3 years. He started his career as a teacher, then advanced through
the positions of principal and director of curriculum. He served as the school district's
assistant superintendent for 7Yz years before becoming superintendent. Mr. Nelson
stated that the Enumclaw School District has been working on a schools mitigation
agreement with the city and the applicant, negotiations for which began in August
2006 with an informal conversation and meeting that also included former
superintendent Jarvis. Mr. Nelson recalled that the school district commented on the
draft environmental impact statement, but he didn't remember the due date for the
comments nor the period of extension. He indicated that the district's comments were
submitted in written form but that he has not personally seen the comments in the
DEIS.

Mr. Nelson recalled that he made a presentation on October 26 to the Enumclaw
school board during a meeting of the Black Diamond city council and the school
board held at Black Diamond Elementary School. In response to a comment from a
member of the public at that meeting, the applicant spoke about a particular project.
After being asked about the notice prepared by the city in which there is a statement
that there would be no public testimony at the October 26 meeting, Mr. Nelson
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indicated he was not aware of the city's public comment or notice. He stated that the
school district published a notice regarding a joint meeting of the city council and
school board on October 26. Mr. Nelson noted that the school district held two
additional public meetings on November 5 and 12. The district provided the public
with handouts that included maps on which sites of schools were identified for the
project area.

Mr. Nelson was asked to review Exhibit 2-4, a map which appeared between pages
2-19 and 2-l I in the DEIS. He identified four school sites on the DEIS map - two
are adjacent. On FEIS Exhibit 2-3,page2-7 inthe Villages Master Plan, in the middle
of the page, he pointed out one school site that in the DEIS appeared to be two sites
with a dividing road. Mr. Nelson stated that to his knowledge even though the map
shows the site as one piece, it represents two schools.

Mr. Nelson reviewed a public handout from one of the school board meetings, which
is identified as Exhibit 30 (Wheeler), an attachment to the city's tri-party agreement
(city exhibit), and Bortleson 15. In comparing the map provided by the school district,
which includes The Villages and Lawson Hills, to the map in the DEIS, Mr. Nelson
noted a difference in the number of school sites. He stated that the map presented in
the school district's meetings showed seven school sites - one high school, two
middle schools, and four elementary schools - while the DEIS showed four schools
on three sites. Mr. Nelson indicated that the two-school site is larger on the school
district map than on the DEIS map and that the school district map shows a different
parcel than is shown in the DEIS. However, he contends that the parcels on the Black
Diamond school sites map is the same as was exhibited to the public in October,
wherein the school district represented to the public that they had 37 usable acres. On
the map, middle school Site B has 20 acres. Mr. Nelson stated that he read the FEIS,
not the DEIS, but that the Site B middle school is not mentioned in either FEIS (for
The Villages or Lawson Hills). Mr. Nelson confirmed that the 35-acre high school
site is shown on the district's maps as being in the northwest portion of The Villages
complex, but again this site is not included in the two FEIS documents. He stated that
the district is planning for 1200 to 1300 students at the high school, along with a
baseball field and other facilities, but he doesn't know exactly what without the
design process taking place. Although lighting for a high school is more intense than
for a middle school, high school lighting isn't in the FEIS for either project.

Per Mr. Nelson, the Enumclaw School District was planning for seven school sites
during the negotiation process. The district looks at numbers and generation rates to
determine the number of schools needed and combines that information with
information designed into the district's capital facilities plan, thus aniving atthe 421
model of seven [schools]. He pointed out that locating school facilities, particularly
for athletics, at the regional park was a joint use possibility, but he doesn't remember
seeing a discussion of that option in the FEIS or the DEIS.
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Mr. Nelson stated that the school district had a basic understanding of the school sites
in 2009, with K-8 sites identified in AprilÀ4ay 2009 and the high school site in the
upper northwest section of The Villages identiñed in Auguslseptember 2009. The
school district identified to the public 92 acres of siting for schools that were not fully
represented in the FEIS and DEIS. Mr. Nelson indicated that the sites of the proposed
four elementary schools were not on the DEIS maps. District-prepared maps were
displayed on boards at the October 26 meeting and were available individually on the
district's website thereafter and at the public meeting held November 5. Mr. Nelson
confirmed that packets are prepared for board members in advance of meetings, with
maps of school sites provided to board members in advance of the October 26
meeting.

Mr. Nelson said that as is the case when negotiations are in process, the mitigation
agreement was discussed in executive session with the school board, probably for the
first time in late August/September. The school district didn't make maps available to
the public prior to October 8, but did during the public rollout of the entire agreement
on October 26.

On middle school Site B, Mr. Nelson expressed his awareness of the location of the
site in relation to the urban growth boundary, as well as the location of two middle
schools and one elementary school which are outside that boundary. Middle school
Site A includes unusable acreage, which may be designated for a retention pond or a
wetland, but there has been no discussion of how or if that might be used.

On page 2-3 of Exhibit 17, email from September 25, Mr. Nelson identified that the
Enumclaw attorney was an addressee with subject matter referencing edits to the
comprehensive school mitigation agreement. Mr. Nelson explained that there were a
lot of editing processes and the district was not ready to go public and firm up the
final sites until late August, early September 2009. He stated that the last time a
school site was moved was the high school in August 2009; none of the parties
moved any of the proposed school sites after August 28, 2009. On the map
constituting Exhibit 3-25, The Villages DEIS, page 3-64, Mr. Nelson identified a
pond somewhere near the eastern border of middle school Site B, but he was unsure
of the map's scale and the distance from the middle school site to The Villages. He
stated that he did not know the location of the road that would access middle school
Site B, nor did he know whether the information was contained in the EIS documents.

ln answering whether he remembered the November 5 meeting when this map was
first produced, Mr. Nelson answered in the affirmative that individual maps were
provided. He recalled that at the November 5 meeting a question was asked about the
setbacks on the sites. During the meeting, an attorney for the applicant answered that
the school's front on Southeast Green Valley Road was set back 30 feet from the
road.
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Mr. Nelson stated that he had discussed with Yarrow Bay the desire not to have direct
access to Green Valley Road and that it is his understanding that the plan is to never
have any direct access to that road.

Mr. Nelson commented that the Enumclaw School District held two public meetings
regarding the school mitigation agreement following the joint agreement. The district
invited the public to share their views and ask questions. He stated that all school sites
are subject to later due diligence and could therefore change. Mr. Nelson indicated
that the district does not build schools until sufficient numbers of students have
moved into the district, at which time the school district has to pursue permits and
funding must be available to build. The Enumclaw School District, not Yanow Bay,
has the schools, and the district has an agreement that school sites will be available in
the city if not in the county.

Mr. Nelson confirmed his familiarity with the student generation analysis in the DEIS
and his belief that the analysis was adequate. When asked if schools would even be
considered if there were no Yarrow Bay projects, Mr. Nelson answered that if there
were no demand, there would be no schools built. He indicated that schools cannot be
built without bonds and state match money.

Mr. Nelson confirmed that there was no public comment taken the October 26
meeting, but that there were two public hearings held in November, with no
scheduled meeting canceled. There was anticipated action by the school board that
was subsequently canceled.

4. Water

Witness for Mr. Bricklin, Rob Zisette (transcript pages 69-112 and 3,591-3,642)

Mr. Zisette has worked for Henera Environmental Consultants for 30 years. He is a
water quality specialist, storm water scientist and limnologist. Limnology is the study
of lakes. Mr. Zisette started studying lakes in 1979. He attended graduate school at
the University of Washington. His thesis was on lakes. Mr. Zisette has prepared
environmental impact statements, master planned development permits, and has
monitored water quality baseline conditions and impacts. He worked on the Issaquah
Highlands master planned development. He was the principle in charge of the EIS
for Issaquah Highlands. He also worked on Timberland, Lakeland Ridge and
Redmond Ridge.

Mr. Zisette noted Lake Sawyer behaves and responds to perturbations in very similar
ways to other lakes. Mr. Zisette stated most of his work is how to manage water
quality to limit algae growth due to phosphorus. He noted phosphorus stratifres
annual during the summer. He also noted summer algae and microbes use nutrients
from the winter cycle. When that happens, there is limited oxygen at the bottom of
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the lake. This triggers a chemical reaction in the sediments releasing more
phosphorus. Algae feed on phosphorus. With fall temperatures, the lake layers mix.
This causes an algae bloom from internal eroding of phosphorus. These
cyanobacteria - algae blooms - release toxins and result in closures of lakes for
public health protection. Mr. Zisette noted phosphorus has been an issue in Lake
Sawyer. Algae need carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus. Both carbon and nitrogen
come from the air. The most limiting factor for algae growth is phosphorus.

Mr. Zisette noted a sewage treatment plant used to outfall to Lake Sawyer from Rock
Creek. A 1990 Department of Ecology study established that too much phosphorus
was in the lake. Therefore, the state set a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) to
meet water quality standards. TMDL is part of the federal Clean Water Act (CWA).
The State has the regulatory authority to comply with the CWA. The state sets
standards. Lake Sawyer exceeds those standards and is on a list of impaired waters.
Actions must be taken to bring the lake into compliance. The TMDL is a mass
measured in kilograms per year (kg/year). In this case, total mass more important
than concentration. The mass is the concentration multiplied by the volume.

Mr. Zisette noted in 1994-1995, the King county hired the firm Entranco to study
mass balance to determine the phosphorus source. This was subsequent to a 1989
Department of Ecology study. In 2000 King County published a lake management
plan using both studies to establish existing conditions and analyze future build out of
watershed.

Mr. Zisette stated he had read the EIS and technical reports and that the EIS did
disclose the TMDL amount with respect to concentration. Mr. Zisette noted the EIS
referred to the summer phosphorus concentration but not the daily load. The EIS also
noted the phosphorus level in the lake already exceeds the TMDL. The EIS did not
discuss the percentage of the load, the current state or the future development. The
EIS discussed the concentration but not the load.

Mr. Zisette noted that phosphorus comes from rainfall, groundwater and urban
sources. The majority of all phosphorus in urban environments is from storm water
runoff. In the EIS there is a general menu of Low Impact Development (LID) storm
water techniques for reducing concentration of phosphorus in developments. Mr.
Zisette noted the EIS did not discuss quantification or location of employment. He
further noted, the technical appendix provides more detail and gives some tentative
location and types of uses but it mostly relies on the Department of Ecology 2005
Storm \Mater Manual for Westem Washington (2005 Manual) as adopted by the City
of Black Diamond. Mr. Zisette contended the EIS didn't provide the level of detail
to be able to quantify how much storm water will be treated, at what percentage and
at what time. He noted the 2005 Manual gives general methods without specifics to
where and which application. He also noted the technical reports to the EIS list the
specific requirements of the Lake Sawyer Management Plan. Mr. Zisette also noted
the EIS described methods for permanent on-site management of storm water but,
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didn't say where and how. Mr. Zisette contended LID is open to interpretation and
the EIS documents aren't sufficient to quantify what methods might be necessary.

Mr. Zisette noted the EIS did not what phosphorus would be in untreated or treated
storm water flowing off site. The technical appendix did discuss by-pass treatment
systems. He noted the applicant used some examples from limited sampling. The
EIS reported an average concentration of phosphorus of 40 mg/liter on Snoqualmie
Ridge without stating the number of samples. Mr. Zisette stated he surmised the
information was from the outfall of one develoþment but did not know from the
document what the source was.

Mr. Zisette noted there are standard published examples or databases of storm water
concentrations. The standard is 300 mg/liter of phosphorus in untreated storm
water. He noted this frgure is well above the 40 mg/liter figure in the EIS.

Mr. Zisette noted the technical appendix weighted the volume of outfall concentration
from different land uses. The appendix gave an end of pipe outfall at 50 mg/liter.
The EIS predicted a 50% reduction in the phosphorus from treatment using the King
County Storm Water Manual. The treatment will be a wet pond which will let
phosphorus settle out. Mr. Zisette noted the efficiently of a wet pond is dependent on
its design and the influent concentration. The percent of phosphorus removal is
calculated on a load basis because of complex concentrations. In terms of the 50%
assumption, Mr. Zisette noted 52Vo is the median removal of phosphorus in wet
ponds. He noted that figure only works for water that goes through the ponds. He
further noted, in the technical appendix, much of water entering the storm water
facility in a high rainfall event bypasses the ponds. Bypass water was not accounted
for in EIS or the technical appendix. Therefore, Mr. Zisette contended the 50o/o

removal assumption is not realistic based on the assumption of initial infall. The
lower concentration of phosphorus in the volume of heavy rain storm water going in
will mean lower removal of phosphorus. The percentage of removal of phosphorus
could be zero if the infall is very low in phosphorus.

Mr. Zisette noted there is no disclosure of the total phosphorus loading from the
project in the EIS. There is also no analysis of how additional phosphorus would
create algae blooms or of the impacts on lake usability by humans within the EIS.
Mr. Zisette contended that if the applicant used the menu in the Lake Sawyer
Management Plan to build out, there would be a36Vo increase in phosphorus loading
to the lake. Mr. Zisette noted the EIS states the developments will not result in a
build up to full build out and therefore the phosphorus increase will be less than 36%.
Mr. Zisette contended this is alright as no model shows 36% is in fact a threshold.

Mr. Zisette noted that any additional phosphorus loading will impair beneficial use.
Mr. Zisette further noted the EIS stated there might be need for monitoring without
saying what that monitoring would be or how it would be used.
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Mr. Zisette discussed the King County model on lake impacts as a classic model that
starts with hydrology, concentration of runoff and the timing of runoff which is then
calibrated for monitoring the lake. Mr. Zisette noted most of his work is balancing
mass from input and outfall. The King County model incorporates mass balance to
accommodate seasonal cycling. The model predicts algal concentrations. Mr. Zisette
contended this model should have been used in this case.

Mr. Zisette contended that Lake Sawyer is very close to eutrophication wherein there
would be low levels of oxygen at the bottom of the lake and promote algal blooms.
He further contended a 360/o increase in phosphorus concentration would be too
much. This will have a negative effect on fish because of the lack of dissolved
oxygen in the water and the increase in water temperature.

Mr. Zisette (under cross examination from City Attorney Bob Sterbank) reported he
has worked on l0 or more EIS. He agreed that each analysis requires assumptions
and that not every detail is analyzed. He contended critical issues must be analyzed
and that resources must be allocated to the most specific issues at hand. He further
agreed the EIS covered the standard parameters. Mr. Zisette did not agree that the
EIS was adequate to allow the decision makers to make an informed decision. He
contended that a very simple hydrologic model could have provided better
information. Mr. Zisette stated an EIS analysis must look at worst case and ask for
more specifics. He contended he performed a few simple models in a couple of hours
using published data to find better information than in the EIS. Mr. Zisette agreed the
EIS had referenced the King County Storm Water Manual and the 2005 Manual.

Mr. Zisette (on redirect from Mr. Bricklin) stated he was unaware that the applicant
had requested a deviation from the Department of Ecology standards (2005 Manual).
In reference to Exhibit 20, Mr. Zisette cited a table (Table 1, Page 2, Exhibit 20) that
he had prepared to demonstrate phosphorus loading in Lake Sawyer. Prior to
diversion of the wastewater plant, there was l,ll7 kg phosphorus/year in the lake.
After diversion of the wastewater plan, a l99l study found the average condition was
715 kg phosphorus/year in the lake. The TMDL set a limit of no more than 715 kg
phosphorus/year. Mr. Zisette noted the model of future development determined
there would be about 1,800 kg of phosphorus/year entering the lake. He further noted
a 1995 study found that without diversion of the wastewater plant, there was 1,300 kg
of phosphorus/year entering the lake, much higher than the 1991 study results. The
new study showed the lake as being about 600 kg of phosphorus/year over the TMDL
without the sewage treatment plant.

Mr. Zisette noted it took about 6 years after the treatment plant was diverted for the
lake to return to normal phosphorus levels. The 2000 Lake Sawyer Management Plan
predicted an increase 2,255 kg of phosphorus/year which is still 1,540 kg of
phosphorus/year over the TMDL. Mr. Zisette analyzed the predicted future
phosphorus levels with both the Lawson Hills and Villages projects. He proportioned
the phosphorus load with areas of residential land use. His analysis predicted that the
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combined developments would mean 1,500-1,700 kg of phosphorus entering the lake
each year. He noted his analysis determined the developments will bring more
phosphorus to the lake than sewage treatment plant did. Mr. Zisette said he assumed
phosphorus would come from rain water, ground water, streams and the watershed.
Phosphorus could come from urban uses and the forest. He predicted the
development would provide 10 times more phosphorus than rain fall along. He also
acknowledged that most of the phosphorus entering the lake today comes from
existing urban sources without storm water facilities.

In response to Mr. Bricklin's question regarding the assertion from the applicant that
compliance with the Lake Sawyer Management Plan (LSMP) for 2000 would assure
that there's not going to be an increase in phosphorus loading or any adverse impact
to the lake, Mr. Zisette testified that the management plan clearly states there's a

likely chance that the lake will not be able to meet its water quality objectives with
complete implementation of the recommended mitigation measures (Lake Sawyer
Management Plan, page 6-2). Mr. Zisette noted the LSMP predicted an uncontrolled
storm water inflow would result in a total phosphorus concentration in the lake of 38
mg/L, while the appendix of that document demonstrated that with all the expected
storm water controls called for in the plan, the level of total phosphorus in the lake
would be reduced to 3l mg/L (LSMP, Appendix, Table 6-3).

Mr. Zisette noted the LSMP had been updated with new data through 2008 and
incorporated as part of the Department of Ecology (DOE) Total Maximum Daily
Load (TMDL) limit for phosphorus. Mr. Zisette testified the new information did not
change his assertion that the applicant had failed to provide total phosphorus
calculations for Lake Sawyer. He noted the FEIS acknowledged the new plan and the
changing conditions in the lake since the removal of the waste water treatment plant
without analyzing the impacts of future development. He further stated the
development will cause increases in the phosphorus level of Lake Sawyer, but the
FEIS does not provide an analysis of the impacts to total phosphorus in the lake. Mr.
Zisette said the FEIS did calculate loading to nearby streams but he disagreed with
the FEIS conclusion that the impact would be insignificant. He cited the case of
Ravensdale Creek where total phosphorus loading would go from a background of 12

mg/L to a post-development scenario of 55 mg/L.

Mr. Zisette stated he felt the outfall concentrations of phosphorus cited in the FEIS
were inaccurate and poorly sourced. Mr. Zisette noted national data and data from
several local developments including Lakemont, Issaquah Highlands and Timberland
Ridge over a period of years each demonstrated significantly higher phosphorus
concentration in outfalls than those used in the FEIS. Mr. Zisette also noted that
while the 50% of phosphorus removal required by the 2005 DOE Stormwater Manual
(2005 Manual) was standard practice for a wet pond, to analyze the impact on Lake
Sawyer, he would have calculated a range of treatment efficiencies based on the post
development condition.
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In response to Ms. Rogers, Mr. Zisette said that the use of phosphorus free fertilizers
was not an effective removal method because most phosphorus comes from the soil
itself and that the most effective removal method was a large pond. Mr. Zisette
acknowledged he was not aware the applicant had proposed a monitoring condition to
ensure a 50o/o phosphorus removal rate. He noted the 50% removal is different than
protecting the receiving water source. Mr. Zisette acknowledged he was aware of the
city and state erosion control standards during construction but stated he felt these
standards were ineffective for dealing with dissolved phosphorus.

He further noted there was nothing in the FEIS that demonstrated how many acres of
development would drain to Lake Sawyer. In response to Ms. Rogers, Mr. Zisette
acknowledged the LSMP overstates the size of the basin that drains to Lake Sawyer.
He further acknowledged the lake is cunently meeting its TMDL for phosphorus. He
also noted he was not aware the Villages site had been a former tree farm and agreed
that the contribution of phosphorus for a disturbed tree farm would be greater than an
undisturbed tree farm due to soil erosion. Mr. Zisette testified he did not believe the
FEIS analysis relied upon a model but simply agreed to follow the best management
practices laid out in the LSMP.

In response to the Examiner, Mr. Zisette stated there were differences in phosphorus
impacts to streams than to standing water bodies, though ultimately all the
phosphorus captured in streams will end up in the downstream lake. Mr. Zisette also
stated his results from the analysis of the phosphorus impact based on the King
County model and a model based on grams per acre were very comparable.

In response to Mr. Bricklin, Mr. Zisette stated the FEIS had not analyzed the higher
phosphorus outfalls occuning during the construction phase of the project. He stated
the FEIS only reviewed the project post development. Mr. Zisette testified that the
FEIS should have looked at construction impacts because the construction phase of
this project will be on-going for 15 years. He further noted that the increased loading
of phosphorus in Lake Sawyer from construction activities would take many years to
be absorbed by the lake. Mr. Zisette stated lakes in a mesotrophic state, such as Lake
Sawyer, are very sensitive to phosphorus inputs and any significant phosphorus input
would be of a concern to the lake. He stated a SYo increase in phosphorus loading may
be significant to this lake.

Witness for Mr. Bricklin, Robert Rothschilds (transcript pages 112-116)

Mr. Rothschilds is a resident of Black Diamond since 1991-1992. He has a master's
degree in mechanical engineering. Mr. Rothschilds has been involved in water
quality sampling in the flreld. He has been involved in reviewing technical reports
since 1991. He stated he was involved in the original grant request for the work that
created some of the water quality models discussed by Mr. Zisette.
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Mr. Rothschild stated he wanted to make sure hearing examiner understands the

inadequate definition of impact of storms is very significant. He stated the impact of
storms had not been analyzed in the EIS. Mr. Rothschilds contended up to 50% of
the kg of phosphorus/year in the lake comes in from a few big storm events. He

stated water can flow through treatment system in these events, even per the 2005

Manual. He contended this is a significant oversight. He noted the goal of 50% of
reduction of phosphorus cited in the 2005 Manual isn't a target that is required or met
during a storm event. He stated storm event water doesn't have time to settle out in
the treatment system. He contended the EIS fails to analyze how this affects Lake
Sawyer. Mr. Rothschilds stated he is concerned about reduced habitat and less

beneficial use for recreation.

Mr. Rothschilds also contended the use of the 2005 Manual is not pertinent to
whether the EIS adequately describes impact. He contended this is a separate issue

and that the EIS does not adequately define the impacts to Lake Sawyer

Witness for Mr. Clifford, Gil Bortleson (transcript pages 125-155)

Mr. Bortleson is a resident of SE Green Valley Road. He holds a PhD in Water
Chemistry from the University of Wisconsin. He has worked on a broad array of
estuaries, lakes, streams and storm water. He worked for the US Geological Survey
Water Division in Tacoma for more than 30 years. His work was mainly in
Washington and Oregon, predominantly Washington. He's a water chemist and
water quality expert working on ground water, surface water and small streams.

Mr. Bortleson read the EIS. Mr. Bortleson stated he felt the EIS were inadequate in
terms of rural concerns and off site water issues as well as in relation to wells and

springs. He contended there are wells offsite that will be impacted by the projects.

He contended the EIS failed to examine the impact of the proposed offsite school

location in the Urban Growth Area (UGA) that would have a direct impact on four
households that have wells from a shared spring. He also noted the three-party
agreement that placed these schools on a map was frrst available for public review
after the publication of the DEIS. He contended knowledge of these school sites

would have altered his DEIS testimony. He stated the negotiations for the three-party
agreement began in 2007 .

Mr. Bortleson stated the schools might have a negative impact on wells or springs due

to lost infiltration capacity of ground water from the school sites and compacted soils

from grading, particularly to the 4 households that share the short flow path spring
fed well near the school site. Mr. Bortleson stated there is a high risk of the drying
out of the short flow path wells that has not been addressed in the EIS.

Mr. Bortleson noted the EIS does not discuss suspended sediment including fine
sediments generated during construction which are an integral part of water quality.
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He also noted impervious surfaces lessen the infiltration of ground water and
maximizes runoff which can, when uncontrolled, create septic tank flooding.

Mr. Bortleson (under cross examination from the applicant's attorney Nancy Rogers)
stated he is familiar with the legal requirements protecting existing wells including
the King County Comprehensive Plan and the Growth Management Act which
protect rural resources. He is also familiar with the National Pollution Discharge and
Elimination System permit requirements for point discharge systems.

Mr. Bortelson stated his analysis had included potential inflation at the southwest
corner of the site where there is very porous gravelly terrain. He further stated his
analysis had included 8 wells with low yields and 2 more shallow wells with low
yield and moderate yield. He concluded all l0 wells were at risk and need further
study.

Witness for Mr. Bricklin, Sally Bartley Abella (transcript pages 548-575)

Ms. Abella is the Lead Scientist for the Lakes and Streams Division of the King
County Water Resources Division. She has worked in that capacity since 2001. Prior
to her current work, Ms. Abella performed a longitudinal study of Lake \Mashington
for the University of Washington. She is a limnologist, freshwater ecologist and
ph¡oplankton expert. She also runs the lake stewardship and monitoring program in
King County including for Lake Sawyer. The Lake Sawyer studies go back to the
1970's with a volunteer monitoring program. As of 2006, the City of Black Diamond
has coordinated the volunteers. Ms. Abella operates an accredited lab and follows a

chain of custody. Her work on Lake Sawyer is continuous since 1994. The data
actually goes back as far as 1985. Her predecessor wrote the Lake Sawyer
Management Plan in 2000. Ms. Abella has performed water quality and inlet
monitoring of Lake Sawyer. She stated she was fairly familiar with the 2000 Lake
Sawyer Management Plan.

Ms. Abella noted that on page 6-26 of the Lake Sawyer Management Plan, the
document states that if management techniques are used, the phosphorus loading
would be reduced to an increase in 36Yo after development. She fr¡rther noted this
stiatement was true based on the data and techniques available in 1985. Ms. Abella
noted that 360/o increase of phosphorus load in the lake would mean moderate
productivity. ln 1994, the amount of phosphorus in the lake in the summer was
higher than it is now. In 1998, there was a significant drop in the amount of
phosphorus in the summer. Ms. Abella contented this is because the wetlands finally
recovered from the sewage treatment outfall. She noted a36o/o increase is probably a

larger percentage because the base amount of phosphorus is lower now. She

contended an assumed 360/o increase is a minimum now.
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Ms. Abella noted the kind of algae that grows is not only dependent on the
phosphorus but the ratio of nitrogen and phosphorus. Blue green algae like low
entropy ratios. Ms. Abella noted on Lake Sawyer, there is a regular presence of
nuisance algae in the fall now. The level is still below a public health threat. In
1994, blue green algae were in the lake year round. Ms. Abella contended with more
phosphorus, the blue green algae might come back.

Ms. Abella noted blue green algae are cyanobacteria. They produce nuisance scum.
They can get nitrogen from the air so phosphorus is the limiting factor. They make a
scum that is nuisance for public use and aesthetics. They also produce toxins that are
liver toxins and neurotoxins. Ms. Abella noted cyanobacteria also affect fish. She
stated this is because the decomposers that eat algae use up the oxygen at the bottom
of the lakes. The lake becomes anoxic and uninhabitable for frsh. Ms. Abella stated
the County is seeing more pet deaths and human illness due to cyanobacteria. Ms.
Abella noted Lake Sawyer is not there yet. Lake Sawyer has the toxin but cannot
produce the health threat yet. She further noted a nearby lake in Maple Valley is
already there.

Ms. Abella did not get involved in reviewing the EIS for this project. Ms. Abella
noted the studies that formed the basis for the Lake Sawyer Management Plan is 15
years old. Some things are significantly different now. The studies were based in the
1994 King County Comprehensive Plan and the 1992 Department of Ecology Storm
water Manual. At that time, there were only five categories of phosphorus. The 1992
Manual used one category for grass that would include lawns, pastures, golf courses
and open space. The 1992 Manual also didn't know how to characterize a quany, so
in the study is was characterized as grass. Ms. Abella contended the impacts of these
uses are very different.

Ms. Abella contended the 36% minimum increase may be too high but we don't
know because the study out of date. Ms. Abella noted the techniques have improved.
Now there are categories for residential lawns and pasturage, which are treated
differently as you don't fertilize pasturage. Ms. Abella noted that if there was a ban
on phosphorus from lawn fertilizer, phosphorus in creeks would go down by 12-28%.

Ms. Abella (under cross examination from Ms. Rogers) noted the removal of sewage
from Lake Washington was very important. She further noted the circumstance is
different for Lake Sawyer in that the Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) for Lake
Sawyer already accounted for the removal of sewage. Ms. Abella acknowledged that
Lake Sawyer is not currently being managed for blue green algae (cyanobacteria) but
that the issue is under study. Ms. Abella noted cyanobacteria could be an issue in
Lake Sawyer even though the lake is mesotrophic rather than eutrophic. This is
because of lake cycling. The cyanobacteria have a biochemical oxygen demand
throughout the water column. There is more oxygen at the top of the column and
decreases as the lake gets deeper on a seasonal basis every summer. The County has
data from 1995 and some testing is done on the late twice a year. The County also
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measures the level of ammonium, a compound that only occurs in anoxic lakes. The
data for Lake Sawyer is by proxy using the ammonium levels.

Ms. Abella noted she had familiarity with the King County Storm Water Manual and
cited its superiority over the Department of Ecology 2005 Storm Water Manual for
Western Washington. She noted more study is needed to determine the effects of
changes in the lake phosphorus level and loading in the last 15 years.

Ms. Abella (under cross examination from Mr. Sterbank) noted the Lake Sawyer
Management Plan addressed phosphorus loading from septic tanks. The plan
estimated l0-I5% of septic tanks were failing based on age. The average age of
homes in the watershed was used. There is no current estimate of the number of
homes around the lake that have septic tanks. Sewering homes reduces phosphorus
loading. Ms. Abella noted that grass from homes that drain into the lake at any
distance would have the same impact unless water was treated in transit. She also
noted there are different landscape treatments. She contended implementing best
management practices for the regulation of fertilizer would be good. She also noted
the runoff coeffrcients for calculating phosphorus load have changed over the years as
has the refinement in the way we use that data.

Ms. Abella (under re-direct from Mr. Bricklin) noted in 1993, a TMDL was set for
Lake Sawyer in response to algae productivity due to the sewage treatment plan. She
stated the TMDL was set to require the utility to re-route the plant effluent. The plan
allocated a zero waste load (effluent) for Rock Creek leading into Lake Sawyer. Ms.
Abella acknowledged the County didn't know if a compliant project that resulted in
the increase of the phosphorus load by 36% would violate the TMDL. She stated the
standards are not clear and there is more study needed.

Ms. Abella (under re-cross examination from Mr. Sterbank) noted there were better
studies and better categorizations of the outfall from residential lawns because of
recent cumulative studies. She did not know what the exact change in percentage of
phosphorus from residential lawns was found to be in the newer studies.

Witness for Mr. Bricklin, Steve Foley (transcript pages 814-824)

Mr. Foley is a Senior Engineer in the King County Water and Land Resources
Division. He coordinates SEPA Review for storm water issues. Mr. Foley has
worked at the County for 17 years. For 10 years prior, he was a geotechnician. Mr.
Foley has a Professional Engineers license in Washington and Arizona. He holds a
graduate degree in geophysics. Mr. Foley was involved in drafting the County's
comments on the DEIS. He pulled together his department's comments on the DEIS
and reviewed the response to those comments in FEIS.
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Mr. Foley contended he reviewed the applicant's response to comments in last
appendix of FEIS. He compared the responses to the DEIS, but could not identify
changes in the document from the DEIS to the FEIS. Appendix R of FEIS, page24l,
is the King County comment letter. This letter is identified in the FEIS as comment
letter 004-047. Within that letter, the County commented on the offsite surface water
in the DEIS for the Villages. The letter noted that impacts to water bodies from storm
water were discussed in only a general way and should be discussed in more detail.
Mr. Foley noted the FEIS response comment was 'thanks we made changes'. Mr.
Foley contended he never could find those changes in the FEIS and the FEIS
appeared to contain no more detailed analysis of these specific water bodies.

Mr. Foley contended his concerns about needing more details were motivated by the
size of the projects. Mr. Foley stated his office spent most of their review effort the
Villages. Mr. Foley noted big projects like that have a potential for much larger off
site impacts. Mr. Foley reported in projects he has reviewed, the County requires
significant analysis to both on-site and off-site impacts. He noted he would have
expected the EIS to reflect that. Mr. Foley reports being involved in Grand Ridge,
Issaquah Highlands, Redmond Ridge and other projects. As an example, Mr. Foley
noted he would have expected a quantitative analysis of impacts to Lake Sawyer
because of the phosphorus issue. Quantitative analyses were described in the other
EIS for similar large projects he's worked on.

Mr. Foley (under cross examination from Ms. Rogers) agreed King County was not
an appellant to this EIS. He stated he was not subpoenaed but came to testify when
Mr. Bricklin requested a representative from the County. He also acknowledged that
he had not reviewed the technical report due to a lack of sufficient time and ready
access to the document. He noted he had looked at earlier documents from these two
projects. He stated the County had reviewed the DEIS in October 2009 or earlier.
He also reported he has been involved in the review and response to comments for
quite a few large project EIS. Mr. Foley agreed the County doesn't respond to every
comment they receive on an EIS.

Mr. Foley (under re-direct from Mr. Bricklin) noted in the other projects he had
referenced he had been involved in the scoping and review of the EIS and in those
cases had always had access to those documents. Mr. Foley stated the FEIS
responses to the County's comments were inadequate in his opinion.

Witness for the applicant, Al Fure (transcript pages 1,930-1,980)

Mr. Al Fure is a Professional Engineer licensed in Washington, Oregon 'and

California. Mr. Fure works for Triad Associates. Mr. Fure graduated from the
University of Washington's Civil Engineering program in 1976. He has worked in
storm drainage for 33 years. Mr. Fure is the Senior Project Manager coordinating in
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house staff of civil engineers and designers and sub consultants in geology, wetlands,
etc.

Mr. Fure presented information regarding storm water design. Mr. Fure began his
presentation with a map of the Black Diamond vicinity. Mr. Fure discussed the
geology of the area using the technical report produced by Associated Earth Sciences
(Figure l lA). He referred to the geology of the area as a layer cake starting with
Puget Sound bedrock which emerges on the east side of town. He also noted periods
of glaciations including the Vashon glacier than came from the north and laid down
an unconsolidated mix of sediments. The glacier went south. Thousands of feet of
ice overrode this area and made the sediments dense. When the glaciers retreated,
clean sands and gravels were deposited between impermeable valleys. These areas
are good for infiltration. This is the Quatemary age of Vashon till. There are older
units below this in another pre-Olympia glaciations and outwash unit. Mr. Fure noted
it's important that this is a lower aquifer. Some of the infiltration facilities for the
project will go to this lower unit.

Mr. Fure noted in terms of the drainage analysis, it's important to discuss the geology
of the site because it determines drainage patterns and basins. He noted in the case of
the till ridge, water drains off and infiltrates in recessional wetlands and disappears.
The water then flows along the impermeable till contact and then heads in different
directions. There are areas where till ridges are joining wetlands and streams. In that
case, it goes through an inner flow zoîe, a wetter till above the harder till, and
disperses into the wetlands and eventually into the streams. Mr. Fure noted the
analysis treats these areas differently. In the recessional area, the development has a
much greater opportunity for Low Impact Development practices.

Mr. Fure pointed to Figure 9 from the technical report. The view is a plan view that
shows the location of the bedrock as it emerges from under thick sediment to come to
the surface of the ground. This is where the coal mining activity took place. Mr.
Fure demonstrated the water drainage flow path for the site.

Mr. Fure then discussed drainage basins which he noted comes from a discussion of
geology. He discussed Figure 30 of the ASI report. In terms of drainage basins, Mr.
Fure demonstrated Basin 5 and Basin 6 as those till ridge basins where there's
existing flow that heads off the till into the Rock Creek wetland complex. He also
discussed Basin 4, Black Diamond Lake and an internal area that drains into Black
Diamond Creek and down into Rock Creek. The rest of the site is predominately
governed by the recessional materials. Mr. Fure noted the project will have direct
infiltration of the water into the soil at that location. In Basin 3, there is an existing
till ridge that drains northerly but then enters that same recessional unit. Basin 4 is
very much able to be infiltrated.
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Mr. Fure noted for Parcel B, a northerly portion is Basin 7. There's a till ridge that
drains by surface at the property lines and after that enters an outwash unit. Mr. Fure
noted that because it's after the property line, they dealt with it differently. The
Lawson Hills main property is a really thin mantle of weathered bedrock and till, six
or seven feet, above the bedrock. This area acts as a till and runs off four basic
basins. Lawson Creek runs through the central part of Lawson down through town
and enters Jones Lake as Central Basin A. Basin B drains towards Mud Lake. Mud
Lake is kind of a wetlands lake. It doesn't have standing water in it generally. Mud
Lake Creek exits there and heads down to Ginder Creek. Basin D is a tributary to
Ginder Creek. Basin C is south flowing and is a tributary to Jones Lake Creek.

Mr. Fure presented an analysis where he compared the Lake Sawyer Management
Plan map to his findings regarding drainage patterns in the area (Rebuttal Exhibit H-
7). This analysis was in rebuttal to Ms. Abella's testimony. The exhibit shows the
Villages and Lawson hills scale on Figure 2-4 of the Lake Sawyer Management Plan
main booklet. It also shows those drainage basin boundaries on the applicant's basin
map. Mr. Fure noted there are two aspects to it. Mr. Fure contended much of the
basin credited to draining to Lake Sawyer in the Lake Sawyer Management Plan does
not, in fact, drain to Lake Sawyer. For the portion that does drain to Lake Sawyer,
Mr. Fure noted the project will only be draining non-phosphorus contributing rooftop
drainage to this basin. Basin 4 is complex hydrologically and portions of it do not
drain to Lake Sawyer. Mr. Fure noted in terms of the Villages, the only phosphorus
contributors to Lake Sawyer are proposed to be Basins 5, 6 and 7 (Exhibit 3-24 on
page 3-54 and Exhibit 3-23 on page 3-51 of the Villages FEIS). Mr. Fure conrended
there is less area going to Lake Sawyer than was originally assumed in the Lake
Sawyer Management Plan.

Mr. Fure entered a new exhibit entitled the 'Lake Sawyer Tributary Basin Exhibit.'
This exhibit is a side by side comparison from Lake Sawyer Management Plan next to
the calculation of area within the boundary of the basin as we understand it today.
Mr. Fure's analysis also added the subsurface drainage that wasn't in the Lake
Sawyer Management Plan. Mr. Fure noted the Lake Sawyer Management Plan was a
topographical analysis without subsurface hydrology. The subsurface hydrology
came from the applicant's geotechnical studies. Mr. Fure stated his analysis refined
the basin boundaries from the Lake Sawyer Management Plan.

Mr. Fure submitted Exhibit H8, a table showing total acres within the drainage basin
derived from maps in the Lake Sawyer Management Plan and total acreages for the
project sites derived from the MPD exhibits (l2l3ll09) which is identical to rhat
described in the EIS. Mr. Fure noted in the comparison between his analysis and the
Lake Sawyer Management Plan, most categories were similar except the Lake
Sawyer Management Plan assumed there were extra existing households that drain to
Lake Sawyer that actually don't.
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Mr. Fure then discussed the applicant's storm water and storm drainage management
plan. Mr. Fure pointed to Exhibit 3-25 from Page 355 of The Villages FEIS. Mr.
Fure noted a storm water management zone is an area within the site that has certain
prescriptive management practices that are required for any development within that
zone. He further noted for any identified impacts, the proposed mitigation will be
implemented by following the 2005 Department of Ecology Storm Water Manual for
Western Washington each of the storm water management zones. Different impacts
were identified within each zone. Mr. Fure noted the EIS presents a menu of best
management practices that are appropriate and applicable to mitigate those impacts.
Mr. Eure contended within the realm of storm drainage, there are three primary areas
of impact - flow rate, water quality (phosphorus for example), and storm water
volume. He noted Horseshoe Lake is sensitive to volume to water that reaches is.

Mr. Fure stated in each of the storm water management zones, by following the
guidelines of the 2005 Ecology Manual, the project identifies impacts that can be
adequately mitigated. Storm water management zones 2 and 3 and rooftops only
from zones 3A and 3D drain to Lake Sawyer.

Mr. Fure testified that if the offsite storm water facility can't be built; there is an in-
city option (Figure 30 of the AESI report dated 9126108, pond 4A). The offsite
facility is denoted 48 on the same Figure. The figure noted both a regional storm
water facility (48) and an associated infiltration facility (48 dot). Storm water would
be stored in the regional facility and then infiltrated into the Qpog aquifer. The in-
city option includes a storm water facility (44) and an infiltration facility (4A dot).

Mr. Fure noted the storm water management plan addresses the issue of flooding at
101 Pines. Within storm water management zones 1A and lB volume matching is
being proposed. The applicant proposes to determine the predevelopment volume
and then allow infiltration of that predevelopment volume. The remaining water will
go to storm water management zone lC. Mr. Fure contended this method will assure
storm water balance in this area.

Mr. Fure discussed the concept of low impact development. Low impact
development (LID) means land use strategies (such as nanow streets, sidewalks,
pervious pavement, etc.) and infiltration strategies (such as rain gardens, bioretention
swales or direct infiltration of rooftops). Mr. Fure contended the applicant's storm
water design uses LID where feasible.

Mr. Fure testified that he'd been involved in these two EIS primarily and have
reviewed a few others. He had also been involved in many Mitigated Determination
of Non-Significance style environmental reviews. He contended that he believed
both FEIS adequately disclosed and mitigated impacts associated with storm water.
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Mr. Fure (under cross examination from Mr. Bricklin) noted that regulations have an
impact on design. He stated he felt the 2005 Ecology Manual was very good. Mr.
Fure acknowledged Mr. Bricklin's comment that the proposed regional storm water
facility is larger than Black Diamond Lake, Horseshoe Lake and Jones Lake and said
it's referred to as a pond because it is manmade. He also noted that the pond might
be smaller if it was the in-city option but the size would depend on the soil and
infiltration characteristics. Mr. Fure stated his company had done an assessment of
the probable size of an in-city storm water option but that the information was
prepared after the FEIS and submitted to the city recently. He stated he believed the
report may have been peer reviewed. He also noted the existence of a map depicting
the in-city location but was unsure if that map had been made available for public
review. Mr. Fure reported that he had not seen a map of proposed land uses for the
site that depicted an in-site location for storm water drainage.

Mr. Fure noted on Figure 30 that the injection facility was unlikely to be a well
because the conditions of the soil are such that direct infiltration to the aquifer is
possible. He noted one method of access might be trenches with pipes. Mr. Fure
stated water would be likely be piped from storm water ponds to the infiltration
gallery. He also noted environmental implications haven't been examined. Mr. Fure
noted the storm water facility and associated injection well labeled 48 was located in
rural King County. The storm water facility and associated injection well labeled 4A
was located within the City of Black Diamond. Mr. Fure noted an in-city option was
necessary because they are not sure King County will grant a permit for the off-site
facility. Mr. Fure noted the in-city location was placed as far north as possible
because of the lay of the land and the proximity to infiltration points. The northern
location provided better hydraulics. He noted the facility in Basin 3 was smaller and
represented drainage from a smaller, separate and functionally distinct basin from
Basin 4.

Mr. Fure responded to Mr. Bricklin's question regarding land uses proposed in the
MPD application versus those shown in the EIS storm water section. He
acknowledged that the proposed land use in the area of the Basin 3 storm water
facility was medium and low density residential development (Villages FEIS Alt. Z-3,
page 2-7). He further acknowledged the proposed storm water facilities were not
present on the land use maps.

Mr. Fure stated he developed the storm water system and acknowledged he had not
provided an analysis of the impacts of that system on Lake Sawyer.

In response to Ms. Rogers', Mr. Fure noted the maps (Figure 3-25, villages FEIS,
page 3-55) were representational and not to scale. He further noted the off-site
regional storm water pond would not always contain open water across the entire
aÍea. He stated the idea was to make an aesthetic water feature with a potential
passive park to provide public benefits to the rural area. He noted the map in the
FEIS depicted the outer boundaries of the facility and that the facility was not
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designed to ever be completely filled with water to those outer limits. There will be
water present year round. He noted the engineering reason for the pond location is
the proximity in term of window of infiltration gallery. He stated it was a practical
and functional design.

Mr. Fure stated the MPD proposal is for the offsite facility, not on site facility. He
noted if necessary, an onsite facility could be a number of smaller facilities or one
large onsite facility. In either case, infiltration will be the same in terms of aquifer
recharge. Mr. Fure noted his familiarity with the City of Black Diamond Sensitive
Areas Ordinance and stated he felt the code adequately addressed storm water
concerns and allowed the type of proposed storm water facilities. In response to Mr.
Bricklin, Mr. Fure acknowledged he did not know whether the conveyance of storm
water from the project site to infiltration sites in the unincorporated King County area
would be permitted by the County's Critical Areas Ordinance.

Mr. Fure also noted if the pond is moved onsite, it could be designed as smaller units.
He acknowledged he had not evaluated that possibility because of the design at this
point is only conceptual.

Witness for the applicant, Dr. Andy Kendig (transcript pages 11980-21092)

Dr. Andy Kendig is the principle for A.C. Kendig and Company in Winthrop, WA.
Dr. Kendig has a PhD from the University of Washington in aquatic ecology. He has
worked in consulting in water quality for 20 years on large and small projects, port,
resorts and master plans. Dr. Kendig's specialty is water quality. He was retained by
the applicant to scope out and to provide water quality analysis for the appendices to
ElS, specifically appendix M for both project EIS.

Dr. Kendig started his testimony with a discussion of the hydrologic setting. He
stated his firm starts with other people's reports. Dr. Kendig noted, in the case of the
Villages, they looked at the Associated Earth Sciences reports to figure out where the
water drainages basins are located. They determined on-site streams and wetland
locations from the TRIAD Conceptual Stormwater Management Plan. The TRIAD
report describes conceptual storm water drainage and facilities and where and how
the storm water is going. Dr. Kendig's firm combined this information to understand
the above and below ground plumbing. Dr. Kendig then noted his firm water quality
study boundaries. Dr. Kendig stated his firm was looking for the discharge points
from the project and whether the discharge will be to an infiltration basin and into the
groundwater or as surface discharge to a stream.

Dr. Kendig noted in terms of surface water discharge, the Villages study needed to
look down at Lake Sawyer for phosphorus. It also needed to look at Rock Creek,
which was the cumulative point for a lot of the discharges on the surface in terms of
the water quality parameters important to the creek. He also stated his analysis had to
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understand the aquifers for those that will be infiltrated. The study needed to know
how aquifers are being used beneficially now and how infiltration would be
accomplished. Dr. Kendig noted during the analysis, the boundaries were malleable
as new information became available.

Dr. Kendig noted his team then laid out the applicable water quality regulations
including surface and groundwater quality standards from the Department of Ecology
in the Washington Administrative Code. He noted they also dealt with the Clean
Water Act Section 303D to understand existing impaired water bodies in the area and
to describe what they found approximate to and downstream of the project within
reasonable distance. Dr. Kendig also stated his team looked at the Department of
Ecology (DOE) Lake Sawyer Management Plan (LSMP) and the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) approved Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) for
phosphorus. He noted they also reviewed the National Pollution Discharge and
Elimination System (NPDES) permit from the Department of Ecology and the 2005
Department of Ecology Stormwater Manual for Western Washington (2005 Manual);
the approved storm water standard for Black Diamond. Dr. Kendig noted that with
all of this information in place, they set forth the hydrologic setting. He further noted
they used the same methodology for both projects.

Dr. Kendig testified his team then looked at the historic record for water courses to
lay out existing conditions and performed on-site water quality monitoring studies.
He noted they performed supplemental tests when there was not site-specific
historical data. Dr. Kendig then stated his team put together tables comparing their
results with historical information and current water quality regulations. This
information comprised the existing affected environmental section of his report.

Dr. Kendig testified the next step was to assess the impacts of the projects. The first
section of the impacts analysis was construction impacts and assessments and the
mitigation necessary for construction related water quality impacts. The section of
the construction impact analysis starts with a description of how construction runoff
would be conceptually handled to prevent what the Department of Ecology would
require under the NPDES permit, which is an increase in turbidity of anything more
than 5 nephelometric turbidity units (NTUs) over the background turbidity. Dr.
Kendig testified that humans can see a difference that small. He stated the analysis
also looked at phosphorus because of the DOE TMDL. Dr. Kendig noted the typical
requirement is monitoring to prove the project is meeting the standards. He referred
to Exhibit 30 in the Associated Earth Sciences report for the Villages and noted his
team had recommended the construction discharge created in Basin 5 be taken out of
this basin and pooled in Basin 3 where it could be treated for sediment and infiltrated.
The purpose of this was to remove the associated phosphorus in the sediment.

Dr. Kendig also testified that his team had recommended several of the same
construction discharge treatment methods as the TRIAD report including several the
creations of several temporary basins of varying sizes. Dr. Kendig noted his report
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followed the 2005 Manual Best Management Practices (BMP) for construction
impacts. He noted his report discusses when each method is useful for the project
with a discussion of applicability of each BMP. He further noted his report discussed
spill prevention, concrete work management, off site construction, the likely scale of
construction annually and mitigating measures that apply to those. He also stated the
DOE has schema for conditionally using developing technologies during
construction. His report discusses possible new or emerging technologies as
appropriate.

While construction drainage from Basin 5 will temporarily be redirected to Basin 3,
post construction, Basin 5 will have its own storm water facilities. He stated, with or
without Lake Sawyer, infiltration is the best option in any case. The temporary
sediment¿tion and infiltration in Basin 3 will be under-excavated to remove the
construction sediment before it becomes operational.

Dr. Kendig then discussed the second stage of impact assessment, the analysis of full
build-out development impacts. He noted the first step is to describe the conceptual
storm water management plan. Dr. Kendig pointed to Appendix M, Villages FIES,
Page 3'17, and Table 3-3 to describe how the layout of the conceptual plan. He noted
Basins l-3 come to a common discharge point and that the conceptual plan defines a
storm water catchment behind each discharge point. He noted the table demonstrates
where the analysis was looking at receiving waters for sensitivities and defining the
associated land uses. Combining the receiving waters with the land uses, the analysis
sets treatment standards designed to meet the 2005 Manual. He noted there are three
categories of treatment design standards, each with a variety of prescribed designs to
meet the 2005 Manual treatment standard. There are a number of different ways to
meet the basic treatment standard.

Dr. Kendig noted the basic water quality treatment is used for single family
developments discharging to a stream or infiltration. The presence of Lake Sawyer
means the application of different standards, specifically the phosphorus protection
standard. This standard would, in the example of a wet pond, prescribe a certain size
or range of depths. The required volume of the wet pond will increased due to
phosphorus. Under the 2005 Manual, the water quality volume is designed to treat
90-91% of all average annual storm water that flows through it. A phosphorus
treatment pond must be bigger and treat 95% of the volume of runoff that comes
through the pond. Dr. Kendig noted within a range of about 100-500 mg phosphorus
per liter as input to the pond, the goal is to reduce the phosphorus leaving the pond by
about 50%.

Dr. Kendig then testified the term 'enhanced treatment' is very specific term of art in
the 2005 Manual that amounts to stream protection standards. These treatment
methods are designed to remove medals, with Zinc as an indicator. These standards
are also used when more than half of the drainage is from sources other than single
family, and when discharging to fish bearing streams like Rock Creek. In the case of
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multiple land use types draining into the same catchment, Dr. Kendig stated the
practice is to use a suite of facilities to meet enhanced (metal) as well as phosphorus
treatment standards.

Dr. Kendig noted, in his team's analysis, they performed literature searches and
surveys to describe the amount of treatment they expect each facility to produce for
various land types and for various parameters such as nitrogen, phosphorus, metals,
total suspended solids, etc. He testified they then set up scenarios to simulate the
actual storm water coming from the project. Dr. Kendig stated the team used local
data from the Trilogy project in Redmond, some condos in Bellevue, Snoqualmie
Ridge, light industrial projects in Seattle, North Bay, Bellingham, Tukwila, East Gate
and Sammamish and a road arterial in Renton to determine run off by land use type.
He noted in each case, there were multiple sampling data available including 5 years
from Snoqualmie Ridge with 5-7 samplings that contained storm events. The team
used 3 years' worth of this data. Dr. Kendig noted the use of local data is preferable
because of the unique weather conditions here and how that affects the treatment
residents place on their lawns and the affect of road runoff. The runoff characteristics
in Western Washington are different from other places. Car washing and lawn
fertilization happen most often in the dry summers. Phosphorus becomes
immobilized on dry land as it binds to aluminum and iron in the soils. Dr. Kendig
testified, to remove the complicating factor of rainfall and get back to what ends up in
storm water catchments, the team prefers local data that are more predictive.

Dr. Kendig noted that once the team had determined the assumed concentration of
pollutants coming from each land use, they then compared their projected treated
discharge numbers with water quality standards and with background existing
concentrations in surface and ground waters. Dr. Kendig stated his team used
conservatively high estimates in the cases of infiltration. He noted the team was
careful to look at water quality impairment at point of infiltration and downstream
from there.

Dr. Kendig stated his team reviewed storm discharges to determine what impacts they
might have to receiving waters, including phosphorus load into Lake Sawyer. He
also stated they reviewed cumulative phosphorus loading over time. They also
reviewed water balancing in each basin to ensure bogs in the area are protected. He
noted the storm water plan discharges only roof top drainage to Lake Sawyer, which
has very little associated phosphorus. Dr. Kendig testified the conceptual storm water
plan removes as many potential phosphorus sources as feasible based on the
underlying geography.

Dr. Kendig testified the next step was to describe the phosphorus loading in Lake
Sawyer. He stated the important thing here is not to characterize just the contribution
from one or other projects, but for both MPD and the entire contributing basin. The
Lake Sawyer Management Plan (LSMP) developed for King County by Entranco
created a phosphorus budget for lake. The goals of the plan were to project growth in
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the basin and determine if outfall from that growth could comply with the 16 mglL
total phosphorus standard in the Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) set by the
Department of Ecology. Dr. Kendig stated his team concluded the best plan to use
was the LSMP and its model for the basin.

Dr. Kendig noted his team looked at whether the basin plan anticipated the growth
from the two MPD projects. He further testifred the LSMP anticipated there would
be 30% more of the MPD acreage in the basin than there actually is based on
underground hydrology. The LSMP assumed both sites drained entirely into Lake
Sawyer. Dr. Kendig noted the hydrology studies indicate the existence of more than
one drainage basin in the area draining to other places than Lake Sawyer.

Dr. Kendig stated, in terms of developed areas, the LSMP assumed 25Yo more
developed area than will occur under the MPD proposals. Dr. Kendig testified his
team knew the projects fit well in the LSMP model. Dr. Kendig noted the MPD
projects represent only about 4%o of the developed area in the LSMP basin. He stated
he felt it was important to look at the overall development assumptions for the entire
basin in the LSMP.

Dr. Kendig noted his team had not applied the low level of phosphorus in other MPD
projects as an inflow concentration. He noted his team used studies and he believes
this project can achieve at least the same or better levels of phosphorus reduction as

the projects in the studies. Dr. Kendig stated his analysis frts well within the umbrella
of the LSMP, and that his team used a higher outfall concentration of phosphorus in
their model to be conservative. He noted the phosphorus model in the FEIS is the
LSMP model.

Dr. Kendig noted the methodology used for the Villages and Lawson Hills was the
same. The differences between the two projects' storm water plans relate to where
they drain and the underground hydrological characteristics. Some of the Villages
areas and Lawson Hills have drainage basins in commons, and in others they are
separate.

ln response to Mr. Rogers' question, Dr. Kendig stated in his professional opinion,
the EIS adequately disclosed the impacts of construction and post development as

well the impacts to phosphorus in Lake Sawyer. Also in response to Ms. Rogers, Dr.
Kendig stated the team had used the LSMP model and believed that model to be an
adequate, conservative demonstration.

Dr. Kendig testifred both FEIS have a section on Low lmpact Development for storm
water (LID) and that LID techniques can be used in both projects, though more so in
the Villages. He stated the more infiltration the project can accomplish, the better.
He noted the 2005 Manual encourages LID. LID reduces phosphorus discharge
because it treats it at the source. LID also features evaporation of water to reduce
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volume that flows off. For example, porous pavers can make a difference in
beginning or light storms, even over till, reducing street widths lowers impervious
surface and run off and street landscaping intercepts rain falling on the ground.

Dr. Kendig testified his company routinely works on technical reports that go into
EIS. He further testified a basin wide model is a reasonable proxy as long as it
includes the specific project, especially for a large regional model. He noted the
MPD projects do not represent a large percentage of the total basin land area. He
stated the LSMP is an adequate plan that the DOE still references. He further noted
the FEIS reference the best management practices (BMP) in the LSMP and reviews
where each one is applicable to the projects. He further noted the LSMP based its
regulations on the 1998 King County Surface Water Design Manual. He stated the
storm water plan for the MPD was based on compliance with the 2005 DOE Manual,
a more rigorous and effective model based on newer science. Dr. Kendig also noted
the MPD would comply with Black Diamond requirements related to native growth
protection easements, sensitive area protection and the critical areas ordinance. He
further noted there will be homeowner BMP to comply with Black Diamond lake
protection standards.

Dr. Kendig noted the DOE created an implementation plan as an update to the LSMP
in June 2009 and continued the protection of the total phosphorus load of 16 mg/L
TMDL (Exhibit H9). This implementation plan accounted for the removal of the
waste water treatment plant out-falling to Lake Sawyer and anticipated growth in the
basin. The implementation plans outlines steps each stakeholder can take to ensure
BMP are applied to meet the TMDL. He noted Black Diamond is required to enforce
the removal of phosphorus consistent with the 2005 Manual and implement a water
quality monitoring program. Dr. Kendig testified, as designed, the MPD meet the
TMDL by the DOE definition in the updated LSMP.

In response to Ms. Rogers' question regarding the effectiveness of the proposed storm
water facilities during storm events, Dr. Kendig stated the large wet pond is designed
to treat about 95% of phosphorus in the average annual runoff. He further stated the
remaining 5Vo is very hard to catch during very large storms because bigger storms
created rapid flow rates into the facility and runoff flows through untreated. Dr.
Kendig noted this volume of water is very dilute with respect to pollutants. He stated
the loading model looks at total annual flow to determine the fraction that must be
treated. He further stated in his opinion, the 5% of untreated runoff does not pose a
significant impact.

Dr. Kendig again reiterated his preference for a local model because of the unique
climate conditions, vehicle type and age and lawn configurations of this area. He
testified that with each new development, the sampling data shows an improvement
in the pollutant concentration in runoff. Dr. Kendig stated he preferred the DOE
model to use of a national database and that a 50% removal of phosphorus is possible
given 100-500 mglL. He noted Snoqualmie Ridge has areas where untreated water is
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better than that. He noted the project inflows to ponds are projected to be about 75-
100 mg/L total phosphorus.

Dr. Kendig noted the LSMP assumed 65% of the Villages drainage goes to Lake
Sawyer when his team found it really is less than23Yo. He also reiterated the LSMP
assumed about 300% more developed land in the project site than is proposed. Dr.
Kendig testified the amount of runoff and loading are greatly overstated in the LSMP
because the hydrology wasn't known at that point. He also testified the phosphorus
in the model based on the new hydrology information and the reduced developed area
would result in an outfall of phosphorus to 118 kglyear. Dr. Kendig stated the LSMP
was very conservative in that it overstated development and was based on an outdated
storm water manual without considering LID and improved pollutant outfall trends.

Dr. Kendig testified he was asked to prepare a monitoring plan for each MPD phase
for phosphorus. He stated the monitoring plan would test outfall at each catchment
for each occupied phase of development. This test data would be checked against the
assumed phosphorus levels for each catchment in the storm water facility plan. He
noted that rectifying action would be taken if a catchment measured above predicted
phosphorus levels over multiple testing events in a prescribed period of time. He
noted the monitoring plan set the bar lower than the LSMP to be very conservative.
Dr. Kendig also stated he felt the LSMP was still a good regional model that did not
need to be redone.

In response to Mr. Bricklin, Dr. Kendig stated the LSMP contemplated a basin of
8,300 acres. He noted the MPD developed areas amount to 4Vo of the basin and the
total MPD acreage with protected open space amounts to l0%o of the basin. He
further noted that every acre in the Lake Sawyer basin contributes phosphorus to the
lake and that the important factor here is the amount of acres the projects would alter.
Dr. Kendig acknowledged that it is important to consider total phosphorus load in the
lake and that the DOE TMDL in part established the tot¿l phosphorus load for Lake
Sawyer. He further acknowledged that the amount of algae that grows in the lake is a
function of the lake's total phosphorus load. In response to Mr. Bricklin, Dr. Kendig
agreed that his firm did not calculate how much more phosphorus would reach the
lake from MPD or how much more phosphorus would be available to lake. He stated
they did not calculate the total phosphorus load that would leave the site because the
concem was meeting the TMDL in the LSMP.

Mr. Bricklin pointed to the LSMP (page 4-39, Table 4-10) and noted the plan sets
forth a classification of a eutrophic versus mesotrophic lake, He noted the plan gave
a breaking point of 24 mglL of phosphorus as the point at which a lake reaches a
eutrophic state. He further noted that at the time of the study, the average phosphorus
load per year in the lake was 23 mg/L and that if build out occurred with no storm
water controls, the phosphorus load would be 38 mg/L (LSMP, page 5-15, Table 5-2).
Dr. Kendig acknowledged these figures and pointed out the phosphorus load in the
lake was calculated with the presence of the waste water plant outfall and that the
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project outfall would be treated to meet the TMDL and keep the lake in a mesotrophic
state.

ln response to Mr. Bricklin, Dr. Kendig noted the type of pond proposed for the MPD
were first used in 1998, so no long term efficacy studies are available. He further
noted the management plan for the MPD prescribes long term maintenance of the
ponds to meet 2005 Manual standards.

Dr. Kendig noted his team had not changed their analysis after the DEIS, but did send
a supplemental memorandum with additional information for temperature data and a

couple of drainage pond scenarios.

In response to Ms. Rogers, Dr. Kendig stated that irreducible concentrations of
phosphorus in project discharge did not relate to phosphorus loading in the way his
team handled it in their analysis. He further stated they did not to calculate that figure
to establish potential impacts or appropriate mitigation measures. He testified the
FIES had adequately disclosed, and in fact, overestimated project impacts to Lake
Sawyer. Dr. Kendig stated that through use of the LSMP best management practices
and by applying the requirements of the 2005 Manual, the project will be in
compliance with the TMDL. [n response to Mr. Bricklin, Dr. Kendig stated his team
does not know what the ultimate phosphorus level will be in Lake Sawyer.

Witness for the applicant, Mr. Curtis Koger (transcript pages 2,636-21663 and
2,742-2,752)

Mr. Koger works for Associated Earth Sciences in Kirkland. He holds bachelors and
masters degrees in geology and has worked as professional geologist for 30 years. He
is licensed in Washington as a geologist, a hydrogeologist, and an engineering
geologist. Mr. Koger has worked on a number of master planned developments
including Lakeland Hills, Beaverdam, Trilogy, Cascadia, Suncadia, Redmond Ridge
and Snoqualmie Ridge. Mr. Koger was the principle in charge for the geology
portion of the Villages EIS.

Mr. Koger testified his role was to evaluate geology, ground water and geologic
hazards. Mr. Koger introduced figures and maps from AESI Technical Report for the
Villages EIS, Appendix D (Exhibit H23 A-M). Mr. Koger described the geology and
hydrogeology of the Villages site relative to storm water management. He testified
his team reviewed United States Geological Service, Department of Natural
Resources NRCS or SCS maps, King County documents, Maple Valley documents,
the Seattle-King County Health Department water well records and water rights
information from Department of Ecology for wells, springs and surface water. He
also stated his team conducted field investigations, including exploration pits, borings
and geologic reconnaissance of sites on and off site. He testified his team excavated
around 110 pits. Figure #7 of the AESI technical report demonstrates the distribution
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of the exploration wells, infiltration test locations and exploration borings for on and
off site locations. Mr. Koger testified his team used an extensive database which
included another 55 pits excavated by other firms for a total of 165 test pits.
Additionally, Mr. Koger noted 23 exploration wells drilled under observation of
AESI personnel. He stated that additional borings amounted to 38 total test wells.

Mr. Koger noted his team performed field infiltration testing in 8 locations to evaluate
potential for storm water infiltration. His team also performed reconnaissance
mapping and ravine crawls along tributaries. Mr. Koger stated his team monitored
water levels in a number of wells and that some of the data now date back some 3-4
years. His team also performed aquifer testing of some I I wells to help characterize
the hydro geologic condition. Mr. Koger stated the team had mapped many available
existing water supply wells, many located at the parcel level. He stated this
information was very useful for getting a sense of where wells sit relative to surface
water and topography (AESI technical report, maps H 23AandH23J).

Mr. Koger then explained the surface geology of the region and project sites. He
noted the glaciations periods in the Puget lowland are extremely important to
understanding surface geology, topography, morphology and the sub surface
plumbing system. He stated the most recent glaciations period is the Fraser
Glaciation. He noted ice in the area was 2,500 feet thick while ice at the Canadian
border was 5,000 feet thick tapering down to Tenino south of Olympia. Ice filled all
the Puget lowland from the Cascades to the Olympics. Mr. Koger testified this
context is important because many subsurface characteristics are derived from
glaciations. He noted there were many glaciations periods during Pleistocene epoch 2
million years ago to the present Holocene period until about 15,000 years ago. There
were intervening non-glacial period, like right now. Mr. Koger noted on the maps
from the AESI technical report and on LIDAR images that the appearance of the
surface morphology is the effect of post-glacial processes. Mr. Koger stated in the
aftermath of the ice maximum, the retreat of ice was rapid. Melt water streams
formed and created gigantic pro-glacial lakes. The lakes were bounded to the north
by the ice sheet and were cut off from the Strait of Juan de Fuca. The lake runoff
went south to the Chehalis River and out to Puget Sound. The runoff eroded lower
and lower elevation spillways. Mr. Koger noted the elevations are easy to see in map
view over an extensive area. He stated at the Villages there is evidence of melt water
feafures, near ice features and ice contact features. He noted on the southern side of
the Villages main property there is a kettled topography where stagnant ice wasted
away and was surrounded by sediment. The kettled topography is undulated. Mr.
Koger noted the ice melt spillway base level kept dropping until the Green River
incised a deep gorge that today is 300 feet below the present surface level today
(Exhibit H238, Figure 9).

Mr. Koger also described two bedrock units, both predating the Pleistocene deposits.
He noted the bedrock is seen in offsite locations with no direct opening at the site.
Mr. Koger testified his team found the bedrock units under the project from test
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borings. Mr. Koger noted the next unit is pre-Olympia glacial deposits. He noted the
primary units from the Pleistocene on the project site are the QVT (Quaternary
Vashon Till) and QVR (Vashon recessional deposits as ice retreated). There is also

QVIC kettled topography at the margins of the site. Mr. Koger stated as ice came
from north to south it deposited lodgment till. This till has low permeability with the
character of concrete. Lodgment till has no permeability and is used to create earth
dams. He noted a remnant is visible at the sheer base of the ice sheet. This unit is
present beneath a blank of recessional material at the ground surface. Mr. Koger
noted there are windows in that till that affect distribution of water and flow patterns.
Water moves thru this type of till at l-2" per month. Mr. Koger noted that storm
water facilities need permeability in the range of inches per hour.

Mr. Koger pointed to a couple of other on site units on the map to indicate that off
site to the south, the Green River incised immediately post ice. He noted the incision
depth is in part controlled by the location of bedrock units and is where fracturing or
faulting of bedrock was there under the ice.

Mr. Koger then turned to subsurface geology (Exhibit H23C-D). He testified his
team created a map of the subsurface conditions across three miles (Figure 7, cross-
sections A to A') that goes offsite through a sequence of exploration wells and pits.
He noted on the maps, the lines of stick figures illustrate the exploration borings,
completion intervals for wells, water evaluations and where the water level ended up
stabilizing after the well was completed. He stated his team had monitored water
levels for several years.

Mr. Koger noted the QVT (Vashon lodgment till) drapes over much of the landscape,
but it is covered or mantled in part by the QVR unit. QVR is permeable; QVT is not.
The QVR is a layer where storm water can be infiltrated easily. Mr. Koger noted the
maps also illustrate older geologic units including the QPOG (quatemary pre-
Olympia glacial deposit). Immediately under the QPOG is the QPON (quaternary
pre-Olympia non-glacial). He noted the most important piece is the relationship
between geologic units and where groundwater is encountered. Mr. Koger noted his
team discovered water wherever in all wells drilled into the QPOG and QPON. The

QPON is the major aquifer bearing intervals and is characterized as a pre-Olympia
aquifer sequence.

Mr. Koger noted the eastern margin of the project site has an older sequence of
geologic units. This unit is the QOR (quaternary Orting). He noted this unit is the
oldest glaciations identified in literature to date. Portions of the QPOG are younger
or equivalent to Orting. Mr. Koger stated the primary point is the QVT has poor
infiltration and controls the groundwater flow, the QVR and QVIC are both highly
permeable and the QPOG is important because it forms the aquifer intervals for water
supply wells, springs and streams. Mr. Koger stated Interflow is formed on very low
permeability units. It's the very shallow seasonal groundwater that forms in the
weathered horizon on top of the lodgment till units. He noted the infiltration rate is
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so low that precipitation follows the interflow zone and goes down slope to a spring
or wetland.

Mr. Koger stated the shallow aquifer system underlies the northern portion of the
Villages main property under the QVIC unit. He noted his team found groundwater
flows in a multitude of directions (Exhibit H23L). He noted his team could
discriminate flow directions because of the high number of borings and wells. Mr.
Koger testified his exploration data indicated locations where the till is missing. In
these areas, there is direct contact with the QVR unit and the underlying pre-Olympia
glacial deposits (QPOG). This forms a direct connection from the shallow ground
water to deeper ground water without any intervening horizontal flow.

Mr. Koger noted Exhibit H23K is a map depicting the distribution of wells. These
wells provide information on the ground water elevation and show where water
flows, which is primarily west south west. He noted the QPOG aquifer system
ultimately provides base flow to springs off site at Crisp creek and the Green River
Valley. He stated the interflow zone provides hydrology to the internal drainage
system at the project site.

ln response to Ms. Rogers', Mr. Koger agreed existing conditions south of the
Villages site results in some slides. Mr. Koger noted slides are combination of
topography, geology and hydrology. He further noted the incising of Green River
occurred in the last 12-15,000 years. He stated this is a significant change in a short
geologic time period resulting in unstable slope conditions. He noted Exhibit H23B
which demonstrates landslides from QMW or quaternary mass wasting where
existing landslides have been mapped and identified. Mr. Koger testified his team
had spent a lot of time looking at landslide risk. He noted this topic is central to
storm water management and cited the need to avoid off site landslide hazards. He
stated his recommendation was within those shallower units, particularly the QVIC in
the southern end of project, the storm water management facilities must be careful in
terms of trying to match pre and post construction ground water recharge. He
testified his team had performed a water balance analysis. He noted their
recommendation was that excess storm water produced by the project may not be
conveyed into near slope areas. He further stated he felt the projects as designed
produced no hazard to off-site properties.

Mr. Koger testified his report had evaluated risks to ofßite wells. He noted his team
had reviewed a lot of well data including 198 of the known 297 groundwater wells in
the area. The 198 wells had logs. Additionally, he noted his team had reviewed 30
groundwater springs and 33 surface water locations that had a claim or were known to
be water supplies (Exhibit H23J and Villages FEIS technical report, Appendix 9).
The water supply systems are grouped by size with Group A serves up to 200,000
users and Group B representing 4-10 users. Mr. Koger testified the FIES addressed
the risk of project development on these off site wells and springs in the storm water
management plan. He noted the objective is to maintain a balance of recharge in
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areas of geologic hazard. Therefore, excess storm water will be infiltrated into the
QPOG unit that allows for additional groundwater recharge into a major aquifer
system that recharges more distant off site water supply users. He further noted the
projects provide additional recharge by design to maintain water levels in aquifers
and off site locations. Mr. Koger stated he sees no risk of drying up offsite weùs and
springs.

In response to Ms. Rogers, Mr. Koger acknowledged his analysis did not include
development of the two off site school sites because they were not part of the MPD
proposal. He stated he has been involved in a number of school projects including
permitting and mitigating school projects from the perspective of evaluating for storm
water related effects. He further stated he felt if schools were to be sited there, they
could be sited and designed to protect off site wells.

In response to Ms. Rogers, Mr. Koger stated he had evaluated the impacts of the
proposed offsite regional storm water facility (Figure 30, Exhibit H23A) and
concluded the pond is in a good location to avoid offsite adverse impacts. He
testified the EIS adequately addressed the impact on and provided mitigation for
offsite wells and springs and potential landslide hazards.

In response to Mr. Bricklin, Mr. Koger stated his team analyzed an alternative site for
the regional storm water facility located partially on-site and partially within the
UGA. He further stated his team a water balance analysis on the alternate location to
determine impacts on the QPOG aquifer (Villages FEIS, Appendix D, Chapter 7 and
Exhibits H23A-M). Mr. Koger acknowledged he was unaware of whether these
figures were available to the public and agencies. He further acknowledged a project
of this size has risks to wells and springs if not adequately managed. He also noted
there are a variety of aquifer intervals for the well supply. He testifìed his team
performed a water balance across the site that included the shallow aquifer systems in
the QPOG, QVIC and QVR (Exhibit H23B). Mr. Koger stated his team had
performed an analysis of the water balance of the project area that provides water to
the shallow system for offsite wells. He noted the offsite wells near Green River
Road could be part of a shallow system from the Orting sequence and in other places
in unit QT in very specifrc locations. QT is a younger unit than the QoR unit. Mr.
Koger stated his team examined the recharge area in the entire system but performed
a detailed water balance for only the project area specifically. He noted, the shallow
aquifer providing offsite wells near Green River Road is either in or resting above the

QVT materials. He stated they did not study any materials above the QVT because
there is no shallow aquifer above the QVT on the project property. He acknowledged
he did not know if that is true for the school site at this point.

Mr. Koger stated as part of his team's process for developing their report, they
consulted documents and reports from many agencies with expertise in surface and
ground water issues. They did not consult the Department of Fish and Wildlife
(DFVD because they were looking at ground water issues primarily. He noted they
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did address ground water/surface water interaction in their report, but did not contact
DFW regarding potential impacts to surface water.

Noise

Witness for Mr. Bricklin, Mr. Jerry Lilly (transcript pages 791-809)

Mr. Jeny Lilly has been an acoustical consultant since 1975 and has provided
acoustical consulting services to public, developers and government though his own
firm since 1983. He holds a master's degree in Engineering Acoustics from
Pennsylvania State University.

Mr. Lilly stated the adequacy of the noise assessment part of the FEIS was
insufficient in that it doesn't disclose the construction noise impacts of the project.
Mr. Lilly spoke of his client whose home is located near the proposed construction.
He stated there was not site-specific analysis in the FEIS with regard to construction
noise. Mr. Lilly stated that ambient noise measurements were taken in several
locations and that three lasted more than twenty-four hours. He testified that the one
done closest to his client's home was right next to the highway and that noise
measurements shouldn't be done adjacent to the highway as the highway noise skews
the test results. His client's home is located approximately one thousand feet from
Roberts Road. Mr. Lilly stated only one test site was set back from the road and that
it was placed near a neighborhood on a lake which didn't accurately represent his
clients' residence. He testified that he would expect the noise to be approximately
3dB lower at his client's residence with the current conditions. Mr. Lilly stated that
construction noise was the only type of noise affecting his client. He noted
construction noise is always a significant issue.

Mr. Lilly stated that construction equipment is inherently noisy. He testified that the
maximum noise level at a property close to the project may be as high as 90 dB and
noted this noise level is as loud as a fire alarm or a train whistle at 100 feet.
Furthermore, he stated that the EIS didn't say how long the noise would last and that
the duration would make a big difference. Mr. Lilly stated that the EIS didn't
describe how large an area would be affected and that it didn't disclose geographic
extent or duration of construction noise. He stated that construction noise is excluded
from noise ordinances at the state level. Mr. Lilly stated that Seattle has a noise
ordinance for construction which allows contractors to be louder than the noise
ordinance but limits how burdensome they can be and limits their hours of
construction from 7am to 7pm. He testified that while Seattle's noise ordinance
limits construction noise based on distance from receiver, Black Diamond has to rely
on an EIS to assess noise impacts and that the EIS doesn't describe the distance
between his client's residence and the construction.
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Mr. Lilly testified that noise impacts are associated with health impacts. He stated
that the World Health Organization has new guidelines for environmental noise levels
in order to avoid adverse health impacts to humans. Mr. Lilly testified these
guidelines called for a decibel level of no more than 55dB over a 16 hour average
outside. The inside noise level should be below 35 dB. The World Health
Organization doesn't identify specific health impacts - illness, loss of sleep, stress
(See Exhibit2I). Mr. Lilly testified that he reviewed a letter from his client's doctor,
Dr. Magley, which expressed concern for stress levels in his client. Mr. Lilly stated
there are methods to mitigate construction noise impacts in order to avoid impacts to
residents. He stated that while the EIS listed several methods that could be done, it
didn't say what would be done. He stated that the EIS didn't assess the likely
effectiveness of the noise level mitigation and there were no site specifics for
mitigation. Mr. Lilly testifred that the EIS did mention local roads and proximity of
houses but most of the text was boilerplate.

Witness for the applicant, Richard Steffel (transcript pages 21753-2,769)

Mr. Richard Steffel is the principle consultant with Environ. He holds a master's
degree in environmental studies, has 30 years experience in air quality and 20 years in
environmental noise. While he did not prepare the noise impact and environmental
review, he worked on the EIS technical report and contributed to the analysis that was
used in those documents. He has prepared noise impact studies for many other
environmental reviews as well as 300 such studies for SEPA review.

Mr. Steffel conducted evaluation of noise due to the proposed construction. He stated
that he has found construction noise on rare occasion to represent a significant
adverse impact under the special circumstantiates of construction being very close to
a residence or of a very long duration. He testified that in terms of near residences his
team analyzed impacts in terms of hundreds of feet. He noted a noise source is
typically considered a potential significant impact if it is fifty feet to the receiver. He
stated that it was important to keep the affected people in the loop and minimize the
effects as much as possible. He testified that his group did noise analysis for
Brightwater Conveyance Project where heavy equipment was working for years on
the same location performing tunneling work.

With respect to the Villages, Mr. Steffel specifically referenced a finger shaped areas
that comes down into the project. He noted in this area the noise analysis indicated
peak noise levels potentially affecting several residences. Mr. Steffel stated that the
impacts are most likely overstated and that peak noise usually means short-term and
while potentially loud, it is not persistent. He stated that the DEIS overstated the
potential for impacts and had incited a few people in that area to become
unnecessarily concerned. He testified that the construction noise impacts are likely to
be loud construction equipment and stated that when you are close to construction
equipment, the noise levels are high. Mr. Steffel stated that noise may be intrusive
for a short period of time and may bother residents during those times. He stated that
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there is also potential for some noise to affect on-site residences and that the project
applicants had to be cognizant of noise impacts and deal with them.

Mr. Steffel testified that the project applicant has committed to employing the best
management practices and using temporary measures like noise baniers to mitigate
excess short-term construction noise as well as simple things like turning off idling or
unnecessary equipment. He stated that the applicant would also move generators to
as far away as possible from existing residences and could sunound them with
temporary noise barriers thereby reducing the source and transmission of noise. He
testifred that he felt the EIS adequately addressed the impact of noise for a
prograrnmatic EIS.

In response to Mr. Bricklin, Mr. Steffel stated the EIS disclosed typical noise and
noise levels for those activities. He noted the FEIS spoke to some non-specific
location in the general of where the Harts live.

Mr. Steffel stated he thought the EIS overstates the noise impacts because it assumes
persistent noise at a high level. He noted the EIS is at the programmatic level and
that noise impacts at specific locations have not yet been analyzed.

6. Wildlife

Witness for Mr. Bricklin, Bruce Richards (transcript pages 45-69)

Mr. Bruce Richards is an Official Wildlife Officer for the Washington of Department
of Fish and Wildlife. He has 37 years in the field. He holds a degree in Fisheries
Biology from the University of Washington. He has worked his entire career in the
South King County and Eastern Pierce County districts including Black Diamond.

Mr. Richards felt the EIS was well written and professionally done but doesn't speak
to what's really going to happen here. Mr. Richards spoke of the two different elk
herds on the two projects. Both herds are residential, non-migratory living here 365
days per year. Mr. Richards stated all species are of concern and that anything that
effects wildlife negatively affects all of us. He contended any development of any
kind affects wildlife with negative significant impacts forever. Mr. Richards
contended there is no way to mitigate project impacts unless the development
provides the same amount of property by buying the same size land elsewhere that is
not currently serving wildlife or by enhancing land and keeping it for forever in
conservation. He noted there is no way to enhance the land to serve all terrestrial and
avian species.

Mr. Richards noted the FEIS doesn't look at long term impacts by species. He stated
for example that the property will never have a chance to be suitable for bald eagle.
In terms of the wildlife corridors, Mr. Richards contended the FEIS discussion was
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inadequate. He noted the corridors are in existence now and nothing new is proposed.
He contended there will be problems with corridors as the animals interact with
humans. He noted some elk will leave the area while others will stay in the area and
become initating to people. He further noted this is the last place that'.s wild this side
of SR 169. He stated state taxpayers are already paying for elk damage in the lower
Green River including browsing of crops. He also stated there will be an increase in
elk/vehicle collisions.

Mr. Richards discussed band tailed pigeons in the area. He noted they don't nest in
the area. He also noted bald eagle sightings in the area but was not aware of any
nests. He noted the FEIS stated the scientists had walked the area but found no
protected raptor nests. There are requirements for buffers around bald eagle nests
under state law. Mr. Richards stated that developers sometimes cut down nests
illegally. Mr. Richards contended there will be negative interaction between resident
elk, bear and mountain lion populations. He stated much of the wildlife will be lost.
He contended there is no way to fully mitigate the impacts.

Mr. Richards (on cross examination from Nancy Rogers) stated he had read the DEIS
but was unfamiliar with the Black Diamond Urban Growth Area Agreement
(BDUGAA) or the practice of Transfer of Development Rights (TDR).

\ilitness for Mr. Clifford, Chris Clifford (transcript pages 157-191)

Mr. Clifford is a SEPA appellant testifying as an expert witness in the field of
wildlife. Mr. Clifford holds a master's from the University of Puget Sound with 25-
30 credit hours in biology, chemistry and geology. He is a certified teacher. He has
taught biology and nature systems to high school students. He also holds an
experienced falconers license and has held a game bird breeders license. Mr. Clifford
collects species for a museum. He has completed work on about 15 EIS including the
EIS for Lake Tapps as well as written a brochure for the World Wildlife Fund about
attracting wild species to people's backyards. For that EIS, he collected and reviewed
wildlife data. He maintains species life lists and has bred endangered species. He
has direct experience with the project sites. He is a lifelong resident in this area. He
also maintains a very large bird species list and is an Audubon bird spotter.

Mr. Clifford contended the EIS has a number of errors and is inadequate. He noted it
is very superficial with regard to wildlife and lacks specifrcity. He also contended
the EIS wildlife sections are nearly identical for the two projects. Mr. Clifford noted
the lack of specific information on band tailed pigeons and disagrees with the EIS
determination that they are not on or do not use the site. Mr. Clifford contended
surveys of wildlife in this area are far more expansive than the EIS probable species
list. He contended many species of bird are missing or others enoneously included.
He also noted the EIS Technical Appendix N has some life species lists but do not
discuss field survey dates or times for the five field surveys WRI conducted. He
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contended these field surveys never occurred. He also noted the EIS failed to
recognize state law for species protection of raptor nests. Mr. Clifford contended the
EIS should include site visits to identify wildlife even if the amount of developable
land would be adversely affected. Mr. Clifford noted there were no changes to the
wildlife technical appendix from the DEIS to the FEIS even though roads had moved,
the proposed connector road will now interrupt the wildlife corridor and other scope
changes have occurred in the interim.

Witness for the Applicant, Jason Knight (transcript pages 2,405-2,466)

Mr. Knight is a wildlife biologist with Wetland Resources. He holds a bachelor of
science in wildlife ecology and environmental education. He's worked at Wetland
Resources since 2005 and has worked with the Department of Fish and Wildlife on
cougar and bear research projects. Mr. Knight prepared the EID technical reports
(Appendix N) for wildlife as well as the plant section.

Mr. Knight noted his company visited the site on numerous occasions in 2005, 2007
and 2008. His company spent around a month worth of days on the two sites
performing investigations and surveying the site for evidence of wildlife. He and
staff from his company walked the site, conducted point count surveys where they
observed birds and listened for birds, and looked for tracks and sign and for live
sightings of wildlife. He contended the company performed thorough site
investigations. He noted the FEIS had summaries of species with more extensive lists
in the technical report. He also stated he'd reviewed the species list and found that all
the species listed by other experts as missing were, in fact, present in the technical
appendix with the exception of peregrine falcon because the projects are not the
proper habitat for that species. He also noted the western pond turtle was absent as it
has largely been eradicated from the state.

With regard to the band tailed pigeon, Mr. Knight acknowledged the birds might be
feeding on the project sites but do not nest there because of lack of adequate habitat.
Mr. Knight contended the habitat necessary for nesting sites for raptors will still be
available at Black Diamond Lake and also in the project as trees mature over time.
Mr. Ifuight noted they found no evidence of endangered species on the project site
either th,rough direct observation or included on species lists prepared by the
Department of Fish and Wildlife. Mr. Ifuight noted they had followed the standard
methodology for this type of report and consulted with state agencies. He also noted
the state law requires protection for endangered or threatened species through a

construction management plan.

With respect to the Villages MPD specifically, Mr. Ifuight described the proposed
wildlife corridor. He noted there were wetlands, uplands and stream habitats within
the wildlife corridor. He also noted road crossings of the corridor and stated he
believed they would pose no barrier to wildlife because the road crossing and the
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wildlife corridor would be at the same grade. He noted his conclusion was equally
applicable to the Lawson Hills site.

Mr. Knight contended both project sites provide limited elk habitat. He noted the elk
are residential and live in the lowland areas primarily. He noted the elk population
move around the local area and down to the Green River Valley. The elk
occasionally use the project site as a corridor of travel between their bedding and
feeding sites which are not on the project property. He contended the development
will result in more feeding opportunities for elk, because elk need grass to feed on as

well as smaller sh¡ubs. Mr. Knight contended a lot of the current habitat right now is
a really dense coniferous tree farm with evenly aged stands that don't allow much
light down to the forest floor. He noted this habitat is less conducive to elk than
pastures and meadows, old farm fields and riparian zones along rivers. He contended
site development with more grasses and landscape planting will result in improved
foraging for elk which could increase elk populations.

Mr. Knight contended the EIS adequately disclosed impacts to wildlife and proposed
appropriate mitigation. Mr. Knight noted the proposed mitigation was to retain
habitat in contiguous blocks where possible, to retain corridors to link up habitat off
site, to reduce roads in those conidors, to reduce the road widths through the
corridors, reduce speed limits and provide signs for wildlife crossing. He further
noted other potential mitigation would be to install nesting boxes to improve the
habitat for cavity nesters and to install landscape plantings with native plants to
provide foods for wildlife.

Mr. Ifuight contended the style of the master plan development is better for wildlife
than a lot by lot development style. He noted there's the opportunity to evaluate the
habitat on a large landscape view, protect habitat in contiguous blocks and retain
corridors that connect to large areas of habitat that are off site. In a piecemeal
development where there are individual land owners and smaller parcels being
developed, there wouldn't be any requirement to create wildlife corridors and it would
be unlikely the habitat would get protected in large contiguous blocks. They'd be
broken down into much smaller fragments. He noted with these projects, over 2,000
acres will be set aside.

Mr. Knight (under cross examination from Mr. Bricklin) said he had been directly
involved in the preparation of this EIS and one other. He wrote Technical Appendix
N and the cover section for wildlife in the EIS. He noted the remainder of the
wildlife section in the EIS was written by Parametrix. Mr. Knight acknowledged he
did not prepare a second draft of the technical report subsequent to the DEIS or in
response to public comment. Mr. Knight did not participate in the response to the
public comment.
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With respect to the analysis of elk impacts, Mr. Ifuight acknowledged the analysis did
not determine to what extent the elk have other ways to connect to their bedding and
feeding areas, other than using this property nor did his company survey other lands
to determine what other routes are available to elk. He also acknowledged they had
not studied the seasonal migration patterns of this elk species. The analysis did not
go into that depth. Mr. Knight noted the wildlife conidor was proposed to maintain
the elk's ability to make those seasonal movements.

Mr. Knight noted the proposed wildlife corridor will be 300-800 feet wide surrounded
mainly by residential areas. He contended a 300 foot wide corridor is suffrcient for
wildlife regardless of the intensity of the surrounding uses. Mr. Knight conceded the
analysis did not review the surrounding development patterns but did take into
account two road crossings. The Villages EIS stated the road crossings would be a
barrier to wildlife movements (Villages FEIS, page 4-80) if those crossings were at
grade. Mr. Knight disagreed with that conclusion and stated he believed the at-grade
crossing would not serve as a banier. Mr. Ifuight conceded that he has not shared his
disapproval of this statement with the frnal drafters of the FEIS at Parametrix.

Mr. Knight noted that elk might be concentrated in the wildlife conidor and could
begin to feed on the landscaping of the development. If that happened, they might
start to use the properly for bedding. Mr. Ifuight noted that much of the proposed
corridor is existing seasonal wetlands. This habitat is suitable to elk for travel,
feeding and bedding. There are also uplands throughout. Mr. Knight noted in the
less suitable areas, there will be a225 foot buffer that will be available for use by elk.
Mr. Ifuight acknowledged he knew of no studies to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed corridor and buffer for use by elk. Mr. Ifuight also acknowledged that
while he did consult with the Department of Fish and Wildlife, he did not provide
them with any information that indicated whether there would be roads crossing of
any streams.

Mr. Knight (under cross examination from Mr. Clifford) acknowledged that he had
read the wildlife section of the FEIS but that he had not been given an opportunity to
comment on it. He noted if he had been given an opportunity to comment, he would
have attempted to fix any mistakes he saw within the document. Mr. Knight noted
there were no open mines found on the site and therefore the presence of Thompson's
big eared bats was unlikely. Mr. Knight noted the FEIS listed species that are likely
to use the habitat without delineating which species are physically on the project site.
That list appears in Appendix N. Mr. Knight reiterated his use of the most current
Department of Fish and Wildlife data and his own observations in the preparation of
species lists. He noted he did not visit the local museum because that is not a typical
part of a wildlife study.

In response to Mr. Clifford, Mr. Knight said there will be more deleterious non-native
species coming into the area because of the presence of humans. This would have an
effect on elk. There will be a change in the mix of population on the site. This
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information was discussed in Appendix N of the FEIS. Mr. Knight noted the
improved foraging due to landscaping might bring more elk to the area.

Mr. Knight (under re-direct from Ms. Rogers) stated he was aware of the King
County designated wildlife corridor in the vicinity of the Villages site and extending
to the north and south of the site. The Villages corridor is part of an overall conidor.
Mr. Knight noted he had discussed the conidor with the King County Wildlife
Network Biologist, Jennifer Vanderhoof. Mr. Ifuight reported Ms. Vanderhoof had
told him the corridor should be an average 300 feet wide as a minimum but could in
places be reduced to 150 feet in width. Mr. Ifuight noted he has also spoken with
Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife Biologist Russell Lake who had
also approved the corridor. Mr. Knight reported Mr. Lake had expressed concern
about the potential increase in number of elk on the site after development. Mr.
Ifuight contended the EIS adequately addressed adverse impacts on wildlife.

Mr. Ifuight (under re-cross examination by Mr. Bricklin) acknowledged he did not
know if Ms. Vanderhoof or Mr. Lake read the FEIS.

Mr. Knight (under re-direct examination by Ms. Rogers) noted that there are road
crossings in the King County wildlife conidor including Green Valley Road and that
elk cross that road. Mr. Knight (in response to a re-cross examination by Mr.
Bricklin) acknowledged that he did not know the expected traffic counts on the
project roads that cross the wildlife conidor. He also did not know how the internal
project road traffic count compared to Green Valley Road. Mr. Ifuight (under re-
cross examination from Mr. Clifford) noted there was the potential for increased
vehicle/e lk co I lisions with increased traffic.

7. Wetlands

Witness for the Applicant, Scott Brainard (transcript pages 2770-2777)

Scott Brainard is principal ecologist from Wetlands Resources. He has a bachelor of
science in environmental science, is a certified professional wetland scientist, and has
been doing wetland analysis in Washington State for 16 years.

Mr. Brainard stated that the EIS analyzed the wetland impact of the south connector
road, as identified in figure 7E of Appendix O. The south connector is shown on the
east side of the map near the central portion of the site crossing what is identified as
wetland Sl8, Sl9, and S20. It extends further to the west all the way across the parcel
north of what's depicted on the MPD application. The figure does not include the
actual square footage of wetland impacts, but analysis is included in Appendix O as
1825 square feet of actual wetland impact. Mr. Brainard confirmed that both the
DEIS and FEIS disclosed that some wetland fill would be associated with the road
crossing.
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Mr. Brainard indicated that the exhibit he was using was dated July 17, 2008, prior to
the publication of the DEIS. He stated that he did review the DEIS, but he could not
recall the specific nature of the south connector in this section. After reviewing the

exhibit associated with The Villages FEIS 2- 7, alternative 2 provided by Mr.
Bricklin, Mr. Brainard stated that there is no road extending across the wetlands in
that exhibit. He suggested that Appendix O includes a map clearly depicting that road
extending across. He confirmed that he had had no discussions with any of the

agencies since publication of the Final EIS related to the road.

Mr. Bricklin provided Mr. Brainard with Wheeler Exhibit Number 6, a letter from the

Department of Fish and Wildlife to the City of Black Diamond, dated February 25,

2010, in which the department states that the DEIS for the development may be

deficient as to the adequacy of review related to fish and wildlife resources. Mr.
Brainard indicated that he believes the letter states there is a lack of disclosure in the

DEIS as to the need for an HPA permit. Upon reviewing his copy of the FEIS, Mr.
Brainard read that ln the State of Washington, the Department of Ecology has

authority over wetlands and the US Army Corps of Engineers has authority to
regulate wetlands at the federal level. His interpretation was that they are clearly
identifying that the state and federal government have authority to regulate wetlands.

He stated that the Department of Fish and Wildlife does not regulate wetland impacts,

but confirmed that he did not see any reference in the FEIS to the Department of Fish

and Wildlife.

Mr. Brainard indicated he was aware that the department regulates crossing of
streams. However, he stated that he was not aware that a required EIS element is a
sheet listing basic information as well as disclosure of permits and approvals
associated with the project. He agreed that on the page being shown to him by Mr.
Bricklin, Final EIS, a reference to an HPA permit from the Department of Fish and

Wildlife is not listed.

III. EXHIBITS

The exhibits of the Villages FEIS are incorporated by this reference as if set forth in
full.

IV. FINDINGS OF FACT

Procedural:

l. ApplicanlApplication. The Applicant is BD Village Partners. The

application was submitted on May 11,2009, Ex. CBD-2-1, and a revised application
was submitted on December 31,2009,8x. CBD-2-2.

2. Hearine. The hearing on the Villages MPD exceeded 50 hours in length. The

hearings were continued day to day, starting on March 6,2010, and verbal testimony
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concluded on March 22, 2010. The Examiner left the record open for written
comment on traffic impacts through April 12, 2010. The Examiner also left the

record open until March 29, 2010, to provide the City and the Applicant an

opportunity to respond to public testimony submitted between March 19 and 22,
2010. Additional time for traffic impacts was necessary to accommodate subpoena

requests from the City of Black Diamond and Maple Valley. Each city subpoenaed
informaticin on the traffic modeling of the other and time was given for each City to
comment on the results of those subpoenas.

The hearing consolidated three appeals on the adequacy of the Villages FINAL
Environmental lmpact Statement ("TV FEIS") from testimony on the Villages MPD
application. The Examiner separated testimony on the MPD from testimony on the

FEIS appeals. MPD testimony was provided on March ll, 12,15 and 17. Written
comments on the MPD were accepted through the close of the verbal portion of the

hearing on March 22,2010. Over 200 written MPD exhibits were submitted, mostly
letters from concerned citizens. Only one document was submitted after the close of
the hearing, from Jason Paulsen.3 The Examiner did not admit the email into the

record because it was untimely.

3. Environmental Review. Three appeals were filed challenging the adequacy of
the TV FEIS. The Hearing Examiner issued a decision on April 15, 2010, holding
that the TV FEIS is adequate. That decision is incorporated into this decision as if set

forth in full.

Substantive:

4. Proposal Description. BD Village Partners is requesting approval of a Master
Planned Development (MPD) pursuant to Black Diamond Municipal Code 18.98, for
The Villages MPD. Proposed uses include low, medium and high density residential;
retail, commercial, office; light industrial; educational, recreational and open space.

The application is for 4,800 dwelling units and 775,000 square feet of retail, offices
and light industrial on 1,196 acres. If approved, the request will result in the rezoning
of portions of the property from the current R6 Single Family Residential and CC

Community Commercial zones to MPD.

The Villages project consists of two subareas, the Main Property and the North
Property (also known as Parcel B). The "Main Property" is located primarily south of
Auburn-Black Diamond Road at Lake Sawyer Road, extending approximately 2

miles south and eventually east to SR-169 along the southern city limits. A portion of
the Main Property (a.k.a. Parcel C) is located on the north side of Auburn-Black

3 A second document was also submitted after the close of the record, but unbeknownst to the submitter
a copy of the document had already been submitted while the record was open.
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Diamond Rd., west of Lake Sawyer Rd. The "North Property" (approx. 80 acres) is

located to the west of SR 169, approximately two miles north of the Main Property
and north of SE 3l2th Street (if extended). The North Property is south of and
adjacent to the North Triangle property that is part of the proposed Lawson Hills
MPD project.

The details of the Villages MPD are outlined in the Master Planned Development
application, dated 5llll09. A significant feature of the project is that 33.5% of the
project area will be devoted to open space.

Subsequent to the issuance of the Villages TV FEIS, the Applicant revised its
application on l2l3ll09. The Villages EIS includes a 12131/09 proposal to connect
the "South Connector" directly to SR 169 instead of Green Valley Road as proposed

in the 5llll09 application. Beyond this there is no information in the record as to
whether the Villages EIS addresses the other I2l3ll09 modifications. As noted in the
Villages FEIS decision, the Examiner makes no determination as to whether all
l2l3ll09 revisions are covered by the TV EIS. Whether the revisions trigger any

additional environmental review is a decision to be made by the SEPA Responsible
Official. The Examiner has no authority to determine whether the SEPA Responsible

Official should have undertaken additional environmental review.

5. Project Impacts. An MPD the size of the Villages has dozens of significant
impacts that cannot all be addressed efficiently in the Findings of Fact. The impacts
below are those raised by citizens during the MPD portion of the hearing. Citizen
concerns are quantified and summarized so that the Council may readily ascertain
what issues are of greatest concern to their constituents. Impacts addressed in the

SEPA appeals are also referenced. The SEPA Appellants identified several ways that
the mitigation recommended by the FEIS can be improved, and those enhanced
mitigation requirements will be discussed below. Conclusions of Law are mixed into
the factual findings below in order to prevent splitting the discussion of impacts in a
confusing manner.

A. Rural Character. Opposition largely centered on the size of the planned

developments and their impact on the Black Diamond area's quality of life. Twenty-
seven speakers and 37 residents in written testimony objected specifically to major
changes to the area's rural character, often contrasting the city's current population of
4,000 with the projects' plan to add 6,000 additional households (i.e., an

approximately 400 percent increase in population). Many of these residents stated

that they had moved to Black Diamond to escape such urban problems as congestion,
sprawl and heavy traffrc. They expressed concern that the proposed developments
would bring many of these same problems to an area whose motto is "rural by
design." Several residents noted that this motto appears on the city's website, which
conveyed to them the message that city officials were dedicated to a vision of Black
Diamond as a rural community.
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While there was agreement among several residents that some development was
inevitable and perhaps good, these residents also agreed that the scope of these
projects was inappropriate for the area. In particular, several residents questioned
whether the size of the project was consistent with the growth restrictions specified
by the King County Comprehensive Plan and the Washington State Growth
Management Act. Another cited an agreement between the City of Black Diamond
and Lake Sawyer residents, made when the lake area was annexed into the city, to
maintain the rural quality of the area. Several residents, at the hearings and in written
testimony, argued that the developer had requested too many potential exemptions
from city standards and ordinances.

In written testimony, one resident discussed the inappropriateness of placing large
multi-family housing units directly adjacent to existing rural-style homes. Areas of
comparable density should be located adjacent to one another and should include
adequate buffer zones, she wrote. She and a second resident added that the proposed
setback size of five feet is too small in relation to existing properties and would create
housing densities inappropriate for the area. Six others objected to the prospect of
increased light and noise pollution the projects would create.

Jim Jacobson of the Horseshoe Lake HOA wrote that the organization would support
the MPD if a number of mitigations were incorporated regarding density of the
developments; preserving the rural character of the community; traffic (particularly
where Horseshoe Lake Road meets the l0l Pines neighborhood); noise; obstructed
views on Auburn-Black Diamond Road near Horseshoe Lake; privacy concerns; and
the planned location of a high school near Lake Sawyer, which would generate
additional traffic problems in the area. He also noted the need to monitor the
effectiveness of mitigations on Horseshoe Lake.

RESPONSE: It comes as little surprise that rural character stands out as the largest
concem of Black Diamond residents. The MPD will more quadruple the population
of the City and residents are validly concerned that the project could transform the
character of the community from a pastoral rural setting to a suburban community.
For the most part, however, the die has already been cast on this issue. The state
legislature and the Black Diamond City Council have adopted legislation that
authorizes projects the size and density of the Villages MPD if specified criteria are
met. The Growth Management Act, Chapter 36.70A RCW, requires cities to
encourage urban densities in order to promote efficient use of infrastructure and
contain urban sprawla. ,Seø RCW 36.70A.110, 36.70A.020. The City Council has

4 Until recently, the Puget Sound Growth Management Hearings Board required minimum densities of
four units per acre in order to meet the CMA objectives of providing for urban growth within cities.
The courts have since ruled that a "bright line" rule of four units per acre is not appropriate and that
allowable densities should be addressed on a case by case basis. See, Gold Star Resorts, Inc. v.

Futurewise, 167 Wn.2d 723 (2009); Viking Properties, Inc. v Holm, 155 Wn.2d I 12 (2005). It should
be noted that even under the "bright line" rule that has been tossed by the courts, the Hearings Board
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implemented this mandate by imposing a minimum MPD density of four dwelling
units per acre. See BDMC 18.98.120(E); BO Comp Plan, pp. 5-13.
Due to the legislative actions above, the Council is not in a position to deny the MPD
applications solely because of their densitiess. However, the impacts created by those
densities can be addressed through the MPD criteria. Caution must be exercised,
however, because rural character is a highly subjective impact to assess. See,

Andersonv. Issaquah, T0 Wn. App.64 (1993) (a statute violates due process if its
terms are so vague that persons of common intelligence must necessarily guess at its
meaning and differ as to its application). Under the "void for vagueness" standard
enunciated in the Issaquah decision, conditions implementing rural character should
be based upon code requirements that are clear and specific. The Council cannot
impose conditions upon the MPDs on some vague "feeling" that they are necessary to
protect rural character.

Fortunately the City has adopted several standards that are designed to clearly and

specifically preserve rural character. These standards include design standards,
perimeter buffers, policies encouraging diversity in housing, expansive open space

requirements and so on. These policies and regulations give the Council highly
effective tools in promoting rural character within the parameters of the densities that
are required for the MPD regulations. Consistency with these standards will be

addressed in the Conclusions of Law, below.

The City also has several comprehensive plan policies that some have argued
mandate low density development. Exhibit 161, prepared by Dave Bricklin, identifies
several comprehensive plan policies that require protection and/or consistency of
'ocommunity character",'oexisting character of the historic villages", "nafural setting",
"rural community", o'traditional village community", "small town character" and
"existing historical developmenf'. See Black Diamond Comprehensive Plan, pp.2-5,
4-1, 5-7,5-8, 5-33, 5-38, 5-49,5-50,7-49. Another policy provides that design
guidelines are required to provide methods and examples of how to achieve design
continuity and to reinforce the identity of the City as a rural community. Id. at 5-10.

was willing to allow densities lower than four units per acre in special circumstances, such as when
lower densities would provide enhanced protection of critical areas. 'Seq e.g., Litowitz, et al v. City of
Federal llay, Final Decision and Order, 96-3-0005, Puget Sound Growth Management Hearings
Board. Although there are obstacles (DOE's TMDL position; the amount of open space required), the

City could have allowed lower densities in its comprehensive plan for the MPDs on the basis that low
density development is necessary to protect Lake Sawyer water quality.

5 goMC 18.9S.195(A) provides that vesting occurs upon approval. If this provision is valid and

interpreted as delaying vesting until the MPD is approved, the City Council could conceivably amend
its comprehensive plan policies and regulations prior to approval to require a lower density. Of
course, this would probably create some delays in permitting review and the Council takes the risk of
assuming some permitting delay liability. However, it is technically an option if the Council is

concerned with the densities required by the comprehensive plan and implementing development
regulations.
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All of the policies referenced above reflect a strong preference to retain small town
character. None require rural densities or suggest that they supersede the more
specifrc comprehensive plan policies and state mandates requiring urban densities.
The MPD regulatory framework must and can be applied in a manner that harmonizes
the requirement for urban densities with the objective of maintaining small town
character. The MPD regulations provide many examples of how this is to be
accomplished. Perhaps the most direct synthesis of the urban density/small town
character concept is BDMC 18.98.010(L), which reference the book "Rural by
Design" in requiring that an MPD 'oincorporate and/or adapt the planning and design
principles regarding mix of uses, compact form, coordinated open space,
opportunities for casual socializing, accessible civic spaces, and sense of
community."

On the issue of consistency of MPD population with King County GMA growth
allocations, cities are not bound by County adopted growth targets unless specifically
required by county-wide planning policies. See l4/est Seattle Defense Fund v. City of
Seattle, CPSGMHB 94-3-0016, Final Decision and Order (414195), p. 55. It is also
worthy of note that even if the GMA growth targets were designed to limit growth in
Black Diamond, it is too late to raise that issue now. The same reasoning applies to
the applicability of any other county-wide planning policies. Black Diamond's
comprehensive plan and development regulations allow master plan developments
with the densities and population proposed in the Lawson Hills and Villages MPDs.
If King County or any other party had wanted to challenge those regulations and
policies as inconsistent with growth targets, that should have been done via an appeal
to the Growth Management Hearings Board within sixty days of adoption of the
comprehensive plan and development regulations that required the densities proposed
for the MPDs6. RCW 36.70A.290(2); Wrenatchee Sportsmen Ass'n v. Chelan County,
153 Wn. App. 394 (2009).

On the issue of perimeters, the MPD Framework Design Standards and Guidelines,
Section G, provide significantly more protection than the five-foot perimeter setbacks
referenced in public testimony and require compatibility with adjoining densities.
Through these guidelines the project will be conditioned to provide for 50 foot

6 Sor. of the Villages and Lawson Hills property are zoned R4, R6, MDRS and community
commercial, and these designations will have to be amended to Master Plan if the Master Plans are

approved. However, the R4 - MDRS designation already allows 4 to 8 dwelling units per acre,
respectively, and community commercial densities are only limited by floor/area ratios, height, parking
and other site requirements. Consequently, all approved zoning already allows the population
proposed in the MPD applications. If any of the necessary zoning classification amendments are

considered area-wide they can be challenged to the Hearing Boards as noncompliant with King County
growth targets, but such a challenge would be diffìcult given the Ilest Seattle Defense Fund case, the
GMA requirement for urban densities within cities and the fact that existing Black Diamond
development regulations already allow urban densities.
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buffers along the most sensitive project interfaces on the northern part of the main
property, where some of the highest densities are proposed. The guidelines require a
minimum 25 foot buffer for multi-family and non-residential land uses and perimeter
lots for single-family development may be no less than 75% the size of the abutting
residential zone or 7200 square feet, whichever is less. These standards help assure
compatibilþ along perimeter areas.

B. Traffic and Parking. Thirty speakers expressed concern on the
capacity of local roads to bear the increased traffic. They noted that these roads, e.g.,
SR 169, SR 516 and SR 18, are already congested during peak travel hours. [n
addition, two speakers said that the amount of parking planned for commercial areas
was inadequate. Several other speakers raised the prospect of slower emergency
response times due to an increase in accidents and road congestion greater traffic
would bring.

In written testimony, one resident argued that the use of incompatible models (Black
Diamond's vs. Maple Valley's) in the MPD's traffic analysis, coupled with the
flawed methodology used in combining them, likely renders the results of that
analysis meaningless. The citizens were not the only persons concerned about traffrc.
The Cities of Maple Valley and Auburn, King County, WSDOT and the SEPA
Appellants also had serious concerns about traffic impacts and the modeling used by
Black Diamond, in particular the choice of a regional model to predict local impacts
and the existence of several methodological inconsistencies in the assumptions
employed to arrive at a description of project impacts.

As background to this discussion, Parametrix (the City's traffic engineer for the
FEIS) used the regional transportation model prepared by the Puget Sound Regional
Council (PSRC) along with a version of the Black Diamond local transportation
model updated to include projects in the City's 2025 Transportation Plan. John
Perlic, who lead the Parametrix traffic analysis, testified that Parametrix used the
PSRC model because it would demonstrate regional impacts better than the local
Black Diamond model. His firm used the local Black Diamond model because many
new roads will be constructed as part of this project and local project impacts within
Black Diamond could not be assessed without using the local model.

The City of Maple Valley challenged the use of the PSRC model noting it had several
deficiencies for use as an indicator of the local impacts in Maple Valley, the nearest
city to Black Diamond. Maple Valley's representative, Dr. Janarthanan, noted the
PSRC model is calibrated to predict regional traffic on major facilities such as I-5 and
SR 167. It is not meant for use at the local level. Dr. Janarthanan noted Parametrix
did not validate the model for use in the Black Diamond area or prove that the PRSC
model could be used to accurately predict existing traffic. Dr. Janarthanan testified
the transportation analysis zones in the PSRC model are not sufficiently detailed in
this area and do not include all local roads and land uses. He also noted the use of the
PSRC failed to identify any regional impacts outside of Maple Valley.
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The City of Maple Valley argued that the Maple Valley model is a finer grained,
locally comprehensive model that has been calibrated for use in the entire study area.

They argued the project should have used the Maple Valley model to predict the local
project impacts and required mitigation measures.

Mr. Perlic testified the Maple Valley model had many deficiencies for use including
its assumptions about external trips and its inconsistent impact and mitigation trends.
The Maple Valley model understated project impacts in some places and overstated
them in others compared to the PRSC model. He also noted Maple Valley's impacts
and mitigation assumptions were based on an inconsistent methodology that blended
the PSRC model's trip generation with the Maple Valley trip distribution and
assignment phases.

Throughout the testimony, experts described inconsistent methodological
assumptions in each of the two models. Maple Valley and Mr. Tilghman both
testifred that Parametrix had used an inappropriate straight line projection to
determine future background traffic growth. Both argued local land use assumptions
should have been considered. Mr. Nolan from King County and Maple Valley
testified that both funded and unfunded transportation projects should have been
considered. Mr. Nolan, Mr. Pazooki and Mr. Tilghman all testified that safety
concerns and queuing issues should have been considered in greater detail. Mr.
Dixon and Mr. Tilghman both expressed the need for an expanded mode split
analysis. Mr. Tilghman testified that a project of this size should have its own
transportation model, not a hybrid of other models.

RESPONSE: Black Diamond and Maple Valley each made very compelling
arguments that the traffic model of the other was deficient. The record is clear that
neither model is optimally suited to predict traffic impacts for the Black Diamond
community. The MPD, when completed, will have the effect of introducing the
traffic of a new, small city to south King County. This scale of development justifies
the creation of a project specific transportation demand model that accounts for all
existing and planned local land uses, is validated for local traffic, contains an
appropriately fine grained transportation analysis zone network, considers existing
peak hour factors, considers both funded and unfunded transportation improvements
that coincide with the build out timeframe for the project, considers safety concerns,
attempts to preserve the rural Heritage Corridor, provides a realistic mode split
analysis for both transit and non-motorized uses and determines a reasonably accurate
internal trip capture rate. Therefore, the project applicant will be required to create a

new transportation model that incorporates all the controls identifred above and
subject that model to peer review and periodic updates.

For both traffrc and noise, the Examiner recommends that added mitigation be added
to the project either through the development agreement or processed as a major
amendment to the MPD. Traffic and noise mitigation should go through one of those
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processes to provide the public an opportunity to comment on the new mitigation.
Although mandating an MPD amendment might arguably violate the one hearing rule
of the Regulatory Reform Act, Chapter 36.708 RCW, the ApplicantT and other
parties may find this to be the best option to avoid further litigation. If the new
mitigation is processed through a development agreement, Maple Valley and other
interested parties may feel compelled to filb a judicial appeal to the MPD because

their appeal rights may not be entirely preserved by waiting for the results of the
MPD process.

C. Green Valley Road. Ten residents (four in written testimony) objected
to the prospect of increased traffic on Green Valley Road, which is not amenable to
heavy traffic due to its narrowness, winding route, propensity for closure due to slides
and flooding, and its designation as a protected Heritage Corridor. It is also an
agricultural road, one resident noted; she said she had witnessed several near-
accidents involving speeding traffrc and farm equipment. She said she also had had
several close encounters of her own with vehicles while walking her horse along the
road. This resident also voiced concerns about constructing schools in the area,

noting potential problems with increased traffic and water runoff from the schools'
parking lot, sidewalks and flat-roofed buildings.

Finding of Fact ("FOF") No. 14 of the TV FEIS contains additional information on
Green Valley Road impacts.

RESPONSE: As noted in the discussion on rural character, care must be taken when
imposing conditions to mitigate impacts that are subjective in nature. The record is
fairly clear, however, that Green Valley Road is a unique transportation facility that
could potentially be severely impacted by increased traffic. MPD Ex. 108 contains a

detailed discussion on the historical and aesthetic significance of this community
resource. The combination of a narrow, windy road with its heavy use by bicyclists
and farm animals and equipment does not make it amenable to significant increases in
traffic both from a safety and a user standpoint. Safety concerns were not just raised

by lay people, but by the traffic experts of King County government as well. King
County's designation of the road as a Heritage Conidor supports the conclusion that
the road has aesthetic and cultural signifrcance that can be impaired by additional
traffic. These factors justify a study of traffic impacts and recommended mitigation
to provide for safety and compatibility between the varied uses of Green Valley Road.
The study should include an analysis of measures designed to discourage and/or

7 Chapter 36.708 RCW requires local land use codes to provide for only one hearing
per application. Although this requirement has benefits to all parties in the land use

process, it is primarily designed to protect the Applicant from the delays and expense
of multiple hearings. This is why the Applicant is specifically mentioned as a party
who should buy off on the concept.
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prevent MPD traffrc from utilizing the road, such as the installation of traffic calming
devices.

D. Schools. Two representatives from the Enumclaw School District, as

well as an attorney representing the District, a PTA representative, and th¡ee local
residents testified on the need for the MPDs to account for the construction of enough
new schools and related facilities. The District's schools are already at or over
capacity, the school officials said. In written testimony, two Green Valley Road-area
residents pointed to the negative impacts of locating new schools along the road,
including increased traffic, vandalism and water runoff. This runoff may exacerbate
the road's already frequent mudslide blockages, they said. Also in written testimony,
one resident noted an admonition from King County to keep schools inside the Black
Diamond city limits, contrasting it with what he termed a "trial balloon" to move
some schools to the Green Valley Road area, outside city limits. He said such a move
would be a way for YarrowBay to increase the amount of developable land within the
city, thereby boosting profits and creating more crowding. Others questioned
whether the costs of school-district growth would fall on the backs of Enumclaw
School District residents. Finally, one resident wrote that the proposed location of a
new high school near Lake Sawyer Regional Park was too close to existing schools
and would result in significant traffic problems in the area, and another noted that
some schools were not within walking distance of the students they would serve,
exacerbating traffic problems and violating existing school siting standards.

The Enumclaw School District also submitted a letter, MPD Exhibit 14, detailing the
District's interest in adequate school mitigation. Overall the written comments
supported the analysis and mitigation of the FEIS. The District expressed
disagreement with DEIS comments submitted by the Applicant that asserted that the
land requirements for schools should be set by state minimum standards and that
projected enrollment methodology was not suited to the long term development of the
MPD projects. The Applicant did not provide a written rebuttal to these comments.
The District and the Applicant have been involved in extensive negotiations on a
school mitigation agreement. According to FOF l8 of the staff report, the latest draft
is satisfactory to the District.

The TV FEIS has additional comments on school impacts, mostly related to impacts
associated with construction and operation of the schools.

RESPONSE: As noted in the TV FEIS, impacts associated with school construction
and operation (beyond those already addressed in the TV FEIS) are more
appropriately defened to the time of development permit review. Only at that time
will there be sufficient information to accurately assess and mitigate impacts. As
further elaborated in the TV FEIS, defenal of this analysis will not result in less

effective mitigation or deprive the decision makers of the opportunity to make a
reasoned choice amongst alternatives, given that some traffic and other pertinent
impacts of schools are addressed in the TV FEIS.
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The District is correct that its capital facilities plan ("CFP") identifies acreage
requirementss for new schools. See, Ex. 14, afiacñed Ex. A, p. 15. However, the
CFP, at least as appended to Ex. 14, fails to identify an explanation/justification for
the acreage requirements. Without more information, the acreage requirements set by
Enumclaw may not satisfy due process requirements, which require some reasonable
justification for the amount of mitigation requested. See, Isla Verde Intern Holdings,
Inc. v City of Camas, 146 Wn.2d 740 (2002). It is also recognized that the acreage

requirements in the CFP are used to calculate school impact fees and are not
necessarily intended to serve as minimum site standards for the construction of all
schools. For this reason, the acreage standard can be applied in a flexible manner.

Although the District's acreage standard may still require some justification, it is the
most suitable standard provided in the record because it is incorporated into the City's
comprehensive plan. FOF 17 of the staff report notes that the CFP has been adopted
into the City's comprehensive plan. BDMC 18.98.010(M) provides that a purpose of
the master plan regulations is to implement the City's comprehensive plan. BDMC
I 8.98.080(A)( I 9) requires that

...ftJhe number and sizes of sites shall be designed to accommodate
the total number of children that will reside in the MPD through full
build out, using school sizes based upon the applicable school
district's adopted standard....

Interestingly, the size of the "school" must be based upon adopted District standards

but not expressly the size of the 'osite." However, the regulations must be read to
implement the City's comprehensive plan, which adopts the District's acreage
requirements. The District's acreage requirements should be applied to the project,
unless the District is unable to provide the justification required by the Isla Verde

case or it can be shown that a smaller site will meet the District's needs.

Even though, as previously süated, the District approves of the latest draft of the
school mitigation agreement, MPD Ex. 194, the acreages proposed by the agreement
are less than that specified in the District's CFP. The agreement assigns l0 usable
acres for the elementary schools, 15 for the middle schools and 40 for the high
school. MPD Ex. 194, p. 3. The District's CFP provides that elementary schools
need 15 acres, middle schools 25 and high schools 40. The record does not contain

8 It ruy be more appropriate to identis the acreage amounts as "needs" as opposed to "requirements."
The acreage requirements are specified in a table identifying the cost basis for school impact fees.

Presumably the acreage amounts were based upon what the District determined to be necessary to
accommodate its schools needs, since impact fees must only be used for facilities that are needed to
serve new growth. 

^See 
RCW 82.02.050(lXb). If the District can reasonably justify this need, it can

impose it as a minimum standard for mitigation as contemplated in the Isla Verde case, discussed infra.
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an explanation for the disparities between the City's acreage standards and those

contained within the agreement.

On the issue of the accuracy of enrollment projections, the District provides a

reasonable justification for the methodology employed, pointing out that the
methodology is consistent with recognized practice. The District provides examples
in the Marysville and Mount Vernon school districts where the methodology was

used for 15-year enrollment projection studies. See, Ex. 14, p. 4.

On the issue of the location of schools, it is correct that the schools must be located
within 'owalkable" distances of residential areas. BDMC 18.98.080(1)(14) provides
that school sites oomust meet the walkable school standard set forth in the

comprehensive plan." There is no specific "walkable" standard expressed in the
comprehensive plan. However, pp. l-10 of the comprehensive plan provides as

follows:

The creation of a pedestrian friendly environment is central to the
success of the City's plan, and will be implemented by the plan's
concept of the o'ten-minute walk" The goal is for 80% of City
residents have no more than a 0.50-mile walk from a cluster of
commercial services, employment, or access to transit.

The half-mile distance is consistent with the maximum distance one would expect a

child to walk to school. The proximity of schools to residential areas is not just
driven by the need to accommodate school children. Comprehensive Plan CF-14,
under School Objectives and Policies, encourages the use of joint-use agreements for
school facilities. This recognizes that school facilities can be used by the surrounding
community for recreational and other activities. Of all the facilities that would be

subject to the City's "ten-minute walk" goal, schools would certainly on the short list
of facilities subject to the standard.

Synthesizing the information above, the MPDs should be conditioned to provide that
the Applicant will pay its proportionate share of school mitigation, based upon the
acreage requirements and population projections of the District's CFP. All schools

shall also be located within a half-mile walk of residential areas. The acreages

identified in the CFP may be reduced to the extent they are not necessary to
accommodate projected school needs.

E. Use of Lake Sawyer Park for School Mitigation. Four residents objected
to the use of Lake Sawyer Regional Park for high school athletic fields, as proposed

in the school mitigation agreement, Ex. 194. They presented a petition with over 300
signatures opposing the joint use. Ex. 112. This agreement comes at an effective cost
to taxpayers, they said, while allowing YarrowBay to escape the full costs of
development and adding to traffic problems in the Green Valley Road area; it is also
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unfair to members of the public (who have paid for the park) to give the schools
priority use of the property, one speaker noted.

RESPONSE: A school mitigation agreement has not yet been signed. How the City
of Black Diamond chooses to manage the use of its parks is also arguably outside the
scope of the MPD applications. Ultimately, the conditions of approval recommended
for school mitigation adequately address school impacts at this stage of review and
the contents of an unsigned school mitigation agreement is not ripe or gennane to this
review. Further, since Comprehensive Plan Policy CF-14 encourages joint use of
school facilities, it is reasonably possible that the construction of schools will actually
create a net increase in recreational facilities by the public use of the new school
facilities. Since approval of the agreement is a Council action that is separate from
the MPD process, the Council and citizens are free to discuss the use of Lake Sawyer
Park for school purposes outside of the MPD hearing process. See RCW 42.36.020.
Concerned citizens should make sure their petition gets to the Council before the
agreement is signed and that their issues are addressed.

F. Fiscal impacts. Sixteen residents (five in written testimony) raised the
prospect that additional taxes may be imposed to support infrastructure needs that
they say the developers would not pay for, such as road improvements, added school
costs, the need for an increase in police and fire personnel/facilities, sewer services
and wastewater management facilities. Several noted provisions in the city code that
requires new development to pay for itself and that there be no adverse fiscal impacts
from developments to the city. A few residents addressed the potential economic
failure of the projects, particularly the planned retail component, raising the specter of
unsold homes and empty storefronts. In written testimony, one resident noted that the
MPD's fiscal analysis fails to incorporate impacts on the city's special funds
(police/frre, water/sewer, roadsþarks), asking how these impacts will be funded: what
happens if future levies, assumed to pass in the analysis, do not succeed; and if that
occurs what would be the impact on the city's general fund. She said the analysis
also overstates initial tax revenues. She also urged special attention be given the
project's phasing, noting that early construction of high-density, multi-family housing
units would front-load demands on city police and fire services and the schools.

Mike Whipple, the Applicant's fiscal expert, provided written comment regarding the
divergent results reached by the Applicant's fiscal impact analysis (*FIA") and that
adopted into the TV FEIS. See MPD Ex. 124. The FEIS FIAs determined that the
Lawson Hills MPD would have a positive fiscal impact and the Villages a negative
fiscal impact, with the Villages MPD reaching a million dollar annual deficit by 2030.
Id. at p. 4, TV FEIS, pp. 3-95. Mr. Whipple's analysis found that the fiscal impacts
for both MPDs would be positive. MPD Ex.I24, p. 4. As reflected in the TV FEIS,
pp. 3-96, Mr. Whipple noted that slight changes in assumptions can lead to differing
results in the fiscal impact analysis. The primary differences in assumptions appear
to concern retail sales and housing values. The EIS fiscal impact analysis (*FIA")
assumes $152 retail sales per square foot, which Mr. Whipple wrote is significantly
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below the average for retail sales and is not supported by any market study. Mr.
Whipple based his retail sales estimates upon the lower end of estimates prepared

utilizing the Urban Land Institutes' "Dollars and Cents of Shopping Centers, 2002"
and"2007 Retail Taxable Sales Estimates" prepared by HDL Companies.

For housing values, Mr. Whipple assumed that single-family homes would sell for
$420,000 and multi-family homes for $150,000. Mr. Whipple stated these housing
values were based upon current market studies, although he did not mention whether
these studies were conducted before the recent downtum in real estate sales. The EIS
FIA assumes a $354,000 value for single-family homes and a $125,000 value for
multi-family units, based upon house sales in Black Diamond four to ftve years ago.

It is interesting to note that even though the City commissioned its own FIA for the
EIS, it also subjected that FIA to peer review by Parametrix in a "sensitivity
analysis." Parametrix employed the methodology of both Mr. Whipple and the FEIS
FIA to determine what would happen under four scenarios: (l) adjusting housing
values; (2) assuming all parks maintained by an HOA; (3) assuming all streets

maintained by an HOA; and (4) reducing police costs (the DEIS incorrectly
calculated the number of new police officers needed; it is unclear if this effor was
remedied for the FEIS). Parametrix made these changes to assess both short- and
long-term impacts on each MPD individually and cumulatively. Under each scenario,
Parametrix found a net positive fiscal impact, although the amount of the change in
anticipated housing values was not identified.

RESPONSE: The primary difference in the models used by the Applicant and for the
FEIS are the assumptions made about future housing values and commercial activity
for the City of Black Diamond over the next 15 years. In having to choose between
one FIA over another, the Council essentially is asked to determine which FIA more
accurately predicts the performance of the economy for Black Diamond during that
time. [t's fair to conclude that predicting the economy is an impossible task, or at least
beyond the capabilities of current economic science. Neither study makes any
assumptions or employs any methodology that could be considered unreasonable or
excessively self-serving. The FIAs only serve as a general guide to economic impacts,
and those impacts must be considered inconclusive given the limitations of predicting
economic performance fifteen years in advance.

Although the FIAs cannot provide a high degree of accuracy on economic impacts,
there are a couple factors that put the City in a good position to assure frscal neutrality.

First, the Applicant has agreed to a condition that will make it responsible for any
fiscal shortfalls projected after each phase of development. The Applicant proposes

the following condition:

The applicant shall be responsible for addressing any projected city
fiscal shortfall that a frscal analysis, prepared at each phase, shows is a
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result of the Villages MPD. The exact terms and process for
performing the fiscal analysis and evaluating fiscal impacts shall be

outlined in the Development Agreement, and shall include a specific
*MPD Funding Agreement," which shall replace the existing City of
Black Diamond Staff and Facilities Funding Agreement.

Given that the TV FEIS predicts an annual yearly shortfall of one million dollars per

year, it will be interesting to see how the Applicant would address the shortfall if it is
projected to occur for perpetuity. The Applicant is a limited liability corporation, and

if it were indeed'ostuck with the bill," there would be little incentive for it to continue
its existence. The same will probably hold true for any "Master Developer" made

responsible for the project. It is also of concern that both the Villages and Lawson
Hills MPD proposals may only build residences in the first phases of development.
Seø Villages and Lawson Hills MPD Applications, Chapter 9. As noted in the ECS

11116109 memo (Ex. J to the TV FEIS), single-family residential developments
typically produce deficits. It's likely that the first phases of MPD development will
produce deficits if those phases are limited to residential development.

The second factor that helps assure fiscal neutrality is the sensitivity analysis

conducted by Parametrix. As previously discussed, Parametrix determined under both
FIAs that measures such as HOA ownership and maintenance of roads and/or parks
would result in a net positive fiscal impact. Consequently, it is reasonable to conclude
that any long term projected shortfalls could be addressed by privatizing
infrastructure. Combining Applicant responsibility with the options of privatization
provides reasonable assurance that the projects will not have an adverse fiscal impact
upon the current residents of Black Diamond.

The Applicant's recommended condition will be combined with that of the staffls. As
recommended by staff a fiscal analysis will be required five years into the project
when it is likely that the Applicant's development is mostly residential and hence

impacts may be most severe. In order to ensure that the MPD does not lower staffing
levels of service as required by BDMC 18.98.050(AX5), the fiscal impacts condition
will also require that the projects generate sufficient revenues to maintain required
staffing levels.

G. Water. Most of the concerns cited the potential negative effects of the

developments on 1) water availability (several residents were concerned that the wells
and springs that supply their property would become unusable during the summer); 2)
water quality, including the potential pollution of local wells and particularly the

negative impacts of added runoff and pollutants to nearby Rock Creek and Lake
Sawyer (a concern specifically mentioned by 17 residents at the hearings and 18

others in written testimony; frequently at issue was the potential eutrophication of the

lake resulting from increased phosphorous levels); 3) the potential failure of septic

systems; and 4) the potential for flooding of properties, already a problem at times,
caused by the increase in impervious surfaces to the area. In written testimony,
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several residents questioned the adequacy of stormwater and wastewater facilities
identified in the MPD.

RESPONSE: As discussed at length in the FEIS adequacy decisions, Lake Sawyer
water quality issues were the biggest area of concern regarding MPD impacts.
Phosphorous from the stormwater runoff of development can result in blue-green
algae blooms, which in turn can result in the release of toxins, closure of beaches,

aesthetic blight through production of a green surface scum and harm to endangered
fish. The saving grace for the MPDs was a V/ashington State Department of Ecology
determination that development will not violate water quality standards if they are

subjected to the 2005 DOE Stormwater Manual and the Cíty continues to implement a
water quality monitoring program in conjunction with implementation projects within
the Lake Sawyer watershed, The DOE Lake Sawyer Water Quality Implementation
Plan, Ex. H-9, identifìes the measures that the City and other organizations should be

implementing to protect water quality. In negotiation of the development agreement,
the City Council may wish to consider requiring the Applicant to participate, in a

proportionate manner, in some of the watershed-wide implementation measures and,

in particular, in the monitoring of Lake Sawyer water quality. The Applicant has also
proposed a condition requiring HOA covenants to prohibit car washing on driveways
and use of phosphorous fertilizers in common areas. This condition has been
included in the recommended conditions of approval.

Mr. Rothschilds, one of the members of the public who testified on water quality
issues, has been intimately involved with Lake Sawyer water quality issues for
eighteen years and has a master's degree in mechanical engineering. He raised some
compelling concerns over phosphorous impacts to Rock Creek that had not been
discussed during the SEPA appeals. Mr. Rothschilds' testimony prompted the
Applicant's to file a rebuttal declaration by Dr. Kindig, which detailed that Mr.
Rothchilds had not considered the impacts of additional flows from development in
his estimates of Rock Creek phosphorous concentrations. In the declaration, Ex. 121,

Dr. Kindig established that the resulting phosphorous concentrations after the build
out of both MPDs would be 0.026 milligrams/L. There is no evidence in the record to
suggest that these concentrations would be adverse to Rock Creek.

Another issue related to water impacts concerned the flooding of Lake Sawyer. Jack
Sperry shared photos and others shared concern over past flood events. Alan Fure
submitted a declaration in response to these concerns, Ex. I23. Mr. Fure provided a
compelling analysis that the added stormwater generated by the MPDs would not
make a significant difference in the quantity of water that reaches Lake Sawyer
during storm events. As noted in his declaration, the developed areas of the MPDs
only take up 4o/o of the Lake Sawyer watershed. A little more than a third (3261922

acres) of the MPD developments are within the Lake Sawyer watershed. Using the
volumes generated by the January 7,2009, flooding events, the MPDs would add an

additional depth of 1.85 inches to the storm event. As noted by Mr. Fure, in actual
practice it would take several days for all of the water from a storm event to reach
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Lake Sawyer from the MPDs. The MPD does not serve as a significant flood threat
to Lake Sawyer properties.

As to concerns about whether stormwater in general will be properly controlled by
the MPDs, the MPDs will be governed by the 2005 DOE stormwater manual. This is
the standard for stormwater control legislatively adopted by the City Council, and

there is no evidence to suggest that this manual is inadequate. Low-impact
development techniques are also proposed and are recommended conditions of
approval, which will also significantly mitigate stormwater impacts. As noted in the

staff report, the MPD project site contains permeable soils that are amenable to low-
impact development techniques.

As to water availability, the Water Supply and Facilities Funding Agreement
(WSFFA) (Exhibit 9) dated August lI, 2003, provides for water supply through
major property owner upgrades of the Black Diamond water system, including
upgrades to the city springs and delivery of city spring water to Black Diamond and

the purchase of new water supply from the City of Tacoma with a requirement for
reimbursement by credits on future capital facility charges. The project has also

been designed, generally through infiltration systems and circumvention of wetlands,

to avoid any risk of adverse impact to private wells and springs that could be affected
by the Villages MPD, as established in the AESI reports in Appendix D to the TV
FEIS. There is no evidence to suggest that the use of these water sources will impact
or impair existing water rights of other residents.

H. Tree Removal. Seven speakers and six writers objected to the prospect of
large-scale tree removal, noting that local trees both serve as a windbreak during
severe weather events, affect the water table, and have great aesthetic value. One

person testified that removal of too many trees would attract tornados.

RESPONSE: Many of the comments on tree retention were prompted from the

Applicant's request for waivers to the City's tree preservation ordinance, Chapter
19.30 BDMC. However, the Applicant has now agreed to comply with the ordinance.

^See 
MPD Ex. I14, p. 21. The tree preservation ordinance has a comprehensive

replacement program for trees that are removed, excepting properties that have 40%o

open space. See BDMC 19.30.070. The City's tree preservation ordinance sets the

standard for tree protection in Black Diamond and is sufficient to protect the

community from the removal of trees.

I. Construction Noise. The construction noise issue was of particular
concern to residents living near the proposed construction areas; they noted that
mitigations were essential given the prospect of sustained noise levels in excess of 90

dB. These residents also requested limitations on construction hours, e.9., I a.m. to 5

p.m. Monday through Friday with no work on weekends. Six persons raised

concerns about noise. Noise was addressed in detail in the FEIS, where expert
testimony was assessed.
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RESPONSE: As discussed in the TV FEIS, the issue of noise was only addressed in
one of the SEPA appeals and was limited to three properties. There are no such
constraints on noise impacts under the MPD criteria and noise impacts can be

assessed project wide. As identified in the FEIS, the duration of construction noise is
something that has not been adequately addressed for the MPDs. Noise standards,
such as DOE regulations, typically exempt construction activities from noise
requirements. However, the build out for the MPDs is anticipated to be 15 years.

Given the length of this build out, it is likely that there is nothing temporary about
construction noise impacts in some areas. As discussed in the TV FEIS, of particular
concern is the extensive grading proposed by the Applicant, which could conceivably
result in years of truck traffic on some roads.

For the reasons above, additional noise study will be required to identify long term
noise impacts. Long term noises will be subject to the noise standards of Chapter
173-60 WAC where they will not qualify for the construction noise exemption.
Mitigations may include rerouting truck traffic, sound barriers and/or soundproof
windows. The additional noise study shall identify the minimum duration for "long
term" noises by reference to professionally accepted standards or regulations from
other agencies. The Examiner anticipates that any period exceeding a few months
will qualify as "long term." The noise study consultant shall be hired and report to
the City at the expense of the Applicant. As with traffic impacts, the resulting
analysis and mitigation shall be processed as an MPD amendment or integrated into
the development agreement so that the public will have further opportunity to
comment and the parties will have an opportunity to appeal.

J. Wildlife. Seventeen speakers and t6 others in written testimony
expressed concern about the effect on local wildlife and their migration routes.
Several of these testimonies listed a variety of species seen from the speakers' own
homes. Nearly all expressed fears that the developments would diminish the
creatures' food sources, their protective cover, their general well being, and the size
or presence of local populations. Others noted that when natural corridors of travel for
the animals are disrupted, some might create their own routes through yards or more
highly populated areas, creating hazards for the animals and for vehicles.

RESPONSE: Wildlife impacts are addressed at length in the FEIS. As testified by
the SEPA Appellants' wildlife expert, wildlife impacts are an inevitable impact of
development and the only way to completely mitigate them is to provide for a one to
one replacement of lost habitat with new habitat. Of course, most development could
not proceed under these conditions and it's unlikely that any such requirement would
be considered reasonable by a reviewing court. The Villages MPD proposes to retain
33.5% of the project area in open space, a large portion of which will serve as a
wildlife corridor. This open space retention is a relatively large set-aside for any
development project. The Applicant's wildlife expert testifred that these corridors
are of suffrcient width to provide for wildlife migration and the Examiner agrees with
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that analysis. Significantly, the record also establishes that there is no threatened,
endangered or otherwise protected species that has habitat within the project area.

K. Trails and Parks. Seven residents expressed the need for the developments
to include adequate open spaces, parks and trails. Several noted the vision articulated
in YarrowBay's promotional materials and on the city's own website of a growth plan
centered around these features. Another speaker voiced concerns about the option for
the developer to make cash payments to the City in lieu of soccer fields, play areas

and trails. Such an affangement would not work for a project of this size, she said.

RESPONSE: The Villages MPD exceeds the amount of parks required by the 2008
Black Diamond Parks, Recreation and Open Space Plan. Double the neighborhood
and community parks are provided and the number of packet parks meets the
standard. The phasing plan proposed by the Applicant requires park construction at
various stages of specified occupancy. See TY and LH MPD App. p. 9-10. This
timing is contrary to BDMC 18.98.080(AXaXa), which requires that all park
improvements be completed prior to any occupancy or final site or plat approval,
whichever occurs first. The timing of on-site trails and other recreational facilities
other than parks is governed by p. 9-3 of the MPD applications, which generally
require that they must be built prior to occupancy. This requirement does not apply to
off-site trails. The project will be conditioned to clarify that off-site trails and
recreational facilities may be required as a condition of phased development as

authorized by law to mitigate the impacts of a particular phase. This condition will
enable the City to require off-site trail improvements and connections to facilitate the
immediate integration of each phase into an area-wide trail network. The project will
also be conditioned to require that parks that serve new development will be

constructed prior to any occupancy or final site or plat approval as required by
BDMC 18.98.080(AX4Xa). The project is also conditioned to allow the City to make
the determination of when cash in lieu of improvements will be accepted.

L. Wetlands. Three speakers noted the potential threats the developments
might pose to area wetlands. Dan Streiffert, president of the King County Sierra Club,
said that there are a number of wetlands within the boundaries of the two
developments. Many of these areas, he said, would be negatively impacted by
changes in water infiltration and water runoff. He added that wetlands are a vital part
of the ecosystem of the Green River watershed, its fish and its wildlife. The impacts
on this watershed from the developments could be irreversible, he argued.

RESPONSE: Chapter 19.10 BDMC comprehensively and adequately addresses all
impacts to wetlands. The AESI reports in Appendix D to the FEIS of both MPD
applications establishes that the MPDs have been designed to avoid disrupting
infiltration to wetlands.

M. Greenhouse Gases.

increase in greenhouse gases

{ PAO788 I 92. DOC; I \ I 3049.090000\ }
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traffic and tree removal. According to Dan Streiffert, president of the King County
Sierra Club, massive amounts of additional traffic will impinge upon the already
clogged major roads. He questioned how such an increase could meet the intent of the
transportation concurrency requirements of the Washington State Growth
Management Act. The greenhouse gas emissions calculations use tables supplied by
King County, he said, but grossly underestimate the amount of emissions by using an

average vehicle miles traveled, VMTs, as input to the spreads, noting that commuters
from Black Diamond to major employers in King and Pierce counties will likely have
round trip distances that will exceed greatly exceed the Washington state average of
EISs. The YarrowBay MPDs alone will have a significant impact on King County
greenhouse gas emissions, he asserted.

Two other speakers argued that the amount of tree removal called for in the MPDs
would reduce the local ecosystem's ability to scrub the air of the gases that cause

global warming. One noted that while, in her opinion, most of the figures offered by
the developer for both public and Council consideration grossly underestimate the
amount of greenhouse gases the developments would generate, even they offer up the
figure of 1l metric tons of gas emissions at full build-out. This does not take into
account the developer's request for an exemption from the City of Black Diamond's
tree ordinance. She added that proposed limits on greenhouse gas emissions would
likely be enacted in King County, if not statewide, before the YarrowBay project is
complete. It is important that consideration to following such proposed guidelines be
given now, she said, not once the trees are gone and the pollution is here.

RESPONSE: Impacts and mitigation of greenhouse gases was addressed in the
Lawson Hills FEIS. The Lawson Hills FEIS discussion on greenhouse gases is
incorporated by this reference as if set forth in full.

N. Mine Hazards. Two speakers cited the danger of building on top of
the area's many abandoned mines, with their potential to create sinkholes and to
release poisonous gases. One speaker raised the question of whether developers
would be required to disclose to future homebuyers that their properties were located

above abandoned mines, and whether all of these mines had been charted. Another
speaker noted the danger of locating a schòol over the mine area, as called for in
development plans.

Jim Johnson of Golder Associates, on behalf of the Applicant, testified in writing
regarding area mine hazards. His conclusions were: that a proposed school site is
located adjacent to rather than within a mine hazard area: that there are no known
unmitigated mine openings on the Lawson Hills or Villages sites; that no explosive
gas was detected during tests on five of six locations in Lawson Hills and only a
minimal level was found at one other test site, and consequently there was no risk of
explosion from methane gas associated with the coal seam that lies under Lawson
Hills; and that the sinkholes that presently exist in the Lawson Hills area either have

been or, in two cases, must be adequately mitigated under the Black Diamond SAO.
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He also noted that trails and passive recreational areas are planned within severe mine
hazard areas in Lawson Hills. These planned uses are appropriate, he said, and risks
to recreational users can be mitigated by careful planning of recreational uses to avoid
the most severe hazard areas (directly over the surface crop of a coal seam) or by
mitigating the area by filling or bridging potential near-surface voids detected by
exploration.

RESPONSE: Mining hazards were addressed at length in the Lawson Hills FEIS
decision and that discussion is incorporated in this recommendation as if set forth in
full. The Lawson Hills MPD included low, moderate and severe mine hazard areas.
By contrast, the Villages MPD only includes a small number of low-hazard mine
areas. SeeTY FEIS, pp.4-15. As with the Lawson Hills mine hazard areas, the
City's Sensitive Areas Ordinance will ensure that these hazards will be sufficiently
addressed. A recommended condition of approval will require that buyers of property
sold in mine hazard areas execute a liability waiver to the City, accomplishing the
disclosure requested by one of the persons who commented on this issue.

O. Relationship between Council and Applicant. Five speakers and three
witers raised concerns about the apparent close relationship between the developer,
YarrowBay, and some members of the Black Diamond city council. They noted that
YarrowBay had' been paying the salaries of some city staff in relation to the
development, and that the decision-making process surrounding the project had often
not been open. One resident testified that, while citizens struggled to have their
voices heard by the city, the developers had unfettered access to city officials, even
encouraging them to lobby the state legislature to approve bills that would allow the
formation of capital facility districts, a measure that would be of potential fiscal
benefit to the developers. YarrowBay also argued successfully for code and
enforcement amendments that would facilitate the developments while giving former
city council member Geoff Bowie a construction contract while he was still on the
council and voting on the developer's requests, she said. The council has resisted
public input, she continued, while many codes, agreements and moratoriums were
made behind closed doors to the developer's benefit. In written testimony, she added
that many residents did not receive notification of meeting times and places, contrary
to city officials' claims. She also said SEPA official Steve Pilcher did not inform
citizens that they could appeal the FEIS if their environmental concerns went
unaddressed. The intent of the city's actions, she said, has been to permit only the
minimum public input required by law and to handle information at an individual
level rather than at a community level, to keep the council and the citizens separated
so that the developer could control the outcome. This lack of input was noted by four
other residents in their written testimonies.

RESPONSE: This issue is beyond the authority of the Examiner. However, several
people did comment on this issue so the Examiner wants to ensure that the Council
was made aware of it.
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P. Regional Participation. Several residents argued, orally and in writing,
that the planning process has not taken into account the impact of the developments
on suffounding areas, particularly in regard to increased traffic, nor had it included
the input of many regional stakeholders.

RESPONSE: As noted in the 4l|2ll0 hearing by John Perlic, the traffic analysis of
the EIS was subject to several scoping meetings, including individual meetings with
affected agencies. These scoping meetings were attended by several regional
stakeholders, including adjoining jurisdictions and state agencies. On the full range
of project impacts, comments on the DEIS and the comments submitted for the MPD
hearings evidence participation of several cities and agencies, including King County,
Auburn, Maple Valley, several state agencies and the Enumclaw School District. The
MPDs have had a full airing of impacts to all regional stakeholders.

V. CONCLUSIONS OF LA\ry

l. Authority of Examiner. BDMC 18.98.060(5) and (6) provide that the Hearing
Examiner shall hold a hearing and make a recommendation on MPD applications to
the City Council. As discussed in the TV FEIS, the hearing shall be consolidated
with any appeals on EIS adequacy.

2. Entitlement. [n MPD Ex. 16l, Dave Bricklin, attorney for the SEPA
appellants, argues that master plan approval is not an entitlement. In other words,
even if the MPDs satisfy all the permitting criteria, the Council is not mandated to
approve the application. The Examiner leaves it up to the City Attorney to advise the
Council as to whether the MPD process creates an entitlement. The Hearing
Examiner's recommendation for approval is solely based upon the determination that
the MPD applications meet applicable review criteria. Any recommendation beyond
that would just be based upon personal values and philosophy, which is solely within
the province of the elected representatives of Black Diamond.

3. Review Criteria. BDMC 18.98.060(6) requires the Examiner to base his
recommendation on the MPD on the approval criteria set forth in BDMC 18.98.080.
However, BDMC 18.98.080(AXl) requires compliance with all applicable
regulations. Consequently, the Examiner will assess compliance with all the
provisions of Chapter 18.98 BDMC as well as some fire code provisions that need to
be addressed at this stage of review. In numerous parts of the analysis reference will
be made to staff recommendations and determinations. These should be construed as

Examiner recommendations and determinations as well. The Examiner has retained
the reference to staff recommendations to ensure that credit for this extensive work is
given where it is due. Applicable criteria are quoted in bold italics with
corresponding Conclusions of Law assessing compliance. Factual findings within the
conclusions may also be made in the furtherance of avoiding duplication and
preventing the separation of important information in a confusing manner.
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BDMC 18.98.010(Ã): Establísh a public review processfor MPD applícatíons;

1. The MPDs have been subject to multiple environmental appeals, over 50 hours of
hearings and hundreds of written comments have been submitted. Members of the
public were given ten minutes each to testify. Although there were issues with the
compressed review period as discussed in the FEIS decisions, the public otherwise
was given ample opporhrnity to comment on the MPDs.

BDMC 18.98.010(B)z Establísh ø comprehensíve revíew process for clevelopment
projects occurring on parcels or combined parcels greater than eighty øcres ín síx,e;

2. The project comprises 1,196 acres and is, therefore, subject to the MPD review
process. The North Property (aka Parcel B), although approximately 80 acres in size
(and thus potentially eligible to be an MPD unto itselfl, is considered part of the
overall MPD. The MPD code allows a cornmercial area to be geographically
separated from the residential component via Section 18.98.030(C).

BDMC 18.98.010(C)z Presene pøssíve open space and wildlífe corrídors ín ø
coordínated manner whíle also preservíng usøble open space lands for the
enjoyment of the cíly's residents;

3. The project proposes to preserve amounts of open space as detailed on page 3-21
of the MPD application. They include a mix of passive and usable areas comprised of
sensitive areas such as wetlands and their associated buffers, trails, parks, and utilities
such as stormwater ponds. Figure 3-l of the MPD application shows a majority of
the areas dedicated to open space as a coordinated network. The vast majority of open
space will be maintained as sensitive areas (primarily wetlands and streams) and their
required buffers.

BDMC 18.98.010(D)t Allow olternøtíve, ínnovatíve forms of clevelopment ønd
encourage ímøgínatíve sìte and buíldíng desígn and development layout with the
íntent of retøiníng sígnilicantfeøtures of the natural envíronment;

4. Chapter 3 of the MPD application requests residential and commercial
development standards that allow for great flexibility in building design and
development layout. In terms of residential development, this includes a variety of
housing types at varying densities; alley-loaded lots; clustered residential centered on
common greens; and live/work units. However, it is not clear to what degree the
applicant intends to use these development forms, as the application indicates the
majority of single family lots will be 'ofront loaded," which is a typical suburban
residential development pattern.
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Live/work units are described on page 3-35 of the application materials, but their
potential location is not depicted on the Land Use Plan map contained in the

application. In researching other large master planned communities in the Puget

Sound (such as Issaquah Highlands), staff has found the viability of live/work units to
be limited. A proposed condition of approval is to require identification of specific
areas where these can be permitted be done as part of the Development Agreement or
through a future minor amendment to the MPD.

With the unavoidable exception of several road crossings, it appears that avoidance of
sensitive areas was a factor in the overall layout of this project. The land use

plan/constraints map overlay (Ex. CBD-2-11) shows the relationship between

sensitive areas and proposed development parcels. The application materials indicate
that the proposed Community Connector road and multiple parks are designed to
enhance views of Mt. Rainier.

Staff supports the concept of innovative design to meet the master planned

development purposes and objectives and expects to establish some of the street

design features in the Development Agreement and other infrastructure design

flexibility through the design deviation process already established within the Black
Diamond Engineering Design and Construction Standards.

BDMC 18.98.010(E): Allow tlexíbílíty in development standards and permitted
uses;

5. Chapter 3 of the MPD application proposes residential and commercial
development standards and uses that allow for flexibility in building design and

development layout. The commercial component of the MPD would be located on the

North Property (Parcel B) and in the northern portion of the Main Property. The
eastern portion of Parcel B is proposed as a high density residential use. The
remaining residential, schools, and parks components would occur on the Main
Property. In some cases, these proposed development standards differ from standards

applicable in the remainder of the City and would therefore be unique to these MPD
properties.

The project proposes th¡ee residential categories, MPD-L (l-8 du/ac), MPD-M (7-12

du/ac) and MPD-H (13-30 du/ac). (The minimum 1 unit per acre density proposed is
not consistent with the BDUGAA, past pre-annexation agreements, or the City's
Comprehensive Plan). A minimum density of 4 du/ac for residentialproperties will be

a reconìmended condition of approval. Chapter 3 of the application requests the

MPD "Master Developer" have the ability to propose to change the category of
individual residential development parcels as shown on the Figure 3-1 Land Use Plan.

The proposal includes the ability to adjust up or down one residential land use

category through an administrative review process (this would not apply to the l8-30
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dr¡/acre category). This would not allow an increase in the overall unit cap of 1,250.
The areas proposed for the highest residential densities (lS-30 du/ac) have been
depicted on the land use plan.

Staff finds that if the applicant requests to change the residential category of a
development parcel internal to the project, then an administrative process would be
appropriate. However, if a request is made to increase a residential category that
abuts the perimeter of the MPD, it is recommended that this change require a public
hearing process as a Major Amendment to the MPD. Additionally, staff is
recommending that a limitation be established to allow reclassification of
development parcels no more frequently than once per calendar year (consistent with
the allowance for Comprehensive Plan amendments).

While the applicant has proposed a wide variety of project-specific development
standards, there are several which staff does not support. Some of these areas are
identified and discussed under the "Functionally Equivalent Standards" portion of this
recommendation.

Staff recommends that consideration of a majority of the land use development
standards (table of allowed uses, setbacks, etc.) be deferred to the Development
Agreement. This will provide the opportunity for further discussions with the
applicant. There are several areas in which less stringent standards than required
elsewhere in the city are being sought, some of which are requested in the
functionally equivalent standards mentioned above. At this time, and until the
applicant provides greater certainty and clarity to the actual development proposed
for the site, staff does not find all of these requests to be justifiable. The amount of
flexibility being requested in the proposed project at this time - while the overall plan
is highly conceptual - does not result in a compelling reason to allow these different
standards. There are numerous staff concerns, including uses proposed to be
permitted in open space areas; a minimum 18' front yard setback to residential
garages (20' required by MPD Design Guidelines and in standard zones); inadequate
parking lot landscaping, resulting in less required landscaping than the city's
nonresidential zones; excessive allowance for compact parking stalls (65% vs.25Vo
elsewhere in the city); and insufficient required parking for commercial/retail uses (a
particular concern when Parcel B's location means it will be heavily oriented to
automobile trips).

City staff recognizes the advantages of flexibility and provides a mechanism for
exploring alternatives to the City's water, sewer, and storm water comprehensive plan
concepts. Staff and the applicant can resolve the large, overarching design issues and
establish some of the proposed functionally equivalent construction standards as part
of the Development Agreement. In addition to the flexibility of establishing
functionally equivalent standards as part of the Development Agreement, the
Engineering Design and Construction Standards contain an administrative deviation
process (section 1.3 of the standards) that does not require a showing of hardship.
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Any proposed deviation from standards must show comparable or superior design and
quality; address safety and operations; cannot adversely affect maintenance and
operation costs; will not adversely affect aesthetic appearance; and will not affect
future development or redevelopment. Most of the requested functionally equivalent
standards for streets and utilities can be addressed in the Development Agreement and
through this administrative deviation process.

Therefore, given the lack of detail and supporting information, staff cannot either
support blanket approval or deny the functionally equivalent standards related to
utilities and transportation at this phase of the approval process.

BDMC 18.98.010(F): Identìfy sígníJicant envíronmental ímpacts, and ensure
øpp rop riate mítígatíon ;

6. The MPDs have been subject to extensive and intensive environmental review.
The FEIS is supported by hundreds of pages of environmental analysis. The bulk of
the hearings on the MPDs was comprised of the testimony of numerous experts
addressing the appeals of the FEIS. Through this process several areas of
improvement have been identihed and additional mitigation will be incorporated into
the conditions of MPD approval. New conditions addressing traffrc and noise in
particular will help ensure that all impacts are fully addressed.

BDMC 18.98.010(G): Províde greøter certaínty about the chøracter ønd timing of
resídential and commercíøl development and populøtíon growth wíthín the cíty;

7. The project proposes a maximum of 4,800 units and 775,000 square feet of office
and commercial uses to be built out in three phases over a period of approximately 15

years. (It should be noted that the application includes several uses which are
typically considered to be industrial uses under the defrnition of 'ooffice"). Chapter 9
of the MPD application indicates the initial development focus would begin south of
Auburn-Black Diamond Road, followed later by development on the north side and
the commercial area of the proposed Lawson Hills MPD (North Triangle).
Development would progress outward from these areas, with the last area likely to be
the southeastern portion of The Villages site.

Chapter 3 of the MPD application contains design concepts that illustrate the
proposed character of development. Ch. 3 also describes a variety of housing types
anticipated to be built and proposes development standards that would apply
exclusively within the MPD. However, the level of detail of the MPD is basically
equivalent to a "subarea" plan, as the proposal does not include typical subdivision or
project layouts. The amount of flexibility requested in the proposed project and the
conceptual level (rather than project level) of detail makes it difficult to determine
what product type will be built where and when. In that regard, certainty about the
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character of residential development is not greater than otherwise provided through
standard zone classifications.

Project specific design standards will ultimately be incorporated into the
Development Agreement that could help ensure consistency in built products over
time. These design guidelines must comply with the Master Planned Development
Framework Design Standards and Guidelines adopted in June 2009.

ln order to provide greater certainty about the character of residential and commercial
development, staff is recommending that a target unit split (percentages of single
family and multifamily) and commercial use split (commercial, office and industrial)
be incorporated into the Development Agreement. Staff also recommends that all
commercial/offrce uses (other than home occupations) shall only occur on lands so

designated. (The proposed table of allowed uses indicates that limited commercial
could occur in areas designated for residential use).

BDMC f 8.98.010(H): Provìcle envíronmentølly s ustaínøble development;

8. The MPD application discusses implementation of low impact development (LID)
techniques, water conservation, clustering development and preserving open space.

Staff finds that given the soils on the Main Property (as described in Ch. 4 of the
FEIS) LID should have excellent potential. As a recommended condition of approval,
mechanisms shall be identified to integrate LID into the overall design of the MPD
for the benefrt of these resources. The MPD should be required to comply with codes
aimed at environmental protection such as the Sensitive Areas Ordinance and
mitigation measures derived from the FEIS designed to prevent the project from
having an adverse impact on the environment.

The project includes a number of design features (trails and bike lanes, inclusion of
schools within walkable distances to residential areas) that will facilitate non-
motorized travel within the Main Property. It is possible that some vehicle trips would
be reduced especially given the proximity of commercial uses to the residential
component of Parcel B and the Main Property's Town Center. Given the distance
between the remainder of the residential to the commercial on the Main Property it
will be necessary for a majority of these individuals to make vehicle trips to meet
most of their daily and weekly needs.

BDMC 18.98.010(I): Províde needed servíces and focílíties ín øn orderly,

Jiscølly responsíble manner;

9. Chapters 4-9 of the MPD application discuss transportation, parks, stormwater,
sewer, water and the project phasing plan. The applicant has proposed several cost
recovery mechanisms related to construction of improvements including local
improvement districts, latecomer agreements and other financing mechanisms such as

community facility districts (if authorized by proposed changes to State law). Ch. 9 of
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the MPD application describes these mechanisms and the timing of improvements in
more detail. A traffrc monitoring plan is mentioned on page 9-3. Staff is
recommending that a proactive rather than reactionary transportation monitoring plan
be established as part of the Development Agreement with a list of projects and
trigger mechanisms acceptable to the City. This will ensure that needed traffic
mitigation measures occur in conjunction with growth, rather than after a decline in
level of service. With the proposed phasing plan of supporting regional infrastructure
projects, along with various conditions contained herein, various additional studies
are completed and responded to and with a satisfactory implementing Development
Agreement, The Villages Master Planned Development can meet the requirement of
providing services and facilities in an orderly fiscally responsible manner.

In summer 2009, the applicant (through YarrowBay Holdings) requested a study of
the impact of the removal of the north south link across the Rock Creek wetland
connecting Abrams Ave. and the South Connector within The Villages project, and
also removing the Southeast Loop Connector in the Lawson Hills project. (Both of
these transportation links are depicted in the Transportation Plan element of the
Comprehensive Plan). The City hired the consulting firm of Parametrix to determine
the impact of the reduced network connections (Exhibit 13) and found that in order to
maintain the adopted level of service (LOS) standard, several lanes of travel would
have to be added to SR 169. The staff report incorporated these added lane
requirements to the conditions of approval. Due in part to the fact that there was no
assurance that WSDOT would agree to these improvements, the Applicant agreed to
drop the proposal to add lanes to SR 169 and instead more generalized conditions
were proposed by the Applicant and fine tuned by the City to require mitigation to be
in conformance with the Comprehensive Plan or to provide for functional
equivalency. The Examiner finds these conditions be acceptable, but does not want
to allow functional equivalency to be used to reconnect the Villages MPD to Green
Valley Road. This was a major source of public concern and the public was assured
this would not occur. Any reconnection must be processed as a major amendment to
the MPD.

BDMC f8.98.010(J): Promote economíc development and job ueøtìon ín the cíty;

10. The project has designated 67 acres for a maximum of 775,000 square feet of
commercial/office/industrial use. Chapter 3 of the MPD application describes these in
more detail. For clarification, the MPD application describes office uses as a broad
category including such things as general office, business support services, light
manufacturing, wholesaling and mini-storage. It is unknown what the ultimate mix of
uses may be. The Fiscal Analysis prepared for the project (Chapter 12 of the
application) appears to be predicated upon retail and office uses only. Appendix J of
the FEIS contains analysis on the amount of retail/office square footage to be
developed along with employment projections.
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In Table 3.4 of the application, uses are shown, including the proposed requirement of
a conditional use permit for locating a high school within certain land use

designations. Staff recommends that an updated frscal analysis be required for any
proposal to locate a high school within any lands designated on Figure 3-l (Land Use
Plan) for commercial/office/retail use.

The FEIS analysis estimated the number ofjobs to be created to not be sufficient to
meet the Comprehensive Plan's job creation goals. Their potential earning potential is
also unknown. If a significant number of jobs is in the retail and service sector,

housing affordability becomes a significant issue. Staff is recommending a condition
of approval to require the applicant to provide housing at prices affordable to
potential future employees to help provide opportunities for individuals to both work
and live in the community.

Several of the uses included in the proposed definition of "office" are usually
categorized as light industrial (such as wholesaling, distillery, research and

technology) and are therefore referred to as such in this staff report. Staffls
recommendation is that a distinct land use category be created to recognize these

potential uses or alternatively, that the category be renamed to properly indicate the

range of potential uses. Alternatively, the potential of these uses could be eliminated
from the proposal. A recommended condition of approval is to require that areas

intended to have light industrial uses be identified on the Land Use Map that is made
part of the Development Agreement.

BDMC 18.98.010(K): Creøte víbrant míxed-use neíghborhoods, wíth ø bølance of
ho us íng, employme nt, c ívíc and recreatío nal opportunities ;

11. The commercial component of the MPD would be located on the North Property
(Parcel B) and in the northern portion of the Main Property. The eastern portion of
Parcel B is proposed as a high density residential use. The remaining residentïal,
schools, and parks components would occur on the Main Property.

Chapter 3 of the MPD application describes a variety of housing types including
detached single family, duplex, triplex, quadplexes, townhouses, cottages, and

stacked flats. With the exception of stacked flats, which are described as a possible
housing type within the high-density category, all other types could be built within
areas designated for either low or medium density residential uses. However, the

application also indicates that other than approximately 1,200 units of attached

housing, the remaining homes will be oosingle family detached" (see Page 1-1). In
addition, even constructing at the low end of the high density residential density range

for all parcels so designated will nearly consume the 1,200 planned multifamily units.
In light of this, the potential unit mix is difficult to determine. The application
includes schematic drawings of potential housing types and lot configurations (see

Chapter 3). However, the distribution of these various modes of development is not
defined. To address this problem, the Examiner is recommending that the
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development agreement set targets for specified housing types for each phase of
development.

A variety of parks and trails are proposed within the main portion of the project.

Other than four school sites (three elementary and one middle school), the land use

plan does not identify other public or civic uses. The project narrative on Page 3-17

indicates that additional public and civic uses may be located within the project. The
predominant character of the southern portion of the Main Property will be that of a
large, yet unique, residential development

BDMC 18.98.010(L): Promote and achíeve the city's vísíon of íncorporating
ønd/or ødaptíng the plønníng and desígn príncíples regardíng mìx of uses, compact

form, coordínated open space, opportunítíes for casual sociølízíng, accessíble cívíc
spøces, and sense of community; øs well øs such addítíonal desígn princíples as

may be øppropríate for a particular MPD, øll as ídentífied ín the book Rurøl By
Desígn by Randøll Arendt and in the Cíty's design standards;

12. The MPD application proposes residential and commercial type uses, with
development located in clusters separated by sensitive areas and open space. Parks

and schools are proposed to be located on site with a road and trail network to link the

residential portions of the project. These will provide opportunities for interaction,
socializing and a sense of community. Drifts of trees and natural areas are proposed

along the main spine road through the project. These natural areas and extensive
open space will help preserver rural character.

BDMC 18.98.010(M)z Implement the cþts vÍsíon statement, comprehensive pløn,
and other øpplícable goøls, policíes and objectíves setforth in the munícìpal code.

l3.In June 2009, the City adopted an updated comprehensive plan, zoning code,

design guidelines and engineering design and construction standards. Earlier in the
year (February 2009), new Sensitive Areas regulations were adopted. The
Comprehensive Plan includes the city's vision statement on page 1-2, which
envisions "moderate growth", clustered residential development, the retention of open

space and developing a system of connecting trails/bikeways. The proposed project is
generally consistent with the vision statement and the City's development regulations
and policies.

Page 5-13 of the Comprehensive Plan (Land Use element) discuss the MPD Overlay
plan designation. The proposal is consistent with that section of the Comprehensive
Plan.
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This recommendation addresses the proposal's consistency (or lack thereof¡ with
other provisions of the Black Diamond Municipal Code in other parts of the
recommendation.

BDMC 18.98.020: Specílic objective of the MPD permít process ancl støndards ís
to províde publíc beneJits not typìcally avøíløble through conventìonal development.
These public benetits shall ínclude but øre not límíted to:

A, Presematíon and enhancement of the physícal charocterístics
(topogrøphy, drøinage, vegetation, envíronmentolly sensítíve ateøs, etc.) of the síte;

14. This objective is satisfied. Chapter 1 of the MPD application discusses clearing
and grading for the project. It is estimated that approximately 4,753,000 cubic yards
of cut and 1,685,000 cubic yards of frll would be required for the Main Property. Fill
is proposed to come from material excavated on site. For Parcel B the estimate is
81,000 cubic yards of cut and 81,000 cubic yards of fill would be necessary (a
"balanced site"¡.

The applicant proposes to remove and export approximately 3,000,000 million cubic
yards of soil, which is inconsistent with this objective. Specific areas where this
might occur are not identified in the application materials, making it difficult to judge
how the existing landforms will be impacted. If very much of the top layer of soil is
removed in areas where there is a shallow restricting layer, the potential for
implementation of Low Impact Development techniques will be adversely impacted.
Also, as discussed previously in the FEIS decision, the amount of fill removal would
create a perpetual caravan of trucks exporting frll from the site, creating adverse noise
impacts on proximate properties.

Staff is recommending a condition to balance the cut and fill within the site. Staff
recognizes that in order for urban development to occur, the natural undulations and
occasional sharp pitches in the natural grade will need to be graded for street and
urban living compatibility. Allowing initial site grading will provide better, more
consistent utility depths and minimize retaining walls and steps to homes and other
buildings. However, on a site of this size, site grading can be done without having to
export 3,000,000 cubic yards of material.

Staff recommends that, before the approval of the first implementing plat or site
development permit within a phase, the applicant must submit an overall grading plan
that will balance the cut or fill so that the amount of cut or frll does not exceed the
other by more than 20o/o. This will insure that unnecessary mining of material will
not occur and reuse of existing materials will be maximized. Staff is also
recommending that the applicant employ a majority of native species in the
landscaping, another reason to retain native soils that are compatible with native
species.
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Given the proposed densities, it is anticipated that the development areas shown on
the Figure 3-1 Land Use Plan will be cleared of all vegetation and graded to facilitate
development. Other than where stormwater ponds, utilities and future active park
sites may be proposed, open space areas will apparently remain untouched, except for
trail construction.

With the unavoidable exception of several road crossings, it appears that avoidance of
sensitive areas was a factor in the overall layout of this project. The land use
plan/constraints map overlay (Exhibit 11) shows the relationship between sensitive
areas and proposed development parcels.

BDMC 18.98.020(8): Protectíon of surføce and groundwater quølíty both on-síte
and downstreflm, through the use of ínnovatíve, low-ímpact and regìonal
stormwater management technologìes ;

15. This objective is satisfied. The City adopted the 2005 Ecology manual in June
2009 and it will apply to this project until such time as the city may be required to
adopt an updated stormwater manual by state mandate as a requirement of the City's
Phase tI Municipal Stormwater General Permit.

Chapter 6 of the MPD application describes the proposed stormwater management
plan including incorporation of low impact development (LID) techniques. Staff
finds that, given the soils on the Main Property (as described in Ch. 4 of the FEIS),
LID should have excellent potential. As a recommended condition of approval,
mechanisms shall be identified to integrate LID into the overall design of the MPD
for the benefit of these resources. A project-wide approach to stormwater
management is proposed (rather than at an individual development parcel level),
meeting the intent of regional stormwater management.

Staff supports the stormwater management plan as described in the application and
recommends the following additional goals and conditions be included in
Development Agreement:

o Provide a proactive, responsive temporary erosion and sediment control
plan to prevent erosion and sediment transport and protect receiving waters during the
construction phase.

o Construct a storm water system that does not burden the city with
excessive maintenance costs; assist the city with maintenance of landscape features in
storm water facilities.

o Include a tabular list of stormwater monitoring requirements. The list
should include the term of the monitoring, the allowable deviation from design
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objectives or standards, and the action items necessary as a result of excess
deviations. Panicular attention should be paid to phosphorous levels in Lake Sawyer.

o If roof runoff will be discharged directly to wetlands or streams for
recharge and base-flow purposes, include restrictions on roof types (no galvanized,
no copper) and roof treatments (no chemical moss killers, etc) to ensure that
stormwater discharge is suitable for direct entry into wetlands and streams without
treatment. These restrictions should be enforced during permitting and also during
the life of the project by the Homeowners Association (HOA). The applicant should
develop public education materials that will be readily available to all homeowners
and implement a process that can be enforced by the HOA.

o Staff recognizes that there are water quality and balance challenges that
are addressed in the storm water management concept; staff also recognizes that
storm water management is not an exact science and that shifts in the discharge points
of storm water may be appropriate and benefit wetlands, lake, streams or groundwater
environments. Therefore, staff recommends requiring the stormwater plan include
the ability to adaptively manage detention and discharge rates and redirect stormwater
overflows when environmental advantages become apparent.

A key element of the applicant's proposed storm water management plan is the large

infiltration pond proposed west of the city limits on property also owned by the
applicant. Staff agrees that this is the best location for the regional stormwater
infiltration pond, as it presents an environmental advantage, with the ability to
consolidate the infiltration of the excess runoff to a deep aquifer in one location at the
most effrcient collection location. However, since this site is not within the City's
jurisdiction, staff is recommending as a condition of approval that the applicant be

required to obtain all necessary permits from King County for both construction and
the City's authority to perform maintenance, subject to prior approval by the City.

As discussed in Finding of Fact No. 5(G) above, water quality impacts upon Lake
Sawyer should be carefully monitored. The City Council should also consider
involving the Applicant in proportionate share participation in watershed-wide
mitigation efforts as identified in the DOE Water Quality Implementation Plan, Ex.
H-9.

BDMC 18.98.020(C): Conservatíon of wøter ønd other resources through
ínnovotíve approaches to resource ønd energl management ìncludíng meosurcs
such as wastewater rcuse;

16. This objective is satisfied. Chapter 8 of the MPD application describes the
proposed water system for the MPD, including details of the required water
conservation plan. Additional conservation measures may be required in the
Development Agreement as staff and the applicant establish design concepts.
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BDMC 18.98.020(D): Preservatíon and enhoncement of open spøce øncl víews of
Mt, Røíníer;

17. This objective is satisfied. Chapter 3 of the MPD application contains details
regarding open space. Pursuant to BDMC Sections 18.98.120.G, 18.98.140.F and G,
there are amounts of open space required in prior agreements (BDUGAA and
BDAOSPA) in addition to the amount required in the City's MPD regulations. The
BDUGAA requires that 145 acres of open space serve as an offset for the West (63.3
ac) and South Annexation (81.7 ac) areas.

The remaining portions of the MPD not subject to prior agreements are required to
provide 50%o of the land area as open space (336.4 acres) in order to have varied lot
dimensions, cluster housing and pursue additional density (see 18.98.140.G). Thus,
the overall amount of open space required to be provided within the MPD is 481.4
acres. The Figure 3-1 Land Use plan shows that 505 acres of open space, parks and
trails, wetlands and buffers are proposed, while page 1-4 states that a minimum of
481.4 ac will be provided.

The application materials indicate that the Community Connector Road and multiple
parks are designed to enhance views of Mt. Rainier. There are very limited
opportunities for views of Mt. Rainier on The Villages main property. The school
site in parcel F may have some views of Mt. Rainier if the areas to the south are
cleared. There appears to be reasonable opportunities for views from Parcel B that
will be further enhanced if the nearby tailing piles are removed in the future. Staff
recommends that these view opportunities be explored and incorporated into the
planning process.

It should be noted that the term "open space" as used in the application can include
the following:

o Sensitive areas and their required buffers

o Developed parks and trails

Forested areas

o Stormwater facilities or a water tank designed per City standards

BDMC 18.98.020(E): Provßíon of employment uses to help meet the cíty's
e c o no míc dev e lop me nt o bj ect íves ;

18. The objective is satisfied. The staff report concludes that the Villages MPD will
not meet the job objectives of the Comprehensive Plan. However, BDMC
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18.98.020(E) doesn't require that the MPD meet the City's economic development
objectives but only to help meet them. Consequently, any significant contribution to
available employment would satisfy this requirement. The project has designated 67

acres for a maximum of 775,000 square feet of commerciaVoffice/industrial use.

Chapter 3 of the MPD application describes these in more detail. The amount ofjobs
and tax revenues to be generated by this area will be dependent upon the mix of
development that occurs, but there is no question that the project will add to the

employment base of the City.

BDMC 18.98.020(F)z Improvement of the cþ'sJiscal perþrmance;

19. The objective is satisfied. The frscal impacts of the project are addressed in detail
in Finding of Fact No. 5(F). As noted in that discussion, a condition proposed by the

Applicant requiring repeated reassessment of fiscal impacts and requiring the

Applicant to cover any shortfalls is an excellent way to address the objective.

On page 12-15 of the application, the applicant notes that "the city will commission
new rate studies to accurately adjust revenue collection for the Special Funds such

that all Special Fund expenditures will be fully funded to match the appropriate
standards identified in the updated comprehensive plan." While this statement could
be true for the water, sewer and stormwater utilities, street operation and maintenance

is currently inadequately funded by the City's share of the gas tax, with the street

maintenance function competing for general fund dollars for the balance of funding.
Also, the applicant is proposing the use of higher risk pervious asphalt in some cases

and higher landscape intensive improvements (such as rain gardens). In order to
balance the impact of the added street maintenance and the proposed street standards

with higher maintenance costs, the staff is recommending that all cul-de-sacs and auto

courts serving 20 units or less and all alleys be private and maintained by the Master
Developer or future Homeowners Association(s).

BDMC 18.98.020(G): Timely provísíon of all necessary facìlítíes, ínfrastructure
and publíc servíces, equal to or exceedíng the more stríngent of either exístíng or
adopted levels of servíce, øs the MPD develops; and

20. The objective is satisfied. Chapters 4 and 6 through 9 of the application contain
conceptual utility plans and a phasing plan which describes street and utility
improvements. These plans assure that infrastructure will be in place at the time and

to the extent needed. Details on the proposed timing of improvements are on page 9j
3, including the proposed "trigger" for transportation improvements. Page 9'10
indicates the proposed "trigger" for park improvements.

The proposed phasing plan of supporting regional infrastructure projects, along with
various conditions contained herein, and a satisfactory implementing Development
Agreement will provide for the required facilities and infrastructure in time to meet

the adopted levels of service.
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The conditions of approval require modeling of traffic impacts and mitigation to the
extent necessary to meet level of service for each phase of development. Mitigation
can exceed that anticipated in the FEIS and conditions of approval if necessary to
meet level of service standards. The modeling and identification of impacts must be
provided prior to the land use applications for each phase. The applicant has also
proposed and the Examiner is recommending a mid-point cumulative traffic impact
assessment. At the point where building permits have been issued for 3,000 homes,
the adequacy of the FEIS and MPD projected traffic impacts and required mitigation
will be reassessed and revised as necessary to meet actual conditions.

As identified in Finding of Fact 5(B), the traffrc modeling proposed by the FEIS is
adequate from an environmental review standpoint but may yield more accurate
results through a more localized model similar to that employed by Maple Valley.
Greater accuracy in anticipated impacts will in turn provide for greater accuracy in
the amount and timing of mitigation. A recommended condition of approval is the
development of a more localized traffic model.

BDMC 18.98.020(H)t Development of ø coordínated system of pedestrían oríented

føcílitíes íncludíng, but not límíted to, trøíls ønd bíke poths thøt províde øccessíbílìty
throughout the MPD ønd provide opportunity for connectiviþ wíth the cíty øs ø
whole.

21. The objective is satisfied. Chapter 5 of the MPD application contains provisions
for a trail network which would connect areas of the MPD and provide points at
which future extensions to the rest of the City could be made by others or through
public projects. At this time, the City is developing a Trails Plan, but it has yet to be
adopted.

BDMC 18.98.050(A): MPD Permit Required. An approvecl MPD permít ønd
Development Agreement shall be requíredfor every MPD,

BDMC 18.98.050(C): Implementíng Development Applicatíons. An MPD permit
must be øpproved, and a development ogreement as authorízed by RCW 36.708
completed, signed and recorded, beþre the city will grant approvøl to an
application for any ímple menting øpproval,.,

22.The recommended conditions of approval required execution of a development
agreement before approval of any implementing land use or development permits.

BDMC 18.98.080(!t)z An MPD permit shøll not be approved unless it is found to
meet the íntent of the followíng críteríø or that appropríøte condìtíons øre ímposed
so that the objectíves of the criteria øre met:
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L The project complíes with all applìcable adopted polícíes, standørds and
reguløtíons, In the event of ø conflíct between the policies, støndards or
regulatíons, the most stringent shall øpply unless modíJicøtìons arc authorízed ín
thís chapter and øll requirements of sectíon 18.98.130 høve been met. In the case
of ø conflíct between ø specíJic stanclard setforth ín thís chøpter and other adopted
polìcíes, støndards or regulatíonsr'then the specíJic requirement of thìs chapter
shøll be deemed the most stríngent.

23.The criterion is met. The most controversial polices at issue concern preservation
of small town character. As discussed at length in Finding of Fact No. 5(A), those
policies are met due to the compliance with specific MPD regulations and design
requirements as addressed throughout this recommendation.

The only comprehensive plan policy found by staff to raise some compliance issues is
Comprehensive Plan Policy T-1, which calls for connections to surrounding
neighborhoods with roads and trails. The Engineering Design and Construction
Standards section 3.2.02 D sets a limit of no more than 300 homes on a single point
of access before a second connection must be constructed. Based on the
comprehensive plan and design standards, the Main Property south of the Auburn
Black Diamond Road will be required to connect all the way through to SR 169,
regardless if the final phases are ever completed. There are several locations along
the main spine road through the project where a parallel road will not be possible.
Additionally, the FEIS modeled the traffic distribution with the spine road connection
to SR 169. Therefore, as a condition of approval, staff recommends:

No more than 150 residential units shall be permitted with a single point of
access. Three hundred units may be allowed on an interim basis, provided
that a location for a secondary point of access is identified.

The Development Agreement shall define a development parcel(s) beyond
which no further development will be allowed without complete construction
of the South Connector.

BDMC 18.98.080(A)(2): Signilícønt ødverse environmentøl ímpøcts are
øppropríately mítigated.

24.The criterion above is satisfied by imposition of the FEIS mitigation measures
recommended by this decision in addition to the enhanced mitigation identified in
Finding of Fact No. 5.

In MPD Exhibit ll4, p.3, the Applicant essentially asserts that the FEIS precludes
any further discussion of environmental impacts under the criterion above. This is
incorrect. Although not directly addressed in the context of an EIS, the courts have
ruled that a mitigated determination of nonsignificance does not preclude an
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additional finding of significant environmental impacts if relevant to permitting
criteria. Quality Products, Inc. v. Thurston County,l39 Wn. App. 125 (2007). Even
with the issuance of an ElS, an applicant must still comply with all permitting criteria.
The review standard for an FEIS is significantly different than that under MPD permit
review. As noted in the FEIS decisions, the Examiner must give substantial weight to
the determination of the SEPA responsible official in assessing the adequacy of an
EIS. By contrast, the factual findings made by the City Council in finding
compliance with MPD criteria must be supported by substantial evidence. See RCW
36.70C.130(c).

As discussed in Finding of Fact No. 5, there are some environmental impacts that
have been adequately mitigated under the rule of reason standard for the EIS but
nonetheless do not provide the most effective or comprehensive mitigation. For the
reasons discussed in Finding of Fact No. 5, there is substantial evidence to justify the
enhanced mitigation identified in Finding of Fact No. 5, including but not limited to
revised traffrc modeling, further noise study and mitigation and additional mitigation
for protection of Lake Sawyer water quality. '

Staff recommends that geologically hazardous areas should be designated as open
space, with roads and utilities routed to avoid such areas. Where avoidance is
impossible, the applicant should utilize the process in BDMC 19.10 (supplied with
adequate information as defined in code) and the Engineering Design and
Construction Standards to build roads and utilities through these areas.

Staff recommends that all houses that are sold in classified or declassified coal mine
hazard areas be sold with a liability release from the homeowner to the City. The
release must recognize that the City is not liable for actual or perceived damage or
impact from the coal mine hazard area. The release form should be developed and
included in the Development Agreement. The Examiner finds that this
recommendation addresses environmental impacts by providing notice to potential

e While the Applicant may point to the FEIS as prohibiting additional environmental mitigation, the
SEPA Appellants may point to the necessity for additional mitigation as evidence that the FEIS was
not adequate. In addition to the reasons set forth in the FEIS on adequacy, a reviewing court should
also consider the policy ramifications of undercutting a determination of adequacy because additional
study and mitigation is imposed. Due to the hundreds of hours of legal, examiner and staff time
involved in these proceedings, the MPD hearings have cost well into the hundreds of thousands of
dollars. A finding of inadequacy would require the City to go through the entire MPD hearings again.
As recommended by the Examiner, significant additional mitigation would be treated as an amendment
to the MPD applications so that the public would have an opportunity to comment on the new
mitigation and a clear avenue of appeal would be available to those opposed to the changes. Using the
amendment process avoids going through the entire review process again. Given that the traffic and
noise study and mitigation would create discrete and fairly isolated project impacts - traffic changes
would be almost entirely exterior to city limits - the segmentation of this review process would not
undermine the cumulative nature of SEPA review.
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homeowners of the hazards and creating a market disincentive for construction in
mine hazard areas.

The MPD application states that the 2005 Ecology manual is "expected to be
adopted." The City adopted this in June 2009 and it will be applicable to this project
until such time as the city may be required to adopt an updated stormwater manual by
state mandate as a requirement of the City's Phase II Municipal Stormwater General
Permit.

The proposal meets city standards and with the additional goals and conditions will
provide several enhancements:

. Regional infiltration pond will provide a central low maintenance facility
that could also provide multipurpose recreational opportunities.

. Regional infiltration pond will provide opportunities for storm water reuse
that could further conserve potable water.

o Low impact development proposal with HOA maintenance will provide
distributed ES permits issued by the Department of Ecology. Although permit
conditions imposed by NPDES permits are not administered by the City, staff
reserves the right to enforce the conditions of the NPDES permit. Since the city has a
high interest in protecting receiving waters under the city storm water permit, the
developer should be required to cover the City's cost of NPDES storm water permit
oversight.

Staff objects to the developer taking the approval authority away from the City, as

detailed on page 6-5 of the application. As the City is the approving authority and
will ultimately own and be responsible for most of the proposed storm water
facilities, staff does not concur with the terms 'owithout preference." Staff
recommends that the City reserve the right to reject higher maintenance cost facilities
when lower maintenance cost options may be available.

Staff recognizes that there are water quality and balance challenges that are addressed
in the storm water management concept and also that storm water management is not
an exact science and that shifts in the distribution of storm water may be appropriate
and benefit wetlands, lake, streams or groundwater environments. Staff therefore
recommends that the Development Agreement include language to allow for adaptive
management of the distribution of stormwater when justified by technical analysis
and risk assessment, as long as the impacts to on-site and off-site environment are
maintained or enhanced.

Over time, the City may be required to implement new storm water regulations as

mandated by the Department of Ecology through the City's storm water discharge
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permit. Staff therefore recommends storm ponds for hydraulic sizing purposes vest
phase by phase to the extent allowed by the City's storm water discharge permit and
state law.

All FEIS mitigation and modifrcations thereof incorporated into the conditions of
MPD approval should be considered as imposed from the separate substantive
authority of SEPA as well as through the MPD criterion governing this Conclusion of
Law.

BDMC 18.98.050(A)(3): The proposed project wíll have no adverse Jínøncíøl
ímpøct upon the cíty at eøch phase of development, øs well øs atfull buíld-out. The

ftscal analysís shall ølso ìnclude the operatíon and maíntenance costs to the cítyfor
operatíng, møíntaíning and repløcíng publíc facílíties required to be constructed as
a conclitíon of MPD øpprovøl or any ímplementíng approvøls related thereto. Th¡s
shttll include conclítíoning any approval so that the frscøl analysÍs ís updøted to
show continued complíance wíth thìs crítería, ín accordance wìth the following
schedule: [Remoínder not listed here; refer to BDMCfor complete code text.J

25. The criterion is satisfied as discussed and conditioned in Finding of Fact 5(F).

BDMC 18.98.050(AXa): A phosíng pløn and tímelìne for the constructìon of
ímprovements ønd the settíng asíde of open space so thot:

a, Prior to or concurrent with final plat approval or the occupancy of any
residential or commercial structure, whichever occurs first, the improvements
have been constructed and accepted and the lands dedicated that are necessary
to have concurrency at full build-out of that project for all utilities, parks, trails,
recreational amenities, open space, stormwater and transportation
improvements to sewe the project, and to provide for connectivity of the roads,
trails and other open space systems to other adjacent developed projects within
the MPD and MPD boundaries; provided that, the city may allow the posting of
financial surety for all required improvements except roads and utility
improvements if determined to not be in conflict with the public interest; and

b. At full build-out of the MPD, all required improvements and open space
dedications have been completed, and adequate assurances have been provided
for the maintenance of the same. The phasing plan shall assure that the required
MPD objectives for employment, fiscal impacts, and connectivity of streets,
trails, and open space corridors are met in each phase, even if the construction of
improvements in subsequent phases is necessary to do so.

26. As modified with the conditions recommended below, the condition is satisfied.

Chapters 4-9 of the MPD application discuss transportation, parks, stormwater, sewer,
water and the project phasing plan. Chapter 9 of the MPD application contains the
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phasing plan, which also projects which parcels will be developed and associated unit
counts. Parks are to be built by phase also. Staff recommends that the above
provisions (4.a and 4.b) be addressed in the Development Agreement.

Chapter 9 of the application states that "[t]he facilities that serve the MPDs as well as

development in areas outside of the MPD project boundaries will be a shared
responsibility between the City and Master Developer, with the Master Developer
contributing a proportionate share." Although staff recognizes that other benefiting
parties may make use of roads and other infrastructure, it is unrealistic for the
applicant to expect full cost recovery for every implementing project. Staff cannot
guarantee cost recovery from benefiting non-contributing properties or cost recovery
from the City. Absent these developments, there would not be a need to construct the
improvements identified in this application. Many new vehicle trips coming from
outside the City may make use of roads and intersection improvements funded by the
developer, but the City has no ability to collect from the growth in background traffic.
Staff recommends that exploration of various means of cost recovery only occur
where the benefrting parcels can be clearly defined and the pro rata share of other
parties is significant. The pro-rata shares and cost recovery can be included in the
Development Agreement.

Staff recommends that decisions on what projects will be built by the developer, or
the city with traffic impact fees, and what projects for which there will be credits or
cost recovery be determined in the Development Agreement.

On page 9-3 of the application, the applicant proposes that final design must be

approved and constructed, bonded or flrnancially guaranteed prior to occupancy ofany
structure relying on the facility. Staff does not agree that home construction should
be allowed prior to regional supporting infrastructure being constructed, with simply
a financial guarantee. Staff does not recommend approval of the proposal's request to
amend the City's surety requirement established in the Engineering Design and
Construction Standards and municipal code.

The timing of the design and alignment of the Pipeline Road will need to be

determined as part of the Development Agreement, as other parties in addition to the
applicant must be involved and the roadway alignment will need to be resolved so

that water and sewer alignments to The Villages will not be held up by these
preliminary road design issues.

Staff recommends that before the first implementing project of any one phase is

approved, a more detailed implementation schedule of the regional infrastructure
projects supporting that phase shall be submitted for approval. The timing of the
projects should be tied to the number of residential units and/or square feet of
commercial projects.
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On Page 9-3 of the application, the applicant proposes to monitor traffic and then
implement mitigation projects six months after a loss of level of service is identified.
Staff finds this type of delay to be inappropriate and that mitigation projects should be
in place prior to LOS failure. Staff is recommending the applicant be required to
model the trafflrc impact of a pending phase of development before the start of that
phase to determine when a street or intersection is likely to drop below the adopted
level of service. Transportation mitigation projects should then be implemented to
prevent failure. Traffic mitigation projects may change or additional projects be
added to address the traffic issues as they actually develop.

As discussed in Finding of Fact No. 5(K), the phasing plan for the parks is not
consistent with the criterion above and will be modified accordingly. As further
discussed in Finding of Fact No. 5(K), off-site trail construction necessary to achieve
connectivity will be required prior to occupancy and final plat and site plan approval
to the extent allowed by law.

BDMC f8.98.050(AX5): The project, at all phases and øt buíld out, wíll not result
in the loweríng of establíshed stafJing levels of service íncludíng those reløted to
public saÍety.

27. As conditioned, the project meets the criterion above. The 2009 Comprehensive
Plan contains levels of service related to police and fire and emergency medical
services. The fiscal analysis indicates that staffing levels should generally be allowed
to increase in accordance with population growth. Currently, this area of the city has
a minimal level of fire and EMS protection. Staff is recommending that the
Development Agreement include specific provisions for mitigating fire service
impacts to ensure protection concurrent with project build out. The 2009 City of
Black Diamond Comprehensive Plan should be made an appendix of the
Development Agreement for reference purposes. The conditions regarding fiscal
impacts will include a requirement for maintaining staffing levels of service as
identified in Finding of FactNo. 5(F).

BDMC f8.98.050(A)(6): Throughout the project, ø míx of housing types ís
províded thøt contríbutes to the afþrdøble housíng goøls of the City.

28. As conditioned the criterion is satisfred. Chapter 3 of the MPD application
describes a variety of housing types including detached single family, duplex, triplex,
quadplexes, townhouses, cottages, and stacked flats. The Fiscal Analysis (Chapter
12) makes some assumptions regarding housing costs for various potential housing
types. However, there is nothing in the remainder of the application to indicate
whether all these housing types will be built. As noted previously, there appears to be
conflicting statements in the application concerning how much non-single family
detached housing is being provided.
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As previously noted, the commercial component of the project will most likely
include retail, office and personal service uses. The MPD should provide housing
opportunities for individuals anticipated to work at those jobs; this may require a

greater mix of multifamily housing and/or the construction of housing types that can
meet the affordability goals of the Comprehensive Plan.

The staff report proposes a condition that requires the Applicant to meet housing
targets for purchasers at specified income levels. The Applicant subsequently
proposed a modification that provides more generalized goals for providing
affordable housing. The City made no objection to this revision. The modifications
proposed by the Applicant are probably the best the City can do absent providing
low-income development incentives. The courts are not very receptive to making
developers responsible for affordable housing problems, suggesting that developers
don't create the problem and therefore can't be made to fix it. See, Sintra v. Seattle,
119 Wn.2d | (1992); San Telmo v. Seattle, 108 Wn.2d 20 (1987), overuled on other
grounds, Isla Verda v. Camas, 146 Wn.2d 740 (2008).

BDMC 18.98.050(A)(7): If the MPD proposal íncludes propertíes that are subject
to the Bløck Díømond Urban Growth Areø Agreement (December 1996), the
proposøl shall be consistent with the terms and condítions therein.

29. The criterion is satisfied. The Black Diamond Urban Growth Area
Agreement (BDUGAA) (Exhibit 7) applies to two portions of the Main property
(portions of West Annexation area) and the southeastern portion of the Main Property
(South Annexation area). The BDUGAA requires that 145 acres of open space as an

offset for the West (63.3 ac) and South Annexation (81.7 ac) areas.

The BDUGAA requires that for the West and South Annexation areas a minimum
average density of 4 dwelling units/acre be achieved with a base density of 2 du/ac
with the remainder achieved through transfer of development rights (TDR).

As a recommended condition of approval and for the Villages MPD to be consistent
with this agreement, the entire "Pipeline Road" link will need to be constructed.

BDMC 18.98.050(A)(8): If the MPD proposal íncludes propertíes that were
annexed ínto the cíty by Ordínances 515 and 517, then the proposøl must be
consístent with the terms and condítions thereín.

The criterion is satisfied. The MPD proposal includes properties annexed
into the City by Ordinance 515 (Exhibit CBD -2-12) and appears to be consistent with
the terms and conditions therein.

BDMC 18.98.050(A)(9): The oríentøtíon of public buíkling sites ønd parks
preserves and enhonces, where possíble takíng ínto consíderatíon envíronmental
concerns, views of Mt, Raínier and other víews íclentíJíed in the comprehensive

30.
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plan. Major roads shall be desígned to take advantage of the bearíng línes for
those vìews.

31. The criterion is satisfied. The application materials indicate that the Community
Connector Road and multiple parks are designed to enhance views of Mt. Rainier.
There are very limited opportunities for views of Mt. Rainier on The Villages main
property. The school site in parcel F may have some views of Mt. Rainier if the
areas to the south are cleared. There appears to be reasonable opportunities for views
from Parcel B that will be further enhanced if the nearby tailing piles are removed in
the future. Staff recommends that these view opportunities be explored and
incorporated into the planning process. The Examiner has added a recommended
condition of approval to implement this recommendation.

BDMC 18.98.050(AXl0): The proposed MPD meets or exceeds øll of the publíc
beneftt objectíves of 18.98.020 and the MPD putposes of 18.98.010, B through M.

32. As detailed in the MPD staff report and the analysis above for Sections 18.98.010
and 18.98.020, as conditioned the proposed MPD satisfies these provisions.

BDMC 18.98.050(A)(11): If the MPD project ís ødjacent to property already
developecl, or being developed os on MPD, or adjacent to property whích is wíthín
an MPD zone, then the project ís desígned so thøt there ß connectivíty of trøils,
open spaces and trønsportatíon corridors, the desígn of streeßcape and publíc open
spøce ømenítíes are compotíble and the project wìll result ín the functíonal and
vßual appearance of one íntegrøted project wíth the adjacent propertìes subject to
an MPD permít or, d not yet permítted, wíthín øn MPD zone.

33. The criterion is satisfied. The North Property (Parcel B) and Main Property are
not adjacent to property already developed as an MPD. The North Property is
adjacent to property zoned MPD. This property is located to the north, zoned MPD
and is the "North Triangle" portion of the proposed Lawson Hills MPD. A soft
surface trail connection is shown between Parcel B and the North Triangle in Chapter
5 of the MPD application materials. Chapter 4 of the application shows the North
Connector which will connect Parcel B and the North Triangle with SR 169. The
proposed street standards for the two MPD applications are identical, ensuring
consistency between the two projects.

The Main Property is also adjacent to property zoned MPD. These 160 acres are
located between the proposed Community Connector road and the western city limits.
Both hard and soft surface potential trail connections are shown between The Villages
and these 160 acres in Chapter 5 of the MPD application materials. Chapter 4 of the
application shows three potential future road connections between The Villages and
these 160 acres. Any future development will be reviewed against the regulations in
effect at that time regarding connectivity of trails, open spaces and transportation
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comidors, and the compatibility of streetscape design and public open space
amenities.

BDMC 18.98.050(A)(12): As part of the phasíng plan, show open space acrcages
that, upon buíld out, prctect and conseme the open spaces necessøry for the MPD
øs ct whole, Subsequent implementíng approvals shøll be revíewed agaìnst thß
phasing plan to determine íts consístency with open space requírements.

34. The criterion is satisfied as conditioned. In the MPD application materials, Figure
3-1 Land Use Plan shows the areas intended as open space. Chapter 5 also contains a
figure on open space typologies at the MPD project scale. Specific development
parcel open space consistency needs to be verified at the permitting stage.

As previously discussed, the portions of the MPD not subject to prior agreements are
required to provide 50% open space (336,4 acres). The phasing of open space is not
included within the MPD Application as required by the criterion above. Phasing of
open space (which includes parks and is identified within the MPD application), once
acreages have been finalized, should be defined and articulated for timing of final
designation within the Development Agreement.

BDMC 18.98.050(A)(13): Lot dímensíonal and buíldíng standards shøll be
consístent wíth the MPD Desìgn Guidelínes.

35. The criterion is satisfied as conditioned. Analysis of consistency with the Master
Planned Development Framework Design Standards and Guidelines is discussed in a
later section of this report. A recommended condition of approval is to require that
this provision be enforced.

BDMC 18.98.050(AXla): School sítes shall be ìdentítied so thøt ctll school sites
meet the walkøble school standard setfor ín the comprehensíve plan. The numher
ønd sízes of sites shøll be desígned to accommodate the totøl number of chíldren
thøt wíll reside ín the MPD through full buíld-out, usíng school sízes based upon
the applicable school distríct's standørd. The requìrements of thís provßíon may be
met by a sepørate agreement entered into between the øpplícant, the cíty ønd the
øpplícøble school dìstrict, whích sholl be ìncorporated ínto the MPD permit ancl
development agree ment by reference.

36. Figure 3-1, Land Use Plan, shows four proposed school sites on development
parcels V21 (10 ac), V50 (10 ac), V57 (8.4 ac) and V58 (4.1 ac). Alternatively, as

shown in Table 3.4 of the application, the applicant is requesting that any
development parcel may be used for an institutional use (which could include a
school site). Figure 3-2, School Proximity Exhibit, shows the areas of the project
intended for residential use, with the exception of the proposed residential on Parcel
B, are within 0.5-1.0 mile of the proposed school site. There is no specific walkable
school standard in the 2009 City of Black Diamond Comprehensive Plan or the
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Enumclaw School District Capital Facilities Plan (2009-2014), although a half-mile
standard is consistent with more general policies as discussed in Finding of Fact No.
s(D).

The FEIS contains information regarding the school needs generated by the project
(Alternative 2). A recommended'condition of approval is to require that a separate
agreement entered into between the applicant, the City and the Enumclaw School
District be incorporated into the MPD permit and Development Agreement by
reference. A draft of that agreement already exists, and staff understands that it is
acceptable to the School District.

City staff, the applicant and Enumclaw School District staff are negotiating a draft
school mitigation agreement (Ex. MPD 194) to address the district's needs for public
schools to serve both The Villages MPD and the proposed Lawson Hills MPD on the
east side of the city. The agreement has been made available to the public for review,
and final action will only occur in conjunction with the City Council's consideration
of the MPD.

The staff report provides that the Examiner does not need to make any
recommendations on the contents of the school mitigation agreement. The Examiner
agrees that he does not need to address the specifics of the agreement. However, the
criterion above and SEPA sets some minimum standards for school facilities that are
within the Examiner's responsibilities. As discussed in Finding of Fact 5(C), the
Examiner will recommend a condition that sets some parameters for the school
mitigation agreement.

BDMC 18.98.050(8): So long as to do so would not jeopardíze the public heølth,
safety, or welfare, the cíty may, os a condítíon of MPD permít approvøL, øllow the
applícant to voluntøríly contríbute money to the cíty ìn order to ødvance projects to
meet the city's adopted concurrency or level of servíce standørds, or to mítigate any
fulentífted ødverseftscal impøct upon the cíty that is caused by the proposal.

37. The criterion above is not mandatory. As discussed in Finding of Fact No.
5(F) the Applicant has agreed to cover any short-falls in fiscal impacts attributable to
its development. Beyond this the record does not identify any need at this time to
advance funds.

BDMC 18.98.090: MPD permít - Development Agreement The MPD conditìons
of approvøl shall he íncorporated ìnto ø Development Agreement as authorized by
RCIY 36.708.170, This agreement shall be bíndíng on all MPD property owners
ønd theír successors, and shøll requíre that they develop the subject property only
ìn øccordønce wíth the terms of the MPD øpproval. This agreement shøll be sígned
by the mayor and øll property owners and lien holders wíthín the MPD boundaríes,
and recorded, beþre the cíty may approve any subsequent ímplementíng permíts or
approvøls.
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38. The conditions of approval, as revised by the Examiner, will incorporate the
requirements of the criterion above.

BDMC 18.98.110(A): Desígn Støndørds. The MPD master plan and each
subsequent ímplementíng permít ot apprcval request, íncludíng øll proposed
buílding permíts, shall be consistent wíth the MPD desígn standørds thøt øre ín
effect at the tíme each applícatíon ís determined to be complete.

39. Analysis of the MPD master plan consistency with the Master Planned
Development Framework Design Standards and Guidelines is discussed in a later
section of this recommendation. Any subsequent implementing permit or approval
will be subject to the MPD design standards.

BDMC 18.98.110(B)(1): MPD Permít. The hearíng examíner shall evaluøte the
overall MPD master planfor complíance wíth the MPD desígn stonclørds, as part of
the exomìnerts recommendatíon to the cíty councíl on the overall MPD permít,

40. Analysis of the MPD master plan consistency with Master Planned Development
Framework Design Standards and Guidelines is discussed in a later section of this
report.

BDMC 18.98.120(Ã\z MPDs shall include ø míx of residentíøl ønd nonresídentíal
use. Resídential uses shall ínclude a varíety of housíng types ønd densities.

41. The criterion is satisfied. As previously discussed, the MPD proposes residential
and commercial uses and the residential uses are proposed at a variety of densities.
The development agreement will also be required to provide specific targets for
variety in housing.

BDMC 18.98.120(B): The MPD shall include those uses shown or referencedfor
the øpplìcable parcels or areøs ín the comprehensíve pløn, and møy olso provide
neíghborhood commercial uses, as deJined ín the comprehensíve pløn, sízed øncl
located to primaríly serve the resídential portion of the MPD.

42.The criterion is satisfied. The Comprehensive Plan designation for the North
Property is Mixed Use with Master Planned Development Overlay and the Main
Property has areas of Low Density Residential and Mixed Use with Master Planned
Development Overlay.

The entire project is covered by the MPD Overlay. According to the Comprehensive
Plan, "an MPD may include residential and commercial uses clustered around private
and community open space, supported by adequate services and facilities." The
Mixed Use designation identifies a preferable location for mixed use development
within an MPD, in specific areas where the anticipated larger commercial component
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can also serve the broader community. The potential of mixed uses in permissive, as
opposed to being a requirement of development.

The Main Property has areas designated for Mixed Use and Low Density Residential
uses according to the Comprehensive Plan. The application includes several parcels
designated for high density residential uses in accordance with Section 18.98.120(F).
Table 3.4 in the application materials lists neighborhood commercial as a permitted
use in low-, medium- and high-density residential areas; however, it is not known if
this will actually occur, as the application makes no other mention of it.

BDMC 18.98.120(C): The MPD shall, wíthín the MPD boundary, or elsewhere
within the cíty, províde for sufrícíent properly zoned lands, and ínclude sufficíent
incentíves to encourage development øs permít conditíons, so that the employment
targets set forth ìn the comprehensíve plan for the number of proposed residentíal
uníts wíthin the MPD, wíll, wíth reøsonøble certaínty, be met beþre full builcl-out
of the resídentíøl portion of the MPD.

43. The Comprehensive Plan includes the City's updated projection for 2,677
new jobs by the year 2025. The staff report states that Table 3-8 (actually Table 3-9)
indicates a goal of attaining 0.5 jobs per household by the year 2025. Based upon this
standard, the staff report concludes that the project should provide approximately
2,400 jobs. The Appendix J Fiscal Analysis of the FEIS contains an analysis of the
amount of retail/office square footage to be developed along with employment
projections of 1,365 employees. Therefore, it appears that the proposal is not
compliant with this standard with regard to jobs provided within the MPD boundary.
Staff acknowledges that these are projections and that exact numbers will not be
known until the project develops, and that jobs may also be provided elsewhere
within the city.

The Examiner doesn't agree with the staff s analysis. Table 3-9 doesn't set a jobs per
household standard. The 0.5 jobs per household is a projection of the number ofjobs
per household for 2025. This is associated with a projected household number of
6,302 homes, which is far below the total number of households the City would have
in 2025 if the 6,000 homes of the MPDs are constructed. Page 3-10 of the
Comprehensive Plan expressly sets the job standard as follows:

The City's goal is to ensure that land use planníng allows the achievement
of one local job per householdþr the year 2025 and beyond.

Under the one job per household standard, the Villages MPD would have to generate
4,800 jobs. However, requiring a developer to be responsible for job creation is of
dubious validity, both because there is no clear nexus between job creation and
mitigation of development impacts and also because placing this type of burden on a
developer can be construed as uffeasonable. Despite this, the Examiner has no
authority to invalidate development criterion. Since this is a sensitive legal issue, the
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Examiner leaves it to the City Attorney to advise the City Council on how to deal
with this situation.

BDMC 18.98.120(E): Property that ís subject to a pre-annexatíon øgreement,
Development Agreement or annexatíon ordínønce conditíons relating to residentíal
densþ will høve as íts bøse densíty the minimum densíty desìgnated ín such
agreement or ordínønce. All other property will høve as íts base density the
mínimum densíty desígnøted ìn the comprehensíve plan.

44.The criterion is satisfied. The Black Diamond Urban Growth Area Agreement
(BDUGAA) (Ex. CBD-2-7) applies to two portions of the Main property (portions of
West Annexation area) and the southeastern portion of the Main Property (South
Annexation area). The BDUGAA requires that 145 acres of open space as an offset
for the West (63.3 ac) and South Annexation (81.7 ac) areas. The BDUGAA requires
that for the West and South Annexation areas a minimum average density of 4
dwelling units/acre be achieved with a base density of 2 du/ac with the remainder
achieved through transfer of development rights (TDR).

The remaining portion of the Main Property primarily has a Comprehensive Plan
designation of Low Density Residential, which has a base density of 4-6 dwelling
units du/gross ac. The northwest corner of the Main Property has a Comp Plan
designation of Mixed Use which does not propose a base density. The MPD Overlay
requires a minimum of 4 dr¡/ac.

Planned residential development is to consist of approximately 3,600 single family
detached and 1,200 attached dwelling units on the approximately 551 acres of the site
that will be developed with residential uses (approximately 8.7 du/ac). The minimum
I unit per acre density allowance in the application is not consistent with the
BDUGAA or the City's Comprehensive Plan. A minimum density of 4 dt/ac must be
achieved and will be a recommended condition of approval.

BDMC 18.98.120(F): The councíl møy authorize ø resídentíal densíty of up to 12
dwellíng uníts per acte so long as all of the other críteriø of thís chøpter are met,
the opplicant høs elected to meet the open space requìrements of sectíon
18.98.140(G), or otherwíse ìs provídíng the open space requíred by sectìon
18.98.140(F), ønd the additíonal density ß øcquíred hy partícípatíon ín the TDR

prograftL In øny development area wíthin on MPD, Íor whích the applicant høs
elected to meet the open spoce requirements of Sectíon 18,98.140(G) or ìs otherwíse
meeting the open spoce requírement of [SectionJ 18.98.140(F), øn effective densíty
of development up to a maxímum of eíghteen dwellíng uníts per gross acre møy be
øpproved, so long øs the total project cøp densíty is not exceeded ond the
development, as sítuated ønd desígned, ís consßtent with the provísíons of
[SectíonsJ 18.98,010 ønd 18.98.020. A MPD may inclucle multi-famíly housing at
up to thírty dwelling uníts per gross øcre, subject to thefollowíng:
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45. This provision establishes an overall density of 12 du/ac for the entire proposal,
and does not set a maximum cap for specific parcels within the project boundaries.
The areas proposed for medium density residential range from 7-12 dt¡/ac and high
density 13-30 du/ac (with certain areas dedicated to 18-30 units in accordance with
the additional criteria below). The MPD is subject to the requirements of both
sections 18.98.140(F) and 18.98.140(G) with analysis provided in a later section of
the staff report. As detailed under the analysis above for Sections 18.98.010 and
18.98.020, as conditioned the proposed MPD satisfies these provisions

BDMC 18.98.120(F)(l)z Areøs proposedfor development øt more than I8 dwelting
uníts per gross øcre shall be ídentifted on the MPD plan; and

46. Figure 3-l Land Use Plan in the MPD application shows eight areas (development
parcels V3,V4, V5, V6, Vl0, Vl3, Vl4 and Vl7) totaling approximately 35 acres
intended for high-density residential over l8 dr¡/ac.

BDMC 18.98.120(F)(2): Identifted sites sholl be located wíthin '/¿ mile of
shoppíng/commercìol servíces or trønsít routes; and

47.The eight parcels would be located adjacent to proposed shopping/commercial
services.

BDMC 18.98.120(F)(3): The maxímum buílding heíght shøll not exceed 45 feet;
ønd

48. Table 3.8 Residential Development Standards in the MPD application shows 45
feet as a maximum height for high-density residential development.

BDMC f8.98.120(F)(a): Desígn guídelínes controllíng archítecture and site
plønníng for projecß exceedíng 18 dwellíng uníts per gross øcre shall be íncluded
ín the required DevelopmentAgreementfor the MPD; ønd

49. Appendix E of the application contains the high-density residential (18-30 du/ac)
supplemental design standards and guidelines. Staff is recommending these
guidelines become part of the Development Agreement. Analysis of the MPD master
plan consistency with the Master Planned Development Framework Design Standards
and Guidelines is discussed in a later section of this report.

BDMC 18.98.120(F)(5): Resídentíøl uses located above ground floor
commerciaUofJice uses ín míxed use oreos wíthín ø MPD øre not subject to a
maxímum densíty, but area subject to the maxìmum building heíght, bulle/møssing,
and parking standørds as deftned ín the desígn guidelínes approved for the MPD,
No more thøn two floors of resídentíøl uses øbove the ground floor sholl be
øllowed.
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50. Mixed use as described above is proposed in the application on parcels Vl l and
Vl2. A recommended condition stipulates that no more than two floors of residential
uses above ground floor commercial/office uses shall be allowed.

BDMC 18.98.120(G): Unless the proposed MPD øpplicant høs elected to meet the
open spøce requírements of section 18,98.140(G), or ìs otherwíse meetíng the open
spøce requirements of sectíon 18.98,140(F), the following conditíons will øpply,
cannot be varíed ín ø Development Agreement, and shall preempt any other
provision of the code that allowsfor a dffirent stanclarcl:

l-3 [Not lísted here; refer to BDMCfor complete code text.J

5l.The MPD is subject to the requirements of both sections 18.98.140(F) and
18.98.140(G) with analysis provided in a later section of the staff report. Therefore,
the above provisions (l-3) do not apply to this project.

BDMC 18.98.130: MPD standards - Development støndards.

A. llhere a speci/ic standarel or requírement ís speciJied ín thís chapter, then that
standard or requirement shøll apply, llhere there ß no specíftc standarcl or
requírement ond there ís an applicable støndørd ín another ødopted cíty code,
polícy or reguløtion, then the MPD permít and related Development Agreement
møy allow development stanclords different from set forth ín other chapters of the
Block Diamond Munícípal Code, íf the proposed ølternatíve standard:

1. Is needed in order to provìdeflexíbílíty to achíeve ø publíc beneJit; and
2. Furthers the purposes of thís chapter and øchíeves the publíc beneJits set forth

in Sectíon 18.98.010; øncl
3. Provícles the functíonøl equívalent and adequøtely achíeves the purpose of the

development standardfor whích ít is íntended to clevìate.

B, Any øpproved development støndards that díffer from those ín the otherwíse
øpplícable code shøll not require any further zoníng reclassítícatíon, vøríances, or
other cíty approvals øpartfrom the MPD permít approvø|.

52. Chapter 13 of the MPD application lists the applicant's requests for o'functionally

equivalent standards." There are 19 separate requests that seek to deviate from
adopted city codes and standards. Staff finds that many of the requests do not
propose a "functionally equivalent" standard, but instead seek to vary or avoid
compliance with otherwise applicable City codes and standards (for example, the
landscaping code, and aspects of the Sensitive Areas Ordinance).

In the last two years, with the applicant's knowledge and at times over its objection,
the City has adopted the following regulations: 1) a new Sensitive Areas Ordinance;
2) a Tree Preservation Ordinance; 3) a Parks and Recreation Plan; 4) an updated
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comprehensive plan; 5) a new zoning code, including the Gateway Overlay District;
6) new design guidelines; and 7) updated public works standards. The proposed

"functionally equivalent" standards appear to reflect the applicant's effort to use the

MPD code in order to implement its proposed different development standards. For
most of the proposed "functionally equivalent" requests, staff finds that the "public
benefit" test is not met. The applicant is one member of the public at this conceptual
level of MPD review, and it appears likely to be the only member who could or
would benefit from its requests. For example, there is not enough justification for the

alternate parking standards to apply anywhere other than the Mixed Use Town
Center. A majority of the residential component would be located at a considerable
walking/biking distance from commercial uses, and as a result it is unlikely that
vehicle trips would be reduced. Staff finds that deviations from the City's Sensitive
Areas Ordinance should be evaluated on a case by case basis with project specifics
and in accordance with BDMC Section 19.10, which offers flexibility and a process

for these deviations. The Applicant has withdrawn its request for deviation from the

Tree Preservation Ordinance (BDMC 19.30), so that does not need to be addressed.

Staff recognizes the advantages of flexibility and provides a mechanism for exploring
alternatives to the City's water, sewer, and stormwater comprehensive plan concepts.

Staff and the applicant can resolve the large, overarching design issues and work to
establish functionally equivalent construction standards as part of the Development
Agreement. The Engineering Design and Construction Standards contain an

administrative deviation process (section 1.3) that does not require a showing of
hardship. Any proposed deviation from standards must show comparable or superior
design and quality; address safety and operations; cannot adversely affect
maintenance and operation costs; will not adversely affect aesthetic appearance; and

will not affect future development or redevelopment. Most of the requested

functionally equivalent standards for streets and utilities can be addressed in the

Development Agreement and through this administrative deviation process.

Therefore, given the lack of detail and supporting information at this stage of the

MPD review process, staff cannot support blanket approval of the suggested

functionally equivalent standards related to utilities and transportation. There may be

some standards for which overall approval can be granted through the Development
Agreement (e.g., striped bike lanes vs. shared lanes).

Staff finds the following request is justified and should be approved in part:

4) 18.80.030-060; Parking-reduced parking standards for the Mixed Use Town
Center only. It is common to have flexible parking standards within mixed use and

'odowntown" areas.

requests do not need to be considered as "functionally
can therefore be addressed through the Development

Staff finds the following
equivalent standards" and
Agreement process:
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l) 18.100 Definitions-generally, staff does not consider this to be an area where

'ofunctional equivalency" is applicable. Staff supports adding only words that are

not already defined in City code, but does not find an advantage in proposed

alternative definitions.

6) 18.76 Gateway Overlay District-grading, removal of invasive species, and
installation of infrastructure within the public right of way is not subject to the
overlay (per Section 18.76.020.8). Therefore, staff finds this request to be

unnecessary.

14, 15 & part of 18) l8.38-Community Commercial (CC) Zone Standards and
Allowed Uses; Parcel B will be rezoned to MPD if the MPD is approved.

19) 18.30-R4 Zone Standards-None of the property associated with The
Villages is currently zoned R4, nor will be zoned R4.

BDMC 18.98.140(A).' Open space is deJined as wildlìfe habítot øreøs, perímeter
buffers, envíronmentølly sensítíve areos and theír buffers, and traíl corrfulors. It
may aßo ínclude developed recreøtíonøl areos, such as golf courses, trail corrídors,
playfields, parks of on-quørter acte or more ín size, pocket pørks that contoín an
actíve use element, those portíons of school sites devoted to outdoor recreøtíon, ønd
stormwater detention/retentíon ponds that have been developed as ø publíc ømenily
and incorporated ínto the publíc park system. An MPD applicatíon møy propose
other areos to be considered as open spøce, subject to øpprovøL It shøll not ínclude
such spøce as vegetøtive stríps ín medíans, isoløted lønds that are not íntegrated
ínto a pablíc trail or park system, løndscape areos required by the løndscope code,
ønd any areos not open to the public, unless íncluded wíthín a sensítíve area tract
as required by Chapter 19.10,

53. The project proposes to preserve amounts ofopen space as detailed on page 3-10
of the MPD application. They include a mix of passive and active areas comprised of
sensitive areas such as wetlands, associated buffers, trails, parks, forested areas and
utilities such as stormwater ponds. Figure 3-l of the MPD application shows a

majority of the areas dedicated to open space as a coordinated network. The vast
majority of open space will be maintained as sensitive areas and their buffers.

The use of sensitive areas and their associated buffers for development including
trails, stormwater management, etc. is regulated by the City's sensitive areas

ordinance, BDMC Chapter 19.10. Appropriate mitigation, if required, for impacts as

well as other required measures would apply and will be evaluated on a case-by-case
basis at the time of implementing project application.

Chapter 5 also contains a figure on open space typologies at the MPD project scale.

Specific development parcel open space consistency would need to be verified at the
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permitting stage. Storm ponds should only be considered as open space if they are

developed as an amenity for safe and pleasing public recreational use.

BDMC 18.98.1a0(B): Naturøl open space shøll be located and desígned to

form ø coordínated open space network resulting ín continuous greenbelt øreøs and
buffers to mínímíze the vßual ímpacts of development withín the MPD, ancl províde
connections to exísting or plønned open spoce networks, wíkllife corrídors, and
trail corrídors on adjøcent propertíes and throughout the MPD.

54. Figure 3-1 of the application shows that the dedicated open space areas serve as a

coordinated network. In order to enhance this coordination for nafural areas, a

recommended condition of approval is to require that areas shown as natural open
space/areas in the frgure on page 5-7 of the application to remain natural, with the
possibility for vegetation enhancement. No other land clearing shall be permitted
besides trails and storm ponds. As previously noted, the figure on page 5-5 depicts
some areas as 'onatural open space" that are also proposed to include stormwater
facilities. Staff is supportive of allowing stormwater facilities to be considered as

open space if they are designed as an amenity. Other than trails and stormwater
facilities designed as amenities, staff is recommending that areas shown as natural
areas in the figure on page 5-7 of the application be required to remain natural with
the possibility for vegetation enhancement. The Examiner finds retention in the
natural state to be necessary in order to maintain continuous greenbelt areas as

required in the criterion above.

In order to retain open space areas, the Development Agreement should include text
that defines when and under what conditions a parcel may be logged for timber
revenue, how that parcel must be secured to minimize the impacts on the community
and how long the parcel may remain un-worked before it must be reforested.

The Development Agreement should include a nanative of the process and basis for
removing selective hazard trees at the project perimeter. The intent of this section
will be to leave the majority of the perimeter as designated passive open space, and to
have it appear and function as native forest.

BDMC 18.98.140(C): The open space shall be locoted and designed to mínimize
the ødverse ímpacts on wíldlife rcsources and achíeve ø hígh degree of
compatíbílíty wíth wíldlife høbitøt areas where identified.

55. The MPD application appears to do this as open space is outlined by sensitive
areas and their relevant buffers. Additionally, the Fish and Wildlife section in
Chapter 4 of the FEIS contains information regarding the proposed project's impacts.
Mitigation measures related to flrsh and wildlife are recornmended as conditions of
approval.
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BDMC 18.98.140(D): The approved MPD permit and Development Agreement
shall estøblish specíJic usesfor open spøce wíthìn the approved MPD.

56. Chapters 3 and 5 of the MPD application, including tables 3.4 and page 5-6,
describe proposed open space uses.

As much of the open space has been identiflred as sensitive areas and their associated
buffers, minimal flexibility exists as it relates to uses within these areas. All activities
shall be conducted in accordance with BDMC Chapter 19.10. The Development
Agreement shall include a tabular list of the types of activities and the characteristics
of passive open space and active open space so that future land applications can
accurately track the type and character of open space that is provided. The
Development Agreement should include language that specifically defines when the
various components of permitting and construction must be approved, completed or
terminated (e.g., when must open space be dedicated, plats recorded, and utility
improvements be accepted by the City).

BDMC 18.98.140(E): The approved MPD permít ønd Development Agreement
shall estøblísh which open spaces shøll be dedícøted to the cíty, wh¡ch shall be
prolected by conservotíon eosements, and whích shøll be protected and mointaínecl
by other mechønísms.

57.Page 5-2 of the MPD application generally describes proposed ownership, but as
to sensitive areas only identifies various options and doesn't propose any specific
ownership. Staff is recommending that specific details on which open space is to be
dedicated to the city, protected by conservation easements or protected and
maintained by other mechanisms be established as part of the Development
Agreement

Staff is concerned that public access to open space is maintained, as it is a significant
component of the vision of the community. Closed parks and trail segments limit
passive and active recreational opportunities to significant natural resources.

Homeowners Association (HOA) maintained facilities have shown to include both
negative and positive outcomes. These issues include:

No maintenance or repair obligations for these facilities can be a significant cost
savings to the City's budget.

Less ability to ensure that these facilities are maintained at appropriate levels.
Experience has shown that it is difficult for cities to regulate adequate maintenance
even if they are not in compliance with City standards.

Limited access to these facilities to the general public.
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Staff and the applicant should negotiate language to be included within the
Development Agreement that will allow for public access to parks and trails facilities.
City ownership of major park and trail facilities may be preferred to ensure the
availability of these facilities to the general public and consistency within code
section 18.98.150. Staff recommends that this issue be resolved through the
Development Agreement process.

BDMC 18.98.140(F)z An approved MPD shall contaín the ømount of open spøce
requíred by øny prior øgreement.

58. As discussed previously, the MPD application appears to meet the standards as

outlined in previous agreements as it pertains to open space.

BDMC 18.9S.1a0(F): If an applícønt elects to provìde Jífty percent (50%o) open
space, then the øpplícant møy be allowecl to vary lot dimensíons as authorízed
elsewhere ín thís chøpter, cluster housing, ønd seek øddìtionøl density as
authorized in Sectíon I 8,98, I 20(F)

59. The application is seeking to vary lot dimensions, cluster housing and include
high-density residential housing (pursuant to Section 18.98.120.F). Therefore the
portions of the MPD not subject to prior agreements are required to provide 50o/o

open space (336.4 ac total). Page 3-21 of the MPD application indicates that the
proposal is to have a minimum of 481.4 acres but will be providing 505 acres of open
space. The MPD proposal satisfies this requirement.

The Examiner notes that the Applicant can only meet the 50% requirement if it is
limited to areas that are not subject to open space agreements. The agreements
presumably do not place a cap on the amount of open space that the Applicant can
dedicate and the Applicant could also satisfy a 50o/o requirement for the entire
Villages MPD by dedicating additional open space in areas that are not subject to
agreement. Consequently, it is unclear how staff came up with the interpretation that
the 50% requirement only applies to areas that are not subject to the open space

agreements. The Examiner will defer to the staff s interpretation on this issue, but
leaves it to Council to ask staff about this if they have any concerns.

BDMC 18.98.150(Ã): An MPD shall províde on-síte recreatìon areas øndfacilitíes
sufricíent to meet the needs of MPD residents, exceedíng or at a mínímum
consßtent wìth levels of servíce adopted by the cþ where applìcable. Thís shall
ínclude provídíng for ø coordinated system of trails ønd pedestriøn línkages both
within, ancl connectíng to exísting or planned regíonal or local troil systems outsíde
of the MPD.

B. The MPD permít and Development Agreement shall estctblísh the sízes,
locatíons, ønd types of recreøtion facilíties and trails to be buílt and also shøll
estøblish methotls of ownershíp and maíntenønce.
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60. Chapter 5 of the MPD application contains information regarding proposed
recreation areas and facilities. The proposal meets the adopted levels of service with
regard to parks.

Based on maps included with the application, it appears that a significant amount of
trail systems will be located within the buffer areas and potentially within sensitive
areas themselves. The use of sensitive areas and their associated buffers for
development including trails and stormwater management requires appropriate
mitigation and other requirements in accordance with BDMC Section 19.10. Staff
recommends that a component of the Development Agreement include a unit trigger
for when trails need to be constructed.

Staff has concerns with regard to the use of publicly owned property (namely, Lake
Sawyer Regional Park) by the applicant in meeting Recreational Facility Standards
under the Parks, Recreation and Open Space Plan (adopted December 2008). The
regional park site currently exists as raw, undeveloped land, meaning that significant
financial resources, on the magnitude of $4.5 million, have been estimated in the
development of Phase I of the regional park.

Staff also has concerns regarding the proposed recreational facility payment figures
proposed by the applicant (see Table 5.2 of the application) for fee in lieu of
construction. These values do not appear to include the cost of land acquisition or the
elevated costs for public construction projects if monies were to be dedicated to the

City for their construction. If the fee in lieu concept is acceptable to the city, then
staff recommends that as part of the Development Agreement negotiations, these
values are re-evaluated to ensure appropriate levels of funding, include a mechanism
to account for inflationary increases in construction costs, and potentially, the costs of
maintaining these types of facilities in the future.

Additionally, staff is concerned that there is an adequate amount of property suitable
for park development outside of the proposed project. Areas designated as o'sending

areas" within the transfer of development right program are considered sensitive and
are limited in what can be constructed. More suitable, developable land will need to
be acquired in order to accommodate recreation activities off-site. Other issues

including access, parking and maintenance of these facilities need to be evaluated and
are more appropriately addressed on a case by case basis. The proposal that the
applicanlMaster Developer has discretion of when to provide a lump sum payment in
lieu of constructing recreational facilities is not supported by staff. To do so could
place hardships on municipal resources to provide these types of facilities, if property
reserves do not exist and the lump sum payment does not equate to adequate financial
resources to construct the facility appropriately.

Dependant on the availability of land, the adequacy of funds to construct City-
approved recreational facilities and an ability to maintain these facilities, staff
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recommends that the Development Agreement be required to include a provision that
the City, not the applicant, will maintain discretion when and if a lump sum payment
will be accepted in lieu of constructing off-site recreational facilities.

BDMC 18.98.155(A): The requírements of the Sensitíve Areas Ordinance (BDMC
19.10) shall be the minimum standards ímposedfor all sensítíve arco*

61. The Applicant has requested a deviation from Sensitive Area Ordinance
standards. The Examiner finds the general authority under MPD regulations to vary
development standards to be superseded by the more specific requirement above.
The MPD will be made to comply with the Sensitive Areas Ordinance at a minimum
as required by the criterion above.

Staff recommends that once the mapped boundaries of sensitive areas have been
agreed to between the applicant and staff, the Development Agreement shall include
text that identifies that these areas are fixed. If during construction it is discovered
that the actual boundary is smaller or larger than what was mapped, the mapped

boundary should prevail. The applicant should neither benefit nor be penalized by
effors or changes in the sensitive area boundaries as the projects are developed.

BDMC 18.98.155(8): All development, íncludíng road layout ønd constructíon,
shøll be desígned, locøted ønd constructed to mínímíze impact of wíldlife høbítøt
ancl migratíon corrídors. Thìs shall ìnclude mínimízíng use of culverts ín
preference to open span crossíngs.

62. Regarding the proposed "Community Connector at Sensitive Areas" (Figure 4-4
in the MPD application), staff finds that impacts to sensitive areas and buffers should
be mitigated, if necessary, in accordance with BDMC 19.10. Impacts are more
appropriately addressed on a case by case basis; staff does not support the specific
details of this proposed street section at this time.

The project overall, including road locations, has been designed to minimize impacts
to wildlife and migration corridors as determined in Finding of Fact No. 5(J).

BDMC 18.98.160(A): All proposed transfers of development ríghts shttll be
consßtent wíth the TDR program (Chøpter 19.24). An MPD permít ond
Development Agreement shøll estøblìsh the TDR requírements for a specíJic MPD,
Maximum allowøble MPD resídentíal densíties cøn only be achíeved through
particípation in the cítyts TDR program as ø receíving síte,

63. The MPD application is consistent with the City's transfer of development rights
program. Specifics as it pertains to development right use and timing should be

included within the Development Agreement.
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BDMC 18.98.160(A): Property tltot ís subject to a pre-annexøtíon agreement,
Development Agreement or annexatíon ordínønce condítions relatíng to residentíal
densíty wíll høve as its base densíty the densíty designated ín such agreement or

' ordínønce, All other property wíll have as íts base densíty the minímum densíty
desígnated ín the comprehensíve plan.

64. This has been previously discussed in this recommendation.

BDMC 18.98.170(A): Street standards shall be consístent wíth the MPD desígn
guídelínes, whích may devìate from cíty-wide street støndørds in order to
íncorporate "low ímpøct development't concepts such as narrower pøvement cross-
sections, enhanced pedestrían features, low ímpact stormwater føcìlítíes, and
íncreøsed connectívíty or streets øncl traíls. Any íncreased operøtíon ønd
maíntenønce costs to the cíty assocíated therewith sholl be íncorporated ínto the

facal analysís,

65. Functionally equivalent standards are expected be approved on a general level in
the Development Agreement and specific deviations can be dealt with through the
existing deviation process at the site development and design phase.

BDMC 18.98.170(B): The street layout shall be desígned to preserve ønd enhance
views of Mt. Rainier or other víews ídentifrcd in the cíty's comprehensíve plan to
the extent possíble wíthout adversely ímpactíng sensítive areøs and theír buffers,

66. The criterion is satisfied. The application materials indicate that the Community
Connector Road and multiple parks are designed to enhance views of Mt. Rainier.
There are very limited opportunities for views of Mt. Rainier on The Villages main
property. The school site in parcel F may have some views of Mt. Rainier if the areas

to the south are cleared. There appears to be reasonable opportunities for views from
Parcel B that will be further enhanced if the nearby tailing piles are removed in the
future. Staff recommends that these view opportunities be explored and incorporated
into the planning process.

BDMC 18.98.170(C)t The approved street stønclards shall become pørt of the MPD
permit øpprovøL, ønd shall apply to publíc and prìvote streets ín all subsequent
ímplementíng projects except when new ot dffirent støndards are specíJically
determíned by the cíty councíl to be necessøryfor public søfety.

67. Staff recommends that implementing projects shall be designed to foster the
development of a street grid system. Functionally equivalent standards are expected
be approved on a general level in the Development Agreement and specific deviations
will be dealt with through the existing deviation process at the site development and
design phase.
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BDMC 18.98.180(A): The stormwater management system shall enhance the
ødopted stanclards thøt apply generally wíthin the cíty, ín order to implement the
concepts in sectìons 18.98.010(C), (H), and (L), 18.98.020(B) and (C), and
18.98,180(C), The stormwøter detentíon system shøll be publícly owned. Provided,
ín non-residentíal areos, the use of prívate vøults ønd filters may be øuthorízed
where: l) the trønsmíssíon of the stormwater by grøvìty tlow to a regìonøl system is
not possible and 2) there ís ímposed ø maíntenance/repløcement condítíon that
requíres vault Jilters to be regulørly inspected and maìntaíned by the property
owner.

68. The criterion is met. The AESI reports in Appendix D to the TV FEIS show
conclusively that the stormwater system has been designed to locate infiltration ponds
in areas that will recharge aquifers as required by BDMC 18.98.180(C). Planning on
such a large scale has enabled the applicant to use its land efficiently for stormwater
purposes, such as creation of a regional infiltration pond that would otherwise be
segmented in several areas and thereby increase the need to encroach and segment
natural open space and wildlife corridors. In this respect the regional nature of the
facilities further BMDC 18.98.010(C). The Applicant proposes a list of low impact
development techniques, maximizing the use of permeable soils, thereby promoting
environmentally sustainable development as contemplated in BDMC 18.98.010(H).
The efficiencies of using a regional stormwater system also promote compact
development as contemplated in BDMC 18.98.010(L). As further required by the
criterion above, the Applicant proposes public ownership of the facility as identified
in page 6-4 of the Villages application.

The City's recommended conditions regarding use of the most recent DOE
stormwater manual further serves the objectives of the criterion above by ensuring
that the most up to date standards are employed to maximize the effectiveness and
efficiency of the stormwater system.

BDMC f8.98.180(B): The stormwater mønøgement system shøll apply to publìc
and prívate stormwater manøgement systems ín oll subsequent ímplementíng
projects wíthin the MPD, except when new or dífferent støndards øre speciftcally
determíned by the city council to be necessøry for publíc health or safety, or øs
modi/ied as authorized in sectíon 18.98.195(8).

69. The City's storm water codes apply to both public and private improvements.

BDMC 18.98.180(C): Opportuníties to ìnJiltrøte stormwater to the beneftt of the
aquífer, includìng opportunitíes for reuse, shall be ímplemented as part of the
stormwater mønagement plonfor the MPD.

70. The criterion is satisfied. The stormwater management plan proposed as part of
The Villages takes advantage of the soil conditions in and around the project for
infiltration. The stormwater management plan will incorporate distributed infiltration
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through Low Impact Development and a regional infiltration pond for the excess
volume from the developed site. Opportunities for water reuse are preserved with the
central collection of stormwater.

BDMC 18.98.180(D): The use of small detentíon/retention ponds shall be
dßcourøged in føvor of the møvímum ilse of regíonøl ponds within the MPD,
recognizíng bøsin constraínts. Ponds shall be desígned wíth shøllow slopes wíth
native shrub and tree landscøpíng ond íntegrøted ìnto the trøil system or open space
corridors whenever possíble. Smøll ponds shøll not be øllowed unless desígned øs o
publíc ameníty and ít ís demonstrøted thøt trønsmíttíng the stormwater to a regíonal
pond wíthín the MPD ís not technícallyfeøsible.

71. The criterion is satisfied. A regional storm water system is proposed with
sensitivity to existing wetlands and water balance within the basins. Staff
recommends that stormwater ponds proposed to be included as "open space" should
be required to be developed as a public amenity (i.e., safe, accessible, and
aesthetically pleasing). As a recommended condition of approval, mechanisms
should be identified to integrate LID into the overall design of the MPD for the
benefit of these resources, provided that future Homeowners' Associations bear the
increased cost of landscape maintenance.

BDMC 18.98.190(A): An MPD shøll be served with publíc water and sanítary
sewer systems that:

1. Emptoy ínnovatíve water conservation meosurcs includíng meteríng
technologíes, írrígatíon technologies, løndscøpíng ønd soil ømendment
technologíes, and reuse technologíes to reduce and/or díscourage the reliance upon
potøble waterfor nonpotøble uses íncladíng outdoor wøtering.

72. See B below in this section.

BDMC 18.98.190(A)(2): Are desígned ín such ø wøy øs to elíminate or øt ø
minímum reduce to the greatest degree possíble the relíance upon pumps, líft
stotíons, and other mechønical devíces ønd theír associated costs to províde servíce
to the MPD.

73. Staff recognizes that it may be impractical in the early stages of this project to
construct the regional sewer pump station within the area identified within the
application as the western expansion parcel. Staff therefore recommends acceptance
of an interim sewer pump station provided that:

r Routing of the gravity sewer mains is consistent with the City's ultimate
plan for routing sewage.
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o No capital facility charge credit will be considered for interim
improvements.

For the northern parcel, the application states there will be a point of connection in
SR 169. Although that connection point will functionally work, staff recommends
requiring the abandonment of the Diamond Glen sewer pump station and connection
of the new sewer force main to the existing Diamond Glen sewer force main. Staff is
opposed to continued installations of redundant interim sewer pump stations.

A pump station may be necessary to serve the easternmost portion of Parcel F.
Alternatively, if the property to the north has developed or easements are obtained the
eastern area of Parcel F can be served by gravity to the existing King County Jones
Lake sewer pump station.

King County is in the pre-design phase of an equalization sewer storage project to
reduce the peak flow from the Black Diamond sewer service area. Currently, the City
and King County have different concepts on where the storage facility should be
located. When the final location is determined, the applicant may need to shift the
sewer infrastructure project planning to deliver sewage from The Villages to a
location upstream of the existing King County pump station G located just southwest
of existing downtown Black Diamond.

Page 8-l of the application states, "Since water use can vary significantly...projected
water use per ERU will be determined at the preliminary plat, binding site plan or site
plan approval stage and confirmed prior to Occupancy." This statement implies that
the developer can establish their own capital facility charge rate based on projected
water use within The Villages, an idea for which staff is not supportive. The City has
always set capital facility charges and the water use per ERU by citywide studies and
comprehensive planning based on historic water use patterns. Staff anticipates that
water conservation efforts will, in time, affect the average household consumption
and the water consumption per ERU may be reduced in the future as water use
patterns change. Staff does not recommend treating the developer or future residents
of The Villages differently than other customers or developers in the city.

The planned projects for water service to The Villages are consistent with the City's
Water Comprehensive Plan. The City and developer may opt to investigate new
alternatives to distribute water to The Villages that will meet fire flow requirements,
maintain redundant looping of the water system and perhaps reduce the needed
facilities without compromising the level of service. The water comprehensive plan
may need to be updated if a new water distribution concept is found to be a viable
option. Staff recommends that the applicant be required to cover the cost of a water
comprehensive plan update, if needed, before the next scheduled update.

BDMC 18.98.190(8): Each MPD shall develop and ímplement o water
conservatíon pløn to be approved as part of the Development Agreement thot sets
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forth strategíes for achievíng water conservøtíon at all phøses of development and
at full buíkl out, thøt results ín wøter usøge that ìs at leøst ten percent less the
average water usage ín the city for resídentíal purposes øt the time the MPD
applícøtíon ís submítted. For example, íf the overøge water usøge k 200 gallons
per equivalent resìdentíøl unít per day, then the MPD shøll implement a wøter
conservatìon strategt thøt wíll result ín wøter use thøt ß 180 gallons per day or less
per equivølent resíclentíøl unít.

74. Staff finds the proposed water conservation plan identified in page 8 of the MPD
applications to be acceptable, but recommends it be evaluated for its effectiveness in
light of the City's available water resources after 500 dwelling units have been
constructed. At that time, additional measures may be necessary.

Master Planned Development Framework Desisn Standards and Guidelines
(MPDFSG) (A)(Environmentally Sustainable)(p. 3): To províde resource-fficient
site clesign which includes consíderation for saving trees, constructing on-síte
stormwater retention/ínfiltration features, ancl buíldíng orientatíon to maxímíze
passíve solør heotíng and coolíng.

75. The application indicates a desire to use Low Impact Development techniques for
treating and disposing of stormwater. Staff is recommending this be pursued (see
comment on previous page). Since no specific lot layouts are included in the current
proposal, compliance or noncompliance with solar orientation cannot be determined
at this time. The City's Tree Preservation Ordinance will assure a significant
retention of trees.

MPDFSG (AXl): Implement ø constructíon waste management plan to reduce
constructíon wøste. Consíder life-cycle environmental ímpacts of baildíng
materials.

76. Staff recommends the applicant be required to submit a construction waste
management plan as part of the Development Agreement.

MPDFSG (AX2)z Incorporøte energl-savíng techníques ínto all aspects of
building's desígn ønd operøtíon.

77. This will be evaluated at the time of individual building permit applications.

MPDFSG (AX3)z Maxímize water conservøtíon by møíntøiníng or restoríng pre-
development hydrology wíth'regard to temperøture, røte, volume and duratíon of
Ílow; use natíve species ín løndscaping; recycle wøterfor on-site írrìgøtion use.

78. Staff is recommending the use of native vegetation in street landscaping and in
parks. Staff recommends that the Development Agreemeni be required to include a
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water conservation plan with performance measurements; a general landscape plan;
and a stormwater management plan.

MPDFSG lAX4lz Use meøsures that can mítígote the effects of potentíøl índoor
øír qualíty contamínants through controlling the source, dílutíng the source, and
captaríng the source thro ugh Jiltrotion.

79. This will be addressed at the time of future building permit applications.

MPDFSG (AX$z Reduce overøll community ímpøcts by provídíng connectìvity

from the project to the communíty; by incorporatìng best manøgement prøctíces for
stormwater mønflgement; by creøting useable public spaces such as plazas and
parks; ønd by protecting ímportant communíty-ìdentíJied víewsheds ønd sceníc
flreos.

80. A high east-west pedestrian demand is expected to develop along Auburn Black
Diamond Road/Roberts Drive to and from The Villages and existing neighborhoods
to the east. The existing Roberts Drive bridge over Rock Creek is unsafe for
pedestrians. Staff recommends that a connecting sidewalk and safe pedestrian
connection to the programmed sidewalk in the Morganville area should be required as

a condition of approval. Construction timing should be specified in the Development
Agreement.

MPDFSG (AXOz Grøding pløns shøll íncorporate best manøgement practíces wíth
phøsed grading to minímize surface dísturbønce ønd to møìntaín signíftcønt
nøturøl contours,

8l.A grading plan has not been proposed at this time, so compliance or
noncompliance with this guideline cannot be determined. However, this does not
relieve the applicant from the need to comply with this provision in the future.

Chapter I of the MPD application indicates that the applicant proposes to remove and
export approximately 3 million cubic yards of soil, which is inconsistent with this
objective. Specific areas where this might occur are not identified in the application
materials, making it difficult to judge how the existing landforms will be impacted. If
very much of the top layer of soil is removed in areas where there is a restricting
layer, the potential for implementation of Low Impact Development techniques will
be adversely impacted.

Staff is recommending a condition establish a goal to balance the cut and frll within
the site. Staff recognizes that in order for urban development to occur, the natural
undulations and occasional sharp pitches in the natural grade will need to be graded
for street and urban living compatibility. Allowing initial site grading will provide
better, more consistent utility depths and minimize retaining walls and steps to homes
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and other buildings. However, on a site of this size, site grading can be done without
having to export 3 million cubic yards of material.

Staff recommends that, before the approval of the first implementing plat or site
development permit within a phase, the applicant must submit an overall grading plan
that will balance the cut or fill so that the amount of cut or fill does not exceed the
other by more than 20%0. This will insure that unnecessary mining of material will
not occur and reuse of existing materials will be maximized. Staff is also
recommending that the applicant employ a majority of native species in the
landscaping, another reason to retain native soils that are compatible with native
species.

MPDFSG ßXp. 4): Black Diømond has a specíJic hístory and settíng that ínvolves
varied topogrophy, an agrícultural pastrforested areøs, mìníng, and a small town
scale. Cøre should be taken to reflect these palterns ín master plønned
developments. In addítíon, the MPD chapter of Black Díamond's Munìcipal Code
requíres thøtlifty percent (50%) of the total lønd ørea of an MPD be maìntaíned as
open space, Proper desígn and íntegrøtíon of thís open spøce into ø development is
very ímportønt.

Guídelines
I. AA moster planned developments shall ínclude a wide ronge of open spaces,

íncl uding the followíng :
a. Sensítíve envíronmentølfeatures and theír bulþrs
b. Greenbelts
c. Víllage greens
d. Parks and school playgrounds
e. Publíc squares

f, Multí-purpose trøíls

These featares shoulcl be delíberately plønned to organíze the pattern of
development ønd serve as centerpíeces to development cluster, not merely øs

"leftover" spøces.

2. Open spøces shall be línked ínto an overall non-motorízed network through
sídewølks, trøíls and parkways.

The overall network shøll be delíneøted at inítíøl MPD approvøl and ímplønted
through subsequent plaß ancl permít øpprovals.

82. For reasons previously discussed, staff finds that the proposal meets the intent of
these guidelines.
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MPDFSG ßX3): Stands of trees as an element of open space. Due to the
propensíty of severe wínd events in the Black Dìømond oteø, dn MPD should
íncorporote the preservøtíon of lørger røther thøn smøller stønds of natíve trees.

83. There are forested areas proposed for retention as open space (see Figure l0-l and
compare to the Land Use Plan (Figure 3-1). Staff is recommending a condition that
will require a tree inventory prior to the development of implementing projects so that
other opportunities to preserve trees may be realized. The City's Tree Preservation
Ordinance will also result in significant large tree retention.

MPDFSG (Oln. $ : To allowfor an eÍfrcíent use of lønd,lower the cost of
infrastructure and constructíon, protect envíronmentally sensitíve areøs, and
maìntaìn a small town'\íllage" chøracter wiÍhin øn MPD. Development ís to be
íntegrated wìth networks of preserved nøturalfeatures ønd developed open space

for both possive and actíve recreational uses.

Guídelines

1. Use of conventional, suburbøn-style subdívísíon desígn thøt provídes líttle
common open space shall be øvoided.
2. Groupings of prímøríly residentíal development of øpproximøtely 400-600 uníts
should be contaíned generally wíthín a quarter míle radíus to support wølkìng,
bícyclíng andfuture transit senìce. Development clusters shøll be surrounded by ø
network of open space wíth a varìety of recreatíonal uses (íncluclíng trøils) to
provide connectíons between clusters,
3. Methodologtfor Planníng Development in clusters,

ø, envíronmentally sensitíve øreos to be protectecl (ìncluclíng streams, wetlands,
steep slopes, wíldlífe comìdors, ønd theír buffers) shall be ídentìJied, mapped ønd
used as øn orgønízíng elementfor desígn;

b. areasfor development of housíng and commercial development shøll be
índícated;

c. streets and public spaces (as well as sitesfor publícfacílítíes such as schools,

Jire støtíons and other cívic structures) shøll be identíJied;
tl, lots ancl groups of lots wíth varíous ownerships (ie.fee símple by occupant,

condomíníum, single ownership apartments, etc) shall he íntegrated wíth one
ønother throughout øll phøses of a project;

e. víews of Mt Rainíer and other clesírable terrítoríøl views shøll be íclentífied
ønd íntegrated ínto síte planníng to maxímíze víewingfrom pablíc spaces (streets,
trøils, pørks, plazøs, etc,).

84. For reasons previously discussed and as demonstrated in the layout proposed in
the MPD applications, staff finds that the proposal meets the intent of these
guidelines.
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MPDFSG (Dt(Ensurine Connectívitvlb, 6I: To promote ease of mobilíty and access
within all portions of the development.

L Peclestrian Connectívity

a, Símilør to ø tradítíonal smøll town, servíces and common spøces shall be
easíly accessíble to resídents on foot. Off-street pedestrían trøìls are to be provided
as ø network throughout the development. Pedestrían connections shall be
provídecl where cul-de-søcs or other dead-end streets are used,

85. As conditioned, the criterion is satisfied. The MPDs propose an integrated trail
network that connects all portions of the development, including up to the
commercial portions of the projects. A high east-west pedestrian demand is expected
to develop along Auburn Black Diamond Road/Roberts Drive to and from The
Villages and existing neighborhoods to the east. The existing Roberts Drive bridge
over Rock Creek bridge is unsafe for pedestrians. Staff recommends that a
connecting sidewalk and safe pedestrian connection to programmed sidewalk
construction in the Morganville area should be required as a condition of approval.
Construction timing should be specified in the Development Agreement.

MPDFSG X2Xa)z The system of streets shall demonstrate ø high degree of both
vehiculør ønd pedestriøn connectívíty, øllowíng resídents and vísìtors multíple
choíces of movement. Isoløted ønd dead-end pockets of development are not
desired.

86. As depicted in Figure 4-l of the MPD applications, the proposals depict only an
o'approximate" and basic "skeleton" of a future street system and descriptions of street
types including cul-de-sacs. The trail networks depicted in Chapter 5 of the
applications provide a little more detail. The vehicular and pedestrian circulation
plans proposed by the Applicant do exhibit several connection points to adjoining
properties exhibit a high degree of connectivity as required by the criterion above.
Regulations and conditions of approval require consistency with the MPDFSG at all
stages of development, and it does not appear that the project design at this stage will
prevent compliance in future stages of development.

For clarification, on page 4-26 ofthe application, a connection point to Green Valley
Road is referenced. This is construed as in error. The connection is not depicted in
the Land Use Plan and the FEIS assesses a direct connection to SR 169.

MPDFSG lDx2lft)2. Cul-de-søcs shall be avoíded unless there are no other
alternatives.

87. No cul-de-sacs are proposed at this general level of design. Regulations and
conditions of approval require consistency with the MPDFSG at all stages of
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development, and it does not appear that the project design at this stage will prevent
compliance in future stages of development.

MPDFSGGXMixine of HousineXp. 7l: To encourage ø diversity of population
ancl households withín Black Díømond through ø range of choices ín hoasing types
ønd price,

Guídelínes
1. MPD's shall ínclude vørìous types of housíng, such as:

ø,-e. [Not lísted here; refer to Desígn Guídelinesfor complete text.J
2. Eøch cluster of development shall ínclude a varíety of unít types ønd densíties.

88. As noted previously in this report, it is not clear what the intended housing mix in
the project will be. The Executive Summary states all non-multifamily housing will
be oosingle family detached," yet the description of low and medium density
residential areas indicates intent to comply with this policy. As previously noted,
staff is recommending compliance with this guideline be required. The Examiner
also recommends that the development agreement contain specific targets for various
types of housing for each phase of development so that this requirement does not
become perpetually deferred from one phase to the next with no real compliance at
the end. The cluster requirement helps to assure minimal compliance at each stage of
development, but minimal compliance at each stage may not result in an overall
variety as contemplated in the guideline.

MPDFSGßX3)z For Single Fømíly developments, ølley access to garages is
desíred. Dírect dríveway access to streels shoukl only occur if there øre no other
ølternøtíves.

89. Page 3-30 of the MPD application materials indicates that front loaded single-
family homes will, ooform the majority of the residential typology" within The
Villages MPD. This is inconsistent with this guideline; staff recommends that,
generally, no more than25o/o of housing be "front-loaded lots."

While alleys provide convenience and a clean streetscape, staff anticipates that the
City will not be able to cover the additional cost of policing the alleys and
maintaining double public street frontage. The City does not have the ability to
charge a street utility fee as suggested on page 12-15 (City Special Funds) of the
application. Staff recommends requiring that cul-de-sacs serving less than 20 lots,
alleys and auto courts be privately owned and maintained.

MPDFSGGX4)z Large øpørtment complexes and other repetítíve housing types are
dßcouraged, Apartments shoultl replícate features found in Síngle Fømily
Residentíøl areas (í,e., garoges assocíated with indívidual uníts, indívidual outdoor
entries, internal dríveway systems thøt resemble standard streets, etc.).
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90. Other than the high-density residential guidelines included as Appendix E to the
application, the applicant has not submitted this level of detail. Compliance with this
guideline can be required as a condition of the Development Agreement.

MPDFSG(Fl(Creatíne Neìehborhood Cívíc/Commercíøl Centers\h. 8\: To
conveniently concentrate servíces and activítíes to serve multíple resídentíal
clusters.

Guidelínes
l. Cìvíc/Commercìal Centers shall be locoted to serve groupíngs of clusters as well
as pøss-by traffic ín order to support øn orruy of shops and services,
2. Such centers shall be anchored by o publìc green spøce and, ídeølly, a publíc
buíldíng such os a school or meetíng hall.

91. The proposed Town Center and uses on Parcel B satisfy this provision. Although
the proposed allowed uses in the various land use categories indicate the potential for
small scale (neighborhood) commercial development occurring in the residential
classifications, actual locations are not defined at this time. Staff recommends that
commercial areas be identified on the Land Use Plan through a future amendment to
the MPD. Proposed parks are located in areas which comply with this guideline.

MPDFSGßX3): Upper story housíng øbove retaíl or commercial space ís strongly
encouraged withín Cívíc/Commercíal Centers.

92. Development parcels Vl I and Vl2, with approximately 160 dwelling units,
are proposed as a mixed use component of the Town Center.

MPDFSG(F\(Interl¡tce w¡th Ad' " :*o Develt-' -'¡(r, g\z To ensure a trønsítíon
ín development íntensíty at the perimeter of MPD projects.

Guídelínes

L ll/here individuøl lot resídentiøl development is located ølong the boundary oÍ
an MPD, lot sizes shøll be no less thøn 75% the síze of the abuttíng resídentiøl zone
or 7200 sQ. "fl, whatever is /es.r.

2. Multí-famíly ønd non-residentiol land uses should include a minímum 25 Ít.
wíde dense vegetatíve buffer when located olong the bounclary of an MPD.
3. llthen there is no íntervening development proposed, ø minímum 25 ft. wíde
dense vegetatíve buffer should be províded between maín entrønce or occess routes
ínto an MPD and any ødjoíníng residentìal development,

93. Compliance with these standards will be required at the time of implementing
projects. In addition, staff finds that the minimum buffer along the eastern border of
development parcel V13 should be 50 feet. Existing vegetation should be retained
and augmented with native plantings. The minimum buffer along the western border
of development parcels Vl, V2, Vl0, Vl5 and V20 should be 50 feet. These parcels
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comprise the northern part of the main property and Figure 3-l already depicts these
areas as open space tracts. Existing vegetation should be retained and augmented,
except for construction of the planned regional trail with native plantings. The
Applicant does propose trails for the 50 foot western border buffer. See MPD
application, p. 5-27 .

MPDFSG(AX StreetsXp. 10lz To establísh a safe, eflicíent ønd attrøctíve street
network that supports multiple choíces of círculatíon, íncludíng wølkìng, bikíng,
transít ønd motor vehícles.

l. Connectívíty

a, The street løyout shøll create a network thot promotes conveníent and
efJicíent trafric círculatíon ønd ís well connected to other exÍstíng Cíty streets.

94. The criterion is satisfied. The new Pipeline Road, the South (Community)
Connector and the North Connector through parcel B will provide new efficient
transportation links that will avoid having to increase existing roads to 4 or 5 lanes.
The network of trails and bike lanes will provide alternate means for local travel. The
connection points to surrounding urban zoned properties will provide for future
connectivity. Also see previous discussion regarding the extension of the Community
Connector to SR 169.

2. Designl

o. The layoat of streets should relate to ø communþ-wídefocøl point.

95. The street design does provide for a neighborhood focal point at the elongated
roundabout near The Villages center.

b. A consístent overall landscape theme should be utílized, with vøríatíons
províded to índicøte pflssage through oreas of dìlþrent use, densítíes, topogrøphy,
etc.

96. Application includes a variety of street sections, which can be unified through a
landscape theme that emphasizes the use of native plant species.

c, Límít the use of bøckyardfences or solíd walls along arterial streets.

97. Compliance with this standard will be required at the time of implementing
projects.

3. Reduced Pavement lltídths
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a. Pøvement wídths should be mínímízed to slow vehícular speeds and maíntaín
an øreafriendly to pedestríans and non-motorized users,

98. The City street standards were just established in June of 2009 and were reduced
in width to keep this goal in mind. The Villages proposed streets are very similar to
the city standard streets but in some cases are wider. The design standards will be

established through the Development Agreement and the design deviation process.

4. Low-Impøct Desígn

a. Stormwater runoff should be recluced through "natural" techníques: tlush
curbs, bío-Jiltratíon swoles, use of drought-tolerant vegetation withín medíans ønd
planting strips, etc.

99. This criterion has been discussed above.

5, TrafJÍc calming methods should include:

. Roundøbouts

. TraÍÍic Círcles

, Chícones

. Corner bulbs

100. Two roundabouts are proposed along the Community Connector. Staff
recommends that traffrc calming measures be explored with each implementing
development action, at the discretion of the Public Works Director.

6, Lønes and Alleys

a, Access to rear resídentiol garages and commercíal loading and servíce areos
shall be avøíløble through lønes ond alleys.

l0l. As noted, the application materials indicate that the majority of homes will
be "front loaded lots," which is inconsistent with this guideline. The recommended
conditions of approval'require that at least21Yo of homes have alley access.

In order to balance the impact of the added street maintenance and the proposed street
standards with higher maintenance costs, staff is recommending that all cul-de-sacs
and auto courts serving 20 units or less, and all alleys be private and maintained by
the Master Developer or future Homeowners Association(s).

7, Non-moto rízed C irc ulatíon
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o, AII streets shøll ìnclude either sídewalks or trails on at least one síde of the
street. Desígn streets to be "bícycle" fríendly.

8, Street Løndscøping
a, AII streets shall ínclude nøtíve and/or drought-tolerant vegetatíon (rees,

shrubs ønd groundcover) plønted withín ø stríp øbuttíng the curb or edge of
pavement. Natíve ancUor drought-tolerant vegetøtion shall ølso be used wíthín all
medíøns.

102. Compliance with these standards will be required at the time of implementing
projects.

The details of these design features will be resolved through the Development
Agreement and the design deviation process. The City does not have adequate funds
to manage street landscaping. The staff is recommending that future Homeowners'
Association(s) be required to maintain the street side landscaping.

9. On-Street Parkíng

a, Curbsíde parallel parkíng shøll be íncluded along resídentìøl streets.
Parøllel or angle parkíng should be íncluded wíthín non-resídentíal areas.

103. The proposed street standards indicate that parallel parking will be available
along residential streets. Compliance with these standards will also be required at
the time of implementing projects.

MPDFSGßX,Sid¿pøl/rsXn. I I ) :

B. Sídewalks

Intent

Guíclelínes

l. wídth
a. The minímum clear pøthway shall generally be between 5 ft and I ft,

dependíng upon adjacent land uses ønd ønticipated actívíty levels.
2. Líghtíng

o. All líghting shall be shíeldedfrom the sky and surroundíng development and
shøll be of ø consistent desígn throughout vøríous clusters of the development
3. Furnìshings

a. Street furnìshíngs including seotìng, bíke røcks, and woste receptacles shall
be located along maín streets in Cívíc/Commerciøl areas.

b. Furnishíngs servíng specilic busínesses (outdoor seating) will requíre a
buíldíng setback and shall maintaín ø mìnímum passable wídth of the sidewalk.

c, Maílbox statíons shall be desígned to be archítecturølly compatible wíth the
development ín whích they are locøted
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104. The Villages proposal provides a good network of trails, sidewalks and bike
lanes within the project itself. A safe sidewalk link is needed and will be required
from The Villages to Morganville (current west Black Diamond) along the Auburn
Black Diamond Road/Roberts Drive. The area of greatest concern is the nanow
bridge over Rock Creek. Compliance with these standards will be required at the
time of implementing projects.

M'PDFSG(CI( lYalkwavs and Trailslrp. l2l:

Intent

To provide safe, contínuous pedesiríøn línkages throughout and sensítíve to the
project síte, open to both the publíc and project resídents.

105. The Villages proposal provides internal safe continuous pedestrian linkages
with sidewalks and trails. With the one additional off-site sidewalk pedestrian link
along Auburn Black Diamond RoadlRoberts Drive, this guideline will be met.

Guíclelínes
1, Locatíon
a. llalkways and trøíls shøll be integrated wíth the overøll open space network as
well øs províde access from índívíduol propertíes. Traíl routes shall lead to major
communíty actívþ centers such as scltools, parks and shoppíng ørcos.

106. Staff finds that the proposal meets the intent of this guideline.

2. W¡dth

ø, Not less thøn Sfeet wide to allowfor multiple modes of use.

107. Both 8-foot-wide hard and a 6-foot-wide soft surface trail types are proposed
within the project (see page 5-29 of the application). A S-foot-wide boardwalk trail
section is also proposed for limited use. Staff finds that the proposal meets the intent
of this guideline, with the exception of the soft-surface trail which is proposed to be 6
feet in width.

3, Møterìols
a. llalkwøys connectíng buíldíngs ønd harclscøped common spaces shall høve ct

paved sudace.
b. Traíls throughout the development and connectíng to larger lønelscøped common
spaces shall be of ot leøst a semi-permeøble møteríal.

108. Staff finds that the proposal meets the intent of this guideline as proposed and
the requirement will be enforced for applications implementing the project.
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MPDFSG(pp. l3-18):

Text not íncludecl,

109. The remaining design guidelines in the MPDFSG concern design requirements
for site plan and building permit level development that are not addressed at this stage

of development review. The staff report references some specifrc design standards
proposed by the developer, which does not warrant analysis at this stage of review
because the staff recommended conditions of approval exclude those proposals from
the scope of approval. As to land use, the conditions of approval limit the proposal to
the land use plan map (Figure 3-l in the MPD applications), description of categories
(beginning on page 3-18), and target densities. BDMC 18.98.1l0 and the conditions
of approval both require application of the MPDFSG for implementation projects.
Defenal of the site plan and building level of MPDFSG review for implementing
permits will not compromise the ability to comply with those standards.

Internotionøl Fíre Code, 2006 Edítíon

110. BDMC 18.98.080(AXl) requires the MPD to comply with all adopted
regulations, which includes the International Fire Code. The requirements below are

necessary at this stage of project review to assure compliance with the Fire Code.

Access: All Fire Department access roads should be required to meet the
International Fire Code, specifically Section 503 (Fire Department Access Roads) and
Appendix D (Fire Department Access Roads). Generally this requires that all roads
be at least 20 feet in unobstructed width with 13 feet 6 inches of unobstructed vertical
clearance across the entire road surface. If fire hydrants are located on the Fire
Department access road, then the roads must be at least 26 feet in width. The
proposed street designs include some elements (e.g., "auto courts") that do not
comply with this standard. Per the Fire Code, road grades should not exceed l0
percent. All portions of the first floor exterior walls of structures should be within
150 feet of approved fire apparatus access roads (especially with high density
housing, multi-family and commercial occupancies).

More than one means of access and egress is required per the Intemational Fire Code
2006 ed. Appendix D Section D107. Specifically D107.1 states: "Developments of
one or two family dwellings where the number of dwelling units exceeds 30 shall be
provided with separate and approved fire apparatus access roads and shall meet the
requirements of Section D I 04.3...."

Parks and Open Spaces: Separation of combustible structures and vegetation must
be provided to prevent potential wildland fires from the east and south from spreading
to structures. This separation will vary with types of structures and the natural
vegetation and will be evaluated at the time of implementing project approval.
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Access to Park/Open Space Trails: To allow for Fire Department access to medical
emergencies and small fires involving natural vegetation within the open space and
park trails, these trails to be wide enough to allow for passage of the Fire Department
off-road "Gator" and wheeled stretchers.

VI. RECOMMENDATION

The Examiner recommends the requested Master Planned Development be approved,
subject to the following conditions:

[Conditions are organized into categories; however the categories themselves are not
meant to limit the applicability of the condition to the overall project. Track changes
have been retained in order to show all alterations to the conditions of approval
recommended in the staff report.]

GENERAL

1. Approval of the MPD is limited to the terms and conditions set forth in the
City Council's written decision, and does not include approval of any other portion of
the MPD set forth in the application.

2. After approval by the City Council at an open public meeting and after a
public hearing as required by law, a Development Agreement shall be signed by the
Mayor and all property owners and lien holders within the MPD boundaries, and
recorded, before the City shall approve any subsequent implementing permits or
approvals. Any requirements deferred to the Development Agreement in this
decision shall be integrated into the Aereement prior to any approval of subsequent
implementing permits or approvals.

3. The Phasing Plan of Chapter 9 of the MPD application is approved. with the
exception of the bonding proposal at p. 9-3 and as otherwise noted in these conditions
ofapproval.

&4. 
-the 

Development Agreement shall specify which infrastructure projects the
applicant will build; which projects the City will build; and for which projects the
applicant will be eligible for either credits or cost recovery and by what mechanisms
this shall occur.

45=-The Development Agreement shall specifically describe when the various
components of permitting and construction must be approved, completed or
terminated (e.g., when must open space be dedicated, plats recorded, and utility
improvements be accepted by the City).
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*6.-The Development Agreement shall include language that defines and
identifres a "Master Developer." A single Master Developer shall be maintained
through the life of the Development Agreement. The duties of the Master Developer
shall include at least the following: a) function as a single point of contact for City
billing purposes; b) function as a single authority for Development Agreement
revisions and modifications; c) provide proof of approval of all permit applications
(except building permits) by other parties prior to their submittal to the City; and d)
assume responsibility for distributing Development Agreement entitlements and
obligations and administering such.

67. _The City shall have the ability but not the obligation to administratively
approve off-site projects that would otherwise be compromised if they cannot be
completed prior to approval and execution of the Development Agreement. In these
instances, the applicant shall acknowledge in writing that the approval of any such
applicable projects does not in any way obligate the City to incur obligations other
than those specifically identified in the approved permits for the applicable project.

7, The applieant shall-be respensible fer address:ng ary prqieeæ&eity {îseal
im

the time ef individual piqieet entitlernents and eff setting tax revenues'

8. The applicant shall submit a construction waste management plan for
inclusion in the Development Agreement.

9. Homeowners Association(s) conditions, covenants and restrictions (CCRs)
and/or the proposed Architectural Review Committee shall be required to allow the
use of green technologies (such as solar panels) in all buildings. In addition. the
CCRs shall include provisions. to be enforced by the HOA. prohibitine washing of
cars in driveways or other paved surfaces. except for commercial car washes. and
limiting the use of phosphorous fertilizers in common areas. so as to limit
phosphorous loading in stormwater.

ITRANSPORTATIONI

lL everthe eeurse eÊprqie€t-build eut; eenstruetrall new readwaí alignments as
¿epiee¿ in tne agZS

te maintain the ê:ty's level ef serviee standards- IFEIS Mitigatier Measure]

+l-'t0. Over the course
or intersection improvement that is: (a) depicted in the 2025 Transportation Element
of the adopted 2009 City Comprehensive Plan and in the City's reasonable discretion
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is (i) necessarv to maintain the City's then-applicable. adopted levels of service to the
extent that project traffic would cause or contribute to any level of service deficiency
as determined by the City's adopted level of service standard. or (ii) to provide access
to or circulation within the project (þ) functionally equivalent to any said alignment
or improvement: or (c) otherwise necessary to maintain the City's then-applicable.
adopted levels of service to the extent that project traffic would cause or contribute to
any level of service failure as determined by the City's adopted level of service
standard. or to provide access to or circulation within the project. as determined by
the City in its reasonable discretion based on the monitorine and modeling provided
for in Conditions 6 and 2l below. The Development Aereement shall specif.v for
which projects the applicant will be eligible for either credits or cost recovery and by
what mechanisms this shall occur. Any "functionally equivalent" realignment that
results in a connection of MPD roadS to Green Valley Road shall be processed as a
major amendment to the MPD.

gt l. The applicant shal
which incorporates. at an appropriately fine level of detail. and at a minimum. the
transportation network from the northern boundary of the City of Enumclaw on SR
169 through the Cit]¡ of Maple Valley to the northern limits of that city" and west to
SR 167 in Auburn, External trips may be captured by any valid methodology
including overlaying the new model onto the existing Pueet Sound Regional Council
transportation model. The new model must be validated for existine traffic.

++12. The new model must
land uses as defined in the aoplicable Comprehensive Plans areas covered in the study
area. current peak hour factors and existine speed limits on all project roads. The
model must be run with both currently funded and unfunded transportation projects
for each affected jurisdiction as shown in the applicable 6 year Transportation
Improvement Plans and 20 year Transportation Plans. respectively.

+4t¡. fhe new model mu
projected peak hour factor assumptions and the varying consequences to project
impacts and mitieation measures must be presented to the City and all affected
iurisdictions.

+t14. The new model must c
service plans of Sound Transit. King County Metro and any other transit provider
likely to provide service in the studl¿ area. This mode split analysis should include an
estimate of the number of project residents likelL to use the Sounder and to which
stations these trips might be attributed. This analysis must be presented to the City.
the applicable transit aeencies. and the jurisdictions in which trips are likely to use
park and ride. Sound Transit parkine garages or other facilities.

+6.15. The new mode
rates utilizing cunently available ITE methodoloeies as well as information from
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local master planned developments with similar land use mixes. The methodoloev
for choosine the final internal trip capture rates must be justified. Any subsequent
revisions to the model should include the realized trip capture rates for the project. if
available.

l+.t6, The resulting p
development agreement or processed as a major amendment to the MPD prior to City
approval of any implementine projects.

{&.ll-The intersections needing mitigation as identified in the analysis required
above neteèi*theFBlS shall be monitored under a Transportation Monitoring Plan
which shall be incorporated into the Development Agreement for the MPD, with each
designated improvement being required at the time defined in the Monitoring Plan.

WheMonitoringPlanshallrequirethatimprovementsbe
constructed with development in order to bring mitigation projects into service before
the Level of Service is degraded below the City's standard.

{91!._lntersection improvements outside the City limits shall be mitigated through
measures acceptable to the applicable agency. IFEIS Mitigation Measure] The
developer shall enter into traffic mitigation agreements with impacted agencies
outside the city that have projects under their jurisdiction in the list below as part of
the Development Agreement. If those mitigation agreements include the construction
ofa project, those projects shall be added to the regional project list and included as
part of the Development Agreement.

2S.19. The responsibilities and pro-rata shares of the cumulative transportation
mitigation projects shall be established in the two Development Agreements, which
must cover the complete mitigation list and be consistent with one another. (Traffic
impacts were studied based on the cumulative impacts of The Villages and the
Lawson Hills MPDs. These various projects have a mutual benefit and need crossing
over between them.)
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S+reet

Ð[!or each potential signal, first consider and present a conceptual design for a
roundabout as the City's prefened method of intersection control. [FEIS Mitigation
Measure]

*21. 
^ 

transportation monitoring plan shall be
established as part of the Development Agreement q¡i{h us.lng the projects id
in the new traffic analysis required above. @d including trigger
mechanisms acceptable to the City.

?1Q,-Jmplementing projects shall be designed to foster the development of a street
grid system throughout the project.

25ü,--ln order to balance the impact of the added street maintenance and the
proposed street standards with higher maintenance costs, all eul-de-sas*and auto
courts serving 20 units or less, and all alleys shall be private and maintained by the
applicant or future Homeowners' Association(s).

265!he applicant or future Homeowners' Association(s) shall be required to
maintain all street side landscaping.

Z7$,lraffic calming measures shall be explored with each implementing
development action and implemented at the discretion of the Public Works Director.

,Fviee, Neeessary

e €hange er
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26. The monitoring plan required by these conditions shall require the applicant to
model the traffic impacts of a development phase before submitting land use
applications for that phase. in order to determine at what point a street or intersection
is likely to drop below the City's adopted level of service. The monitoring plan shall
provide for the timing of commencement of construction of projects identified frem
tlrelisteentained in Condition 2l{3. as well as the amendments to the scope of said
projects and/or additions to Condition 21{3's project list as determined b}¡ the Cit}¡ in
its reasonable discretion as necessary to maintain the City's adopted levels of service
in effect at the time of the modeling. to the extent that project traffic would cause or
contribute to any level of service failure as determined by the City's adopted level of
service standard. In the event of a disagreement between the applicant and the Citly
about the timinq of construction of a transportation project under the monitorinq plan.
and if the monitorin&plan does not already include period modeling. the applicant
shall also monitor traffic levels midway throush each phase to determine if the traffic
generation. trip distribution and assignment patterns are developins as expected.

2*1l-Reserve a site within the commercial area on either the north or south side of
Auburn-Black Diamond Road for a future park and ride lot. IFEIS Mitigation
Measure]

3S.2& No more than 150 residential units shall be permitted with a single point of
access. 300 units may be allowed on an interim basis, provided that a secondary
point of access is provided.

29. The Development Agreement shall define a development parcel(s) beyond
which no further development will be allowed without complete construction of the
South Connector.

+l-.¡O. Prior to tne nr
more detailed implementation schedule of the regional infrastructure projects
supportine that phase shall be submitted for approval. The timine of the projects
should be tied to the number of residential units and/or square feet of commercial
projects.

3å31,-The applicant shall apply road design speed control and traffic calming
measures so that inappropriate speeds are avoided on neighborhood streets.

33Q.--The timing of the design and alignment of the Pipeline Road shall be included
as part of the Development Agreement.

33. Provided a study confirms ensineering feasibility and reasonable and
customary construction costs. Ae connecting sidewalk and safe pedestrian connection
to the programmed sidewalk in the Morganville area shall be required along Roberts
Drive. Construction timing should be specified in the Development Asreement. The
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City and applicant shall work in good faith to seek grants and qther funding
mechanisms to construct the improvement. The applicant shall otherwise be
responsible for construction costs to the extent authorized by law.

34. The City shall commission a study. at Applicant's expense. on how to prevent
MPD traffic from using Green Valley Road. which shall include an assessment of
traffic calmine devices. The study shall also include an analysis and recommended
mitigation ensuring safety and compatibility of the various uses of the road. All
reasonable measures identified in the study shall be incorporated into the
Development Agreement or processed as an amendment to the MPD alone with the
timine required for installation of the improvements.

A+.¡S. fhe Oevelopment a

by the developer. which projects will be built by the City and what projects will
qualify for cost recovery.

INOrSEl

3$$-Each implementing development shall include a plan for reducing short term
construction noise by employing the best management practices such as minimizing
construction noise with properly sized and maintained mufflers, engine intake
silencers, engine enclosures, and turning off equipment when not in use. IFEIS
Mitigation Measurel

3Qf._.Stationary construction equipment shall be located distant from sensitive
receiving properties whenever possible. Where this is infeasible, or where noise
impacts would still be likely to occur, portable noise baniers shall be placed around
the equipment (pumps, compressors, welding machines, etc.) with the opening
directed away from the sensitive receiving property. IFEIS Mitigation Measure]

3?.18. Ensure that all equipment required to use backup alarms utilizes ambient-
sensing alarms that broadcast a warning sound loud enough to be heard over
background noise, but without having to use a preset, maximum volume.
Alternatively, use broadband backup alarms instead of typical pure tone alarms.

IFEIS Mitigation Measure]

3&39._Require operators to lift, rather than drag materials wherever feasible. IFEIS
Mitigation Measurel

39.a0._Substitute hydraulic or electric models for impact tools such as jackhammers,
rock drills and pavement breakers. [FEIS Mitigation Measure]

4&41. Electric pumps shall be specified whenever pumps are required. IFEIS
Mitigation Measurel
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¿WThe developer shall establish a noise control "hotline" to allow neighbors
affected by noise to contact the City or the construction contractor to ask questions or
to complain about noncompliance with the noise reduction program pafüeularlj¡¡eisf
ae+ivities. Failure to comply with the noise reduction program shall result first in 4
warning and one or more continuing failures may result in cessation of construction
activities until the developer provides adequate assurance to the City that there will be
no further noncompliance. +selr*tie+is.4aund. Notine in this condition shall be
construed as limiting or altering the City's authority to enforce its noise regulations.

[FEIS Mitigation Measure]

eß'If pile driving becomes necessary, impact pile-driving shall be minimized in
favor of less noisy pile installation methods. If impact pile driving is required, the
potential for noise impacts shall be minimized by strict adherence to daytime only.

IFEIS Mitigation Measure]

44. Work hours of operation shall be established and made part of the
Development Agreement

identifies lone term noise impacts resulting from the 15 year development window.
Long term noise impacts shall comply with Chapter 173-60 and not qualify under
construction noise exemptions. The noise study shall define the period(s) of time that
constitute long term noise. based upon professionally accepted standards or noise
resulations from other agencies. If this information is not available. six months shall
qualif.v as long term. Particular attention shall be paid to any truck traffic eenerated
by the large amount of gradine proposed by the Applicant. The study shall propose
mitigation to mitigate noise within the levels required by Chapter 173-60. which
could include reroutine of truck traffic. sound barriers and/or sound proof windows.
Any reasonable mitigation shall be addressed in the Development Aereement or
processed as an amendment to the MPD.

IPUBLIC UTILITIES - \ryATERl

'l l,'6. Comply with the terms of the Water
Services Future Funding Agreement (WSFFA). W
a{Uilize the Tacoma lntertie, in addition to the Spring Supply per the WSFFA.

IFEIS Mitigation Measure]

4á4!,_Construct an appropriately sized reservoir in 850 Zone or construct an 850
Zone loop back to the existing system in the vicinity of Railroad Avenue. IFEIS
Mitigation Measurel
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47Ð.-construct a 750 Zone loop back to the existing system, or propose a
functionally equivalent alternative as allowed in the MPD code. IFEIS Mitigation
Measure]

4&50. Complete the 850 loop in the North Property and the 850 loop in Pipeline
Road with a pressure reducing station to the 750 Zone water main within the North
Property. IFEIS Mitigation Measure]

49.!1.-Construct needed water supply and storage improvements in accordance with
the City's Comprehensive Plan and necessary to serve the proposed development.
Alternatively, a functionally equivalent improvement to the facilities above may be
approved with the MPD. [FEIS Mitigation Measure]

S&sZ-Should new water distribution alternatives be desired by the applicant that are
not consistent with the recently adopted Water Comprehensive Plan, the applicant
shall be responsible for the cost of updating the Plan if needed.

g-S:. fne Water Conserv
Application is approved. The Development Agreement shall include details about the
responsibility for water conservation, the basis and methods for measuring
conservation savings, and the impacts if the required savings targets of 10% less than
the average water use in the City by residential uses at the time the MPD was
submitted are not achieved.

5l54.-The proposed water conservation plan shall be evaluated for its effectiveness
in light of the City's available water resources after the first 500 units have been
constructed. At that time, additional measures may be required if goals are not being
achieved.

IPUBLIC UTILITIES - SE\ryERl

S*5|-King County will be constructing a sewer flow equalization storage reservoir
in a location to serve the needs of the City. [FEIS Mitigation Measure]

54-.5é,-Construct trunk lines Nos. 1 and 4. IFEIS Mitigation Measure]

5t!2,-Construct pump station I and force main 1 to equalization tank. IFEIS
Mitigation Measurel

Sâ|$--Collection of sewage shall occur as presented in City's Comprehensive Plan,
consistent with King County sewage storage site selection, and as necessary to serve
the proposed development. Alternatively, a functionally equivalent improvement to
the facilities above may be approved
appropriate by City staff and consistent with King Count]¡'s sewaee storage site
selection process. [FEIS Mitigation Measure]
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5íL59._An interim sewer pump station is accepted, provided that:

a. Routing of the gravity sewer mains is consistent with the City's
ultimate plan for routing sety¡/age.

b. No capital facility charge credit will be considered for interim
improvements.

IPUBLTC UTTLTTTES - STORMWnTnn AND WATER QUALTTYI

5&.60"-Stormwater runoff that is collected from impervious surfaces shall be
mitigated in accordance with the 2005 Stormwater Management Manual for Ilestern
Il'ashington, and stormwater designs shall include low impact development
techniques wherever practical and feasible. [FEIS Mitigation Measure]. Homeowner
associations should bear the cost of landscape maintenance associated with the low
impact development techniques.

59.þ1,-Preserve the volume of stormwater for the groundwater area tributary to Black
Diamond Lake and associated wetlands. IFEIS Mitigation Measure]

6eþ!-Implement the stormwater program described in Appendix D to The Villages
FEIS in order to match total runoff volume discharges via surface and subsurface
conveyance routes to Horseshoe Lake. [FEIS Mitigation Measure]

6l-.63,-Provide mitigation facilities within the project limits--expans[on_parceþ or
provide an agreement with King County for long term City ownership and/or
maintenance of off-site facilities not within City limits. IFEIS Mitigation Measure]

6?.!{.,-Native plants shall be primarily used as part of the planting palette within the
MPD. Lawn planting shall be reduced wherever practical. IFEIS Mitigation
Measure]

ß.61-S/here point discharges to streams must occur, design the outfall to minimize
impacts to the stream channel and avoid areas of signifïcant vegetation. IFEIS
Mitigation Measurel

6466. Construct stormwater treatment and storage improvements as presented in
City's Comprehensive Plan and as necessary to serve the proposed development.
Alternatively, a functionally equivalent improvement to the facilities above may be
approved with the MPD. [FEIS Mitigarion Measure]

6*67--Mechanisms shall be identified to integrate Low Impact Development
technologies into the overall design of the MPD and incorporated into the
Development Agreement. Future Homeowners' Associations shall bear any
increased cost of landscape maintenance.
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6áS!--The Development Agreement shall include restrictions on roof types (no
galvanized, copper, etc.) and roof treatments (no chemical moss killers, etc) to ensure
that stormwater discharged from roof downspouts is suitable for direct entry into
wetlands and streams without treatment. The applicant shall develop related public
education materials that will be readily available to all homeowners and implement a
process that can be enforced by future homeowners associations.

67.69. Stormwater facilities to be considered as part of required open space shall be
designed as an amenity per the Public Works and Natural Resources Directors. If
approved, future Homeowners Association(s) shall be required to provide landscape
maintenance of these facilities.

6&.2Q.,-The Development Agreement shall include language that binds future
developers and contractors to a requirement to comply with any NPDES permits
issued by the Washington State Department of Ecology and acknowledge that
although permit conditions imposed by NPDES permits are not administered by the
City, staff reserves the right to enforce the conditions of the NPDES permit. Since
the city has a high interest in protecting receiving waters under the city storm water
permit, the developer shall fund necessary costs for traininq related to inspection
services.

69-lll. -Develop a proactive temporary erosion and sediment control plan to prevent
erosion and sediment transport and provide a response plan to protect receiving
waters during the construction phase.

l0i12,-Construct a storm water system that does not burden the city with excessive
maintenance costs; assist the city with maintenance of landscape features in storm
water facilities. The City shall have the right to reject higher cost of maintenance
facilities when lower cost options may be available.

71='l]..-Jnclude a tabular list of stormwater monitoring requirements. The list should
include the term of the monitoring, the allowable deviation from design objectives or
standards, and the action items necessary as a result of excess deviations.

7Zil!-!he stormwater plan shall include the ability to adaptively manage detention
and discharge rates and redirect stormwater overflows when environmental
advantages become apparent.

74i15,-!he size of storm ponds for hydraulic purposes shall vest on a phase by phase
basis to the extent allowed by the City's DoE discharge permit and state law.

74='lþ,-!he Development Agreement shall include language to allow deviations from
the stormwater facilities listed in the FEIS when justified by a technical analysis and
risk assessment.
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77. The applicant shall obtain all necessary permits from King County for both
constructionjncluding any nece the
Cityb ability to perform maintenance of the large regional storm pond proposed to
the west of the project . The Applicant shall
submit engineering plans to the City for approval. which shall not be unreasonabllr
withheld or delayed. prior to submitting such plans to the County.

++.Zg. The City shall
share participation in any watershed-wide implementation measures identified in
Exhibit H-9 would be of sienificant benefit in protecting Lake Saw)'er water qualit)r.
If so. those measures shall be incorporated into the Development Asreement. The
Development Agreement shall also integrate the phosphorous monitorine plan
proposed by the Applicant in Ex. NR-TV-7.

[vrsuAl, AND AESTHETTCS]

76i12-!he Development Agreement shall include a narrative of the process and basis
for selectively removing hazard trees within sensitive areas@.
Theintentofthissectionwillbetoleavethemajorityofthe@
as designated passive open space but to have it appear and function as native forest.

74.!!.-The Development Agreement shall define when and under what conditions a
development parcel may be logged for timber revenue, how that parcel must be
secured to minimize the impacts on the community and how long the parcel may
remain undeveloped before it must be reforested.

IPUBLIC SERVICES - PARKS AND RECREATIONI

7&.9!,-If a school site is developed and the proponent proposes to build a joint-use
facility, the proponent shall provide one or more youth/adult baseball/softball fields,
soccer fields, tennis courts, or basketball courts in conjunction with the school site(s)
or at an alternative location. IFEIS Mitigation Measure]

7982 The details of the park and recreation facilities to serve the new demand from
the MPD shal!_eedd be set in the required Development Agreement, an#mayåe
includins whether such facilities may be constructed on- or off-site. IFEIS
Mitigation Measurel

8e83.-The cost of such facilities, including a proportionate share of facilities not
fully warranted by the MPD build out, could be provided by payment of fees. IFEIS
Mitigation Measurel

8-l=84=-As part of the Development Agreement, the fee-in-lieu values for park
facilities shall be re-evaluated to ensure appropriate levels of funding and to include a
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mechanism to account for inflationary rises in construction costs and potentially, the
costs of maintaining these types of facilities in the future. The City shall maintain
discretion concerning when and if a lump sum payment will be accepted in lieu of
constructin g off-site recreational facilities

8L85,_The details regarding the timing of construction and optional off-site
construction or payment of fee in lieu of construction included in eentent+-ef Table
5.2 of the MPD application (Recreation Facilities) shall be specified reselyed in the
Development Agreement.

8&86._Dependant on the availability of land, the adequacy of funds to construct City-
approved recreational facilities and an ability to maintain these facilities, the City
shall retain the sole discretion to determine when and if the applicant will be allowed
to provide a lump sum payment in lieu of constructing off-site recreational facilities.
This condition may be further defined within the Development Agreement.

8487-The Development Agreement shall include language authorizing public access
to parks and trails facilities.

88.

of the implementing project) shall be constructed or bonded prior to occupanc)¡. final
site plan or final plat approval. whichever occurs first. Off-site trail connections shall
meet the same standard to the extent authorized bv law. '
g+.89. Parks within eao

to occupancy. final site plan or final plat approval of any portion of the phase.
whichever occurs first. to the extent necessary to meet park level of service standards
for the implementing oroject.

90. The Development Agreement shall include a tabular list of the characteristics
of passive open space and active open space and permitted activities thereon so that
future land use applications can accurately track the type and character of open space
that is provided.

IPUBLTC SERVTCES - SCHOOLSI

8á9.1,_A separate school mitigation agreement shall be entered into between the
applicant, the City and the Enumclaw School District which provides adequate
mitigation of impacts to school facilities and be incorporated into the MPD permit
and Development Agreement by reference. IFEIS Mitigation Measure]
Alternatively. school mitigation may be addressed in the Development Aereement if
authorized by the City. The capital facilities plan adopted blv the City shall eovern
the acreage requirements for school sites and shall also serve as the source of
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enrollment projections. Smaller sites may be used if it can be established that less
areas will still meet the needs of the District. All proposed schools shall be located
within a half-mile walk or residential areas.

&7-.2,-An updated fiscal analysis shall be required for any proposal to locate a high
school within any lands designated on Figure 3-l (Land Use Plan) for
commercial/offi celretail use.

ÍPUBLIC SERVICES - PUBLIC SAFETYI

8&9i,-The Development Agreement shall include specifrc provisions for providing
both fire station sites and funding for future fire facilities and equipment to ensure
protection concurrent with project build out. [FEIS Mitigation Measure]

89'q4. All Fire Department access roads must meet International Fire Code,
specifically Section 503 Fire Department Access Roads and Appendix D Fire
Department Access Roads,_.
approved by the desienated official asnd authorized by applicable resulations

9&91,_Auto courts shall meet the requirements of the lntemational Fire Code 2006
ed. Per IFC Section 503, specifically 503.2.1--. except to the exten
exceptions are approved by the designated official asnd authorized b)¡ applicable
regulations.

9l=96,_Separation of combustible structures and vegetation shall be provided to
prevent wildland fires from the east and south from spreading to buildings. This shall
be determined at the time of implementing projects.

IEROSTON HAZARDSI

94.L.Major earth moving and grading shalt ma.y be limited to the "dry season,"
between April and September, to avoid water quality impacts from erosion due to wet
soils. Construction during the "wet season" may occur as allowed b)¡ the Engineering
Desiqn and Construction Standards Section 2.2.05. IFEIS Mitigation Measure]

93-9&-In cases where vegetation is an effective means of stabilizing stream banks,
stream banks shall be protected from disturbance to reduce the adverse impacts to
stream erosion. IFEIS Mitigation Measure]

9499. Bridges or appropriately sized box culverts shall be used for roadway
crossings of streams to allow peak flow high-water events to pass unimpeded and to
preserve some normal stream processes. IFEIS Mitigation Measure]
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9*l0Q.Design stormwater facilities to avoid
flows on moderate and steep slopes in order
Mitigation Measurel

9á101.Utilize stormwater detention facilities
flows. IFEIS Mitigation Measure]

discharging concentrated stormwater
to avoid severe land erosion. IFEIS

that avoid increases in peak stream

97,1 02.
te eever the eests ef staff te deal with eenstruetiet runeff diseharges that exeeed

@he Applicant develeper shall previde submit a Temporarl¡
Erosion and Sedimentation Control (TESC) plan meetine City standards that will
mitigate the potential for construction run-off from the site prior to srading or land
clearing activities. The best management practices in the TESC plan shall include
standby storage of emergency erosion and sediment control materials; a limit to the
amount of property that may be disturbed in the winter months; and guaranteed time
frames for the establishment of wet weather erosion and site protection measures.

9&103.Prior to approval of the frrst implementing plat or site development permit
within a phase, the applicant shall submit an overall grading plan that will balance the
cut or fill so that the amount of cut or fill does not exceed the other by more than
20o/o.

ILANDSLTDE HAZARDSI

9*10!.Development of landslidehazard areas shall be avoided. Sufficient setbacks
shall be required to assure or increase the safety of nearby uses, or where feasible
grade out the landslide hazard area to eliminate the hazard in compliance with the
city's Sensitive Areas Ordinance BDMC 19.10. IFEIS Mitigation Measure]

{4+.1!5. Stormwater and groundwater shall be managed to avoid increases in
overland flow or infiltration in areas of potential slope failure to avoid water-induced
landslides. IFEIS Mitigation Measure]

+Ot-196,-Geologically hazardous areas shall be designated as open space and roads
and utilities routed to avoid such areas. Where avoidance is impossible, utilize the
process in the Sensitive Areas Ordinance (supplied with adequate information as
defined in code) and Engineering Design and Construction Standards (ED&CS) to
build roads and utilities through these areas.

IMrNE HAZARDSI

+O492.-Development within the moderate mine hazard area may require
additional mitigation measures, which shall be evaluated with future implementing
development proposals.
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f€ilQ!,-All proposed development within mine hazard areas shall occur in
conformance with BDMC 19.10.

l€4109--All houses that are sold in classified or declassifred coal mine hazard areas
shall require a liability release from the homeowner to the City. The release must
recognize that the City is not liable for actual or perceived damage or impact from the
coal mine hazard area. The release form shall be developed and included in the
Development Agreement.

IVEGETATION AND \ilETLANDSI

+g+.110. 
-Structural 

measures such as silt fences and temporary sediment ponds
shall be used to avoid discharging sediment into wetlands and other critical areas.

IFEIS Mitigation Measure]

fSGl !-l*_lmplementing projects shall provide "on the ground" protection measures
such as wetland buffers or root protection zones for significant trees. [FEIS
Mitigation Measurel

l4+1!2.,-New stormwater outfalls shall be located to avoid impacts to any stream
and adjacent wetlands, riparian buffers, unstable slopes, significant trees, and
instream habitat. Where all practical and feasible avoidance measr¡res have been
employed, provide mitigation in the form of outfall energy dissipaters and/or
vegetation restoration and slope stabilization as necessary. IFEIS Mitigation
Measure]

108, Âny deviatien^ frerr the Tree Preservati.,operdinanee (BDM€ 19,30) shall
is.

+€qU}-A tree inventory shall be required prior to the development of
implementing projects so that other opportunities to preserve trees may be realized.

+-l+!!4._The Development Agreement shall include text that defines when and
under what conditions a parcel may be logged for timber revenue, how that parcel
must be secured to minimize the impacts on the community and how long the parcel
may remain un-worked before it must be reforested.

+l-t-!lå-The Development Agreement shall describe the process and basis for
removing selective hazard trees at the project perimeter. The intent of this section
will be to leave the majority of the perimeter as designated passive open space, but to
have it appear and function as native forest.

+l+.1 !é.-The use of native vegetation in street landscaping and in parks shall be
required.
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IFISH AND WILDLIFEI

+++l[,-Wildlife forage preferences shall be of primary consideration in plant
species selection for enhancement areas. [FEIS Mitigation Measure]

l-1411-8.,--Mast-producing species (such as hazelnut) shall be used to mitigate for
reduced food sources resulting from habitat reductions when designing landscape
plans for development parcels adjoining wetland buffers, or for wetland buffer
enhancement plantings. [FEIS Mitigation Measure]

+++119. Provide a 3O0-foot-wide wildlife corridor from the western edge of the
Core Complex to the City's western boundary. The conidor should be located within
areas of contiguous open space that form a network. IFEIS Mitigation Measure]

ICLTMATE CHANGEI

+-16120,-Building design guidelines shall allow the use of solar, wind, and other
renewable sources. IFEIS Mitigation Measure]

+++,?J-.Should a large employer (100+ employees) or a group of similar
employers locate in the commercial areas of the MPD, a Transportation Management
Association shall be implemented to reduce vehicle trips. [FEIS Mitigation Measure]

ILAND USEI

l{$-l22--Approval of the design concept and land use plan (Chapter 3) shall be
limited to the plan map (Figure 3-1); description of categories (beginning on page 3-
18); a maximum of 4.800 total residential units and 775.000 square feet of
commercial space: and target densities (Table 3.2), except as modified herein.
Commercial uses within residential land use cateeories shall only be allowed throush
amendment of the MPD. All other specifics shall be resolved through the
Development Agreement process.

+t+.123.-The project shall provide a mix of housing types in conformance with the
MPD Design Guidelines. The Development agreement shall set targets for various
types of housing for each phase of development.

+*P,+ 
-Identification 

of specific areas where live/work units can be permitted
shall be done as part of the Development Agreement or through an MPD minor
amendment.

++Ll2f ,^ minimum density of 4 dr¡/ac for residential properties shall be required
for implementing projects.
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++Pþ.,-If the applicant requests to increase a residential category that abuts the
perimeter of the MPD, it shall be processed as a Major Amendment to the MPD.
Residential land use categories can otherwise be adjusted one categorl¡ up or down
ttrough an administrative approval process provided the)¡ also otherwise meet the
requirements for minor amendments outlined in BDMC 18.98.100.

+eW.Jhe Development Agreement shall limit the frequency of proposed
reclassification of development parcels to no more frequently than once per calendar
year.

+2+l28Jhe Expansion Area process shall be clarified in the Development
Agreement.

8*W.,--Project specific design standards shall be incorporated into the
Development Agreement. These design guidelines must comply with the Master
Planned Development Framework Design Standards and Guidelines. All MPD
construction shall comply with the Master Planned Development Framework Desiqn
Standards and Guidelines. whether or not required by the Development Asreement.

æ130. A unit split (percentages of single family and multifamily) and
commercial use split (commercial, office and industrial) shall be incorporated into the
Development Agreement.

W-l3L-All commercial/office uses (other than home occupations and identified
live/work areas) shall only occur on lands so designated. Additional commercial
areas shall be identified on the Land Use Plan through a future amendment to the
MPD.

+}&.]32Jhe project shall include a mix of housing types that contribute to the
affordable housing goals of the CitLprieeC++

bY-Phase analysis +feriedie+nalysis of affordable housins Citywide to ensure that
housing is being provided at affordable prices. Specifications for affordable housins
needs within the project shall be determined as a result of the phase-b)¡-phase
analysis.
the ea*ning petential eâ these jebs being ereated rvithirFthe p-qieet, Exa€t

g+Él-Exact specifìcations for the housing described in paragraph 122 shall be
included within the Development Agreement.
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S.134. A distinct land use category shall be created to recognize potential light
industrial uses or the "office" category shall be renamed to properly indicate the
range of potential uses. Areas intended to have light industrial type uses shall be
identified on the Land Use Map that is made part of the Development Agreement.

-l+l=135.-The high density residential (18-30 du/ac) supplemental design standards
and guidelines (MPD application Appendix E) shall become part of the Development
Agreement.

13+136. No more than 25Yo of non-multifamily housing shall consist of "front-
loaded lots."

WQl.-Homeowners Association conditions, covenants and restrictions (CCRs) or
the Architectural Review Committee shall review, but shall not preclude, the use of
green technologies such as solar panels.

{3413& Front yard setbacks and other specific lot standards shall be determined as
part of the Development Agreement.

-13+139.,-A FAR standard shall be established through the Development Agreement
process.

140. No more than two floors of residential uses above ground floor
commercial/office uses shall be allowed.

l4l. The orientation of public building sites and parks shall preserve and enhance
views of Mt. Rainier and other views identified in the comprehensive plan.
Consideration of the removal of the tailine piles in Parcel B shall be taken in order to
enhance views of Mt. Rainier.

KtaZ. The epplicant'
Town Center as identified at p. l3-4 of the MPD application should be eranted. All
other requests for deviation in the Chapter 13 of the MPD application should be
denied except for those deviations. mostly utility and street standards. that are
identified in the recommendation as amenable to further review in the development
asreement process. Any MPD deviations to the Sensitive Areas Ordinance should be
denied. since BDMC 18.98.155(A) provides that the Sensitive Areas Ordinance shall
be the minimum standards for protection of sensitive areas within MPDs.

ISENSTTTVE AREAS/OPEN SPACEI

WW-:lhe use of sensitive areas including but not limited to wetlands, landslide
and mine hazard areas and their associated buffers for development including trails,
stormwater management, etc. shall be regulated by BDMC Chapter 19.10.
Appropriate mitigation, if required, for impacts as well as other required measures
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shall be evaluated on ,a case-by-case basis at the time of implementing project
application.

+3&144-_Areas shown as natural open space in the figure on Page 5-7 of the
application are required to remain natural with the possibility for vegetation
enhancement. Modifications to these areas may be approved by the City in its
reasonable discretion. on a case-by-case basis. only if necessary for construction of
required infrastructure such as roads. trails or stormwater facilities. An]¡ areas
disturbed pursuant to such approval shall be replanted with native plants. Ne$er

this condition shall allow srading or modifications in the sensitive areas and buffers.
except as provided in the Sensitive Areas Ordinance.

+3+U!,-The Development Agreement shall include a tabular list of the types of
activities and the characteristics of passive open space and active open space so that
future land applications can accurately track the type and character ofopen space that
is provided.

+4U-Jhe Development Agreement shall include language that specifically
defines when the various components of permitting and construction must be
approved, completed or terminated. For example; when must open space be
dedicated, plats recorded, and utility improvements be accepted by the City.

+4+147-Specific details on which open space shall be dedicated to the city,
protected by conservation easements or protected and maintained by other
mechanisms shall be established as part of the Development Agreement.

+4}14&-Once acreages have been finalized, phasing of open space (which includes
parks and is identified within the MPD application) shall be defined and articulated
for timing of final designation within the Development Agreement.

149. Once the mapped boundaries of sensitive areas have been agreed to, the
Development Agreement shall include text that identifies that these areas are fixed. If
during construction it is discovered that the actual boundary is smaller or larger than
what was mapped, the mapped boundary shall prevail. The applicant shall neither
benefit nor be penalized by errors or changes in the sensitive. area boundaries as the
projects are developed.

150. Storm ponds should only be considered as open space if the), are developed as
an amenity for safe recreational use.
Æ

IADMINTSTRATTONI
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+44151,-The proposed project shall have no adverse financial impact upon the city,
as determined after each phase of development and at full build-out._-The required
fiscal analysis shall als'einclude the costs to the city for operating, maintaining and
replacing public facilities required to be constructed as a condition of MPD approval
or any implementing approvals related thereto. The fiscal analysis shall ensure that
revenues from the project are sufficient to maintain the proiect's proportionate share
of adopted City staffine levels of service. The fiscal analysis shall be updated to
show continued compliance with this criterion, in accordance with the following
schedule:

a. Within five years, a new fiscal analysis shall be completed to determine
the long-term fiscal impact to the City. If necessary, additional project conditions
may be required.

b. Prior to commencing a new phase. includins the first phase of
construction.

The exact terms and process for performins the fiscal analysis and evaluatine fiscal
impacts shall be outlined in the Development Agreement. and shall include a specific
"MPD Funding Aereement." which shall replace the existing Citv of Black Diamond
Staff and Facilities Funding Agreement. The applicant shall be responsible for
addressine any projected city fiscal shortfall that is identified in the fiscal projections
required by this condition. This shall include provisions for interim fundine of
necessary service and maintenance costs (staff and equipment) between the time of
individual project entitlements and off-setting tax revenues.

+++lí2.Jhe Development Agreement shall include language that specifically
defines when the various components of permitting and construction must be
approved, completed or terminated. For example: when must open space be
dedicated, plats recorded, and utility improvements be accepted by the City.

*4álÐ,_The Development Agreement shall document a collaborative
design/review/permitting process that allows City staff to participate in the conceptual
stage of project planning in order to provide input on designs and choices that benefit
the City as well as the applicant.

++!54.Jhe Development Agreement shall specifically identify which rights and
entitlements are vested with each level of permitting, including but not limited to the
MPD Application approval, the Development Agreement approval, and Utility Permit
approvals.

{4&.155-_Reclassification of development parcels shall occur no more frequently
than once per calendar year.
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++155,-Proposed reclassification of development parcels located at the project
perimeter to a higher density shall only occur through a Major Amendment to the
MPD.

f5e.UZ,-A process for including lands identified as o'Expansion Areas" in the
application shall be defined in the Development Agreement.

l5l-l J!.-The Development Agreement shall define the proposed phasing plan for
the various matters (utility and street infrastructure, parks, transferred development
rights, etc.) subject to phasing standards.

159. Prior to the approval of the first implementing project of a defined phase, a
detailed implementation schedule of the regional projects supporting that phase shall
be submitted to the City for approval. The timing of the projects shall be tied to the
number of residential units and/or square feet of commercial projects.

I-MID POINT TRAFFIC ANALYSIS]

16057. a. At the point where building permits have been issued for 3.000
dwelline units at the Villaees and Lawson Hills together. the Citl/ shall
perform a single comprehensive review of the combined cumulative
transportation impacts of the Villages MPD and the Lawson Hills MPD and shall
issue findines. conclusions and a recommendation as provided below. This
review shall determine whether the cumulative transportation impacts of the two
orojects are reasonably close to the environmental impacts identified and
projected within the SEPA documentsl whether such impacts have been
adequately mitigated: and whether the projects comply with their respective
MPD permit conditions resulatinq their cumulative transportation impacts.

b. The midpoint review. as provided below. may be performed
concurrent with a preliminary plat application held on either the Villages or
Lawson Hills implementing plat. and the City review may incorporate relevant
portions of any SEPA documents prepared for the implementing plat which
analyze cumulative MPD impacts.

c. When the midpoint review threshold identified in subparaeraph
a. above. has been reached. the Citv shall issue written notice to the Master
Developer(s) to each submit within 90 days midpoint review documentation
summarizing their respective project impacts and compliance with
mitieations and conditions to date. In addition. the Master Developer(s) shall
each pay a proportionate share of the midpoint review costs incurred b)¡ the
City.

Not later than 90 days followine receipt of cumulative impact summaries from
the Master Developer(s). the City Director of Community Development shall
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consult with other affected iurisdictions as to the midpoint review results. shall
issue the City's proposed findings. conclusions and recommendation. and at the
close of the 90-day period. the City shall meet with the Master Developer(s) to
review the proposed findings. conclusions and recommendation and identif)'
what improvements the Master Developer(s) plans to construct. Within 14
days of the City meetine with the Master Developer(s). the City shall finalize its
findings. conclusions and recommendation and shall provide mailed notice to all
Parties of Record on the Villases MPD and/or the Lawson Hills MPD that the
midpoint review has been issued.

If a Master Developer fails to submit satisfactory midpoint review documentation
reeardine its project within the 90-day period after notice has been issued as
required herein. further permits shall not be approved for that MPD until the
required documentation has been submitted.

d. The review of cumulative transportation impacts of the two
projects shall be limited to analysis of the followins issues. The comprehensive
review need not include a detailed discussion of cumulative impacts other than
those listed below if eeneral findings are made that such other impacts are in
compliance with the review standards contained in the second sentence of Section
a above.

Review the adequacy of the City's 2025 Transportation Network' and EIS study
intersections impacted by the Villaees and Lawson Hills MPDs to meet the
applicable service standards in effect at the time the EISs were prepared.
includine consideration of the following specific topics:

i. The accuracy of backsround PM peak hour traffic level
forecasts:

ii. Levels of PM peak hour traffic eenerated cumulatively by the
Villaees and Lawson Hills and traveling outside the MPDs:

iii. The accuracy of the reeional PM peak hour trip distribution
forecasts: and

iv. Identification of any EIS study intersection(s) not meeting
the applicable LOS standard which are impacted by the Villages/Lawson Hills
PM peak hour traffic.

e. The City review of above-stated cumulative transportation
impacts required herein (the "midpoint review analysis') shall result in written
findinss and conclusions plus a recommendation for new future permit
conditions and mitieations for the Villages and/or Lawson Hills. as required.
Proposed conditions and mitieations applicable to future permits and associated
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mitigation within either or both projects shall be revised if the Cit)¡ fînds that the
conditions or mitigation measures imposed pursuant to the Cit]¡'s standards in
effect at the time of MPD approval have resulted in an unsatisfactorlr level of
mitisation. either because the deeree of mitigation is substantialll/ inadequate or
the quantity of impact demonstrated to be attributable to MPD development
sisnificantly exceeds levels predicted. New permit conditions and mitigations
imposed for cumulative impacts through the midpoint review process shall
comply with the following standards and limitations:

i. No new standards or requirements shall be imposed upon
property in any plat recorded within 60 months of MPD approval to the extent that
such standards or requirements would affect infrastructure serving said
property also constructed within the 60-month timeframe.

ii. Performance standards more stringent than those
contained in the original MPD permit shall not be imposed.

iii. No retrofittine or maior modification shall be reouired for
facilities properlv installed in accordance with MPD permits unless such is
determined necessary to avoid a threat to public health or safety or a new
significant adverse environmental impact. and such impact or threat cannot be
mitigated by requirements imposed upon or downsizine of MPD development )ret
to be constructed.

iu. N.* conditions and mitieations shall be limited to
those shown to be necessary as a direct result of the MPD development. and
such mitieation must be reasonable and achievable without compromising
other MPD permit requirements.

modified only to the extent that cumulative impacts are demonstrated to be the
result of development of such project. If cumulative impacts have been
demonstrated to exist but cannot be attributed solely to the MPDs. or
allocated between the two MPDs. responsibility for mitisation shall be
apportioned equitably in a pro-rata or lair share" based on objective causal
factors (e.e.. number of triË). Any mitigations or conditions imposed shall
specify clearl), which project and which portion thereof to which they appl*.

f. The Villages Master Developer. the Lawson Hills Master
Developer. or any other party of record ma)' appeal the midpoint review
analysis within 2l days of the date of its issuance by filine an appeal statement
with the Community Development Director. plus a fee in the amount then
applicable to an administrative appeal of a SEPA threshold determination. The
appeal statement shall specify in detail the errors alleeed to exist in the
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midpoint review analysis and any appeal proceedings shall be limited to
analvsis of such alleeations.

g. If one or more timely appeals are filed of the City's midpoint
review analysis. they shall be heard and decided by the Hearing Examiner
within 90 days of the date the appeal is filed. The hearine shall be limited to
the issues included within the written appeal statement. Participation in the
appèal shall be strictly limited to the city. the Applicant and parties who
timely filed complete written appeal statements and paid the appeal fee. The
appellant shall bear the burden of proof in the appeal. The midpoint review
analysis shall be upheld on appeal unless found to be clearly erroneous based
on the record as a whole.

h. The Hearing Examiner's decision on the midpoint review
analysis shall be a final decision appealable under the Land Use Petition Act.
Chapter 36.70C RCw.

i. If no timely appeal of the midpoint review anal)¡sis is received.
its findings. conclusions. and recommendation shall become final and non-
appealable 21 days after issuance. If an appeal is filed. the time required for
determination of such appeal shall be excluded from the approval period for
any MPD permit and preliminary plat in effect on the date of issuance of the
midpoint review analysis.
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